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ABSTRACT 

Government injury data indicated that New Zealand's sawmilling industry 
had a high number of musculoskeletal disorder (MSD) claims of high cost. 
New Zealand 's forestry and wood processing sector is also a growth 
industry, with 100 new mills likely to be developed by 2010. Required to 
address the high rate of MSDs is a systematic review of manual handling 
risk factors and the development of related intervention strategies. 

Detailed information on the prevalence and nature of MSDs in NZ 
sawmilling was sought. Available Accident Compensation Corporation 
injury records provided limited detail on the work tasks causing MSDs in 
sawmill workers. An industry survey of reported accidents for a 12 month 
period (September 2000-August 2001) was completed to determine MSD 
prevalence, and to identify sawmilling operations with high manual 
handling risks. 56% of MSD reports were from millhands and tablehands , 
who complete the majority of timber handling tasks. Back injuries 
accounted for 37% of MSD reports , and upper extremity complaints a 
further 35%. Tasks creating the largest proportion of MSDs in sawmills 
were pulling, sorting and stacking of timber from green or dry 
tables/chains (conveyors moving freshly sawn or kiln-dried timber, from 
which boards are taken and stacked) , filleting tasks (stacking timber with 
spacer sticks before drying) , and grading/sorting on the green table/chain. 

In case studies of two South Island sawmills, timber handling tasks at 
green and dry tables were investigated to determine manual handling risk 
factors. Karsh et al (2001) suggest that multiple intervention applications 
are the most successful in reducing MSDs. A range of assessment 
methods was therefore used to identify a range of manual handling risk 
factors and potential interventions. Assessments included worker 
interviews, archival data review, environmental assessment, lifting 
strength testing , force measurement, anthropometry, dimensional 
assessment, discomfort reporting , exertion scales, Rapid Entire Body 
Assessment, and application of a manual handling risk assessment. 

The manual handling risks identified were related to a wide range of 
aspects of the task (frequency, workplace design) , worker (experience, 
training) , load (timber size, chain/table design) , environment (temperature, 
lighting) and management (task rotations, maintenance schedules) . The 
intervention strategies developed to reduce the manual handling risks 
included workspace geometry (such as the relationship of timber on the 
table to the packet, and packet spacing), workflow management (such as 
task rotations, and managing peaks and troughs in production), task 
technique training (such as board throwing methods, induction training , 
and the use of protective aprons), table design (such as height, type of 
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chain or conveyor), and glove design. Mill-specific recommendations 
based on these strategies were presented to the mills. 

Further work is indicated to evaluate the effectiveness of recommended 
intervention strategies. 
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Green timber 

Dry timber 

GLOSSARY 

Recently sawn or fresh lumber that has not yet been 
through any drying process. 

Timber that has been dried, usually in a kiln but may 
be air-dried in the yard . 

Long chain or long table A straight conveyor system moving sawn 
timber from the mill. Boards are pulled from the 
conveyor and stacked into packets . Conveyors may 
be a link chain, plain steel belts, rollers , shaped nylon 
lugs or cleat design . 

Round table 

Packet 

A large, rotating , circular platform onto which green 
sawn timber from the mill falls , and boards are pulled 
and stacked into packets. 

A stack of timber of set dimension and board numbers 
that is strapped and/or wrapped in plastic. Each 
workplace has unique packet dimension requirements 
usually related to size for export containers and other 
transporting and storage issues. 

Filleting or stripping The stacking of packets of timber with small spacing 
sticks (called 'fillets' or 'strips') across the packet 
between each timber layer, to allow drying. Two or 
three layers of fillets/strips are also placed across all 
packets for stability in transportation. 

De filleting 

Sorting 

Grading 

Re-sawing 

The removal of fillets/strips from stacks of timber. 

Selecting same dimension and grade boards from the 
mixed boards and grades on the table/chain , and 
stacking into a packet. 

Marking of boards on the table (usually with chalk) to 
denote their quality and thereby the packet to be 
stacked to. The timber grader has completed 
additional training for this revenue-related task. 
Automated grading (machine stress grading or MSG) 
may also occur. 

The return of once-sawn lumber to the mill for sawing 
to a smaller size. 
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Chapter 1 Introduction 

1.1 Purpose 

Government agency injury records indicated that the log sawmilling 

industry in New Zealand had a high number of musculoskeletal injury 

claims with associated high cost for compensation and rehabilitation 

(Laurs, 2000). In order to address this costly problem in a growth industry, 

practical intervention strategies to reduce musculoskeletal disorders 

(MSDs) are needed. The application of interventions to reduce the manual 

handling risk factors contributing to MSDs should lead to the reduction of 

MSDs within sawmilling . The assessment of intervention effectiveness is 

not however a component of this study. 

This study had four aims: 

1) To determine the prevalence and nature of MSDs within the NZ 

sawmilling industry. 

2) Identification of the 'high risk' sawmilling task(s) associated with 

these MSDs. 

3) The investigation of 'high risk' sawmilling task(s) to determine 

manual handling risk factors. 

4) Development of a range of intervention strategies for the 

reduction of manual handling risk factors in sawmilling. 

The study had two distinct phases. The first was the completion of a 

national accident register survey to address aims 1 and 2, and the second 

phase consisted of case study work with two sawmills to address aims 3 

and 4. 

1.2 Project Background 

In early 2001, the Centre for Human Factors and Ergonomics (COHFE), 

operating as part of Forest Research, a Crown Research Institute, secured 

Public Good Science Funding (PGSF) for a project investigating MSDs in 

the wood processing industry. 
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Study objectives were: 

• To determine the prevalence of musculoskeletal problems amongst 

wood processing workers. 

• To identify high risk wood-processing tasks. 

• To design and evaluate measures to prevent or alleviate 

musculoskeletal problems in this area. 

The intended outcomes were: 

• The reduction of risk factors for MSDs in the wood processing industry. 

• Increased awareness of the operations and the contributory factors 

associated with the risk of MSDs. 

• An improved understanding and potential adaptation of measures 

which reduce the risk of such injuries. 

The original COHFE project objectives identified the 'wood processing 

industry' as the target. However initial investigation determined that ' log 

sawmilling' was the wood processing industry sector with the most 

musculoskeletal injury reports (Laurs, 2000). The COHFE project 

consequently focused only on the log sawmilling sector of the wood 

processing industry. 

Stated COHFE project outcomes included 'the reduction of risk factors for 

musculoskeletal disorders', but for this study does not include those risk 

factors that might fall under the category of 'medical issues'. The study 

focused only on manual handling risk factors that may contribute to 

musculoskeletal disorders. 

The Masters thesis component of this study did not differ from the COHFE 

project, but the original COHFE objectives and outcomes were re

interpreted as per the aims in 1.1. 
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1.3 Project Organisation 

COHFE offered an 8-week service sub-contract, occurring between May 

2001 and July 2002, for an ergonomist to assist with this project. COHFE 

volunteered support for this study to be used for the completion of a (100 

point) Master of Ergonomics. 

The Massey University supervisor for the sub-contracted ergonomist and 

master's student (Marion Edwin) was Professor Stephen Legg. David 

Tappin , as the primary ergonomist and project coordinator, was the 

master's student co-supervisor. Dr Tim Bentley, (whom at the outset of this 

project was in a management role with COHFE but is more recently 

employed at Massey University, Albany Campus) provided additional 

masters student co-supervision. Liz Ashby (ergonomist with COHFE) 

provided some project assistance. 

M. Edwin and D. Tappin completed the majority of the work for this project. 

They worked together to complete the accident survey data gathering and 

analysis , and to develop assessment protocols for onsite assessment of 

manual handling risk factors. They then remained in liaison but separately 

completed the assessment and intervention development phases in 2 

South Island (M. Edwin) and 2 North Island (D. Tappin) sawmill sites. 

Good communication was maintained for consistency and to enable 

formulation of a coherent national report. 

This thesis covers the jointly completed data gathering and analysis 

(Chapter 3) , but focuses on the methods (Chapter 4) and findings for 

assessments and interventions within the two South Island sawmills only 

(Chapters 5 and 6), presented as case studies. The discussion (Chapter 7) 

and conclusions (Chapter 8) sections summarise the joint findings. In 

practise, the relevant North Island findings were considered alongside the 

South Island findings in order to draw sound conclusions and develop 

recommendations appropriate to the research goals. The North Island 

find ings are not specifically reported in this thesis. This study does not 
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extend to the reassessment of manual handling risk factors following the 

application of recommended interventions. 
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Chapter 2 Literature Review 

2.1 Forest Industry in New Zealand 

New Zealand (NZ) supplies 1. 1 % of the total world forest products trade, 

and 8.8% of Asia Pacific's forest products trade - from only 0.05% of the 

world 's forest resource. The NZ forest industry generated NZ$3650 million 

in export earnings in 2002 - behind only the dairy and meat industries. Of 

NZ's total area of 27 million hectares, forest covers 31% (24% natural 

forest and 7% plantation forest). In the year ended March 2002 over 20 

million cubic metres of wood was harvested from NZ plantation forests -

the bulk of this as logs for export, sawing or peeling , some pulp logs, and 

other round-wood as small logs and export chips (NZ Forest Industry 

Facts and Figures 2002/2003). 

Whilst NZ's contribution to global wood production is relatively small , wood 

industry output is positioned to increase. At current new forest planting 

rates it is forecast that by 2010 NZ could harvest around 31 mill ion cubic 

metres annually, representing a 68% increase from the 2001 harvest 

(retrieved from Ministry of Agriculture and Forestry [MAF] website , May 4, 

2004. www.maf.govt.nz/forestry/publications/forestry-sector

issues/fsioverview.htm). This production increase will demand a 

corresponding increase in all forestry and wood processing industries, with 

MAF predicting that NZ$6.5 billion will need to be invested in wood 

processing before 2015. It is predicted that this growth will represent an 

increase in GDP from 4% in 1998 to 14% in 2025, with the total number of 

employees in wood-based industries doubling. To meet the increased 

production demands over the next 15 years , it is suggested that 100 

medium-sized sawmills, 90 remanufacturing plants, and a mix of 20 

panelboard and/or six pulp and paper plants will be required (retrieved 

from Forestry Insights website, May 4, 2004. 

www.insights.co.nz/products_processes_avo.asp). 
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Forest industry activities include forestry, logging, services to forestry, log 

sawmilling , wood chipping, timber re-sawing and dressing, pulp, paper and 

paperboard manufacture, plywood and veneer manufacturing, and 

fabricated wood manufacture. These industries employed 24,315 full time 

workers as at February 2001 (NZ Forest Industry Facts and Figures 

2002/2003). 

2.2 Accident Prevention and Occupational Health and Safety 

Agencies 

NZ's Accident Compensation Corporation (ACC) is the government 

agency concerned with injury prevention , the provision of accident 

insurance, and injury compensation and rehabilitation services post injury. 

ACC collects injury statistics in order to target high injury sectors, both 

occupational and non-occupational. The Occupational Health and Safety 

Service (OSH) is the government agency promoting best practice in 

occupational safety and health in the workplace, particularly compliance 

with the Health and Safety in Employment (HSE) Act 2002. OSH's 2004-

2009 Strategic Plan (2004) states the outcome 'enabled people taking 

active responsibility for achieving safe and healthy workplace 

environments' . 

In NZ, ACC and OSH work together to target high injury sectors within 

industry, with common goals for injury reduction and health and safety 

promotion. Injury rates identified within the wood processing sector 

(including sawmilling) are therefore of concern to both groups. 

2.3 New Zealand Wood Processing Injury Data 

Review of ACC injury data (Laurs, 2000) for the four year period 

1994/1995 to 1998/1999 revealed that in the wood processing industry, 

log sawmilling had the highest level of new claims, being 42% of all new 

claims (total for this period of at least 6500 new claims). In comparison, 

wooden structures sectors reported 15% of new claims, pulp, paper and 

paperboard 10%, wood product manufacturing (other) 9%, plywood and 
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veneer 8% and timber re-saw and dressing 8% of new claims. Other areas 

reported lower levels of new claims. 

Similar percentages were recorded for the cost of claims in these sectors 

(total of around $14 million over the five year period) with log sawmilling 

responsible for 39% of claims cost within the period surveyed. 

Injury data from Laurs (2000) also reveals that soft tissue injuries (sprain, 

strain, internal organ) made up 51 % of the new injuries, 14% laceration, 

puncture wound or sting, 10% deafness, and 7% gradual process in 

nature. A total of at least 17% of new claims were reported to be back 

injuries. 

The same ACC data source indicates two primary causes of injury in wood 

processing. These are 'work property or characteristics' (more than one 

third of the reported injuries) , 'lifting/carrying/strain' (around one sixth of 

the injuries) , with 'other loss balance/personal control ', and 'other or 

unclear cause' also frequently reported . 

It was clear that in the NZ wood processing industry log sawmilling is the 

sector with the highest level of costly injury claims, many of these being 

back or other soft tissue strain/sprain or overuse injuries. What remains 

unknown are details of the work tasks and areas contributing to the high 

injury rates in sawmilling, details of injury type/body site, and information 

on the most effective and practical means of reducing injuries within log 

sawmilling. 

2.4 International Injury Trends 

A 1995 Washington State Department of Labor and Industries report 

(Stuart, Goggins and Zellers, 1995) investigated work related 

musculoskeletal disorder (MSD) risk factors due to the number and 

severity of injuries occurring in the wood processing industry. Review of 

workers compensation data (July 1 1990 -August 8 1995) for the three 

sawmills investigated in this study determined 'overexertion' (MSD) claims 
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as accounting for between 27 and 35 percent of all claims. Overexertion 

claim costs were 36% - 180% higher than costs for 'non-exertion' claims. 

In the sawmilling industry in Canada, in the five year period 1993 - 1997, 

the Workers Compensation Board of British Columbia (1999) reported 

'overexertion' (MSD) claims as accounting for 27% of injury claims. The 

occupations listed as having the most overexertion claims were mill 

labourer (42%), labourer material handler (9%), sawyer (8%) and 

millwright (6%). Jones and Kumar (2004) state that the Workers 

Compensation Board of Alberta, for the sawmilling industry for the period 

1997 - 2002, reported a total of 46. 7% of accepted claims that were 

'musculoskeletal ' (MSD) in nature, and 45.5% of injuries that were to the 

upper extremity. 

From France, a report on manual materials handling (pushing, pulling , 

lifting etc) and related occupational hazards (Heran-Le Roy et al , 1999) 

determined that the highest levels of intensive manual handling occurred 

in the manufacturing of wood , paper, and wood/paper products. 17.4% of 

subjects from these industries reported being exposed to manual handling 

activities for more than 20 hours per week. This study also highlighted the 

increased risks associated with simultaneous exposure of manual handling 

activities with other occupational hazards such as constrained posture and 

movement, vibration , thermal demands, shift work, constrained work pace, 

and psychosocial factors. 

The wood and furniture industry in Sweden, Finland and Denmark is 

among the ten industries with a high incidence of musculoskeletal 

symptoms (Svane et al , 1989, as quoted in Christensen, Pedersen and 

Sjogaard, 1995). Despite efforts to identify other relevant literature from 

Scandinavian countries there was an apparent paucity, though language 

issues may have contributed to this. 

Available international injury statistics for MSDs in sawmilling activities are 

however similar to those seen in the NZ sawmilling industry. 
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2.5 Musculoskeletal Disorders 

'Musculoskeletal disorders' were defined for this project as "a collective 

name for a range of conditions that affect muscles, tendons, bones and 

joints (including overuse syndromes and back injuries)" (COHFE letter to 

sawmills, October 2001 , Appendix 1 ). 

This is consistent with ACC's currently accepted definition of occupational 

overuse syndrome: 'an umbrella term covering a range of disorders 

characterised by pain and/or other sensations in muscles, tendons, 

nerves, soft tissues and joints with clinical signs evident to a medical 

practitioner', (1997, p 58) . The NZ Acute Low Back Pain Guide (1999), 

further describes back injuries as acute - short term, less than three 

months, without leg symptoms or 'red flags '; or serious - persisting in 

nature, with 'red flags' such as "fractures of the spine, medical co

morbidity where a back problem makes a medical problem worse (e.g. 

osteoarthritis) , intervertebral disc problems with serious complications or 

conditions that produce persistent severe pain that require a long time off 

work". 

For the purposes of this study, MSDs are specifically: 

• injuries/complaints that may be classified as occupational overuse 

(gradual process) in nature, such as carpal tunnel syndrome, 

epicondylitis, tendinitis , tenosynovitis , and the range of 'sprains and 

strains' that these disorders may be reported as, and 

• acute and serious back injuries, and the range of 'sprains and strains' 

that these complaints may be reported as. 

'Soft tissue injury' is a term used by ACC that includes some MSDs and 

other categories of injury. 'MSDs' does not include injuries such as crush, 

laceration, fracture, struck by, or struck against. However injuries of a 

sprain or strain nature that are received as a result of a slip, trip or fall are 

regarded as a MSD. Some literature refers to 'overexertion injuries' with 

causes including manual handling strain , repetition and static postures. 
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For the purposes of this study, 'overexertion injuries' will be considered 

MSDs. 

2.6 Manual Handling and Risk Factors 

Manual handling , as defined in the 'Code of Practice for Manual Handling' 

(OSH & ACC , 2001 ), is "any activity requiring a person to lift, lower, push, 

pull, carry, throw, move, restrain, hold or otherwise handle any animate, or 

inanimate object". Manual handling activities are the reported cause of 

many back injuries, strain and sprain injuries and other occupational 

overuse injuries that together form the larger injury grouping of 

'musculoskeletal disorder' as defined previously. It is specifically noted that 

'manual handling' refers not only to the obvious physical tasks of lifting, 

lowering, pushing, pulling , carrying etc, but also to static activities such as 

restraining, holding and manipulating objects. 

Current literature explores a range of manual handling risk factors . Burdorf 

and van Riel (1996) discuss the impact of cumulative load , particularly 

frequency and duration of spinal loading in relation to back injury. The 

inherently variable nature of tasks , machinery, equipment and materials 

are said to have a 'profound effect' when measuring lumbar spine loading. 

Burdorf (1995, p. 3) indicates the unsuitability of 'a single measurement 

device' to determine 'all relevant dimensions of physical load on various 

body structures'. A range of measurement methods is suggested to 

'capture the complex exposure with sufficient accuracy'. 

Haslegrave and Corlett, in Wilson and Corlett (1995) discuss the different 

work types that may cause musculoskeletal disorders, these being 

repetitive or static work tasks or at the other extreme, work that requires 

exertion of high forces. They also suggest that different assessment types 

are necessary - biomechanical , muscle strength and posture criteria being 

more suited for heavy and infrequent tasks, psychophysical methods for 

moderate loads over moderate durations, and physiological methods for 

frequent lifting over long periods. These authors discuss a range of 

manual handling risk factors that should be investigated including 
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environmental factors, psychosocial factors and factors related to the task 

itself including load, frequency, movement, posture and rest breaks. 

Mital , Nicholson and Ayoub (1997) define a number of risk factors 

applicable when carrying out manual handling. The authors included these 

factors as they are 'widely accepted' (p 14) from 'various agencies' as 

needing to be 'controlled or modified in some systematic manner' to 

reduce injury risks. These risk factors are: physique, anthropometry, 

strength; physical fitness, spinal mobility; age and gender differences; 

psychophysical factors, motivation; training and selection; effects of static 

work; posture, handling techniques; loading characteristics; handles, 

coupling ; repetitive handling ; asymmetrical lifting, load asymmetry; 

confined environments/spatial restraints; safety aspects; protective 

equipment; handling in hot environment; task duration; work organisation. 

In NZ, five categories of manual handling risk factors have been 

summarised in the Code of Practice for Manual Handling (OSH and ACC, 

2001). These are; load, environment, people, task and management. 

These risk factors combine to increase the hazardous nature of manual 

handling tasks , and require controls to reduce manual handling risk. 

Key aspects of the risk factors are: 

Load Heavy objects require greater muscular effort to 

move/control , and the nature of the load (difficulty grasping/controlling) can 

further increase the risk. Loads that limit the view of the worker, are 

unstable, are animate and therefore unpredictable, or with sharp edges or 

of hazardous makeup (chemical or temperature) increase handling risks. 

Environment Slippery flooring , small workspaces, steps or slopes, 

extremes of temperature or humidity, wind, wet conditions, dust or other 

pollution, noise, and poorly lit work areas increase the difficulty of manual 

handling tasks. 
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People Workers completing manual handling tasks also present a 

number of variables that may impact on the ease of task completion. 

Enough adequately trained workers to complete the task, and workers with 

the physical capacity to complete the work are necessary. Some workers 

may be disadvantaged by personal characteristics such as disability, body 

size, and fitness, or may have inadequate strength or range of movement 

to complete a task safely. Workers in isolation may be unable to complete 

tasks without assistance, and some tasks create significant fatigue that 

may reduce the worker's capacity. Workers who fail to take responsibility 

for health and safety initiatives within the workplace increase the manual 

handling risks they may expose themselves/others to. 

Task Tasks that demand work with a large horizontal or vertical 

reach (particularly above shoulder and below mid-thigh); work that is 

repetitive; working consistently without breaks or in an awkward or 

constrained posture, present greater manual handling risks. Similarly work 

on unpredictable or rapid tasks, at a pace that the worker has no control 

over, from a seated, squatting , kneeling or crouching position, or in the 

presence of vibration are also increasingly hazardous. Manual handling 

activities that require poorly designed tools to be used, must be carried out 

as a team, and require equipment such as gloves may make the task more 

difficult. Mechanical aids must only be used with appropriate training in 

order to ensure that manual handling risks are not increased. 

Management Organisational factors that impact on tasks include the 

scheduling of rest breaks, payment systems, shift work and job rotations, 

assignation of adequate employees for the job and proper equipment 

maintenance and provision. Good communication and organisation and a 

commitment to health and safety are relevant to the incidence of manual 

handling injuries. 
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Chapter 3 Sawmilling Accident Register Survey 

3.1 Introduction 

3. 1. 1 Aims and Objectives 

The initial research aim was to determine the prevalence and nature of 

MSDs within the NZ sawmilling industry, followed by identification of the 

sawmilling operations associated with these MSDs. Once the task or tasks 

posing the greatest risks are known, contributory manual handling risk 

factors can be identified and intervention methods to reduce their effect 

can be developed. Thus the objectives of this phase of the research 

project are: 

• To gather available accident/injury data regarding the NZ sawmilling 

industry. 

• To analyse the data, and to determine the prevalence and nature of 

sawmilling industry MSDs. 

• To gather data about sawmilling tasks and operations that are felt to 

be 'high risk' in terms of MSD causation . 

• To analyse all accident/injury data and the findings about high risk 

tasks , to identify the task/s that have the highest risk. 

• To make preliminary contacts with sawmilling personnel , and 

become familiar with industry tasks and roles for later stages of this 

research project. 

3.1.2 Injury and Employment Data 

Injury data for the NZ wood processing industry (see Section 2.3) revealed 

that the log sawmilling sector had a high frequency of new claims, largely 

back or upper extremity MSD injuries. These injuries are costly to the 

industry in terms of direct rehabilitation and compensation costs, and the 

indirect costs relating to lost productivity and decreased worker 

effectiveness. 

Employment data for 2000 (NZ Forest Industry Facts and Figures 

2002/2003) states that 'log sawmilling' employed 7080 (full time or 

equivalent) persons in 2000, and 'timber re-sawing and dressing' 
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employed 1380. (2001 figures show an increase to 7420 persons 

employed in log sawmilling, but also noted was that a reclassification of 

some 'wood chipping ' tasks as 'log sawmilling' mean that direct 

comparison cannot be made). Thus in 2000, log sawmilling employed 

37.5% of the workforce in the wood processing sector, whilst accounting 

for 42% of new injury claims. 

In summary, this analysis of employment figures verified that the largest 

group of employees experiencing the highest percentage of new injuries 

within the wood processing industry was in the log sawmilling sector. 

3. 1. 3 Existing Data Limitations 

ACC data listed the industry sector in which injuries occurred, but failed to 

identify specific tasks being undertaken at the time of injury, or additional 

injury details such as body part/s affected. In order to complete 

assessment and develop intervention proposals as per the overall 

research plan , it was necessary to determine task areas within log 

sawmilling with the greatest injury problems, and the specific nature of 

these problems. 

3.2 Method 

3. 2.1 Accident Register Survey Development 

A survey gathering company-held accident register information was 

deemed necessary. This would enable identification of the work tasks and 

areas within NZ sawmills with links to MSD injuries, and body areas 

affected by injury. It was acknowledged that different reporting systems 

were likely to be in use and that this would impact on the quality and 

consistency of information gathered. However as no other means of 

gathering current national data existed , this method was selected. 

COHFE staff (trading as South Pacific Ergonomics Limited) had previous 

experience of completing a similar survey in another New Zealand 

industry. Survey methodology was therefore adapted from that previously 

used by COHFE staff. In addition to accident register data, feedback 
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regarding sawmill personnel's impression of the tasks most likely to cause 

MSDs was sought, in the form of 'Best Guesses' data. 

The three components of the Accident Register Survey were: 

A cover letter (Appendix 1 ), explaining the context of the research; 

Accident Register Records Survey (Appendix 2), a table for recording 

injury date, department, job title , task, injury type, and body part affected, 

for (all) injuries that occurred between 1 September 2000 to 31 August 

2001 ; Best Guesses (Appendix 2) , a table for recording 'best guesses' for 

the 'top five' tasks most likely to cause MSDs in sawmills; detailing the 

department, job title, task and reasons why. 

3.2.2 Sawmill Identification 

A list of North and South Island mills producing more than 5,000m3 of 

sawn timber per annum was obtained from MAF. Mills producing smaller 

quantities represented only a very small component of the sawmilling 

workforce and were therefore discounted. 

Mills were grouped according to timber production. 'Small' mills produced 

between 5,000 and 9,999 m3 (of sawn timber per annum}, 'medium' mills 

produced between 10,000 and 19,999 m3
, and 'large' mills produced more 

than 20,000 m3
. A total 50 mills was listed: 10 small mills, representing 

147 employees; 10 medium mills, representing 468 employees; and 30 

large mills, representing 2304 employees. To these mills was added 7 

larger mills known to the researchers (presumably not listed as they had 

not given MAF the approval to release data). Employee figures for these 

additional mills were not known. The number of employees reportedly 

employed by the 50 listed companies (total of 2919) represented 41 % of 

the sawmilling workforce. It was estimated that at least 50 % of the 

sawmilling workforce would be reached by inclusion of mills known to the 

researchers. 
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3.2.3 Survey 

The 57 mill database was split into an approximate North Island/South 

Island division (though more mills are in the North Island due to the larger 

forestry industry). The researchers who lived closest to each mill then 

made personal telephone contact with appropriate mill personnel in early 

October 2001 . A total of 53 mills were contacted . Some of the mills on the 

original list were no longer in operation. This initial telephone contact was 

followed up with the survey information being emailed , faxed or posted out 

to appropriate personnel - as ascertained during the telephone 

communication. 

Personal telephone contact was made for a number of reasons. It enabled 

researchers to determine the most appropriate staff members and or 

management personnel to approach ; it allowed gathering of accurate 

contact information - names, positions , telephone numbers, email 

addresses, postal addresses; it enabled researchers to explain the context 

of the research to ensure a high level of participant understanding and 

therefore an increased likelihood of survey response; it allowed gathering 

of production and employment information - annual sawn timber 

production, timber types milled, and number of employees; and enabled 

researchers to begin to develop rapport with key personnel with in the 

industry with a view to future onsite research work. 

Following telephone contact with 53 mills, a total of 50 agreed to 

participate in the accident register survey. Of these 50 mills , a total of 37 

responded (74 % response rate) . Many of the mills used electronic 

database systems and following removal of employee details, were able to 

provide electronic files for our use. This proved to be time efficient for mill 

personnel, and was an effective method for data gathering. A number of 

mills that failed to provide the data within the time frame were contacted 

again by telephone. This resulted in further data provision, and a total of 

37 responses were received - a 74% response rate. 
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3.2.4 Sawmil/ing Job Definitions 

Correct classification of job titles and task areas given in the accident 

register survey required clarification of industry job definitions. This 

became particularly salient when needing to determine whether kiln 

operators were to be considered as part of the 'sawmill' or not, and 

whether 'dry mill ' activities were classified as 'sawmilling'. These work area 

definitions also reflect the data gathered by ACC, MAF and Statistics NZ. 

Statistics NZ provided Australia and NZ Standard Industrial Classification 

(ANZSIC) data (Statistics NZ, 1993) for all relevant timber industry activity. 

The category of greatest relevance is that of 'Log Sawmilling', 

classification number C231100. Log sawmilling (C231100) is defined as 

follows: 

"This sub-class consists of units mainly engaged in producing rough sawn 

timber, sleepers, palings, scantlings, etc, resawn timber from logs sawn at 

the same units. This sub-class also includes chemical preservation of 

rough timber of logs produced in the same unit. 

Exclusions/References 

Units mainly engaged in 

a) hewing or rough shaping mine timbers, posts, railway sleepers, etc, or 

cutting firewood in forests are included in Sub-class A030200 Logging; 

b) manufacturing softwood or hardwood woodchips are included in Sub

class C231200 Wood Chipping; 

c) kiln drying or seasoning timber are included in Sub-class C231300 

Timber Re-sawing and Dressing; 

d) chemically preserving timber from purchased or transferred in as logs 

or sawn timber or in producing timber shingles are included in Sub

class C232900 Wood Product Manufacturing not elsewhere included; 

and 

e) both cutting and retailing firewood are included in Sub-class G525900 

Retailing not elsewhere included. 
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Primary Activities 

• Bark, ground, manufacturing 

• Timber, re-sawn, manufacturing (from logs sawn at same unit) 

• Shook manufacturing (for containers) 

• Timber, rough sawn, manufacturing" 

The ANZSIC defines a closely related industry activity, Timber Resawing 

and Dressing (C231300) as below: 

"This subclass consists of units mainly engaged in producing dressed 

timber such as floorboards, weatherboards or mouldings, re-sawn timber 

from timber already sawn at other units, or in kiln drying or seasoning 

timber. 

Exclusions/References 

Units mainly engaged in chemically preserving timber from purchased or 

transferred in logs or sawn timber are included in Sub-class C232900 

Wood Product manufacturing not elsewhere included. 

Primary Activities 

• Building timber, dressed, manufacturing 

• Dressed timber, kiln dried or seasoned, manufacturing 

• Dressed timber or mouldings manufacturing 

Statistics NZ have further advised that the term 'unit' is used flexibly, and 

can mean companies, societies, individuals, clients etc., but will often refer 

to an economic unit (personal communication, H. Webber, Statistics NZ, 

October 18, 2001 ). From this same source, 'scantlings' are 'timber beams 

of small cross section', and 'shooks' are 'a set of staves and headings for 

a cask (read container), ready to fit together' . However researcher contact 

with mill personnel and review of accident register data indicate that these 

terms are used inconsistently within the industry. 
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The following tasks are not classified as either log sawmilling or timber re

sawing and dressing under the ANZSIC system: 

• Manufacture of wooden containers, pallets, packing cases, cork, wood 

bamboo or cane products, turned wood products, ornamental 

woodwork, wooden picture or mirror frames, parquet strips assembled 

into panels 

• Chemically preserving timber from purchased or transferred in (from 

another unit) logs or sawn timber 

• Manufacturing of particle boards, chip boards, other fabricated boards 

of wood, or laminations of timber and non-timber materials 

• Manufacturing of wooden structural fittings, wooden components for 

prefabricated wooden buildings, wooden or wooden framed doors, roof 

trusses, wall frames, joinery or shop fronts 

• Manufacturing of softwood and hardwood woodchips 

For the purposes of this research the following tasks and work situations 

have been classified as 'sawmilling': 

• Timber yard activities that both precede and immediately follow the 

logs being sawn 

• Debarker operations 

• Headrig operations 

• Bandsaw, gangsaw, horizontal saw, cut-to-length tasks, breast bench, 

re-saw, and docking operations within green and dry mills 

• Grading operations within both the green and dry mills 

• Anti-sapstain processing as it occurs pre or post green table 

• Saw doctor activities, and the activities of fitters and other maintenance 

personnel within the immediate sawmill environment 

• Green table/chain (or round table) operations, and bin sorting activities 

• Tasks that are essentially of the same nature as these 'green timber' 

activities but that are classified under dry mill or machine stress 

grading (MSG) or planer mill 

• Timber that is re-sawn (broken down into smaller timber) within the 

same unit 
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• Filleting and timber seasoning tasks 

• Other timber stacking and re-stacking tasks, but not including the 

activities of retail timber yards if these are detailed separately 

• Kiln drying processes 

• But not chemical treatments (pressure application) if these have not 

occurred within the 'same unit' . (Larger mills appear to separate out 

this work area, and therefore operate 'different units', such that we 

would not classify these tasks as 'sawmilling'). 

3.3 Results 

3.3.1 Accident Register Survey Results 

Data was analysed to determine the job/task of the injured worker at the 

time of the accident, whether the injury was classified as MSD in nature, 

and the body part injured. The job titles and definitions used were: 

Grader - Primary task listed as or appeared to be grading, or determined 

to be so from job title or task information given. 

Driver- Primary task listed as or appeared to be driving , or determined to 

be so from job title or task information given. 

Maintenance - Primary task listed as or appeared to be maintenance, or 

determined to be so from job title or task information given. 

Saw doctor - Primary task listed as or appeared to be saw doctor, or 

determined to be so from job title or task information given. 

Sawyer - Primary task listed as or appeared to be sawyer, or if job title or 

task information given indicated primary task/s as any sort of saw 

operator. Including: gang saw, gang ripper, band saw, skill saw, slabbing, 

bench saw, breast bench, drop saw, chop saw, hobb saw, twin saw, 

headrig, horizontal saw, savage saw, snip saw, re-saw, docking, tailer out, 

infeed or outfeed. 

Tablehand - Primary task listed as or appeared to be tablehand, or if job 

title or task information given indicated primary task/s as any sort of sorting 
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table operator. Including: pulling and stacking timber from a green table, 

green chain, dry table, long table, round table, sorting table, sorting deck, 

or MSG operations. 

Yardhand - Primary task listed as yardhand, or if job title or task 

information given indicated primary task/s as occurring in the yard. 

Including filleting , defilleting , some seasoning tasks, stacking, timber 

sorting, post peeling , and log grading tasks. 

Mil/hand - Classified as 'millhand' if job title or task information given was 

unclear as to the primary role of the employee. Thus a 'catchall ' category 

including: bin sorter operators, planer mill , strapping of packets, various 

timber sorting, lifting and handling activities when more clear classification 

of tasks/job title was not possible, tagging , debarker, kiln operations, 

filleting and defilleting if no indication of primarily done in the yard, chipper 

operations, quality control, and injuries that occurred when employees 

were walking or moving along walkways or otherwise unspecified work 

areas. 

The total number of musculoskeletal injuries reported from the 37 mills that 

returned data for the twelve month period (1 September 2000 to 31 August 

2001) was 505. Total injuries per the job title divisions are given in Table 

3.1. The highest numbers of injuries were to those categorised as 

'millhand' (30%) , then to 'tablehand' (26%) and 'sawyer' (23%). The 

general 'millhand' category contains all injuries where the survey data 

provided gave limited or no information about the worker's job title, so 

injuries from this category could have fallen under any of the other job 

areas. These figures serve only as an indicator of high risk work areas, as 

the data provided by different sawmills varied in the reporting methods 

used, and the definition of work tasks and job areas used at each site. 
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Table 3.1 - Number and percentage of injuries reported per job title from 

37 mills, for the 12 month period, 01.09.2000- 31.08.2001 

Job title Number of Percentage of 
injuries reported total injuries 

Grader 15 3 

Driver 13 3 

Maintenance 35 7 

Saw Doctor 16 3 

Sawyer 115 23 

Tablehand 131 26 

Millhand 152 30 

Yardhand 28 5 

TOTAL 505 100 

The definitions of injury types (non-MSD injuries such as lacerations and 

bruising were not recorded) and sites used were: 

Neck and Head - MSDs affecting the neck (cervical vertebrae) and head 

region. 

Back and Low Back - MSDs in the low back include injuries to the lumbar 

area, sacrum, coccyx and sacra-il iac region. MSDs in the back includes 

thoracic, 'mid-back' and 'upper back' injuries, and other undefined 

back/trunk injuries. Together these categories are generally referred to as 

'back ' injuries. 

Abdomen and Chest - Includes MSDs in the front of the chest and 

abdominal areas. 

Shoulder - MS Os in the shoulder and shoulder girdle. 

Arm - MSDs in the upper and lower arm including the elbow. 

Wrist and hand - MSDs in the wrist joint and surrounding tissues, and in 

the hand including injuries to the palm, dorsum of the hand, fingers and 

thumbs. 

Hip - MSDs in the hip joint and surrounding tissues. 
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Leg - MSDs in the upper leg or thigh area, the lower leg - shin or calf -

area, the knee joint and surrounding tissues. 

Ankle and Foot - MSDs in the ankle joint and surrounding tissues, and the 

dorsum of the foot, the sole of the foot and the toes. 

Unknown - Injuries that are reported as musculoskeletal in nature but 

without listing the injured body area. 

Dual Injuries - MSDs occurring in two body areas at the same time. 

Injury data is given in Table 3.2 and Figure 3.1. 

Back injuries accounted for 37% of injuries, including low back injuries at 

10.3%. Incidence of wrist and hand injuries was 15.2%, arm injuries 

10.3%, shoulder injuries 9.9%, leg injuries 8.5%, and neck and head 

injuries 6.5%. A small percentage of injuries were to the abdomen and 

chest, hip, and some were of unclear body area (totalling 3.2%). Adding 

together the results of shoulder, arm, and wrist/hand injuries, a total of 

35.4% of injuries occur to the upper extremity, indicating a significant 

prevalence of MSDs of this body area . 
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Table 3.2. Injury data from Accident Register Survey 

Body area 
affected 

Neck and head 

Back and low back 

Abdomen and chest 

Shoulder 

Arm 

Wrist and hand 

Hip 

Leg 

Ankle and foot 

Unknown 

TOTAL 

Number of Specific Number of 
Reported Percentage Body Area Reported 
Injuries Affected Injuries 

33 6.5 Neck 26 
Head 7 

187 37 Back 134 
Low back 53 

9 1.8 
Abdomen 4 

Chest 5 
50 9.9 Shoulder 50 

52 10.3 Arm 36 
Elbow 16 

77 15.2 Wrist 48 
Hand 29 

4 0.8 Hip 4 

43 8.5 Leg 10 
Knee 33 

47 9.3 
Ankle 41 
Foot 6 

3 0.6 Unknown 3 

505 99.9 505 

Musculoskeletal Injury 
Incidence 

9% 0.5% 6.5% 

37% 

10% 

Neck and head 

D Back and low back 

OAbdomen and chest 

OShoulder 

•Arm 
Wrist and hand 

OHip 

Leg 

OAnkle and foot 

Unknown 

Percentage 

5.1 
1.4 

26.5 
10.3 
0.8 
1.0 
9.9 
7.1 
3.2 
9.5 
5.7 
0.8 
2.0 
6.5 
8.1 
1.2 
0.6 

99.7 

Figure 3. 1. Musculoskeletal injury incidence from Accident Register 

Survey 
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3.3.2 'Best Guesses' Results 

'Best Guesses' information was requested from industry personnel as part 

of the survey. Respondents were asked to give details of what they felt 

were 'the five tasks most likely to lead to MSOs at mills around the 

country'. This qualitative data component was requested to provide 

triangulatory supporting evidence for the results from the Accident 

Register Survey. The data (in full in Appendix 3) is summarised in Table 

3.3. 

Table 3.3. Data summary of sawmilling industry 'Best Guesses' for task 

areas most likely to lead to MSDs. 

Top Five Tasks Weighted 
Main comments by frequency 

(by total and weighted total) total 
Pulling timber, packeting, sorting, Twisting , turning, pulling. Heavy 

1 stacking - greenchain, long table, 120 timber Lifting. Repetitive. Poor 
drvmill, MSG, round table technique 

2 Stacking and filleting/defilleting 
44 

Twisting. Lifting. Repetitive. 
timber - timber yard Pushing/pulling. 

3 Timber grading and sorting -
35 Repetitive wrist rotation turning 

greenchain boards. Heavy lifting. 

4 Tailing out at breast bench, resaw, 
34 Repetitive heavy lifting, turning, 

edger, other twisting , pulling timber 
Changing/working with 

Awkward heavy lifting, twisting, 5 heavy/awkward saws or other 28 
turning , reaching. equipment - saw doctors/fitters 

The reported area of MSO concern was recorded , and a weighted ranking 

system used (Appendix 3) to quantify the results. The weighting system 

totalled the number of times the described task rated '1' (most likely to 

cause MSD injury) and multiplied by 5, through to those rated as '5', 

multiplied by 1, and adding the ratings given for each task. The task area 

considered to be of greatest concern regarding MSDs is that to do with 

pulling and stacking timber from the green chain or table, or similar duties 

in the drymill. Filleting related tasks, timber grading and sorting activities, 

tailing out at saws, and maintenance tasks were also frequently identified 

as MSD problem areas. 
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3.4 Discussion 

3.4. 1 Survey Response 

Survey responses from 74% of the mills contacted represented data from 

an estimated 38% of NZ sawmill workers. This was however only 37 mills 

out of approximately 330 in NZ ( 11 % ) , with mills having varied production 

output and staffing numbers. 

3.4.2 Task Definitions 

'Sawmilling' tasks were specifically defined as including a range of timber 

yard activities that both precede and immediately follow the logs being 

sawn (see 3.2.4) . This clarification was necessary as in practice the 

separation of tasks classified as 'log sawmilling ', and 'timber re-sawing 

and dressing ' in the ANZSIC coding is impractical. Small timber yards 

have the same workers completing all tasks, and it was difficult to 

determine what comprised activity within the 'same unit'. Within the 

industry there were divergent views on how tasks were classified with 

larger operations appearing to have clearer definitions, though these were 

not applied consistently across worksites. Functionally, many of the tasks 

from 'log sawmilling ' and 'timber re-sawing and dressing' were very similar 

(for example green table and dry table) , and thus for the purpose of this 

research project it was appropriate for the study to encompass both 'log 

sawmilling ' and 'timber re-sawing and dressing' as per ANZSIC categories . 

The need to clarify task definitions did not become clear until part way 

through the process of gathering survey data from industry. Thus data 

gathered for the accident register survey may not have included all 

relevant data from the 'timber re-sawing and dressing' task areas. 

However, as this survey was used to indicate highest priority for in-depth 

task analysis activities, and many duties had a high level of similarity with 

those in the 'log sawmilling' areas, it was hoped that the impact on study 

results and applicability were minimal. 
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3.4.3 Revised Injury and Employment Statistics 

Clarification of the definition of 'sawmilling' as part of the data collection 

and review process determined that tasks within the ANZSIC categories 

for Log Sawmilling and Timber Re-sawing and Dressing could not easily 

be separated on the basis of function within many sawmills. This led to a 

definition of sawmilling that encompassed both ANZSIC categories, and 

need for review of the available statistics to incorporate this . 

ACC data indicated that for new claims within the wood products sector 

from 1994/1995 to 1998/1999, Log Sawmilling and Timber Re-sawing and 

Dressing had 42% and 8% of new claims respectively, thus a total of 50% 

of new claims for this period (Laurs, 2000) . It was reported that 'at least 

6500 new claims' occurred during the four-year period reviewed, thus 

3250 of these occurred within the 'sawmilling' industry. 

Statistics NZ year 2000 data gave the total full-time equivalent persons 

engaged in Log Sawmilling as 7080, and in Timber Re-sawing and 

Dressing as 1380, thus a total of 8460 individuals were employed in the 

'sawmilling' industry. 

3.4.4 Injury and Job Data 

A total of 505 MSD injuries were reported, with back injuries accounting for 

37% and upper extremity injuries (arm, shoulder, hand) accounting for 

35% of injuries. Millhands, tablehands and sawyers were the job 

categories with the highest number of MSD injuries (30%, 26% and 23% 

respectively), and these jobs required a large component of manual 

handling activity. However, given that the data provided by different mills 

was reported in varied formats/definitions of work tasks, these figures can 

only serve as an indicator for high risk work areas. 

The qualitative 'best guesses' data highlighted concern by industry 

personnel for MSD injuries related to pulling and stacking green or dry 

timber from the chain/table, and filleting , grading , sorting, maintenance 

and tailing out activities. 
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3.4. 5 Limitations 

Survey limitations are discussed in Tappin, Edwin and Moore (2002) and 

Tappin et al (2004,) and include: only 11 % of all NZ mills were 

represented; the selection method for mills may have skewed the data; 

data was reviewed for only a 12 month period; mills had varying levels of 

detail in the records and data aggregation may have lost some detail; the 

data provides incidence only, rather than frequency or severity rates; the 

nature and extent of biases is unknown for both accident register and best 

guesses data. It is also possible that variations in injury reporting systems 

may have resulted in the inclusion of non-work injuries with work injuries, 

and injuries that may have initially been recorded as work injuries could 

later have been discounted as such (as sometimes occurs when medical 

opinion is sought). 

3.5 Conclusions 

The Accident Register Survey allowed the gathering of available 

accidenUinjury data regarding the NZ sawmilling industry. Its analysis 

identified that millhands, tablehands and sawyers experienced the highest 

numbers of MSD injuries, with their primary work role being timber 

handling. That these timber handling activities are 'high risk' in terms of 

MSD causation was supported by reports from industry personnel; 'Best 

Guesses' reports identified that the range of manual handling tasks 

relating to pulling and stacking of timber from various tables or chains was 

of greatest MSD injury concern. The process of carrying out the Accident 

Register Survey allowed familiarisation with industry tasks and roles, and 

the development of contacts with key personnel from mills. The accident 

register survey process and findings are discussed in full in the COHFE 

report by Tappin, Edwin and Moore (2003). 

It was therefore concluded that the primary focus for this study should be 

the manual handling tasks and risk factors occurring at the green or dry 

table/chain. Some awareness of other key injury areas such as 

filleting/defilleting and the work done by sawyers - particularly tailing out -

should also be maintained, with a potential view to further studies. 
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These survey findings lead to the development of assessment 

methodologies to determine the manual handling risk factors at green and 

dry chains/tables. 
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Chapter 4 Assessment Methodology 

4.1 Assessment Design 

4. 1. 1 Assessment Aims 

Sawmilling Accident Register Survey results showed manual handling at 

green and dry chains/tables posed the greatest MSD risk. As per the study 

aims, these sawmilling tasks required investigation to determine the 

manual handling risk factors, prior to the development of intervention 

strategies for the reduction of these manual handling risk factors. 

Literature identified manual handling risks as multi-factorial (OSH and 

ACC , 2001) and identified that multiple component interventions are most 

successful in controlling MS Os (Karsh, Moro and Smith , 2001 ). Task risk 

factor assessment therefore required a broad range of assessments. 

Assessment methods must identify the contributory nature of: 

• the load being handled 

• the environment the work is being completed in 

• the people carrying out the work 

• the task itself 

• and organisational , management and social aspects. 

4. 1. 2 Mill Selection 

Sawmills representative of NZ mill conditions were sought for validity of 

results, including assessment of a variety of green and dry table 

configurations. Workload balance for the ergonomists working on this 

project was required, as was geographic closeness - to keep travel costs 

and time within project constraints. Personal contact with key mill 

personnel through the Accident Register Survey had identified mills 

demonstrating a high level of motivation and commitment for such 

research work. Data on the types of green/dry chains operating at mills, 

and mill production outputs was determined from this initial contact. 

Selection criteria included the likelihood of the mill to put in place 

interventions identified, thus allowing future opportunity for re-assessment. 
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Accordingly, two North Island and two South Island mills were selected for 

assessment. The present study reports findings from assessments in two 

mills from the Canterbury/Westland region of the South Island. For 

reasons of confidentiality, mills were identified by number only. The 

operation studied at Mill 12 was a classic chain/long table handling green 

timber, and that studied at Mill 17 a dry table with a manual grading 

operation. 

Telephone contact was made with key mill personnel, followed by written 

information about the assessment goals and process and the gaining of 

consent to work with the mill (Appendix 4). 

4. 1. 3 Familiarisation with Sawmills 

In October and November 2001 informal visits were made to two other 

local sawmills to increase this researcher's general knowledge and 

awareness of sawmill processes and functioning . This aided 

understanding of the data gathered in the Accident Register Survey, and 

allowed consideration of relevant assessment processes. 

Figure 4. 1 Conducting initial exploratory discussions (November 2001) 

with a worker at Mill 12 

In November 2001 the researchers together made exploratory visits to the 

four selected mills (Figure 4.1 ). These visits gave both researchers an 

understanding of the similar but different processes occurring at each mill. 

Some selected data gathering at each site (archival data, video, 

photographic, dimensional analyses, production data, work scheduling) 

gave shape to the formal assessment tools later selected. This in turn 
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allowed for productive discussion, as both researchers were familiar with 

the situation in each mill. Consequent to this, the selection of appropriate 

assessment methods and development of assessment protocols was 

possible. 

4. 1.4 Selection of Assessment Methods 

From exploratory visits, the aspects of green/dry table tasks that were 

considered possibly relevant as manual handling risk factors and 

causative factors for MSDs were: 

• Chain/table design , dimensions (task and load factors). 

• Frequency of task performance (task and load factors) . 

• Speed of chain/table (task and load factors) . 

• Work methods and actions (task factors). 

• Weight/size/shape/density of timber pulled (load factors). 

• Rest breaks, task rotations and shifts (organisational factors) . 

• Pay and incentive systems (organisational factors) . 

• Workplace culture (organisational factors) . 

• Accident reporting systems and management methods 

(organisational factors). 

• Maintenance (organisational factors). 

• Production patterns and planning (organisational factors). 

• Nutritional issues (people factors). 

• Injury and discomfort history (people factors). 

• Anthropometry of workforce, worker capacity (people factors) . 

• Training and skills of workers (people and organisational factors). 

• Personal protective equipment (PPE) in use (organisational and 

task factors) . 

• Workplace temperature, lighting, general conditions (environmental 

factors) . 

In order to gather specific data on each of these areas, the following 

methods were selected : 
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• Semi-structured interviews - with team leaders, workers, leading 

hands, and other relevant management personnel. 

• Archival data collection - production data, injury and sickness 

records, induction topics, health and safety education, work training , 

pay and incentive systems, maintenance records, and workplace 

culture. 

• Onsite data collection and measurements - anthropometric data, 

Nordic Musculoskeletal Questionnaire (NMQ), lifting strength 

(dynamometer) , chain speed, dimensional analyses, frequency of 

actions, video/photograph of tasks, forces required to move timber, 

number of workers , PPE used , perceived exertion , discomfort 

rating . 

Specific assessment methods are detailed in Section 4.2. These 

assessment protocols were developed to enable both researchers to 

gather data in the same manner. 

The schedule for two days of onsite assessment work was as Table 4.1 . 

The break times varied slightly for each mill. 
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Table 4.1. Assessment schedule 

Day 1 Day 2 
7.30- • Meeting with • Complete the effort (Borg RPE) 
10.00 am management/supervisors as and discomfort rating scales with 

required to discuss schedule/plans, workers as they work on the 
formal consent to proceed table. Alternating assessments 

• Brief group meeting with table every 10 minutes, through until 
workers to explain research morning tea 
process/consent issues 

• Interviews with individuals working 
on the table (consent forms signed, 
anthropometric data gathered, 
strength testing, other interview 
information) . Approximately 15 
minutes per worker 

AM Tea 
10.15- • Interviews continue • Recording of video data for later 
12 noon movement analysis. To pre-

select individuals for this video 

• Set-up for force measure recording as per anthropometric 
assessment (pulling timber from stature data (one under 501

h %ile, 
table), to be done when chain one over 501

h %ile) , and set up 
stopped with individuals 

concerned/supervisor 
Lunch(30 • Force measure assessment (while 
mins) workers at lunch) 

12.30 - • Researcher lunch break • Gather any additional data to 
3.00 pm complete manual handling 

assessment, and to complete 
other records 

• Completion of background data • Actual trial of working on table 
gathering (dimensional, table plans, 
PPE, timber statistics, roster details, 
environmental data, etc) 

PM Tea 
3.15- • Continue background data gathering • Effort and discomfort rating 
4.30 pm scales as per morning session 

• 5 minutes with table workers to 
educate regarding the assessments 
to be used in the morning (effort and 
discomfort ratinQ scales) 

4.30 • Complete force measure 
(finished) assessment while table stopped 

4.1.5 Company and Worker Consent 

Before commencing onsite assessments, information sheets were 

provided and written consent (Appendix 4) was gained first from company 

management and then from each involved worker (via brief meetings). 

Management and all workers in this researcher's two selected mills 

consented to participate in the research . On initiating the worker 

interviews, (completed independently with each worker) consent was 

verified verbally, with further opportunity for discussion. This addressed 

the possible impact of peer pressure in the group meeting. 
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4.2 Assessment Protocols 

4.2.1 Archival Data Collection 

Data from existing company records was gathered. This included: 

• Updated Accident Register data (in addition to that already held on 

file from the Accident Register Survey) and sickness records . 

• Injury management system details. 

• Injury management information given to workers. 

• Hazard identification records. 

• Health and safety system details. 

• Worker tra ining methods and system. 

• Pay and incentive system details. 

• Maintenance records and information on management of downtime 

or periods of decreased productivity. 

• Notes about the culture of the organisation . 

This information was critical to understanding the management, 

organisational and people factors that may be risk factors relevant to the 

incidence of MSDs. 

4.2.2 Worker Semi-structured Interview 

Individual interviews were completed with all available workers from the 

green/dry chain areas. A worksheet (Appendix 5) was used for guiding the 

interview and recording interview data . Data collected included personal 

details and job history (as per the UK Health and Safety Executive's 

modified NMQ [Wilson and Corlett, 1995]). Additional questions around the 

topics of nutrition, PPE, nature of work tasks, training , rest breaks, and 

possible job improvements allowed data gathering about factors of 

relevance to manual handling in this work area. 

Anthropometric and strength (dynamometer) data was gathered as part of 

the interview. These methods are detailed in sections 4.2.3 and 4.2.4. For 

the interview, the worker was taken aside from the work area/co-workers 

for quietness, safety and privacy, but with the work area remaining within 
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view to facilitate discussion and reference to the equipment and 

environment. 

4.2. 3 Anthropometry 

Anthropometric data regarding the worker population is critical to optimal 

workplace design; e.g. if designing the escape hatch on a spaceship , 

knowledge of the shoulder and hip breadth of astronauts would be critical. 

In this sawmilling example knowledge of stature information including 

shoulder, elbow and knuckle heights was used to determine work surface 

heights, whilst shoulder breadth , span, and arm reach guided the 

determination of lateral workspace requirements. Hand measurements 

were deemed necessary as board grasp/coupling and glove fit issues were 

thought to be possible risk factors. 

Data from workers was collected to determine whether existing NZ 

anthropometric data sources suitably represent this worker population. 

Anthropometric height measurement data was taken with subjects 

standing with heels and back against a wall, and freestanding for other 

measurements. Retrospectively it was noted that this method did not 

follow the usual conventions for collection of height data, as subjects 

should be freestanding for all standing measurements (Pheasant, 1996). 

All subjects remained in work clothing, with normal work footwear on. 

Measurements were taken with a metal tape measure. Gender, age and 

handedness were known from interview data already collected , and 

ethnicity (European, Maori, Pacific Island) was per the researcher's 

judgement, at times verified by verbal enquiry. The following 

measurements were taken: 

• Standing eye height 

• Standing shoulder height 

• Standing elbow height 

• Standing hip height 

• Standing knuckle height 
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• Span 

• Bideltoid width 

• Acromion grip length 

• Hand length 

• Hand breadth 

Footwear height (at heel) was also measured and recorded . This was later 

subtracted from the height measurements for accurate measures. 

4.2.4 Lifting Strength 

The Jamar Back-Leg-Chest Dynamometer (PC 50398/00398) is designed 

to measure the isometric force in an upward direction that is produced by 

the back, leg , chest and shoulders. The dynamometer was used as per the 

manufacturer's instructions provided , for the selected arm and leg lift only. 

The arm and leg lift strength of the worker population can then be 

compared to the given normative population data for these lifts, and 

therefore an assessment of the relative strength of workers obtained. 

The arm lift was selected as MSDs investigated in this industry frequently 

affect the upper limbs. The arm lift determined the relative upper extremity 

strength of these workers. The leg lift was selected as it is a relatively safe 

'whole body' lift and the strength of major leg muscle groups, back and 

arms all come into play. This was relevant as the force exerted for a task is 

a significant factor in MSD causation 'in relation to the strength capacity of 

the muscles used ' (Haslegrave and Corlett, in Wilson and Corlett, 1995, 

p.907). Thus an individual with good muscle strength uses less of the 

muscle capacity, and will not become as fatigued as quickly as someone 

with less strength. Fatigue is considered a forerunner for muscle 

discomfort and musculoskeletal disorders (ACC, 1997). 

Following postal delivery of the dynamometer it was calibrated (calibration 

report in Appendix 5) and then handled with care between sites to 

maintain accuracy. 
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As per the instructions, workers were instructed that they could cease the 

lifting test at any point, and were not to apply more force than they felt 

would be safe for them. Workers stood with both feet on the base plate, 

straddling the dynamometer. For the arm lift the worker stood upright, with 

the elbows at right angles, and the bar grasped in a 'palms up' hold. The 

chain was adjusted for bar hold with the elbows flexed at ninety degrees. 

For the leg lift the workers stood with knees comfortably apart and the 

chain between their knees. The handle was at a height of 38 cm from the 

base plate, grasped with both hands. The ankles, knees and hips were 

partly flexed , but the spine remained in a neutral position. 

Workers were instructed to hold the grip comfortably, to maintain 

concentration and to then exert a maximal vertical lift effort by pulling 

gradually upward. Three repetitions of each lift type were completed , with 

the maximum peak force applied being read by the researcher, recorded , 

and the pointer returned to zero. An average of the three measures was 

taken for each lift type. 

4.2.5 Environmental Assessment 

Environmental factors were reviewed for their impact on task performance. 

Data was obtained on illumination levels (lux) for various areas of the 

workplace. Note was made of the outside weather conditions and time of 

day these measures were taken , and shadow, glare or other relevant 

visual factors were observed . Noise was considered , and whilst noise level 

measures were not taken, recent noise assessment reports were 

requested and reviewed if available. Floor surface type and condition, 

general 'slipperiness', and housekeeping factors were observed and 

recorded, and thermal factors - heat, cold and wind - were observed and 

worker comments noted. 

4.2.6 Personal Protective Equipment Review 

Personal protective equipment (PPE) used by workers was observed, and 

information gathered on PPE issues at interview. PPE considered included 

gloves, hearing protection, footwear, protective headwear, overalls or 
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general clothing, and other items such as leather aprons. Factors noted 

included type and size, availability and suitability, replacement policy, trials 

leading to selection and use of the item, modifications made to PPE items, 

and suggested changes. 

4.2. 7 Worker Schedules 

Information was gathered on the typical rotation and roster system and 

number of workers. The formality of the roster/rotation system and the time 

the system had been in operation were determined. Actual job 

changeovers were observed, and the number of workers and task 

positions at each shift noted. 

4.2.8 Timber Handled Statistics 

Production data for timber handled via the green/dry table was gathered. 

The total quantity of timber pulled from the table and dimensions of this 

timber were noted for the weeks/months preceding the assessment, and 

for the days of the assessment. Records of chain/table downtime, or other 

reasons for high/low productivity were gathered if available, including 

maintenance records. The number of boards per stack/packet was 

determined for each board dimension. The number and position of stacks 

was noted, along with the timber sizes pulled onto the stack. The most 

frequently pulled timber dimensions were noted. The frequency of timber 

pulling (number of items) for each worker was then calculated. 

4.2.9 Green/Dry Chain/Table Assessment 

The type of chain/table system in use was detailed via plans, diagrams 

and photographs. Existing plans were collected if available and other 

sketches drawn and photographs taken to ensure adequate detail. 

Measurements of all relevant distances (table-pack, table edge to timber 

end), heights (table height, pack height), and general layout and 

design/size of the chain and table and related equipment (trolleys, fillet 

sticks, stack placement, other stacking devices and plant) were completed. 

Note was made of any planned alterations or upgrades to the work 

system. 
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Chain speed was measured (timed over 10 metres, calculated as m/s), 

and note made of the number of boards moved in relation to chain speed . 

Note was made of whether chain speed could be altered and by whom, 

and the range of speed alterations and speeds commonly used. The 

consequent impact on board numbers delivered was measured , and the 

perceived exertion of workers at varying chain speeds considered . 

4. 2. 10 Force Measure 

Quantification of the force required to begin to move a board from the 

table in a horizontal plane (board break-out force) was deemed necessary. 

Accurate measurement of this maximum peak force would allow 

comparison of table design features that may impact on force reduction for 

this component of the task . It was acknowledged that other factors are 

also critical for the task of pulling a board from the table. Different wood 

types (tree species) , varying timber weight (green or dry timber) , and 

varying timber roughness after cutting alter the friction between board and 

table. Another factor impacting on the biomechanical forces required for 

timber pull ing are the gloves that must be worn for splinter protection and 

in some processes for protection from the anti-sapsta in chemicals that are 

applied immediately following timber cutting . Th is force measure method 

was selected to gain a quantitative measure of the impact table/cha in 

design has on the horizontal force required to remove timber from a 

green/dry table. 

In order to carry out these force measures, an appropriate force-gauge 

needed to be selected , and a suitable means of attaching the measuring 

force-gauge to the table devised. 

A belt that could be attached to the end of various sized boards was 

fabricated from industrial strength strapping , and a fastening system that 

could be effectively hand-tightened applied. A band of industrial strapping 

was attached to the belt, allowing connection of the measuring device to a 

point central to the front end of the board . Following initial testing the belt 
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was found to require a rubber strip between the belt and the board to 

prevent slipping. It was then capable of holding a force application of 45kg. 

A number of different devices were obtained from a local scales supplier, 

and a pilot test carried out onsite at one of the mills. Following this, the 

8onso electronic scale No. 393-00, 50kg x 50gm was selected as most 

suitable. Selection was based on ease of use including grasp comfort and 

ability of the researcher to accurately read the result whilst carrying out the 

task. The 8onso scale provided a digital readout in 50gm increments that 

was easier to read than the dial readouts of other models. It had a 'tare' 

feature that allowed the scales to be 'zeroed ' before each use, enhancing 

accuracy of measurement. The range at the pilot test was from 4kg for 

small dimension timber to 45kg for large dimension timber. The scales 

were calibrated at purchase, and were handled carefully to reduce the risk 

of altering the calibration. Figure 4.2 shows the 8onso scale in use for 

break-out force measurement. 

/ 

Figure 4. 2. Force measure system in use. 

The method used at each mill was to first determine the dimensions (cross 

sectional and length) of the most frequently produced lumber size (A), and 

the largest commonly produced lumber size (8) . Eight pieces of lumber of 

each dimension were selected , and each board numbered for identification 

purposes (A1-A8, 81-88). 
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Three different places on the chain/table were selected . Selection of the 

testing area reflected places where greater/lesser quantities of timber were 

pulled from, or where the chain/table appeared well or poorly maintained, 

dirty or clean. Both the condition and use of the chain (the moving 

component) and the condition and use of the table or bed (the stationery 

component) that the chain moves across were considered. 

Whilst the chain was stationery (at lunchtime or end of work day) and at 

each selected area on the chain/table, the force required to pull each 

board from the table in a horizontal plane was measured and recorded 

three times at each placement. Total measures: 2 selected board 

dimensions with 8 boards of each , equals 16 boards. Each board 

measured in 3 different chain locations with 3 'pulls', equals 144 

measures. 

The specific method notes included: 

• Ensure that pull-point straps located evenly on the sides of each 

board . 

• Ensure that fingers did not impede the action of the scales. 

• Move the scales away from the board until the 'slack' of the 

strapping and scale attachment hook is taken up, then zero (tare) 

the scales. 

• Move slowly, steadily and smoothly (not accelerating or jerking) in a 

horizontal plane in a direction away from the chain/table until board 

movement begins. (Ensure safe footing and movement space) . 

• Record the highest force occurring as the board begins to move -

this is the initial force used to overcome inertia. 

• Record three times for each board the initial force required to 

commence board motion, thus the 'break-out' force required to 

remove the board from the chain. 

• Move the board only 50-100 mm at each action, at each time 

commencing from the point at the table that the boards would 

usually begin to be pulled from. 
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4. 2. 11 Rapid Entire Body Assessment 

Rapid Entire Body Assessment (REBA) (Hignett and McAtamney, 2002) is 

a postural analysis tool designed to be sensitive to a wide range of 

unpredictable postures. REBA incorporates trunk, neck and leg postures, 

upper arm, lower arm and wrist positioning (including the effect of gravity 

on arm positioning}, dynamic and static postural loading factors and the 

human-load interface (coupling). REBA is reported by Hignett and 

McAtamney (2000) to have 'promising' initial reliability for inter-observer 

coding, with plans to undertake further reliability and validity testing 

(McAtamney, 2002). It was selected as an assessment method for this 

project as it reflects the wide range of causative factors for 

musculoskeletal disorders more effectively than other assessment 

methods reviewed (Rapid Upper Limb Assessment, Ovako Working 

Posture Analysis System, Portable Ergonomic Observation Method), whilst 

remaining a low technology method suitable for completion within industry 

settings. 

REBA analyses of the actions used to move boards from table to stack 

was used to identify task completion methods and work heighUplacement 

issues of relevance to manual handling risk identification . 

The most commonly produced lumber dimension (cross-section and 

length) was first determined. Most analyses were completed using 

common board sizes to reduce the number of time-consuming analyses 

required. 

From the anthropometric data gathered from workers and using NZ 

Anthropometric Estimates (Slappendel and Wilson, 1992), one worker in 

the over-501
h percentile stature range (standing eye height), and one 

worker in the under-501
h percentile stature range (standing eye height) 

were selected. Other workers were selected for REBA analyses for 

specific reasons (such as experience versus inexperience, left or right 

handed) and tasks (such as large/small dimension boards), or work 

method (such as use of leather apron when pulling timber versus non-use 
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of leather apron). For all workers selected for REBA analyses their stature, 

percentile ranking using NZ Anthropometric Estimates, handedness and 

experience was recorded . 

The primary two workers selected were then videoed pulling/stacking a full 

pack of the most commonly pulled timber dimension. The date, time, 

individual's identity and pack details (timber dimensions) were recorded for 

each videoed task. Adequate footage of the following tasks was required: 

• the first board stacked on the first layer of the pack 

• boards that are mid-row, at a mid-fillet layer such as the third 

layer 

• the first board of a layer applied immediately over a fillet 

• boards from mid-row, on the top layer of the pack. 

The video recording was later used to complete REBA analyses for each 

of the subjects. REBA scores were recorded for steps 1-3 below and step 

4 if it occurred . The details for each subject were recorded on tables, with 

the actual layer number and board number noted for review purposes. 

4.2.12 

Step 1 

Step 2 

Step 3 

Step 4 

Starting to pull board off chain (reach out to pull). 

Feeding board onto pack. 

Placing board on pack. 

(If observed) Replacing or 'jiggling ' board into place. 

BORG Rating of Perceived Exertion Scale 

The Borg Rating of Perceived Exertion (RPE) scale measures the effort 

workers perceive they are exerting whilst working. The 15-point RPE scale 

(Borg , 1982) (Figure 4.3) , has been found to have high correlation with 

heart rate (HR) , e.g. a score of 6 correlates with HR of 60 per minute, and 

15 with HR of 150 per minute. Thus a rating of perceived exertion using 

this scale gives an indication of HR relative to the task, if it is largely 

aerobic. 
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6 
7 Very, very light 
8 
9 Very light 
10 
11 Fairly light 
12 
13 Somewhat hard 
14 
15 Hard 
16 
17 Very hard 
18 
19 Very, very hard 
20 

Figure 4.3. The 15-point Borg RPE Scale (Borg, 1982) 

The Borg RPE was used to gather data on workers perception of exertion 

whilst pulling timber. The first 'work session' (worker most rested and 

fresh) and last 'work session' (worker most fatigued) of the day were 

determined. That is, the work period from the start of shift to the first 

morning break, and from the last break of the day through to finish of the 

shift. 

A record sheet detailing session start time and times at 20 minute intervals 

throughout the shift was used. At the end of the shift the final rating was 

taken at either 25 minutes from the previous one, or 10 or 15 minutes from 

that previously recorded. That is, an interval of 30 or 35 minutes was 

unacceptable. 

The available and consenting workers were educated on the use of the 

RPE scale. They were informed it was a measure of how hard they feel 

they were working, and was to rate the effort they were using. It was 

stated that comparing themselves to others, or reporting figures that made 

it seem as if they were requiring more or less effort than that experienced 

would distort the information gathered. That is, honesty in personal 

responses was requested , and they were reminded that the results were 

for use in research only (they would not be fed back to management to 

insist that they work harder/faster etc) . Workers were familiarised with the 
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numbers and meanings of the rating scale, and their need to give only a 

number to indicate perceived exertion. 

Each worker was assigned an identifying number and their position/task 

on the chain noted . Just before each worker started work, RPE ratings 

were collected . This was continued every 20 minutes on the shift. The 

RPE scale was presented as a laminated A4 sheet for worker reference 

when reporting exertion levels. Guarding against workers comparing with 

each other was aided by the option of pointing to the rating number, 

though once they became more familiar with the system, workers 

generally elected to simply call out the number as they continued to work. 

Changes to production or chain stoppages were noted , as were worker 

position changes (moving to different stacks) at the table. 

4.2.13 Discomfort Rating Scale 

The determination of worker discomfort whilst pulling timber from the 

chain/table is relevant to a study investigating MSDs. Such psychophysical 

measures have been found to be appropriate in determining manual 

handling risks (Haslegrave and Corlett, in Wilson and Corlett, 1995). The 

ACC text 'Prevention of occupational overuse syndrome (OOS): A 

handbook for co-ordinators of workplace OOS prevention programmes' 

(1 997) , promotes the use of discomfort monitoring to aid in the early 

identification of potential problems in the workplace. A method used by 

Tappin (1989) was modified to reflect the 9 body parts previously defined 

in the Accident Register data analysis. These are neck and head, back 

and low back, abdomen and chest, shoulder, arm (upper and lower), wrist 

and hand, hip, leg (upper and lower), ankle and foot. Perceived 

comfort/discomfort was described on a five point rating scale: 1 - Very 

Comfortable, 2 - Comfortable, 3 -Acceptable, 4 - Uncomfortable, 5 -

Very Uncomfortable, for each body part. 

The first and last work sessions of the day were determined as per the 

Borg RPE protocol (Section 4.2.12). A record sheet detailing session start 

time and times 10 minutes after the start, and then at 20 minute intervals 
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throughout the shift was used. The RPE and discomfort ratings were 

therefore taken alternately, with a rating being taken every 10 minutes. 

As per the Borg, the available and consenting workers were educated in 

the use of the Discomfort Rating Scale prior to the start of the first shift. 

They were informed that it was a measure of the perceived comfort of the 

named body areas, using the body chart and the rating scale shown to 

them (Appendix 5). They were similarly instructed for honesty in reporting , 

and were familiarised with the numbers and meanings of the rating scale 

and their need to give only the body part and number to indicate their 

perceived discomfort. As per the Borg, workers were assigned an 

identifying number and their position/task on the chain noted. Discomfort 

ratings were then collected from all workers throughout the work sessions 

with their reference to the chart. 

4. 2. 14 Nordic Musculoskeletal Questionnaire 

The Nordic Musculoskeletal Questionnaire (NMQ) (Kuorinka et al , 1987) is 

a means of collecting information on the musculoskeletal problems of a 

workforce. Information is gathered on the worker's experience of aching, 

pain, discomfort or numbness in nine body areas (neck, shoulders, 

elbows, wrists/hands, upper back, lower back, hips/thighs/buttocks, knees, 

ankles/feet) within the previous 12 months. Further information on whether 

the discomfort was of recent occurrence (seven days previous), and 

whether it impacted on the individual's ability to carry out normal tasks 

over the previous 12 months is gained. 

An abbreviated version of the modified NMQ (UK Health and Safety 

Executive, in Wilson and Corlett, 1995) and the accompanying Body Map 

were part of the worker interview (Appendix 5). The worker was shown the 

body map, and asked whether they had discomfort in any of the body 

areas. If yes, it was defined (left, right, or bilateral), and further questions 

asked about recency and impact on function. Responses were recorded. 
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4. 2. 15 Manual Handling Risk Score 

The Manual Handling Hazard Control Record (ACC and OSH, 2001) 

(Appendix 5) assesses manual handling risk and identifies contributing risk 

factors so that suitable controls can be implemented. Sections 1-12 of this 

NZ assessment tool were used to give a rating of the manual handling risk 

associated with pulling timber from the green/dry table in each of the mills. 

Given the complexity of the task it was unclear as to how accurate the 

assessment tool would be, but it was selected as it would be understood 

locally. 

Information required for this assessment included: task duration/cycle 

time; repetitions per shift; forces exerted per cycle; weights of items 

moved; environment, posture, workstation issues; and contributory factors. 

The sections identifying controls, action plan, monitoring and evaluation 

were not attempted , as these aspects are a component of the larger 

research project. 
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Chapter 5 Case Study - Mill 12 

5.1 Introduction 

Timber handling at green/dry tables was identified as the sawmilling task 

with highest MSD risk. Identification and measurement of specific manual 

handling risks will allow the development of interventions for risk 

reduction. Two mills in the South Island were selected for work system 

assessment. This and the following chapter outline the results, discuss the 

findings and present the recommendations for each mill . In the discussion 

sections the factors that arise in more than one area are cross-referenced. 

This cross-referencing demonstrates triangulation and strengthens the 

conclusions and recommendations made. 

Mill 12 was in the Canterbury/Westland region of the South Island of NZ. 

The mill was categorised as a 'large' mill for our study purposes, 

producing around 30,000 m3 of sawn lumber per annum, and employing 

around 100 persons. All timber processed was pinus radiata. Further 

detail about the mill and production data is withheld in the interests of 

privacy. 

The work area investigated was a green (long) table. Timber handled was 

direct from the mill , in a range of timber dimensions and lengths. Lumber 

was removed from the green table into stacks (packs/packets) of same 

dimension boards, but without need for grading. The stacks were made 

onto trolleys that were manually shifted for the forklift to gain access. 

Packets were tallied and strapped before being moved to the yard via 

forklift. 

Work tasks rotated through in this work area included: one person 

untangling timber so that it all lies flat on the table and is easy to pull for 

stacking; up to 8 persons pulling and stacking various dimensioned timber 
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from the table; and up to 4 persons (working in pairs) completing the 

related filleting tasks for packets going into the kiln. Whilst the filleting 

work was acknowledged as being a part of the workload of staff, it was not 

specifically investigated in this study. 

5.2 Assessment Results, Discussion and Conclusions 

5. 2. 1 Archival Data 

5. 2. 1. 1 Results 

Health and Safety Management System Staff were reportedly 

familiarised with the Health and Safety Statement of the mill on 

commencing employment. The statement explained that: 

• It was an offence to endanger the safety and health of anyone on 

the job or to work in a way that may cause injury; 

• That all workers were required to work in a safe way at all times; 

• That workers were required to seek advice when any situation was 

dangerous or if they were uncertain about the safety of any 

machine or practice; 

• Breaches of the Health and Safety in Employment Act or the health 

and safety rules may result in termination of employment. 

Work Skills Record The work skills of each worker were recorded 

on a task sheet, signed by the worker and an employer representative . 

This outlined the machinery/plant that the worker is a) not to use, b) can 

use with supervision, c) is permitted and competent to use, and/or d) is 

able to train others in the use of. Verification of the effectiveness or actual 

use of this system did not occur. 

Induction New workers reportedly spent approximately 30 minutes with 

the team leader, with this being 15 minutes discussion, and 15 minutes 

orientation to the mill area. A list of points for the supervisor to cover in 

this induction included: introduction to supervisor; job description ; health 
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and safety statement; task sheet; for workers working outdoors a review of 

the risks of sunburn and instruction regarding the location of sun-block/the 

importance of cover-up clothing ; for forklift drivers, sighting of 

Occupational Safety and Health certificate and recording of its number on 

the Health and Safety Statement; issue of earmuffs if necessary; a check 

that steel capped boots were worn; evacuation procedure; hours of work, 

time sheet completion ; location of toilets and tea rooms; explanation of 'no 

smoking' site rules; accident reporting procedures; explanation of 

procedure for ringing in sick; and explanation about leave applications. 

Training The Leading Hand reported completing training with new 

workers in how to pull and stack timber, though there was no documented 

procedure. Verbal report of the Leading Hand's understanding of safe 

work methods included: 

• Using the weight of the board to best advantage 

• Waiting for the timber to come to you along the chain 

• Allowing new workers to build fitness and skill 

• Need to rotate workers from filleting (easier task, self-paced) to 

green chain (machine paced, physically demanding) 

• Fitting workers into the team and awareness of their work 

preferences 

• The need to be fair in allocation of work tasks 

• The need to ensure that tasks were allocated depending on the 

capacity of the worker. Thus new workers are always rotated 

(alternate days) from filleting to chain, and usually start on 

lighter/smaller boards when pulling and stacking, building to heavier 

boards as their fitness and skill increased. Work pace is not 

expected to be rapid until some skills have developed. The Leading 

Hand indicated that he 'keeps an eye on' new workers to ensure 

that they are working with 'good' technique. 
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Pay System Workers on the green chain were paid the better of 

either a standard work rate or piece (contract) rate (i .e. a minimum wage 

guarantee) for work based on the performance of the team. The minimum 

wage rate was indicated to be $10 per hour, with contract rates of up to 

$15 per hour. Filleting and green chain outputs were considered together, 

with the piece rate based on the total volume of stacked (fillet and green 

chain) cubic metres of timber per week, for the team. This was a weekly 

pool , with workers that had been present all work days considered 'in the 

contract' for that week. 

5. 2. 1. 2 Discussion and Conclusions 

Induction The induction given to new employees did not define a 

number of the hazards related to green chain work. This included: 

• Manual handling factors - despite the known (verbalised) and 

significant risks when handling timber 

• The statement regarding wearing of hearing protection does not 

reflect the noise management report of 2001 /2002 . It mentioned 

earmuffs only, and was not clear regarding the areas hearing 

protection was to be worn in or the level of protection required . 

Failure to address these factors in the formal hazard documentation 

indicates that they may then be inadequately addressed at the workface. It 

is a requirement of the HSE Act that all hazards and controls are 

documented. 

Training Whilst the Leading Hand gave a verbal report of the range of 

factors covered when he trained new staff members, these points were 

not formally documented. This Leading Hand was well educated in safe 

timber handling practices, demonstrated excellent work technique and had 

an apparent ability to effectively pass this on to others. However, it is likely 

that future Leading Hands without the same background would not train 

others as effectively, placing workers at risk. 
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Based on interview findings, observation, postural analysis , and 

researcher expertise, key work methods and issues to be covered in 

training are: 

• Wait for the timber to come to you on the chain . 

• Walk in close to the timber to grasp it from the table, avoid bending 

forward and over-reaching with stationary feet (see REBA Findings 

in 5.2.11 .2) . 

• Move your feet in the direction the timber is to move in, walk with it. 

• Keep a wide base of support (feet apart) for stability. 

• Use knee and hip action to reduce bending and twisting with the 

back. 

• Develop left and right handed work methods to share the workload 

and reduce overuse problems. 

• Work with wrists as straight as possible (avoiding extremes of 

flexion/extension , or radial/ulnar deviation). 

• Use gravity to best advantage, push the timber down and allow the 

timber to slide onto the stack. 

• Use a 'throw' (as if passing a rugby ball) to provide the impetus for 

timber movement. 

• Once the timber is moving , guide it into place on the stack. 

• Use a leather apron and guide the timber onto the stack with the 

hip/thigh to share the workload with the upper extremities (see 

Worker Semi-structured Interviews in 5.2.2.2, PPE in 5.2.6.2 and 

REBA Findings in 5.2.11 .2). 

• Use the apron's protection to allow the thigh to act as an additional 

leverage point for handling timber that has fallen off the side of the 

stack. 

• Place the first board of the layer on one side of the stack and then 

slide other boards with greater ease/speed alongside this guide 

board. (If working two to a stack the guide board is usually placed 

centrally). 
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• Learn to 'throw' and 'bounce' boards into place over bearers and 

fillet sticks, but also use the 'guide board' principle if possible. 

• An alternative to throwing the first board over fillet sticks is putting 

the first board of the post-fillet layer on top of the pre-fillet layer, 

then having a team member lift the end of this board up so that fillet 

sticks can then be placed under. This gives a short work break, a 

stretch , a reason for some teamwork , and avoids the awkward first 

board post-fillet throw. 

• Avoid lifting and placing of boards, rather they should be 

slid/supported on the table or stack, via 'throw' and 'guide' actions. 

• Regularly rotate between heavy or intense stacking tasks and 

lighter or slower tasks. 

• Allow new/inexperienced workers to gradually develop the strength 

and technique required for heavy/larger timber handling, and the 

speed/coordination required for more frequent handling of smaller 

timber dimensions. 

• Develop a smooth and relaxed work rhythm. 

• Work within your capacity (do not become too fatigued , or lift more 

than you can comfortably manage). 

• Stretch before and during work, start day slowly. 

• Report discomfort early and ensure that action is taken (self, 

management, team) to accommodate this. 

• EaUdrink according to the nature of the job. It is very physical work, 

and to perform well and avoid injury it is suggested that all workers 

eat healthily including breakfast, adequate snacks and lunch, and 

drink plenty of water during work. (See Borg RPE Scale in 

5.2.12.2). 

Pay system The team contract system appeared to be motivating for 

workers without being a major focus. The team basis appeared to 

encourage a healthy level of teamwork, though there is also a possibility 
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that stronger team members could pressure others to work at a level that 

exceeds their comfortable work capacity. 

5.2.2 Worker Semi-structured Interviews 

5. 2. 2. 1 Results 

The data gained from worker interviews is summarised below (see 

Appendix 6 for full results) . 

Nutrition 50% of workers often had no food , just coffee, before 

commencing work, and had varying (small) quantities of fluid intake during 

the day. 

PPE (also from observation) 42% of workers used one or two wrist 

braces, believing that these assisted their comfort and protected them 

from injury. One worker used a leather apron for clothing and body 

protection whilst handling timber. All workers used the gloves as provided 

and they were generally reported to provide adequate protection, with one 

comment that they would be better with a strap across the back of the 

hand to improve the fit. Fit of gloves was observed to be poor, with 

workers experiencing gloves coming off as they were working , and 

frequently needing to pull gloves back on to their hands. Hearing 

protection was worn consistently only at the 'pusher' position at the front of 

the line, but not by others . Steel capped boots were worn as standard. 

Hardest/easiest work tasks Timber pulling was reportedly more 

difficult with: large board sizes; mill going very quickly; fewer skilled 

workers available; inadequate space between stacks; stacking irregular 

sized timber; and handling re-sawn timber. It was said to be easiest when: 

able to work in a good rhythm (no stop/start); adequate number/skilled 

workers on chain ; and with a trustworthy team of workers. The most 
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difficult task was reportedly pushing full (and requiring repair) trolleys from 

the table. 

Training Key factors as reported for ease in timber handling and 

learning the necessary work skills were : using the weight of the board -

push it down so it slides off the table ; wait for the timber to come to you on 

the chain; use your whole body, not just your arms; throwing the boards 

'like a rugby ball ', don't 'flick' with your wrists, work with in your capacity, 

rotate work positions, don't lift or carry boards unnecessarily, slide them; 

throw the timber and then guide it into place; use a leather apron so 

hip/thigh can assist with guiding/lifting boards, and to keep the boards 

close to the body. 

Rest Breaks 33% of workers reported some difficulty gaining 

adequate rest and hydration/nutrition within the 15 minute breaks. 

Improvements Maintenance of the chain and repair of existing 

trolleys was a key need identified by many workers. Other suggestions 

included provision of a drinking water supply nearby, a means of 

controlling chain speed , regular rest breaks, alternative means of storing 

fi llet sticks, preventing re-sawn timber from causing snare-ups, provision 

of additional trolleys and increased task rotations. 

5. 2. 2. 2 Discussion and Conclusions 

Nutrition Half of the workers had an insubstantial breakfast (often no 

food , just coffee) before commencing work, and many workers had little 

fluid intake during the day. Given the consistent physical nature of their 

work, it was likely that their nutrition was less than adequate for their work 

requirements (see Training in 5.2.1.2 and Borg RPE Scale in 5.2.12.2) . 
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PPE Wearing of PPE was consistent for gloves and steel-capped 

boots, but inconsistent and likely inadequate regarding hearing protection 

(see Environmental in 5.2.5.2). Wearing of leather protective aprons 

appeared to be poorly understood and therefore was inconsistent and 

perhaps inadequate, given the apparently safer work method occurring 

with apron use (see Training in 5.2.1 .2 and PPE in 5.2.6.2) . Glove 

requirements could be further researched due to apparent poor fit (see 

PPE in 5.2.6.2). The benefit of wrist brace wear was perhaps questionable 

for this work task and could be researched further. 

Hardest Tasks The most difficult tasks were reportedly pushing out 

full (damaged) trolleys, working with large boards, and when working very 

quickly (if limited staff, or to clear a backlog). 

Training Workers recognised some key factors in their training for 

timber handling that made it easier/safer to complete the work tasks (see 

Training in 5.2.1.2, PPE above, REBA Findings in 5.2.11 .2 and Borg RPE 

Scale in 5.2.12.2) . The use of leather aprons was however poorly 

understood and not part of the work culture at this workplace despite the 

apparent benefit of using these. 

Rest Breaks Morning/afternoon tea break length (15 minutes) appeared 

inadequate for workers to access their break area, to use the toilet, and 

gain adequate rest and nutrition, given the physical nature of their work. 

Despite two thirds of workers not reporting that this is a problem, 

observation of distances to travel between work and break areas, and 

nutrition information, indicates that this is a potential area of concern. 

Improvements Workers identified the primary area for improvement 

as chain and trolley maintenance. 
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5.2.3 

5.2.3.1 

Anthropometric Data 

Results 

Data collected from these workers (Table 5.1) paralleled that for the New 

Zealand population as given in NZ Anthropometric Estimates (Slappendel 

and Wilson, 1992). Mill 12 worker measurements were taken with normal 

work clothing on, and 5mm error allowance. Footwear heel height was 

measured then subtracted to gain comparative height data . 

Table 5.1. Anthropometric data from Mi/112 workers 

Bidelt. Acrom Hand Hand 
Gender Ethnicity Hand Age Eye Shld Elb Hip Knuck Span Width Gripl Lg th. Brdth. 

M EUROPEAN R 22 1710 1430 1110 900 740 1900 500 650 180 
M MAORI R 18 1735 1515 1155 965 775 1860 470 700 200 
M EUROPEAN R 26 1690 1460 1150 890 760 1800 450 650 190 
M EUROPEAN R 21 1695 1475 1155 895 785 1780 460 660 190 
M EUROPEAN R 20 1660 1430 1100 875 760 1850 470 630 190 
M EUROPEAN R 28 1570 1360 1010 820 710 1720 500 630 180 
M EUROPEAN R 19 1580 1390 1050 790 720 1840 500 730 200 
M EUROPEAN R 36 1690 1490 1140 830 780 1840 500 690 195 
M EUROPEAN R 29 1765 1535 1155 915 825 1860 490 650 190 
M EUROPEAN R 24 1620 1420 1060 850 700 1940 460 690 200 
M EUROPEAN R 31 1595 1375 1055 845 715 1840 460 650 185 
M MAORI R 32 1640 1440 1090 860 760 1840 510 610 185 

1s1 
%ile 1517 1317 986 759 667 1709 432 582 174 

2.Sth 
%ile 1540 1337 1004 777 680 1730 440 594 176 
5th 

%ile 1560 1354 1020 792 692 1748 446 605 179 
50th 
%ile 1663 1443 1103 870 753 1839 481 662 190 
95th 
%ile 1765 1532 1185 947 813 1930 515 718 202 

97.Sth 
%ile 1785 1550 1201 962 825 1948 522 729 205 
99th 
%ile 1808 1570 1219 980 838 1969 530 742 207 
Std 

devtn 62 54 50 47 37 56 21 34 7 
Coun1 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 

5. 2. 3. 2 Discussion and Conclusions 

NZ Anthropometric Estimates (Slappendel and Wilson, 1992) can be used 

for relevant design considerations. 
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5.2.4 Lifting Strength 

5. 2. 4. 1 Results 

A comparison of the data gathered from lifting strength testing with 12 

green table workers (Table 5.2) with that reported by Keyserling , Herrin 

and Chaffin (1978) , (as cited in the Jamar Back-Leg-Chest Dynamometer 

instruction booklet, Therapeutic Equipment Corporation , New Jersey. 

[undated]), determined that for the leg lift all workers had 501
h percentile or 

above strength , with 75% of workers of 901
h percentile or above; and for 

the arm lift 66% of workers had 501
h percentile or above arm lift strength , 

with 25% of these with 75th percentile strength . 

Table 5.2. Oynamometer data from Mi/112 workers 

Subject Arm Strength (kg) Leg Strength (kg) 
number 

Lift 1 Lift 2 Lift 3 Mean Lift 1 Lift 2 Lift 3 Mean 
1 45 45 45 45.0 129 125 137 130.3 
2 30 24 27 27.0 145 140 160 148.3 
3 42 40 42 41.3 155 130 145 143.3 
4 44 50 46 37.8 163 164 175 167.3 
5 37 29 28 31 .3 90 84 98 90.7 
6 47 45 45 45.7 158 156 155 156.3 
7 46 46 46 46.0 162 153 165 160.0 
8 41 42 38 40.3 149 145 152 148.7 
9 49 50 50 49.7 119 138 141 132.7 

10 32 30 35 32.3 89 113 108 103.3 
11 27 29 32 29.3 101 87 97 95.0 
12 50 52 52 51.3 150 147 151 149.3 

5. 2. 4. 2 Discussion and Conclusions 

The workers employed at this mill are relatively strong for the leg and arm 

lifts tested . This does not indicate a sound basis for attributing 

musculoskeletal discomfort and work difficulties to 'poor strength', but 

suggests that manual handling risk factors lie in other domains. 
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5. 2. 5 Environmental 

5. 2. 5. 1 Results 

Lighting levels The building housing the work area had a south-

facing open wall running alongside the green table, and an open east wall 

at the far end of the green table. The northern wall was solid concrete , and 

on the west the green table area joined with the mill. Overhead skylights 

and the light entering from the open sections of the building were the 

predominant light sources. Only one overhead light at the mill end of the 

chain existed . Of note was that work shifts were reportedly daytime only 

with no very early or late shifts, and no grading or other visually 

demanding tasks occurred . llluminance (lux) was measured around the 

green table work area. It was noted that on commencing work at sunrise 

(7 .00 am) the work area was subjectively 'dark'. Findings are given in 

Table 5.3 below. 

Table 5. 3. I/luminance at Mill 12 green chain 

Time and conditions Place Lux 

Late summer, 4.10 pm, Back wall , behind 780 lux (west/mill end 
bright day with some chain of chain) to 2,000 lux 
overhead cloud (east/far end of chain) 

Main work/front side of 1,500 lux (mill end) to 
chain 3,300 lux (far end of 

chain) 
Ends of stacks nearest 3,800 (mill end) to 
the south/open side of 8,300 lux (far end of 
the building chain) 
Outdoors (in sun) 42,000 lux 

Late summer, 8.05 am, Back wall , behind 45 lux (mill end) to 
cloudy day chain 82 lux (far end of 

chain) 
Ends of stacks nearest 350 (mill end) to 
the south/open side of 415 lux (far end of 
the building chain) 
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Noise A recent noise assessment noted that radio speakers were 

the greatest source of noise in this workplace. A copy of this assessment 

(June 1991) was provided, with the summarised recommendations being: 

• Grade 2 hearing protection required (mandatory) for those working 

an 8 hour shift in the first position on the green chain and further 

down the chain , whether or not the mill or radio are on (ear plugs or 

ear muffs) 

• Grade 3 hearing protection (earmuffs) is required during 8 hour 

shifts at the top of the green chain 

• Earmuffs and ear plugs should be checked regularly - earmuffs 

should have adequate clamp force and cushion condition , and 

permanent earplugs should be washed (preferably daily) , and 

disposable plugs replaced regularly . Main relevant findings are 

dB(A) measurements (Leq.8hrs) of 96.2 at the top of the green 

chain (pusher position) , 90.1 at the first green chain station, and 

89.3 in the middle of the chain opposite the radio. 

Floor Surface The concrete floor was smooth and even except 

where narrow trolley wheels had damaged the surface. Steel bolts 

protruded from the floor behind the table (left in place following plant 

relocation) and were a tripping hazard. Grit and sawdust were built up 

under the table, and fillet sticks for stacks were stored under the edge of 

the table , spilling out onto the walkway and collecting sawdust and grit. 

Thermal Issues Workers reported that southerly conditions (generally 

cold air flows) were uncomfortable as the wind/rain blows in . The common 

wind direction over summer months was from the north-west, so workers 

were generally protected from this. Dust and grit may however blow up in 

windy conditions and become a visual health hazard. 
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5. 2. 5. 2 Discussion and Conclusions 

Lighting Given the suggested lighting level of 200-250 lux for 

packing/despatch tasks (Kroemer and Grandjean , 1997), and early 

morning starts on the chain , the low lighting at the mill end of the chain in 

the early morning is potentially inadequate for the work tasks (45-350 lux) . 

On dawn (7 a.m.) this area appeared subjectively 'very dim' in 

comparison , and it can only be assumed that in winter it would be darker 

and more difficult to work in. 

Noise The June 1991 noise report appeared to have been 

interpreted incorrectly. That is, whilst the message about earmuffs (Grade 

3 protection) being necessary at the top of the chain (for the 'pusher') was 

largely being followed , the message about all other green chain workers 

needing to wear either ear plugs or ear muffs (Grade 2 protection) was 

not. (See Hearing Protection in 5.2.6.2). 

Floor surface Trolley wheel damage to concrete (from narrow 

rimmed wheels without rubber rims , and wheels with broken bearings) 

made it more difficult to push trolleys (see Trolley Design in 5.2 .9.2) . Trip 

hazards existed in the form of steel bolts protruding from the floor behind 

the table and fillet sticks spilling out from under the table. In windy 

conditions sawdust and grit on the floor may become airborne (as the 

building is exposed on two sides) with risk of eye injury. Closer attention to 

general housekeeping (sweeping and tidying) and to fillet stick storage 

methods (see Fillet Stick Pick-up in 5.2.11.2) would reduce slipping and 

tripping hazards. 

5.2.6 PPE 

5. 2. 6. 1 Results 

Gloves Workers used a glove with a leather reinforced palm and 

knuckle bar, leather thumb/fingers and cotton back and cuff. Staff reported 
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that several glove types from one supplier were trialed, resulting in 

selection of the style with slowest wear and best protection. Gloves were 

reportedly $3.15 per pair, and lasted an average of 3-5 work days. This 

varied depending on tasks completed . Gloves lasted longer for those 

doing less timber pulling/stacking , such as the forklift driver, the supervisor 

or the 'pusher'. Workers did not report problems with sweating or heat 

build-up, and felt that the gloves had good flexibility and adequate 

protection. 

Cheaper ($1 .60) but similar gloves (fabric back of fingers for 3rd_5th digits, 

leather knuckle bar and leather thumb/front) lasted only 1-2 days when 

used for pulling timber. Gloves with a double leather palm, forefinger and 

thumb and cotton elsewhere were also trialed, but though more expensive 

($4.50) this style was not selected as the gloves were found to be less 

effective. 

Gloves are provided and available for replacement when needed. They 

are 'one-size fits all'. This researcher noted that for her hand (185mm 

length and 85mm breadth) these gloves did not fit well , being loose, 

catching at times on timber and coming off. Anthropometric data indicated 

hand length for workers of 180 - 200mm, and hand breadth of 80 -

100mm. No workers reported glove fit problems. 

Hearing Protection All workers are reportedly issued with and have 

earplugs, however no workers were observed to be wearing these at any 

time. A solid headband style earplug was observed stored on the side of a 

forklift but not worn, reportedly as they were uncomfortable. Workers were 

disbelieving that noise was a health issue in this environment, and also 

stated it was too hot to wear earmuffs, and that earmuffs were 

uncomfortable. One worker consistently wore earmuffs in the front section 

of the chain and other workers did this often, but others entering the area 
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for short times or working immediately adjacent to this area did not wear 

hearing protection. 

Footwear Steel capped boots are a requirement for work in this 

area, and were observed to be worn consistently by all workers. 

Hard Hats Hard hats were not compulsory in this area. One 

worker did however feel that the 'pusher' would be well placed to wear a 

hard hat due to occasional snare-ups with timber sometimes becoming 

airborne. 

Overalls Overalls were available, but workers were observed 

to wear and stated a preference for wearing 'old clothes' instead. Heat 

management over summer months was an issue raised by some workers, 

with shorts and singlets felt to be preferable to other clothing. Workers 

were often observed to wear no clothing on their upper body and only 

shorts on their lower body whilst working . Singlets or old t-shirts that were 

loose at the front of their trunk were often worn , resulting in workers taking 

care to keep timber away from their body. 

Leather Aprons Leather aprons are available to be worn for timber 

pull ing and stacking, however only one worker was observed to use an 

apron. Some workers reported that they are too stiff to wear comfortably. 

The only worker wearing an apron was an experienced green chain 

worker, stating that he had learned (at a different mill) how to work using 

the apron . The worker reported that apron use was encouraged in an 

educational paper he had completed on sawmill/chain work (via an 

industry training body) . 

The method and benefits of apron use was discussed with this worker. 

Right handed people should wear the apron on the left side, and vice 
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versa. The apron should be used most when working on the lower half of 

the stack - timber should slide along the upper leg/thigh on the apron to 

reduce the need to bend. Correct apron use encourages work from a 

squat rather than a position of lumbar curvature. This allows the legs to 

assist with positioning of the timber rather than just using the arms, 

spreading the physical load and decreasing the effort required by the 

arms. Using the leg area (protected by the apron) as a lever allows boards 

to be lifted with greater ease if they should fall from the side of the stack. 

5. 2. 6. 2 Discussion and Conclusions 

Gloves Whilst workers were happy with glove fit and function, they 

were observed to be have poor fit and adjustment, catching and coming 

off at times whilst work ing (see Worker Semi-structured Interviews in 

4.2.2.2) . They were however found to be cost effective, and to offer 

adequate splinter protection and thermal comfort . An alternative glove 

style may have better fit and function and last for longer before requiring 

replacement. Gloves used at the green chain should meet the following 

specifications (0. Tappin , personal communication): 

• Timber splinter protection . 

• Sufficient 'feel' and 'tactile feedback' for the task(s). 

• Unrestricted hand postures and movements required for tasks. 

• No significant increase in the muscle effort/grip force (through glove 

inflexibi lity) required to achieve these hand postures and 

movements. 

• No contribution to the occurrence of localised physical discomfort 

through direct pressure, movement over skin or irritation. 

• Must allow workers to stay within existing cycle time and 

acceptable quality parameters on a sustainable (absence of 

physical discomfort) basis. 

• Sizes of gloves must enable 95 percent (2.Sth - 97.Sth percentile 

ranges) of both existing and potential user populations to achieve a 
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comfortable, snug fit when undertaking the tasks for which they are 

intended. 

• Should be of a construction that permits local modification of the 

glove when users need it (i.e. when the functional dimensions of 

their hand(s) are outside the percentile range stated above, or 

between glove sizes, or finger amputations exist). 

• Should not get uncomfortably hot (or cold) when being worn for 

these tasks. 

• Should not cause the wearer's hand(s) to sweat excessively where 

this could require increased muscle effort to overcome. 

• Should be sufficient to withstand normal operating conditions (e.g . 

donning/doffing) throughout the design life of the glove system 

without affecting other aspects of performance. 

• Should be accepted by those working in the industry as a suitable 

alternative to other gloves and/or bare hands. 

• All sizes and configurations must be available without significant 

delay. 

• Should be considered affordable by sawmill operators. 

Hearing Protection Earplugs were not observed being worn at any time, 

and earmuffs were inconsistently worn at the position where it was a 

requirement. Comfort was reportedly a factor in hearing protection wear, 

as was appreciating the need for hearing conservation and having the 

wear of plugs/muffs enforced. (See Environmental in 5.2.5.2). 

Leather Aprons Leather apron wear does appear to have 

considerable advantage to the timber handler, but workers require training 

for correct use (see Archival Data in 5.2.1.2 and REBA Findings in 

5.2.11.2). Use of the leather apron allows safe handling of timber close to 

the body (therefore with reduced force on the back and arms)·, and 'load 

sharing' between the upper extremity and hips/thighs. A skilled worker 
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wearing a leather apron uses leg and hip flexion to guide board placement 

rather than arm control and back flexion, particularly on the lower stack 

positions. The leather apron protects the workers clothing from sap/resin 

build up and from catching on rough timber, and protects the soft tissues 

of the body from splinters or bruising from the boards. In this workplace it 

was not current 'culture' to use an apron whilst working , and its successful 

introduction would require a systematic approach . 

5. 2. 7 Worker Scheduling 

5.2.7. 1 Results 

Information was gathered primarily from discussions with the team leader 

and leading hand, from staff interviews and from observation. 

Task rotations - Workers usually rotated between task areas on a half 

daily basis. Decisions about staff placement were made by the team 

leader and leading hand based on the skills of the worker, work pace 

requ ired due to mill pace, strength required due to size of timber, the 

previous work rotation of each worker, and complaints of 

discomfort/fatigue. Each staff member generally does filleting work on 

alternate days from pulling and stacking timber. A local physiotherapist 

had recently recommended that rotations between greenchain and filleting 

should occur on a half daily basis. This was based on the 

physiotherapist's assessment of the causes of wrist pain being 

experienced by workers. However, despite this recommendation , rotations 

continue to be a largely once daily event. 

Task rotation changeovers were consistently observed to occur daily, with 

some additional half daily (or more) changeovers noted . Additional task 

rotation was noted when timber was coming from the mill very quickly. At 

these times additional staff were moved from filleting to the greenchain to 

decrease workloads and clear timber backlog. 
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Worker numbers and positions -13 work positions existed in this green 

table area, including the related filleting task that table workers rotate to. 

These were: 

• 'pusher' - the first work position at the front of the greenchain 

(Figure 5.1 ). This worker wore earmuffs and often a hard-hat. Role 

is to straighten and untangle timber that has fallen haphazardly 

from the conveyor overhead , so that as it moves down the chain it 

is easy to pull. Boards were positioned with a small overhang from 

the table edge and free from overlap with other boards. Re-sawn 

timber created a problem as it dropped onto the timber direct from 

the mill , frequently creating a tangle. Some snare-ups were 

observed with a risk of boards breaking and becoming airborne, as 

had reportedly occurred in the recent past. The chain was 

intermittently stopped to allow a backlog to be cleared. When the 

mill was running smoothly and re-saw was not operating the 

relative effort for the 'pusher' appeared low. 

• 1 st position on chain - pulling and stacking timber to go back 

through re-saw or from re-saw, or general pulling and stacking. 

Figure 5. 1. 'Pusher' at left, and two workers handling re-sawn timber 

• 2nd to 81
h positions on chain - pulling and stacking all board sizes 

(Figures 5.2 , 5.3 and 5.4). Some stacks had 2 people stacking, 

depending on the quantity of timber of that dimension coming off 
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the chain. Space appeared cramped when two workers were 

working to one stack. 

Figure 5. 2. Workers on the green chain 

Figure 5. 3. Slackers working together on one packet. (Note lack of 

protective clothing on worker on the left, and loose clothing of the worker 

on the right) . 

Figure 5. 4. Slackers working together to insert fillet sticks 
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• gth to 13th positions were fil leting - either indoors or outdoors. 

Filleting was completed at this mill with two people working together 

lifting the boards from the un-filleted stack into the filleting cradle. 

(Figures 5.5 and 5.6) Fillet sticks were placed at fixed inteNals 

between each layer of boards for kiln drying. These workers were 

intermittently asked to return to the chain to clear a backlog, or to 

do tasks such as returning missed timber to the correct stack from 

the end of the chain. 

Figure 5. 5. Filleting workstation. Cradle with almost completed stack for 

kiln drying, and un-filleted stack (high base) that boards were taken from 

Figure 5. 6. Filleters working together 
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5. 2. 7. 2 Discussion and Conclusions 

Rotations The system used for rotations in this mill was informal. 

Decisions were not recorded, were unplanned, were made on the basis of 

memory and on-the-spot discussion with team members, and relied on the 

judgment of the leading hand and/or supervisor. There was a potential for 

strain to be placed on individual workers via poor decision-making or even 

deliberate over-work of an individual, with some indication that this had 

occurred . The rotation period was half day or whole day, with a tendency 

for whole day rotations. This exposed workers carrying out the heaviest 

work tasks to considerable risk, which could be reduced via more 

frequenUshorter task rotations. 

Regular rotation of workers through tasks that use different muscles and 

actions and at a different level of physical intensity reduces the risk of 

musculoskeletal injury. (See BORG RPE Scale in 5.2.12.2). Regular and 

shorter rotations allow new workers to more easily adjust to task 

requirements. Given that some workers reported limited ability to gain rest, 

see to personal needs, and gain adequate nutrition within the two 15 

minute breaks (see Worker Semi-structured Interviews in 5.2.2 .2), there 

may be some value in considering using two longer work breaks of 30 

minutes, instead of one 30 minute and two 15 minute breaks. This would 

require further investigation, and is a work pattern that would lend itself to 

6 rotation periods per day. A benefit is that workers that have perhaps 

missed a substantial breakfast have the opportunity to eat at an earlier 

time during the day, enhancing their resulting physical performance. 

Others will choose to eat two smaller 'lunches', but all will have the 

opportunity for a longer physical rest from the work being performed. For 

the work schedule in use at the time of the assessment, rotations could 

be: 

7.30 - 8.45 

8.45 -1 0.00 

1.15 hrs 

1.15 hrs 
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tea break 

10.1 5-12.00 1.45 hrs 

lunch 

12.30 - 1.45 1.15 hrs 

1.45 - 3.00 1.15 hrs 

tea break 

3.15-4.30 1.15 hrs 

Total 8.00 hrs 

Rotations should alternate between heavy or intense to light or slow work 

tasks. It is suggested that a whiteboard or other visible schedule system 

be used (and/or paper recording so previous days schedules can be 

tracked), and should be controlled by the team leader or leading hand. It is 

suggested that regular swapping between filleting and stacking occur. 

Rotations will depend on worker skill levels; e.g. new and inexperienced 

workers may not cope well with more than one rotation on a heavy timber 

stacking task before needing to be rotated into a light task area, though a 

more experienced worker could manage a heavy task, followed by a 

medium-heavy task. 

5. 2. 8 Timber Handled Statistics 

5. 2. 8. 1 Results 

For the week of 25 Feb-1 March 2002, 45,257 boards were handled, and 

the two weeks prior to this saw 40,770 and 39,460 boards pulled and 

stacked (see Appendix 6). Thus 9051 , 8154 and 7892 boards per day, or 

1293, 1165 and 1127 boards per worker, with an average of 7 workers 

pulling and stacking each day. 

Taking these figures, Table 5.4 (over) showing estimated outputs (boards 

pulled and stacked) per worker was developed. It is based on the 

recorded amount of timber pulled on the two days of the assessment, and 
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the figures from two weeks prior. Whilst a separate record was kept of mill 

cutting/operating times (usually 6-8 hours per day) no other formal record 

was made of green table downtime or other production 

stoppages/reasons. 

Table 5. 4. Estimate of boards handled per worker at Mill 12 

Boards Boards per Seconds per Boards per 
per day hour board minute 

1000 125 28.8 2.3 
1100 137.5 26.2 2.3 
1200 150 24 2.5 
1300 162.5 22.2 2.7 
1400 175 20.6 2.9 
1500 187.5 19.2 3.1 
1600 200 18 3.3 

Video analyses allowed some data to be gathered on actual work pace. 

Thus the work pace of one board in 9.3, 11 .5, and 7.6 seconds was 

observed during a reasonably slow work period, and one board in 7.0, 9.6, 

and 10.4 seconds during a faster and steadier period when some 

additional workers were on the chain. Periods of downtime were observed 

when no boards were stacked for some time, trolleys were moved, and 

mill hold-ups waited for. Depending on the pace and/or dimensions of 

timber coming from the mill some workers had more than others to stack. 

Down time (when the mill was not operating) at times impacted on green 

table work pace; e.g. should the mill operate for 6 hours (rather than 8 

hours) on a day when 1165 boards are pulled per worker, the work pace 

for stacking would increase from 146 boards per hour (over 8 hours - 2.4 

boards per minute, 25 seconds per board) to 194 boards per hour (over 6 

hours - 3.2 boards per minute, 18.7 seconds per board) . 

Informal reporting indicated that an average of 60 - 75 packets were pulled 

per day. 60 packets per day was felt to be a 'quiet' day, 75 packets per 
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day a 'big' day, and more than 75 packets per day a 'really big' day. 

Timber sizes produced were variable, and this impacted on the number of 

timber pieces pulled . Large timber is harder and slower to pull and stack, 

with less produced by the mill. 

Timber was cut according to orders received and dependent on the nature 

of each log (each cut being made to optimise yield) . Mill pace also 

depended on the nature/size of logs and the mechanical efficiency of the 

mill itself. If the mill was 'running well ' few stoppages occurred. 

Green table workers handled re-sawn timber twice. It was pulled and 

stacked into packets before going back into the mill to be sawn to half the 

thickness, and then pulled and stacked again . 

5. 2. 8. 2 Discussion and Conclusions 

Green table stoppages and production output Records of mill 

cutting/operating times were kept, but record was not made of green table 

operating times and downtime and the reasons for the downtime. Thus the 

impact of green table down time (including at times a backlog of timber 

resulting in mill stoppages) was poorly understood despite its likely impact 

on production efficiency. (See Green Table in 5.2.9.2) . The effect of this 

downtime on the amount of timber handled and frequency/handling rate 

was also unknown, but could usefully be considered in terms of work pace 

for green table workers. 

Re-saw Timber for re-saw required stacking when it first came from 

the mill , and was then sent back through re-saw. The re-sawn timber then 

fell onto the timber coming from the main mill and created frequent 'snarl 

ups' before being re-stacked. The 'snarl-ups' were time-consuming and 

somewhat dangerous for workers to sort out, and created green table 

stoppages. The additional handling of re-sawn timber increased the 
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amount of timber that was pulled each day without an overall production 

increase. The trolley required for the 'back to re-saw' stack took additional 

space in the tight work area. 

Alternative means of redirecting timber through the re-saw operation 

would reduce the amount of stacking required. Pulling/dropping timber off 

onto a conveyor going back to re-saw may be feasible . 

5.2.9 Green Chain/Table Assessment 

5.2.9.1 Results 

No site or table construction plans were available. Data reviewed was 

therefore limited to photographs and dimensional information gathered at 

site visits. 

Table/Chain design When first viewed in November 2001 the 

timber stacking area was serviced by one 39.5 m chain table. Prior to the 

February 2002 onsite visit an additional faster moving 16.5 m chain table 

was placed ahead of the older chain table. Thus a total table length of 

56 m, with the shorter front section moving more quickly than the longer 

rear section . The older/slower table section visible in Figure 5.7 below, 

was 3050 mm wide and 905 mm high (to the top of the chains) , and the 

new and faster section was 3680 mm wide and 920 mm high. 

Figure 5. 7. Older section of table in foreground 
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The chains of both sections were a link-chain design (Figure 5.8 below), 

with each link being a total of 70mm in length and 40mm in width , made of 

10mm (circular) steel. Four of these chains ran in gutters along the length 

of each table. The chains ran around a drive shaft that operated for the 

new section from the front end of the table and in the old section from the 

far end of the table. The area where the drive shafts and chains came into 

contact was unguarded. The returning chain ran in a gutter under the 

upper transporting section of the chain. The lumber sat across the top of 

the chains and was thus transported along the table. 

Figure 5. 8. Link-chain table. 

Figure 5. 9. Meeting point of the faster (right) and slower (left) tables 
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During the 2 days of onsite assessment, the longer/slower end section of 

the table's 3rd chain was not fu nction ing (visible in Figure 5.9) . The table 

was thus operating with only 3 chains. This table was also observed to 

have a number of breakdowns (at least 4 during the 2 days onsite) that 

occurred when a chain slipped off the crank, due to chain looseness. The 

chain was however reportedly not loose enough for 2 links to be removed 

to re-tighten the chain. On two consecutive occasions this breakdown 

caused the entire mill to shut down due to the backlog of timber. On one of 

these occasions the chain motor blew a quantity of smoke, though 

appeared to keep running effectively once the chain was replaced on the 

crank. 

Figure 5. 10. Stacking operations. (Note the use of the fillet stick to stop 

the chain operating whilst a backlog of boards is cleared). 

The chains/tables can be stopped by pulling on a line running along the 

front edge of the table. One of the lines required a single pull to stop it and 

to start it, and the other a double pull for stop and start. One of the lines 

did not run the full length of the table . There was no safety lock-out system 

to prevent someone from re-starting the chain. The chain once jammed in 

such a manner that it appeared that it may snap, with a risk of flinging 

back. The Leading Hand that replaced the chain later voiced fear of being 
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injured by being struck with the chain, as well as concern that he may get 

his fingers caught in the chain. It was noted that workers at times used a 

fillet stick (arrowed in Figure 5.10) to hold the stop line tight, apparently in 

order to hold the table 'stopped', or at least to act as a visible cue that the 

table was being held 'stopped'. 

Chain Maintenance The green chain had a largely informal 

maintenance system, with repairs and work being carried out on request in 

addition to a standard weekly check. Workers indicated dissatisfaction 

with the standard of maintenance on the chain and table, and were fearful 

of injury when it broke down (such as being struck by chain fling-back or 

catching body parts when replacing the chain on the crank) . They voiced 

concern that no method had yet been found to address the issue of the 

chain becoming gradually looser, so that it slipped off the crank with 

increasing frequency . The maintenance person indicated that he was 

working on modifications to address this problem. 

It was noted that the mill maintenance system was more formal , with only 

the maintenance person and one other qualified worker able to make 

machine repairs/adjustments following mill stoppage. This differs from the 

informal handling of green chain repairs. 

Chain Speed The first section of the table ran 8.3 m/s, and the 

second at 15.9 m/s. Thus the first chain ran at almost twice the speed of 

the second chain . This acted to clear the timber quickly from the beginning 

of the chain , reportedly preventing timber backlog when the mill was 

running efficiently. However a backlog was observed at the point that the 

faster table met the slower table, despite some timber already being 

removed from the table onto the first stacks. The chain speed was 

reportedly unalterable. 
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Packet/trolley Position The trolleys and the timber packets on the 

trolleys were placed at varying distances from the table edge. The 

distance from the table edge to the flat end of the boards in the packet 

was between 1400mm and 1800mm. Some shorter workers commented 

that some of the trolleys/packets were too far away. Figure 5.1 0 shows 

varied packet-table distance. 

Re-sawn timber was pulled/stacked first from the table. Then large timber 

(250mm widths) was pulled/stacked , to make it easier to pull smaller 

sizes. Other sizes were then pulled , and the last 3 packs (representing the 

additional length on the chain) were repetitions of the first 3 pack sizes 

(allowing missed timber to be pulled , and workload sharing). The most 

common 'small ' timber size produced was 150 x 25mm, and most 

common 'large' timber size produced was 200 x 40mm. 

Packet Sizes/Heights Each completed packet was approximately 

2.5m3 of sawn timber. The packet height was dictated by container size 

and transport needs. Two rows of fillet sticks (inserted across the packet 

for stability in transportation) increased the packet height by 50mm. 

A chart indicated the number of boards to be stacked in each packet for 

each dimension of board (Appendix 6). Packet height was calculated from 

this . Actual packet dimensions were also recorded at onsite visits . Total 

packet height varied between 505mm and 1050mm, with the most 

commonly pulled timber (150 x 25mm) at 725mm total height. 

Fillet Stick Size The fillet sticks used for filleting/stripping were 36mm 

wide, 19mm high and 1240mm long when at full length. Only broken fillet 

sticks were used for the packets being stacked from the table, for 

economic reasons. Good fillet sticks were reserved for use in kiln drying. 
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Two sets of fillets were used for each packet stacked from the table, with 

placement at any level providing they were evenly spaced . 

Trolley Design A total of 12 trolleys of various design were observed 

in use. Trolleys ranged in height from 357mm to 560mm from the ground 

to the top of the bearers (Figures 5.11 and 5.12). Timber from the table 

surface, moved with gravity down onto a low trolley, was reportedly easier 

(preferred) than moving boards onto the top of a tall stack. 

Some finished packet heights on the trolleys (from the floor) were 

measured at 1205mm, 1245mm, (from two of the tallest trolleys) and 

1090mm (from a shorter trolley) . 

Figure 5. 11. Tall trolley Figure 5. 12. Short trolley 

Trolleys were approximately 3650mm long and 1370mm wide. The trolleys 

that were easiest to move had wide (50mm) wheels with a rubber rim. 

These rolled easily and did not damage the concrete surface. Some 

trolleys with narrow (25mm) wheels without a rubber rim had significant 

bearing damage. The wheels did not run smoothly on the axle and were 

crooked and buckled (Figure 5.13). Some trolleys had bent axles. Some 

damage was reportedly a result of the forklift knocking into the sides of the 

trolleys when picking up the packets. 
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The narrow wheels without a rubber rim had caused damage to the 

concrete surface (Figure 5.14), contributing to difficulty moving the 

trolleys. On several occasions 3 people were required to push a damaged 

and fully laden trolley to the position required for the forklift to remove the 

timber. Workers were observed to brace with one or both of their feet 

against the table to move the trolley. The forklift was sometimes used to 

take some packet weight so that the trolley could be moved. 

Figure 5. 13. Crooked and 

poorly functioning trolley wheel. 

Figure 5. 14. Damaged concrete floor. 

5. 2. 9. 2 Discussion and Conclusions 

Guarding and Safety Stop The unguarded drive shafts that moved 

the chains were a hazard. Workers had frequent need to replace loose 

chains onto the drive shafts whilst they were still moving so easy access 

was considered necessary, though the dangers were appreciated by those 

doing this task. Of concern also was the apparent potential risk for the 

chain to jam, break and perhaps fling back. The lack of an emergency 

stop line running the full length of one of the tables was a concern. A 

worker may have to move several metres from their station to reach the 

line to stop the chain. 
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Also of concern was that the safety stop systems for the two tables had 

differing control functions. One required a single pull to start and stop, the 

other a double pull. It was therefore possible that a worker needing to stop 

the table could make the error of pulling the line twice for a stop, but be on 

the section of table where this would at first pull , stop, and then on second 

pull , restart, the table. Lack of a formal safety lock-out system for the 

tables places workers at risk, with any worker along the length of the table 

potentially able to restart the chain at any time, despite work that may be 

being carried out. These risks are greater in an environment that is noisy 

and where verbal communication is at times limited, and where there are 

multiple workers - as at this green table. 

Table Height Table height is critical for the task of pulling and 

stacking timber. An ideal table height would cater to both 97.51
h percentile 

males and 2.51
h percentile females and take into account footwear height 

and 200mm of elbow clearance (to allow comfortable timber handling) . 

Using NZ anthropometric data (Slappendel and Wilson, 1992), the range 

for optimal table height (if adjustable for each worker) is therefore between 

785mm and 1045mm, or for a fixed height table, 920mm. (See REBA 

Findings in 5.2.11.2). 

These calculations are based on the following assumptions: 

• People choose to grip boards somewhere between elbow and 

knuckle height, to avoid too much elbow flexion and shoulder 

elevation, or forward bending. 

• The heavy nature of the task means that an appropriate work 

surface height is 200mm below standing elbow height (static 

anthropometric data). The lower work surface is related to the 

dynamic nature of the task - workers often stand with their legs 

apart so that they can move easily and apply forces effectively, 

consequently lowering their elbow height. 
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• NZ Anthropometric Estimates (Slappendel and Wilson, 1992) data 

is representative of the user population. 

• Data from 45-60 year old females was not included as none were 

present in the worker populations sampled. 

• 2.51
h percentile female (19-45 year olds) knuckle and elbow heights 

plus footwear = 705 to 985 mm, which a table height of 920 mm 

would accommodate. 

• 97.51
h percentile male (19-45 year olds) knuckle and elbow heights 

plus footwear= 875 to 1245 mm, which a table height of 920 mm 

would accommodate. 

Table 5. 5. Key Anthropometric Data for Table Height Calculations (all 

mills) 

All 
Elbow height plus footwear allowance Knuckle and elbow heights 

measurements 
minus 200 mm working clearance plus footwear allowance 
below elbow 

in mm, 35 mm 
Mid-footwear Knuckle height 

allowance, 5th so th 95th - elbow height 
distance 

rounded down percentile percentile percentile range (5th and knuckle-

to nearest 5 mm 95lh percentiles) elbow (easy 
reach) 

19-45 year old 
870 950 1025 805 - 1150 980 males 

45-60 year old 
860 930 1000 795 - 1130 960 males 

19-45 year old 800 870 940 775 - 1070 920 females 

Data from all mills/populations (both of the North and South Island mills) 

was used for these calculations to strengthen the findings. Table heights 

at the mills surveyed were: Mill 43 (dry table), 850 mm; Mill 30 

(green/round table) , 600-850mm; Mill 17 (dry table), 970mm to top of rail, 

890mm to chain surface; Mill 12 (green table), 905mm old section, 920mm 

new section . 

Chain Maintenance The informal maintenance system without any 

documentation did not allow for review of reasons for downtime or tracking 
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of breakdowns (see Timber Handled Statistics, in 5.2.8.2) , created 

confusion about what was requested and when, and could cause workers 

to make the assumption that requests were noted when they may not 

have been. Workers assumed that 'management didn 't care' when 

problems took some time to be rectified , so timely feedback to work teams 

was indicated. Informal maintenance systems allow the potential for safety 

issues to be overlooked , as critical 'keep the mill operating ' issues may 

take precedence. From a musculoskeletal injury perspective, poor 

equipment maintenance can create the need for extra force to 

move/adjust poorly maintained equipment, high stress as workers must 

frequently conduct running repairs on faulty equipment, and feelings of 

frustration and fear that at times dangerous maintenance problems must 

be constantly faced . 

Chain Speed The two separate chain systems moving at differing 

but unalterable paces (fast for the first section and slower for the end 

section) created some backlog problems at the junction of the two tables. 

This was however reportedly a more effective system for timber clearing 

than operating off a single slower paced chain , as previously. 

Packet/Trolley Position from the Table Preferred packet position from 

the table (distance from the timber end as it rests on the table to the 

packet end) appeared to be a function of anthropometry (those with 

smaller stature preferring the stack closer) and timber size/weight 

(smaller/lighter timber being easier to throw across a larger distance, and 

heavier/larger timber being easier to stack when it is close) . 

Data from both the North and South Island mills was considered to 

strengthen the findings. Timber end on table, to packet end distances 

were: Mill 43, 1100 -1400mm; Mill 30, 1600 - 3300mm; Mill 17, 900-

1250mm; Mill 12, 1400 - 1800mm. 
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Male and female arm span data was selected as the basis for calculating 

an optimum distance between the timber on the table and the packet end. 

The distance should enable the transfer to occur without excessive lateral 

spinal movement or twisting , stepping , or hitting the timber end or packet. 

The optimal distance between the timber end on the table and the packet 

is suggested to be between 1100mm and 1400mm. This distance will be 

affected (both positively and negatively with regard to manual handling 

risks) by: 

• How far the timber must be transferred up or down the table to the 

appropriate packet. 

• Length of the timber (longer lengths may need more room to gather 

sufficient momentum, shorter lengths may need less room so that 

the timber is not totally supported by the worker) . 

• Speed of the table (less space between the table and packet 

reduces task cycle time). 

• Amount of traffic in the transfer area (extra space required for tasks 

other than timber pulling) . 

• Height of the packet(s) in relation to the table (may need more 

space if the transfer is onto a packet higher than the table) 

• How many packets there are. 

Packet Spacing Adequate workspace should be provided at each 

packet for timber to be safely and easily handled, without workers feeling 

cramped or restricted in timber handling methods. For packets where two 

workers consistently work together, the lateral spacing should be 

increased. Packet width plus 1020mm (elbow span for 95th percentile NZ 

male) is considered the minimum for packet/trolley spacing. Therefore a 

packet with a width of 1200mm would require an overall lateral workspace 

requirement of 2220mm for each single worker workstation , and 3240mm 

for a dual worker workstation. The overall chain length should therefore 

allow this spacing for each trolley. 
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Board Overhang The distance by which boards overhung the table 

edge also impacted on manual handling technique (see REBA Findings in 

5.2.11 .2). Having more timber over the table edge should allow: 

• Workers to position themselves closer to the load , with feet further 

under the board and less bending. 

• Workers to position themselves for less spinal rotation by starting 

behind or in front of the board rather than beside the board 

• Reduction of inertia and the overall board weight to be pulled , as a 

greater amount of the timber's weight is already past the fulcrum on 

which it is balanced (i.e. the table edge) , creating better board 

control and decreased effort. 

• Reduction of the force required to tip the board downwards (where 

this is done to gather board speed quickly as it is transferred) . 

Data from all mills was used to strengthen the findings . Timber overhang 

at the mills surveyed was: Mill 43, 760mm; Mill 30, 100mm back from table 

edge to 300mm over table edge; Mill 17, 35mm; Mill 12, 200-400mm. The 

optimum amount of overhang will vary with table design , other functions 

(docking , grading etc) occurring at the table and where timber is being 

transferred too . It is suggested that timber should overhang the table edge 

by 750mm to 1000mm. 

Packet Size/Height Finished packet heights (from the floor) on varying 

height trolleys were measured at between 1245mm and 1090mm. The 

transfer of common and large dimension timber (from the table to the 

packet) should not require timber to be moved to a height significantly 

greater than that of the table (table heights 905mm and 920mm) . Transfer 

of timber up onto the packet requires work against gravity and requires 

greater effort and a greater risk of injury as a result. (See REBA Findings 

in 5.2.11.2). 
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The packet height is a function of the trolley height, the total packet height 

(including fillet sticks), and the floor height of the trolley area. Achieving 

the same height as the table may require modification to any or all of 

these elements. The largest proportion of timber handling should occur 

between elbow and knuckle heights. Additional force to lift the timber 

against gravity should be avoided. 

Trolley Design It was noted that it might be possible to reduce the 

height of some of the tallest trolleys by modifying the wheel mounting. This 

would make the total packet height lower and therefore be easier for 

timber transfer. (See REBA Findings in 5.2 .11.2). 

The weight of a packet of green timber was reported as between 2.5 and 

2.8 tonnes. Therefore the trolley should be built to carry this weight with 

ease. The wheels should have enough tolerance of lateral forces so if a 

forklift did make contact, that wheel/bearing damage would not occur. 

Wheels with a firm rubber (or similar) rim would reduce the wear and tear 

on the concrete, keeping the physical task of moving the trolleys in and 

out as easy as possible for the future (see Floor Surface in 5.2.5.2). It is 

noted that a lower trolley would also be likely to reduce the risk of damage 

from lateral forces , as the effect of the weight of timber would be smaller. 

Trolleys should be well maintained to ensure they remain functional and 

safe to use. 

To reduce the difficulty getting the first pieces of timber in place on the 

trolley bearers, an angled 'landing pad' built into the trolley to bounce 

timber along may assist. This would be a plate of 300-400mm length and 

of bearer width, placed immediately in front of the bearer, inclined 

upwards to finish flush with the bearer. This would make throwing the first 

boards in the stack easier by allowing less accuracy - the thrown board 
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can bounce and slide, or be pushed up onto the bearer even if it lands 

short of it (see 'REBA' in 5.2.11 .2) . 

Fillet Stick Storage Fillet sticks were stored under the front edge of the 

table and were obtained by bending and reaching under the chain. Whilst 

broken sticks were used for filleting, the collection of sticks under the table 

was haphazard and spread some distance including out into the walkway, 

and included small/unusable fillet sticks, other garbage and sawdust build

up. (See Floor Surface in 5.2.5.2). 

Fillet stick storage within easier reach of workers was indicated. A shelf or 

rack under the table may be suitable. This would: reduce the time taken 

for obtaining fillets; make it physically safer and easier to reach them; 

make it easier to clean under the chain area; and keep the walkway clear 

of obstruction . Fi llet sticks that are too smal l or damaged to use should be 

disposed of. 

5.2.10 Force Measure 

5. 2. 10. 1 Results 

The most frequently handled board size was 150 x 25 x 4000mm, and the 

most handled large board was 200 x 40 x 4000mm. 8 boards of each size 

were selected from timber on the table, and the force required to initiate 

the movement of each board in a horizontal direction from the chain was 

measured, as per the protocol outlined in Section 4.2.10. 

The sites selected for measuring the timber to be pulled off were: 

Position 1 Near the start of the first section (fastest chain}, at a point 

where the bulk of the timber was pulled from the table. 

Position 2 Near the end of this first and fastest section of chain, where 

a large proportion of timber is removed from the table. 
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Mill 

Position 3 At the midpoint of the second and slowest chain, where a 

relatively small amount of timber is pulled from the table. 

The force required to initiate horizontal movement from the chain of the 

most commonly pulled timber size (150 x 25 x 4000mm) averaged 7.4kg . 

The force required to initiate horizontal movement of the most commonly 

pulled larger timber dimension (200 x 40 x 4000mm) averaged 14.6kg 

(Appendix 6) . These figures represent the horizontal 'break-out' force 

(initial force) for timber from a stationery chain or table only and additional 

forces pertaining to lifting and carrying , timber direction and control , and 

actions to keep timber moving also occurred. 

Data from both South Island and North Island mills was considered 

together (Table 5.10) to understand the impact of different chain types. 

Table 5. 6. Force Measure Comparison All Mills 

Mean Break-

Number 
Timber Dimensions Table Type Green/Dry out Force 

(Kilograms) 

Mill 43 

Mill 17 

Mill 30 

Mill 12 

90 x 45mm x 4.8m Roller chain Dry 1.00 

240 x 45mm x 6.0m Roller chain Dry 3.44 

125 x 40mm x 3.6 Flat chain with cleats Dry 4.88 

300 x 50mm x 3.0 - 3.6m Flat chain with cleats Dry 11 .60 

150 x 50mm x 3.8 - 6 .0m Round table with timber base Wet (anti-sapstain) 17.62 

100 x 75mm x 5.4 - 5.8m Round table with timber base Wet (anti-sapstain) 24.27 

200 x 25mm x 4.8m Round table with timber base Wet (anti-sapstain) 20.63 

Various other dimensions Round table with timber base Wet (anti-sapstain) 10.92 - 27.88 

150 x 25mm x 4.0m Chain link Wet 

300 x 50mm x 3.0 - 3.6m Chain link Wet 

5. 2. 10. 2 Discussion and Conclusions 

The mean break out forces for all chains measured was lowest with a 

roller chain. Whilst timber dimensions/lengths and green/dry nature must 

also be taken into account, the solid timber round table required the 
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greatest forces , and other flat chain or chain link tables required more 

force than the roller chain , but less than the wooden round table. The use 

of a (well-maintained) roller chain system for timber stacking will therefore 

offer the least resistance and hence a lower manual handling risk. 

Further to use of a roller chain , inclining the table bed (angl ing it slightly 

downwards towards the workers) will reduce the amount of inertia to be 

overcome before the timber begins to move. This reduction in the energy 

necessary to gain momentum with each board will further reduce manual 

handling risks. There will be an ideal angle (range) where the inertia is 

substantially reduced , but boards remain stationary until the pulling force 

is applied . Ascertaining the degree of incline/tilt will require trial. 

5.2.11 REBA 

5. 2. 11 . 1 Results 

An experienced male worker, above 501
h percentile for height measures 

(per NZ Anthropometric Estimates 1992, Slappendel and Wilson) and an 

inexperienced below 501
h percentile male worker were selected for the 

assessment. Unless otherwise stated, the lumber being handled for all 

REBA analyses was the most commonly pulled dimension, 25 x 150 x 

4000mm (Appendix 6) . 

Notes regarding scoring: 

• Load/force score was rated as 0 if no weight was lifted/carried at that 

point of movement. For tasks suspected to be low force (pulling from 

chain etc) a 1 was given, but the same task for larger boards or for 

boards being moved with some additional lifting, was scored 2. 

• A coupling score of 1, 'Fair' was given for all holding tasks as gloves 

reduce grasp strength and the boards do not have a fixed handle or 

easily grasped shape. 
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• It was difficult to accurately assess hand/wrist position in some 

instances from video, due to gloves obscuring the hand and poor video 

definition/position. 

• Activity scores of 1 were usually given to denote the frequency of the 

action, though in some instances to denote the rapid posture change 

or unstable base. 

• REBA scoring is as per the table below. 

REBA Score Risk Level Action Level 

1 Ne Ii ible None necessary 
2-3 Low May be necessa 
4-7 Medium Necessa 
8-10 Hi h Necessa 
11-15 Necessar 

Table 5. 7. REBA scoring system. 

The very high scores were for tasks including: 

• Pushing a full trolley out 

• Throwing a board out onto the first layer of a packet 

The high scores were for tasks including: 

• Pulling a board from the table when positioned too far away, as in 

Figure 5.15 (not using feet to move closer) 

• Picking up fillet sticks from under chain 

• Pulling and lifting boards onto tops of packets 

• Placing/aligning boards on first/lower layers of packets 
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Figure 5. 15. Pulling a board from too far away. (Note flexed and laterally 

rotated spine, and degree of right shoulder flexion) 

5. 2. 11. 2 Discussion and Conclusions 

The forces involved with timber stacking are complex. They include friction 

from the table/chain surface, friction from the varied board surfaces 

(rough/smooth etc) , and varying timber weights and timber dimensions. 

Boards must be propelled off the moving table , and placed accurately in a 

stack. Force is required at times to lift/carry the board into position , and at 

other times to direct the board (lateral force). Force is also required to 

slow the movement of the timber. Overall timber weight is not the only 

factor as boards are usually slid off the table and/or along the timber 

already on the packet. 

A range of training and design factors are indicated from consideration of 

REBA data. They include the following (some information from D. Tappin , 

personal communication): 

• Ensure that workers stay close to the timber being pulled, avoid trunk 

bend and arm reach to the boards (mid-range movements are 

strongest) . (See Training in 5.2.1.2 and 5.2.2 .2). 

• Use weight of board to assist the movement of the board down onto 

the packet. (See Training in 5.2.1.2 and 5.2.2.2) . 
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• Use leather aprons for effective handling of timber onto lower packet 

layers particularly. (See Training in 5.2.1.2 and 5.2.2.2, and Leather 

Aprons in 5.2.6.2). 

• Design trolleys so that timber is always lower than the top of the table 

height (see Table Height, Packet Size/Height and Trolley Design in 

5.2.9.2) . 

• Design trolleys so that a solid 'landing pad' allows the first board layers 

to be bounced out to the correct position on the trolley, rather than 

needing to be thrown out the full distance over the last bearer. (See 

Trolley Design in 5.2.9.2). 

• Ensure trolleys are repaired for ease in moving them. (See Trolley 

Design in 5.2.9.2) . 

• Have boards protrude further from the table edge to allow greater ease 

in getting alongside them and therefore handling ease and a range of 

movement options. (See Board Overhang in 5.2.9.2). 

• Have fillet sticks in an easily reached position . 

5. 2. 12 Borg Rating of Perceived Exertion Scale 

5. 2. 12. 1 Results 

The Borg RPE Scale was completed (as per the protocol in 4.2.12.), with 

results as Tables 5.8 and 5.9 over. 
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Table 5. 8. Borg RPE Record first session of day, 28. 02. 02 

Chain Chain Back 
started stopped, from Steady Chain Glut of Steady Notes regarding activity 10 stripping stripping stopped 
minutes for10-15 for 5 work again timber work 

late, 7.40 minutes minutes 

Worker Experienced/ Worker Timber 7.50 8.10 8.30 8.50 9.10 9.30 9.50 size Number Inexperienced Position 
handled 

am am am am am am am 

1 Exp. P2 150x25 11 7 absent absent absent absent 11 

2 lnexp. P1 150x25 14 7 11 11 6 11 (P4) 12 

6 lnexp. P5 varied 11 7 11 12 13 
210x20 

14 15 

7 lnexp. Pusher all 11 7 11 11 11 
210x20 

11 13 
13 Not known P4 250x40 11 13 11 11 11 11 11 

stripping 250x40 helper 
14 Not known P3 210x40 11 13 13 absent present 

11 15 13 
no 

15 Not known P6 250x40 11 17 12 boards. 11 13 13 
stopped 

Table 5. 9. Borg RPE Record last session of day, 28. 02. 02 

Notes regarding activity Steady Steady Steady Steady Steady 
work work work work work 

Worker Experienced/ Worker Timber 
size 3.15 pm 3.35 pm 3.55 pm 4.15 pm 4.30 pm Number Inexperienced Position 

handled 

1 
2 
4 

6 
7 
13 
14 
15 

Exp. P3 varied 12 10 9 9 9 
lnexp. P4 varied 11 10 12 10 stopped 

lnexp. P1 varied 9 14 12 12 12 
lnexp. P6 varied 13 11 13 13 15 
lnexp. Pusher all 11 11 11 13 13 

Not known P5 varied 11 15 13 13 13 
Not known P2 varied 13 13 13 13 13 
Not known P7 varied stopped 13 17 16 13 

5. 2. 12. 2 Discussion and Conclusions 

The experienced worker (more than 5 years in this type of work) appeared 

to perceive slightly lower levels of exertion than those workers known to 

be less experienced (less than 1 year in this type of work). Workers 

reported a mean greater perceived exertion (13.56, 'somewhat hard') at 
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the end of the day than at the beginning (11.33, 'fairly light'). These 

findings reinforce the conclusions already made about training needs (see 

Training in 5.2.1.2 and 5.2.2.2) , work rotations (see Rotations in 5.2. 7.2), 

and nutrition (see Nutrition in 5.2.2.2), and reinforce all endeavours to 

reduce the manual handling risk factors such that the work tasks are as 

sustainable as possible for all workers. 

5. 2. 13 Discomfort Rating Scale 

5. 2. 13. 1 Results 

The Discomfort Rating Scale was completed (as per the protocol given in 

4.2.13), with results as in Tables 5.10 and 5.11. 

Table 5.10. Discomfort Rating Scale Record first session of day, 28.02.02 

Chain 
Glut of 

Chain timber 
Notes regarding started 10 Steady 

stopped, 
Steady 

Chain 
Steady coming Glut 

stripping stopped 

Worker 
Number 

1 

2 

6 

7 

13 

14 

15 

activity minutes work 
for10-15 

work 
9.10-9.20 

work through 9 continues 
late, 7.40 

minutes people on 
chain 

Worker 
Timber 10.00 

size 7.40 am 8.00 am 8.20 am 8.40 am 9.00 am 9.20 am 9.40 am Mean Position 
handled am 

P2 150x25 3 all body 2 all body Stripping absent absent absent 1 all body 1 all body 2 all body 

4 hand 
(fingers 4 hand, 2 P1 150x25 2 all body 2 all body Stripping 2 all body 2 all body 2 all body 2 all body jammed), 

other body 
2 other 
body 

4 neck, 2 4 neck, 2 4 neck, 3 
4 neck, 3 4 neck, 3 

4 neck, 3 
PS varied other body other body 

Stripping 
other body 

hands, 2 3 all body 3 all body other body hands, 
other body 2.57 body, 

Pusher all 2 all body 2 all body Stripping 2 all body 2 all body 2 all body 3 all body 2 all body 
2.14 all 
body 

P4 250x40 2 all body 2 all body Stripping 1 all body 1 all body 2 all body 2 all body 2 all body 
1.71 all 
body 

3 back, 2 3 back, 2 
3 back, 

P3 210x40 2 all body Stripping 3 all body 3 all body 3 all body 3 all body 2.57 all 
other body other body body 

5 left arm, 5 left arm, 5 left arm, 5 left arm, 4 left arm, 4 left arm, 4 left arm, 4.57 left 

P6 250x40 1 other 1 other Stripping 1 other 1 other 1 other 1 other 1 other 
arm, 

1other 
body body body body body body body body 

Key: 'all body' refers to all 9 body areas, and 'other body' refers to all the 

body areas not already described for that time period. 
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Table 5. 11. Discomfort Rating Scale Record last session of day, 28. 02. 02 

Notes regarding activity 
Steady Steady Steady Steady 
work work work work 

Worker Worker Timber 

Number Position size 3.25 pm 3.45 pm 4.05 pm 4.25 pm Mean 
handled 

1 P3 varied 2 all body 2 all body 
3 knee , 1 

1 all body 
3 knee, 1.5 

other body other body 

3 left 3 left 
2 P4 varied shoulder, 2 2 all body 2 all body 2 all body shoulder, 2 

other body other body 

4 P1 varied 4 wrists, 2 4 wrists , 2 4 wrists , 2 4 wrists , 2 4 wrists, 2 
other body other body other body other body other body 

6 P6 varied 4 neck, 3 4 neck, 3 5 neck, 3 5 neck, 3 4.5 neck, 3 
other body other body other body other body other body 

7 Pusher varied 3 all body 3 all body 3 all body 3 all body 3 all body 

13 PS varied 2 all body 2 all body 2 all body 2 all body 2 all body 

14 P2 varied 3 all body 3 all body 3 all body 
4 back, 3 4 back, 3 

other body other body 

15 P7 varied 4 left arm , 3 4 left arm , 3 4 left arm, 3 4 left arm , 3 4 left arm, 3 
other body other body other body other body other body 

Key: 'all body' refers to all 9 body areas, and 'other body' refers to all the 

body areas not already described for that time period. 

5. 2. 13. 2 Discussion and Conclusions 

Two of seven workers (29%) reported feeling uncomfortable/very 

uncomfortable (scores of 4 and 5) in the first work period of the day, and 

four of eight workers (50%) reported feeling uncomfortable/very 

uncomfortable in the last work period. Thus discomfort levels increased 

during the work day, suggesting that the work tasks were physically 

demanding. That two workers commenced the work day feeling 

uncomfortable was also of concern . Current NZ injury management 

literature on the subject of occupational overuse syndrome prevention 

(ACC 1997) suggests that the experience of discomfort early in the work 

shift and persisting after the end of the shift may be an indicator of 

increasingly severe and chronic musculoskeletal problems. Muscle fatigue 

that does not recover overnight is classified as having gone beyond the 

'early warning' phase and can develop into a MSO. 
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The Discomfort Rating Scale findings, though from a small sample group, 

reinforce the need to investigate manual handling risk factor reduction . 

5.2. 14 NMQ 

5. 2. 14. 1 Results 

Results of the abbreviated Nordic Musculoskeletal Questionnaire are 

shown in Figure 5.16. Table 5.12 (over) shows the data aggregated per 

body part and the number of reports of discomfort in the last 12 months 

given as a percentage. 
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Figure 5. 16. NMQ Results Mill 12 

D Discomfort last 
12 months 

Discomfort last 7 
days 

O Activity prevented 
last 12 months 

In the 12 months prior to assessment, one/both wrist discomfort was 

reported by 83% of green chain workers and lower back discomfort by 

58%. In the 7 days prior to assessment, one/both wrist discomfort was 

reported by half of green chain workers. In the 12 months prior to 

assessment, one quarter of workers reported lower back discomfort that 

prevented participation in normal activities. 
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Table 5. 12 NMQ discomfort reports last 12 months - results as a total 

and percentage for each body area 

IT otal for body Discomfort 
Body Area iarea last 12 months 

Neck 25% 25% 

Shoulders -right 17% 
Shoulders - left 8% 
Shoulders - both 33% 8% 

Elbows - right 8% 
Elbows - left 
Elbows - both 33% 25% 

Wrists/hands - right 8% 
Wrists/hands - left 42% 
W rists/hands - both 83% 33% 

Upper back 25% 25% 

Lower back 58% 58% 

Hips/thighs/buttocks 17% 17% 

Knees 17% 17% 

~nkles/feet 25% 25% 

5. 2. 14. 2 Discussion and Conclusions 

Musculoskeletal discomfort (particularly wrist and lower back) with some 

resultant limitation of capacity to complete normal daily activities was 

common among th is group of green chain workers. This finding reinforced 

the need to investigate manual handling risk factor reduction. 

5.2.15 Manual Handling Risk Score 

5. 2. 15. 1 Results 

The Manual Handling Risk Score (ACC/OSH 2001) was completed for the 

timber pulling/stacking task (Appendix 6). Load Scores of 2, 4 and 10 were 

estimated for a range of timber sizes. When these Load Scores were 

combined with Posture, Work Conditions and Environment, and Time 

Scores they resulted in total Manual Handling Risk Scores of 56, 72 and 

120 for the pulling/stacking task. All these scores are in the '50+ ' category, 

with score grading as 'injuries are likely regardless of the strength and 

fitness of employees. Elimination of the task or workplace redesign is a 

priority'. 
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5. 2. 15. 2 Discussion and Conclusions 

Manual Handling Risk Scores indicated that pulling timber at this mill was 

a task in which 'injuries are likely regardless of the strength and fitness of 

employees', and further verified the need to consider MSD risk factors and 

manual handling risk factor reduction. 

5.3 Intervention Recommendations 

A list of intervention recommendations for Mill 12 was developed based on 

the assessment findings and with consideration of other findings from all 

mills in the study (two North island and two South Island). The 

recommendations were prioritised according to their perceived impact on 

reducing the incidence and severity of musculoskeletal disorders for 

timber handling at this green table. The intervention recommendations 

were provided in a package of information to the mill. The three 

documents provided were: 

• Summary of Assessment Findings (Appendix 7) 

• Recommendations for Reduction of Manual Handling Risks 

(Appendix 7) 

• Prioritised Recommendations (summary) 

A number of recommendations relating to the configuration of the timber 

transfer workspace (table, trolleys, packet placement, fillet stick storage 

etc) were developed to address the various means of reducing the forces 

involved when handling and transferring timber. The recommendations 

were suggested starting points for further refinement through trials , and 

required operational verification before the actual heights and ranges 

could be determined as suitable. Following this were recommendations for 

addressing redundant timber handling, gloves, task rotations, training, 

maintenance issues, workplace cleanliness, lighting and noise. 
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The recommendations were intended to provide a basis for further 

discussion, trials and decision-making relevant to the mill , with researcher 

assistance as required . It was hoped that the mill would then adopt and 

complete a number of the suggested actions, such that the effectiveness 

of the interventions in reducing musculoskeletal risk factors could later be 

evaluated . This ongoing work with the mill, including specific re

assessment was outside of the scope of this Master's thesis project. (Brief 

notes on intervention application and other outcomes from the larger 

COHFE project are provided in Appendix 10). 

Recommendation 1 Table height to top of chains/rollers should be 

920mm, if a fixed height table. A table adjustable in height for each worker 

would however be ideal. The range could be between 785 and 1045mm 

(based on 2.51
h percentile female and 97.51

h percentile male elbow heights 

(plus footwear allowance and minus 200mm elbow clearance). 

Recommendation 2 

require trial). 

Recommendation 3 

- 1000mm. 

Incline the table bed. (The degree of tilt would 

Timber should overhang the table edge by 750 

Recommendation 4 That tables are designed to minimise the 

horizontal pull force to move timber from table to packet. This appears to 

be reduced most significantly by the use of a roller chain system. 

Recommendation 5 The distance between the end of the timber as 

it rests on the table to the end of the packet should be 1100 - 1400mm. 
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Recommendation 6 The overall height of the second to last layer of 

timber in the packet (therefore the height to which the last layer is lifted to) 

should be 920mm - the same as the recommended table height. 

Recommendation 7 Lower the trolley height to allow the total 

packet height (to top of second to last layer) to be equal to or less than the 

table height. 

Recommendation 8 Decrease the overall height of the timber 

packets (make them wider and shorter) , to decrease the height stacked 

too. 

Recommendation 9 Use a 'landing pad' on the trolleys/bearers to 

bounce the timber along to reduce the effort required for positioning the 

first layer of timber. 

Recommendation 10 That the packet width plus 1020mm (elbow 

span for 951
h percentile male) is considered the minimum for packeUtrolley 

spacing. For a packet width of 1200mm, the overall lateral workspace 

requirement would therefore be 2220mm for each single-worker 

workstation. 

Recommendation 11 That for packets where two workers 

consistently work together, that the overall lateral workspace requirement 

is packet width plus 2 x 1020 (elbow span for 951
h percentile male). Thus 

for a packet of 1200mm, the overall lateral workspace requirement will be 

3240mm, for a dual worker workstation. The overall chain length should 

therefore allow this spacing for each trolley. 
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Recommendation 12 That trolleys are built with structural stability 

and strength adequate for their purpose. 

Recommendation 13 That fillet sticks are stored within easy reach , 

and in such a way that it is easy to clean around them. 

Recommendation 14 Alter the system for handling re-sawn timber. 

Recommendation 15 That gloves are provided that have good fit and 

protection suitable for all workers. 

Recommendation 16 That the rotational system is formalised and 

consistently adhered to, with at least 4 rotations through varied work tasks 

per day. 

Recommendation 17 That key safe work methods for pull ing and 

stacking timber are covered at induction followed by buddy training with an 

experienced operator. The key work method/training points should be 

added to and altered following trial. 

Recommendation 18 The maintenance system should allow all 

necessary repairs to be identified , communicated and tracked, so that all 

repa irs and maintenance requests are systematically and effectively dealt 

with . Specifically, repairs to the chains should occur so that they are all 

functioning effectively and the tensioning issues are addressed . 

Recommendation 19 

the rear of the chain . 

Recommendation 20 

communication issues. 

Remove the bolts protruding from the floor at 

Review chain stoppage/lockout systems and 
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Recommendation 21 

tid ied regularly. 

Recommendation 22 

That the work area at the chain is swept and 

That the results of the June 1991 noise 

assessment are accurately followed . 

Recommendation 23 

increased . 

That lighting levels at the greenchain are 
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Chapmr 6 Case Study - ill 17 

6.1 Introduction 

Mil.I 17 was in !he Ca~!edwryMles!Jaoo region of the South Asland of NZ. 

The mm was categorised as 'large', producing around 26,000m3 of sawn 

umber per annum and employing around 90 persons. The mill produced 

largely pinus radiata lumber, with a small percentage of native lumber (of 

note as native timbers are generally heavier, posing additional manual 

handling risk). Further detail about the mill and production data is withheld 

in the interests of privacy. 

The work area investigated for this study was the dry table where sorting , 

grading and stacking of recently kiln-dried timber occurred . Timber arrived 

at the dry table in filleted stacks (filleting allows the kiln drying process to 

occur effectively) , via gantry crane/automated rollers and was unloaded 

via automated plant onto the table . A total of 9 workers in the immediate 

vicinity of the dry table then processed the timber. Rotated tasks included 

placing timber onto the moving table from the unloader, grading and 

docking, tallying, stacking , wrapping and strapping of packets , managing 

fillet sticks and coordinating with the crane operator and dispatch/other 

staff. 

Mill personnel had voiced strong commitment to safe work practices in 

initial contact with the researchers . Management and workers were 

enthusiastic for involvement in a study with immediate relevance to their 

own work functioning and a contribution to industry practices. 
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6.2 

6. 2.1 

6.2.1.1 

Assessment Results, Discussion and Conclusions 

Archival Data 

Results 

Health and Safety Management System New employees were 

taken through a sheet of identified hazards in the work area. This 

included: 

• Dry store (crane, walking between packs, tripping on in/out-feed 

rollers, hard hat wear) . 

• Tally box (stairs). 

• Pit (out-feed rollers, stacker controls). 

• Trolley stackers/table workers (walking in front of trolleys, pushing 

trolleys out, clearing rails/floor, bar on side of table, on/off 

switches). 

• Grader (docking , skill saw use, on/off switches, roller use) . 

• Unloader (walking behind , sticks flying , fingers jamming in rollers, 

unloader controls , steps nearby). 

• Sticks area (belts, operations of controls). 

• And procedures relating to cutout switches, hold cards, and job 

standards. 

The health and safety manual listed additional hazards and safety issues 

including strapping , muster areas, first aid , fire extinguishers, knife use, 

steel capped boots and the smoking policy. 

An accident/incident report form was used detailing injury type/property 

damage, description of incident, potential for injury/damage, and means of 

controlling the problem. 

Accident Register Review Accident register records showed 

injuries related to uneven flooring (trolley rails) , with a recent severe injury. 

At the unloader, fillet sticks became airborne causing injury, and the 

unloader rollers move boards towards the operator, causing finger-
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jamming injuries. Also reported was one incidence of overuse-type strain 

to the hand (grader) from constantly turning boards over, and back 

problems from twisting/bending over to pick up fillets and other actions. 

Training There was no formalised work method training for 

timber handling. Training was within the team via the team leader or 

second in charge, and experienced workers assisting new workers. It was 

noted that training in manual handling (lifting only) had been provided with 

many workers able to quote the advice given. 

Pay System A system of four or five pay steps existed, with 

progression based on performance and enthusiasm etc. Additional task 

roles such as quality or health and safety representative were recognised. 

Workplace culture A strong focus on health and safety and good 

housekeeping was evident. Procedures were in place to monitor 

performance and outputs, and documentation was reviewed to develop 

best practices, enhance outputs , and reduce injury risks , with these 

functions occurring within organised work teams. 

6.2.1.2 Discussion and Conclusions 

Health and Safety Management System Little mention of manual 

handling risks was made in the hazard identification for the dry chain area. 

This addition would however strengthen the usefulness of the hazard 

identification process and identify a wider range of controls. (See 

'Workplace Culture' below, 'Training' in 6.2.2.2 and 'Table Speed' in 

6.2.9.2). Resources such as the ACC Worksmart Back Plan and related 

documents including the Manual Handling Hazard Control Record may 

assist with this process. 
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Accident Register Review Accident register records showed 

problems related to uneven flooring from trolley rails (see 'Floor Surface' 

in 6.2.5.2). Contradictory information was given to employees as it was 

suggested that to avoid getting hit by timber the walkway by the table 

should be avoided. However the alternative walkway at the rear of the 

trolleys is uneven and difficult to walk over due to the trolley rails. The 

trolley rail problem was highlighted by a recent severe injury occurring in 

the area. 

Records showed that fillet sticks becoming airborne at the unloader 

caused injury (see 'Unloader Design' in 6.2.9.2) but it appeared that little 

was done to effectively address this problem. The grill that had been in 

place overhead to stop flying sticks had recently been removed without 

further evidence of action to address the issue. 

Records also showed that finger-jamming injuries were common at the 

unloader (see 'Unloader Design' in 6.2.9.2), as the rollers moved boards 

rapidly towards the operator. Operators carried out fast and forceful 

actions at this workstation (see 'REBA' in 6.2 .11 .2) and benefit (especially 

when becoming fatigued) from the stability offered by supporting 

themselves on the edge of the work surface. Records showed some MSD 

injuries including overuse strains to the hand, and back problems. 

Training No standardised training programme covering key 

safe work methods for new employees was in place. 'Experienced' 

workers trained new employees, but without prior identification of the 

safest timber handling techniques and with the risk that bad timber 

handling habits were passed on. Given the number of aging workers with 

old injuries in this work team (see 'NMQ' in 6.2.14.2), some unusual work 

styles and movement methods were observed that might cause new 

workers to develop non-optimal techniques. Some interest was shown in 
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the development and use of a video for training purposes. Key work 

methods (such as those identified in 5.2 .1.2) should be determined. 

If a video was developed, task techniques shown should include varied 

timber handling: for different timber sizes; to suit different builds; to rest 

muscle groups; using leather aprons (see 'Aprons' in 6.2.6.2) , and to carry 

out specific actions such as bouncing boards over fillets and replacing 

boards that fall off the packet. Incorrect techniques could be highlighted 

with an explanation as to why they are undesirable. Emphasis should be 

placed on the fact that the timber transfer task is sustainable with good 

technique, comfortable work pace (see 'Table Speed' in 6.2.9.2), regular 

rotations and good workspace layout. However, occasional events such 

as boards falling off, dragging boards back, sustained rapid work pace etc, 

can be hazardous and may be overlooked. A video should recognise 

individual differences in acceptable work technique, and this should be 

included in the training . This could include: applying high force at the start 

and then guiding the board only, getting the board going and then applying 

force as they guide it, getting the board going and tipping it to get 

momentum, or using backhand techniques to reduce MSD risk exposure. 

Training in key methods should be covered at induction and followed by 

ongoing 'buddy training ' at the workface with an experienced and skilful 

operator. 

Workplace culture Whilst this workplace had a strong focus on health 

and safety, some lack of analysis of injury causative factors , especially the 

overlooking of manual handling risk factors (see 'Health and Safety 

Management System' above) was in evidence. Formal documentation of 

manual handling risk factors and the identification of appropriate controls 

would aid in their prevention and management, and meet the 

requirements of the HSE Act. 
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6.2.2 Worker Semi-structured Interviews 

6. 2. 2. 1 Results 

The data gained from worker interviews is summarised below (see 

Appendix 8 for full results) . 

Nutrition Most workers reported having a substantial breakfast, 

balanced meals during the work day and evening, and additional fluid 

intake during the day to counter the fluid loss related to the physical 

workload. 

PPE (also see 6. 2. 6) Some workers used a light weight 

plastic apron for clothing protection whilst handling timber. Workers used 

one of the knit fabric glove types available, with selection based on fit , 

comfort and protection. Hearing protection was worn by some workers to 

protect reduced hearing , or for general auditory comfort. One worker 

fou nd all earmuffs to be uncomfortable so he limited earmuff wear time. 

Hard hats and safety glasses were worn by all workers at the workstations 

where this was a requirement. Steel capped boots were worn as standard. 

Hardest/easiest work tasks The hardest work was reported to be 

unloading as this worker handled all timber. The task was particularly hard 

when handling large timber sizes and/or the table speed was fast. Other 

'hard' tasks were: the grading task with high cognitive demand -

particularly when the table was going fast; when all workers when 

pressured for output and speed of work; and stackers when having to 

move timber up/down length of table. 

The easiest work was reported to be when work was constant (no 

stop/start) ; working on pit stacker and working in the fillet sticks area. 
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Training Key factors for ease in timber handling and learning the 

necessary work skills were reportedly: 

• Get the timber onto the bar and use bar as a fulcrum. 

• Slide the timber on the rail/stack, don't lift/carry. 

• Get a 'guide board' in place on the side of the stack, then slide 

other boards alongside. 

• Keep stack close to table. 

• Use the weight of the board - push it down so it slides off by itself. 

• Learn to manage the 'bounce' of the timber to control it. 

• Develop your own pattern and rhythm , and left/righUboth sides work 

preferences. 

• Walk behind the timber. 

• 'Throw' the boards onto the stack. 

• Use your whole body, not just your arms/back. 

Rest Breaks Most workers found that the two 30 minute breaks 

were adequate. These reportedly allowed good rest and adequate time to 

eat food, but were not so long that it was difficult to 'get started' again. 

Rotations of 1.5 hours were reported as suitable, particularly when 

allocated a physically or mentally demanding job. 

Improvements Worker suggested improvements were: 

• An extra step all the way along the walkway near trolleys to make it 

easier to step on and off the platform. 

• Reduce the height of the rails over the floor, consider walkway 

across. 

• Trolley wheels with easy-push design. 

• Consider scissor hoists on trolleys. 

• Have an automated unloader system or modify the unloader so that 

fillet sticks do not catch and timber handling is unnecessary. 

• Place rollers on rail edge. 
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• Have a mechanical block on the pit-stacker to move the front edge 

of the narrower export packs closer to the table end. 

• Move tally board further away so have more trolley space for 

stacking . 

• Maintenance of squeaky chain . 

• Keep chain speed steady and 'reasonable'. 

• Modify cleats so boards don't catch when taking them off chain. 

6. 2. 2. 2 Discussion and Conclusions 

PPE Wearing of PPE was consistent for gloves (see 'Gloves' in 6.2.6.2), 

steel-capped boots, hard hats (where required) and safety glasses (where 

required) . Some workers wore light-weight plastic aprons (see 'Aprons' in 

6.2.6.2) for cloth ing protection , and some workers wore hearing protection 

(see 'Hearing Protection' in 6.2.6.2) though th is was not a requirement. 

Hardest/Easiest Work Tasks Workers felt the unloading task 

was the hardest physical task (see 'REBA' in 6.2.11 .2, 'Worker 

Scheduling' in 6.2.7.2, and 'Timber Handled Frequency' in 6.2.8.2) and the 

grading task a difficult combination of high cognitive demand and fast 

pace. Stacking was difficult with fast table speed (see 'Table Speed' in 

6.2.9.2) and when manually moving timber the length of table. Constant 

work pace, steady work at the pit-stacker and fillet sticks were felt to be 

easiest. 

Training Workers recognised some key training factors for timber 

handling that made it safer and easier to complete the work tasks (see 

'Training' in 6.2.1.2, 'REBA' in 6.2.11 .2, and Borg RPE in 6.2.12.2) The 

use of leather aprons (see 'Aprons ' in 6.2.6.2) was not a part of the work 

culture but could be considered as another means of reducing the manual 

handling risks workers are exposed to (see 'Health and Safety 

Management System' in 6.2.1.2) . Training factors should be addressed 
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fo llowing table design factors , as the existing position of the rail and high 

cleat height on the chains creates awkward actions that are not necessary 

(see 'Rail Position' and 'Cleat Design' in 6.2.9.2) . 

Improvements Primary areas for improvement were felt by workers 

to be the design of the unloader (see 'Unloader Design' in 6.2.9.2), trolley 

rails/flooring (see 'Floor Surface' in 6.2.5.2) and trolley pushing (see 

'Trolley Design' in 6.2.9.2). 

6.2.3 Anthropometric Data 

6. 2. 3. 1 Results 

Data collected from these workers (Table 6.1) paralleled that for the New 

Zealand population as given in NZ Anthropometric Estimates (Slappendel 

and Wilson , 1992). 

Table 6. 1. Anthropometric data from Mill 17 workers 

Gender Ethnicity Hand Age Eye Shld Elb Hip Knuck Span 
Bidelt. ~Acrom Hand 
Width Grip L Lgth. 

M EUROPEAN R 35 1640 1430 1060 830 710 1840 520 650 185 
F EUROPEAN L 21 1515 1355 1005 795 71 5 1580 460 580 175 
F EUROPEAN R 36 1460 1270 1070 760 700 1640 480 580 180 
M EUROPEAN R 51 1685 1475 1115 915 775 1940 480 670 195 
M EUROPEAN R 49 1575 1555 1055 865 725 1760 450 590 175 
M EUROPEAN R 56 1495 1335 1005 805 675 1740 450 600 190 
M EUROPEAN A 54 1645 1465 11 25 885 775 1740 480 650 195 

1s 
%ile 1373 1185 952 709 638 1470 417 528 165 
2 .51~ 

%ile 1405 1221 970 729 651 1515 426 542 168 
51~ 

%ilE 1432 1252 985 747 663 1553 434 555 171 
50!~ 

%ile 1574 1412 1062 836 725 1749 474 617 185 
95tt 
%ilE 1715 1572 1140 926 787 1944 514 680 199 

97.5th 
%ilE 1742 1603 1155 944 799 1983 522 692 202 
99tt 
%ilE 1774 1639 1172 964 812 2027 531 706 205 
Std 

devtr 86 97 47 55 38 119 24 38 9 
Coun 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 
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6. 2. 3. 2 Discussion and Conclusions 

NZ Anthropometric Estimates (Slappendel and Wilson, 1992) can be used 

for relevant design considerations. 

6. 2. 4 Lifting Strength 

6. 2. 4. 1 Results 

A comparison of the data gathered from lifting strength testing with 5 dry 

table workers (Table 6.2) with that reported by Keyserling , Herrin and 

Chaffin (1978) , (as cited in the Jamar Back-Leg-Chest Dynamometer 

instruction booklet, Therapeutic Equipment Corporation, New Jersey. 

[undated]), determined that for the leg lift 80% of workers had 75th 

percentile or above strength and 20% had 25th percentile strength ; and for 

the arm lift 80% of workers had less than 501h percentile arm lift strength 

and 20% had less than 251
h percentile strength. Two workers did not 

attempt the test due to currenUold injuries) . 

Table 6. 2. Dynamometer data from Mill 17 workers 

Subject Arm Strength kg Leg Strength kg 
Number Lift 1 Lift 2 Lift 3 Mean Lift 1 Lift 2 Lift 3 Mean 

2 24 24 23 23.7 63 55 50 56.0 
3 15 15 20 16.7 60 * * 60.0 
4 40 45 47 44.0 115 115 115 115.0 
5 25 29 28 27.3 70 74 78 74.0 
7 37 35 34 35.3 108 120 112 113.3 

(*Worker did not continue as this test made lower back uncomfortable) 

6.2.4.2 Discussion and Conclusions 

The workforce population employed at this mill is relatively strong for the 

leg lift, but relatively weak for the arm lift. As these work tasks demand 

arm and shoulder function of a constant and forceful nature, this result 

could suggest that the work tasks are relatively well designed - as the 
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workers were managing them despite apparently limited strength in 

muscle groups required for the arm lift. (See 'NMQ' in 6.2.14.2) . 

6. 2. 5 Environmental 

6. 2. 5. 1 Results 

Lighting levels The work area was inside a building with skylights on 

the southern wall and overhead lighting. Measurements were taken at 

11.45 am on a cloudy/rainy day in mid February. Work occurred at night 

and day. llluminance (lux) was measured as per Table 6.3. 

Table 6.3. I/luminance at Mi/117 dry table 

Time and conditions Place Lux Level 
11.45 am, cloudy/rainy On table directly in front of unloader 5201ux 
day in February On table directly in front of grader 6501ux 

Between 3rd and 4th chain sections in 9001ux 
front of grader 
Between 5m and 6m chain sections in 8001ux 
front of grader 
At front of table , 7 metres from table 6301ux 
end , 
At front of table , 3 metres from table 5501ux 
end 
Directly in front of pit stacker 7001ux 

4 pm on cloudy/rainy day On table directly in front of grader 7201ux 
in February 

The grader required lighting levels that were adequate for visual 

inspection tasks. This was a critical role that had a significant impact on 

profit, with few grading errors tolerated. Depending on chain speed, the 

grader may have only two seconds to make the grading decision and dock 

the board. 

Noise Verbal reports were that noise testing had been completed 

for the area, and that mandatory hearing protection was not required. High 

impact/loud noise occurred when layers of timber fell from the unloader 
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onto the table ; squeaky chain noise was constant; a radio was usually on 

and intermittently interrupted by the speaker communication system used 

by the tally person. Other noise occurred intermittently, but was apparently 

below the level requiring continuous hearing protection. Some workers did 

prefer to wear hearing protection (in one case to protect already partly 

damaged hearing from deterioration) , and muffs and plugs were available. 

Floor Surface The 485mm high wooden platform alongside the table 

was the most commonly used flooring area. This surface was not slippery, 

and being wooden had some inherent cushioning. There were steps up to 

the platform at several points between the trolleys, and at either end . The 

junction of this flooring and the side of the table did not include a toe

space, and workers were thus prevented from gaining an optimal standing 

position. This was further evidenced by the number/amount of boot 

markings on the lower 150mm of the table side, where workers had kicked 

the edging as they worked. The position of the step at the left of the pit 

stacker acted to prevent an easy reach to the end of the chain to grasp 

boards with the left hand. This appeared to impact particularly on shorter 

workers. 

The remainder of the work area was on concrete flooring . The trolley 

railings (right angle steel) were fixed to the concrete creating an uneven 

flooring surface that must be crossed to access the trolleys and other work 

areas. One worker was recently off work with a significant injury from 

tripping on the railings, and another worker reported a recent ankle strain 

from a similar incident. The uneven floor surface was therefore a hazard . 

The tally box was a small glass-fronted office area positioned above the 

end of the table, accessed by a steep stairway with hand railings either 

side. The tally person sat in the tally-box, recording on computer the 

timber lengths/sizes stacked. 
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Thermal Issues The outside door by the tally box stairs was usually 

left open to allow some air-flow, though no comment was made 

specifically about thermal comfort/discomfort in the larger work area. It 

was noted that it sometimes 'got hot' due to the kilns positioned nearby, 

though this was not of concern to any worker. 

6. 2. 5. 2 Discussion and Conclusions 

Lighting The recommended lighting level for timber inspection tasks 

was given as 750 lux (CIBS Code for Interior Lighting, 1984), but for the 

grader was measured at between 650 (directly in front of grader) and 900 

lux (mid-table) . Thus the lighting directly in front of the grader could be 

improved for this timber inspection task (see 'Grader Workstation Design' 

in 6.2.9.2) . This might be achieved by altering the position of an overhead 

mirror (used by tally person) that was blocking some light, or the addition 

of another light source . 

Noise Whilst hearing protection was reportedly unnecessary at the 

dry table work area (per testing) , workers complained that the constant 

squeaking of the chains on the table was irritating . (See 'Maintenance' in 

6.2.9.2) . 

Floor surface The junction of the dry table flooring platform and the 

side of the dry table did not include a toe-space, and workers were thus 

prevented from gaining an optimal standing position. This was addressed 

to a degree by the presence of the rail where the stackers worked, as the 

rail forced them to stand away from the side of the table, thus creating a 

toe space. The grader and unloader (see 'Unloader Design' and "Grader 

Workstation Design' in 6.2.9.2) were however forced to use additional 

stooping or reaching to timber on the table due to the lack of toe space at 

their workstations. 
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The floor surface where trolley rails are was hazardous but frequently 

navigated by workers in this area. (See 'Accident Register Review' in 

6.2.1.2 and 'Improvements' in 6.2.2.2). Provision of a safer and easier to 

navigate walkway area would reduce injury risks. 

6.2.6 PPE 

6. 2. 6. 1 Results 

Gloves Several glove types were available and used according to 

personal preference and glove fi t. The two females preferred the ' Showa' 

cotton knit glove with rubberised fingers/palm/thumb as these offered 

good protection and comfort , and were a good fit for their smaller hands. 

Gloves were replaced when the worker felt it necessary. Some preferred a 

'woolly' glove with a rubber mesh overlay, and others a cotton model 

similar to the Showa with a rubberised surface over the palm and a less 

protective coating over the remainder of the glove. A worker with an index 

fi nger amputation noted that it was safest to cut the finger off the glove to 

prevent it catching as she worked. All workers had hand length of between 

175 and 195 mm, and hand breadth of between 75 and 100 mm. 

Hearing Protection (See 6.2.2) . Annual hearing tests were 

completed for all workers. 

Footwear (See 6.2.2). 

Hard Hats Hard hats were not a requirement for wear at the dry 

table. However when moving through/entering the adjacent work area 

where the crane operated , hard hats were to be worn . Therefore all dry 

table operators had hard hats issued to them and these were worn on a 

daily basis when moving to and from their work area. A hat rack was 

available that allowed hats to be stored to facilitate this safety 

requirement. 
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Overalls/Aprons No workers were observed to wear overalls. In this 

dry chain area, light plastic aprons were worn by some workers for 

clothing protection. Leather aprons were not used , reportedly as timber 

was not resinous/sticky, and as dry timber was lighter and therefore easier 

to move without thigh/hip action and the apron's protection. 

6.2.6.2 

Gloves 

Discussion and Conclusions 

One worker with a finger amputation cut off the matching 

finger on the glove to prevent it's catching, with some consequent loss of 

protection. Whilst workers appeared satisfied with the gloves available , 

further research into glove types most suited to dry timber handling could 

benefit. (See 'PPE' in 6.2.2.2). This should include gloves to fit both men 

and women, and means of effectively coping with digit amputations. 

Gloves should meet the specifications as outlined in 5.2.6.2. 

Hearing Protection Some workers chose to wear hearing 

protection to protect already slightly impaired hearing. Given this concern 

and complaints about chain noise (see 'Noise' in 6.2.5.2) regular review of 

the noise levels may be indicated as plant changes may impact on the 

noise levels recorded . Ensuring measurement of the high impact noise 

occurring when layers of timber slide off at the unloader is important. 

Aprons Light-weight aprons were used at this worksite for clothing 

protection only. Thick leather apron use protects clothing and allows the 

soft tissues of the body to be protected from splinters or bruising from the 

boards. Used effectively, leather aprons appear to allow the timber to be 

kept closer to the body in handling (slid across or against the leather 

aprons) , thus reducing the forces acting on the back and arms. (See 

'Training' in 5.2.1.2) . Apron use (in other mills) was observed to allow 

skilled workers to use leg and hip flexion rather than back flexion when 

stacking into the lowest stack positions. 
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6. 2. 7 Worker Scheduling 

6. 2. 7. 1 Results 

This information was gathered from interviews with individual team 

members, from displayed boards and schedules, and from observation 

whi lst onsite. 

Task Rotations 

1st rotation 

Worker rotations were on a fixed schedule as below: 

2nd rotation 

6.30 am - 8.00 am 

8.00 am - 9.30 am 

First break 30 minutes 

3 rd rotation 

4th rotation 

10.00 am - 11 .30 am 

11 . 30 am - 1. 00 pm 

Second break 30 minutes 

5th rotation 

5th rotation 

1.30 pm - 2.30 pm 

2.30 pm - 4.00 pm 

Third break 15 minutes (optional if late shift) 

7th rotation (optional) 4.15 pm - 6.00 pm 

(1 .5 hours) 

(1 .5 hours) 

(1.5 hours) 

(1.5 hours) 

(1 .0 hour) 

(1 .5 hours) 

Thus a total of 8.5 hours per day, with 7.5 hours on Fridays as finish time 

was at 3 pm. This equates to 44 paid work hours per week, given a half 

hour of paid work breaks per day. If overtime was being worked , an extra 

fifteen minute break was taken at 4.00 pm. Rotations were therefore of 1 

or 1 Y:z hours in duration , or if overtime was being worked, a 1% hour 

duration. Intermittently a second shift might be called in, and this was 

worked from 4 .00 pm to 1.30 am, with rotations of the same length and 

pattern. Workers from this workplace reportedly self-determined that it was 

preferable to have two longer work breaks during the day, rather than one 

longer and two shorter breaks. Workers generally indicated that this 

allowed them to have a better break and more food/drink than was 

possible in a standard 10-15 minute tea break. 
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Rosters were managed by the team leader to ensure that all workers were 

fairly rotated through each position, that work was within individual 

capabilities, and that discomfort issues were accommodated. Some 

limitations to the combination of worker placements existed because of 

worker skill limitations, physical capacity limitations, and to some degree 

worker preference. 

Key roles were those of grader and tally-box operator, as they required 

cognitive skills , attention, and rapid work speed, gained only through 

experience and specific knowledge. The unloader's role was key in that it 

was physically demanding and set the pace for the entire operation. At 

times the team informally made alterations to the rostered positions, to 

accommodate brief periods when workers had to complete other activities. 

This required teamwork, trust and respect of each other's skills, and was 

managed reasonably effectively within this team. The team leader 

determined the rotation schedule each morning, requiring some 

knowledge of the timber production schedule. 

Worker numbers and positions A total of 9 workers were in the 

immediate dry table area in the following roles: 

• Sticks Sorting, collecting and stacking fillet sticks as they came out 

of the unloader. Very light task, self-paced, unskilled , and away from 

the main work area. 

• Unloader Physically demanding role. When the unloader machinery 

allowed the layers of timber to fall from the pack, the fillet sticks fell 

through and the timber moved onto the start of the table. The unloader 

took each board , untangled it, and pulled it into a position close to the 

working edge of the table. They moved it over a ledge between the 

edge of the unloader table and the start of the main table (Figure 6.1) 

with the goal that each set of cleats was filled . The unloader therefore 

handled each piece of timber that moved down the table. 
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Figure 6. 1. Unloading task. (Unloader is person on the left, grader is on 

the right) 

• Grader The grading role was a key task (Figures 6.2 and 6.3) . The 

grader had considerable knowledge of export/domestic grading levels, 

and knew of grade requirements per pack and other quality aspects. 

The grader had only several seconds to make a judgment about grade 

quality. They looked for timber splits, knots , resin pockets, and other 

types of damage. This required turning the board over with one hand , 

inspecting it visually along all sides, and making a judgment. The 

board was marked with chalk to designate the grade and therefore the 

packet that it would be stacked onto further down the table. The 

grading role required considerable training and understanding of the 

timber industry and production goals. The grader might also use the 

suspended skill saw to dock damaged ends off timber or cut extra-long 

lengths to appropriate size. 
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Figure 6. 2. Grading workstation Figure 6. 3. Grading workstation 

viewed front on viewed from side 

• Table stacker (2 positions) Workers took the graded timber and 

stacked it into packets on the trolleys (Figures 6.4, 6.5 and 6.6). Care 

was taken to pack per the standards. This included no 'shorts' or 

double-ups on the sides of packets, no greater than 'x' length etc. The 

requirements varied depending on the customer and transportation 

requirements. Care was also taken to insert fillet sticks to ensure 

packet stability. 

Figure 6. 4. Two workers stacking 

onto same packet. (At rear, pit 

stacker at front) 
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Figure 6. 6. Worker pulling timber from table 

• Pit Stacker The worker at the pit-stacker (Figures 6. 7 and 6.8) 

was in a key role. The pit-stacker took the bulk of the timber (most 

common dimension and grade) from each of the unloaded packets. 

The pit stacker machinery was height adjustable, and provided for 

rapid stacking of boards. Skill was required to meet the requirements 

for packets with no 'shorts' or double-ups on the outer edges, and to 

meet timber length requirements etc. 

Figure 6. 7. Dry table. Pit stacker at front, table stacker central, grader at 

rear 
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Figure 6. 8. Pit stacker workstation showing height adjustable packet 

holder positioned at the end of the dry chain 

This position required a fast wor~ pace, though this could be relieved by a 

table-stacker also filling a packet of the same timber dimension/grade. As 

per Figures 6.9 and 6.10, the pit-stacker could work with either a one or 

two handed board-handling technique. 

Figure 6. 9. Pit-stacker using 

one-handed technique 

Figure 6. 10. Pit-stacker using 

using two-handed technique 

• Tally-box This role was key in the dry table operation. The tally-

box operator sat at a computer in a small room above the dry table that 

allowed a view down the length of the table. The tallying task required 

considerable concentration, knowledge of the computer system, 
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grading and ordering systems and other processes. Thus the tally-box 

operator was necessarily experienced in the industry. The tally-box 

operator used radio communication to maintain contact with dry table 

workers , and could stop the dry table if necessary. The tally-box 

operator recorded timber grades and lengths, and so tracked timber 

output for the operation . 

• Floater/strapper This job consisted of lighter and more varied work 

tasks . The floater moved into the warehouse and storage areas, and 

liaised with wrapping personnel (to ensure that adequate trolleys were 

available for timber coming off the table) and crane operators. 

Figure 6. 11. Packet preparation by the wrapper. 

• Wrapper Similar to the floater/strapper role, this was a light 

work task with movement in and out of the warehouse and storage 

areas and liaison with the crane operator. The wrapper strapped and 

wrapped packets of timber as in Figure 6.11, and worked with the 

floater/strapper to ensure that adequate trolleys were available for 

timber coming off the table. The wrapper was aware of crane 

operations in order to support the dispatcher's role. 
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• Crane Operator The crane operator controlled the overhead crane 

system to move packets of timber around the warehouse area as 

linked with dispatching and table operations. The crane operator was 

in radio contact with associated personnel. 

• Dispatch Dispatching of product was completed in an adjacent 

work area . Completed packets of timber were sent to meet order 

requirements. 

Teamwork at the dry table was important. Communication occurred 

between the tally-box operator and the grader (via radio) and other team 

members for planning what to do with each timber dimension, to manage 

the changeover of timber sizes and part-packs, to meet order 

requirements, and to meet the various grading requirements for different 

markets. The tally-box operator made sure that correct labels were printed 

and attached to packets, and that the correct packet grading and packing 

instructions were followed (different Australian/US and various customer 

requirements) . 

6. 2. 7. 2 Discussion and Conclusions 

The roles of the unloader and grader were reportedly the hardest on the 

dry table team ; the unloader as work was physically demanding , and the 

grader as work was mentally and physically demanding . These work 

positions may benefit from being somewhat shorter in duration than other 

task rotations. Other means of addressing the demands on the unloader 

and grader should also be considered . (See 'Improvements' and 

'Hardest/Easiest Work Tasks' in 6.3.2, 'Floor Surface' and 'Lighting' in 

6.3.5, 'Timber Handled Frequency' in 6 .3.8, and 'Table Speed' in 6.3.9) . 
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6. 2. 8 Timber Handled Statistics 

6. 2. 8. 1 Results 

A review of figures from end October 2001 to end February 2002 

(Appendix 8) (and taking into account the time when the table was not 

operating}, allowed mean and range board handling figures to be 

determined for workers stacking timber (Table 6.4). This work team kept 

track of any downtime on the dry table for the purpose of enhancing 

productivity. A total of 7 workers operated at the table, with both the 

unloader and the grader handling each board and three others stacking 

timber from the table (therefore handling all boards between them) . 

Table 6.4. Mean and range for boards handled at Mill 17 

Boards 
Boards Boards 

Total 
handled handled handled Seconds Seconds per boards 
per hour, 

per per per board, 
board , each 

handled 
each 

minute, minute, grader and stacker per hour 
stacker g rader and each unloader 

unloader stacker 

High 2294 764.67 38.23 12.74 1.57 4.7 
Mean 1156 385.33 19.27 6.42 3.11 9.3 
Low 739 246.33 12.32 4.11 4.87 14.6 

The grader and unloader worked at a pace of between 739 and 2294 

boards per hour - or 1.57 seconds per board at fastest, with a mean of 

3.11 seconds per board, and 4.87 seconds per board at slowest. The pit 

stacker handled much of the timber from the table, and the other two 

workers at stacking positions handled smaller amounts of timber at a 

slower pace. The average work pace of the pit-stacker and other stackers 

was averaged at between 4.7 and 14.6 seconds per board. The rotation 

system ensured that workers did not consistently remain at grading, 

unloading or pit stacking positions where timber handling frequency was 

highest 
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6.2.8.2 Discussion and Conclusions 

The unloader and grader handled up to 2300 boards per hour. Table 

speed (see 'Hardest/Easiest Work Tasks' in 6.2.2.2 and 'Table Speed' in 

6.2.9.2) should therefore accommodate a comfortable and safe work pace 

for both of these workers. The workloads of the pit stacker and other table 

stackers should be balanced , as the pit-stacker usually handled more 

timber than the other workers (see 'Pit Stacker Workstation Design' in 

6.2.9.2) . 

6. 2. 9 Dry Chain/Table Assessment 

6. 2. 9. 1 Results 

No site or table construction plans were available for review. Data 

reviewed was therefore limited to photographs and dimensional 

information gathered at site visits . 

Table/Chain Design The total table length from where the unloader 

placed the timber onto the cleats through to where the pit stacker took it 

off the chain for stacking was a little over 17m. The first 5m were taken up 

by the packet-unloading and table-loading task, and grader operations. 

Timber was pulled from the table over the last 12m, with the pit-stacker 

being at the end of the table . The total table width is 6m, with 7 individual 

chains. The height to the top of the chain was 890mm. The chain had 

cleats that separated the timber at approximately 400mm intervals. These 

intervals allowed the tally person to record the length of each board from 

the tally-box above. As in Figure 6.12, the chain moved in a nylon gutter 

(for reduced friction) , with the edges of the gutter and the upper surface of 

the metal chain being contacted by the boards. 
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Figure 6. 12. Chain in the nylon gutter 

There were two styles of cleat - a 'triangular' type that was commercially 

available and a customised 'curved' model as in Figures 6.13 and 6.14. It 

was reported that the curved cleat was put in place in order to use an 

automated timber-turner, but this was found to be unsatisfactory. Cleats 

were between 95mm and 11 Smm in height from the table surface. 

Figure 6. 13. Two cleat types Figure 6. 14. Triangular 

cleat (112 mm height) 

Board position (overhang) at the table edge was constant at 30mm due to 

a guide bar just beyond the grader. A rail (Figure 6.15) ran along the front 

edge of most of the table from around the same point. The rail was 80mm 

above the table/chain height, and a total of 970mm to the upper surface. 
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Figure 6. 15. Rail at side of table with curved cleat visible under 

The rail 's purpose was reportedly to allow easier timber handling. It was 

said to enable the rapid elevation of a board from the table surface, 

freeing it from the cleats that would drag it along the table before it could 

be pulled off. Some workers commented that the rail was useful to slide 

timber along the table length, therefore reducing the amount of lifting. The 

rail demanded that stackers completed the following actions: 

1 Reach over rail and grasp board (usually with one hand) 

2 Lift and pull board up onto the rail 

3 Grasp board with two hands and pull it out from the table whilst 

pushing down on the board end. This freed the far end of the timber 

from the cleats by using the rail as a fulcrum, and prevented the 

board being dragged along the table (which made it difficult to slide 

off into a packet). 

4 Direct the board onto the correct pack by sliding it on the rail and 

allowing gravity to assist its movement down onto the packet, 

taking board weight only as needed. 

5 Direct/handle the board into the correct position in the packet. 

Unloading Workstation The unloader was reportedly modified from its 

original geometry, causing more fillet stick jamming as a consequence. 
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Timber was automatically tipped from the stacks, falling onto the platform 

in front of the unloader (Figure 6.16). Fillet sticks fell through onto a 

conveyor that took them out to be sorted/restacked in an area at the rear 

of the main work area. Fillet sticks did however catch and jam the timber 

intermittently, usually being cleared by the unloader hitting them with a 

length of timber (additional physical demand and stress). It was noted that 

an overhead grill was in place at the first onsite visit that had been 

removed by the time of the second visit. The grill was hung at a point that 

was to have reduced the possible danger from flying fillet sticks, but was 

reportedly ineffective. 

Figure 6. 16. Unloader with grill visible (upper left) . Height differential 

between the unloading platform and the rest of the table is visible. 

The unloader took each piece of timber from the platform area and 

untangled it from the pile up. They then pulled it back over the edge of the 

table and levered it (pushed down on it once an adequate lever arm had 

been pulled over the table edge) , then threw the timber over the ledge 

between the unloading platform and the lower moving section of the dry

chain. The unloader endeavoured to fill each set of cleats with timber, in 

order to keep the chain moving efficiently. This task was reportedly the 

most physically demanding and tiring. The platform that the timber fell 

onto in front of the unloader had additional rollers (Figure 6.17) to move 

the timber toward the unloader. A knee/thigh-operated button at the front 
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Figure 6. 17. Unloader's workstation (during a break) showing controls and 

rollers that move the boards towards the operator. 

edge of the table controlled this roller. Workers observed unloading 

demonstrated spinal rotation movements with high forces, with most 

workers developing a largely right-handed work method (Figure 6.17) and 

a steady work rhythm . 

Figure 6. 18. Unloader in action, with spinal twisting. 

Grading Workstation The grader visually inspected each board and 

at times docked boards with a suspended skill-saw. They turned boards 

with their non-dominant hand , inspected the board along all sides, and 
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chalk-marked the grade on the board with their dominant hand. If docking 

was necessary (to remove split sections, resin pockets or other sections of 

poor quality that impacted on board grade/value) this was done rapidly to 

avoid slowing the flow of boards along the table. A roller could be raised 

from the table bed to move the boards closer to the table edge. This was 

operated by controls at the front edge of the table (Figures 6 .2 and 6.3). 

Chain Controls Near the grader were controls to stop/start the chain, 

and the control to speed/slow the chain. Other stop/start controls were at 

the pit stacker and in the tally-box station . 

Chain Maintenance The maintenance person working on the kilns was 

responsible for the dry-chain area. Maintenance was not regular (as 

maintenance in the kilns area was very busy/timetabled), but if there was 

a table breakdown attention was reportedly immediate. An issue that had 

been unsuccessfully addressed was the constant chain squeaking. This 

was reportedly unable to be rectified as to lubricate further risked oil 

getting onto the timber. 

Chain Speed The chain speed was controlled by the fast/slow 

buttons that could be altered by any of the work team. It was usually made 

faster when there was pressure to get product ready for transport. The 

unloader's and grader's capacity limited the pace that the table and team 

could work at. The unloader for the physical limitations of moving the 

timber, and the grader for the mental and physical demands required of 

grading/docking. Two skilled workers graded their perception of chain 

speed, and this was used to give the speeds as below: 

Moderately fast 0.444m/s (for 75x50 boards). Cleats/time was 

measured at 2.0secs/cleat (board), counted for 1 

minute 

Moderate 0.429m/s (for 100x50 boards). 
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Moderately slow 

At another time 0.439m/s was determined a 'medium' 

speed 

0.370m/s (for 200x50 boards, slowed down as 

unloader unable to move the bigger boards as fast). 

At th is point cleats/time was measured at 

2.5secs/cleat, counted for 38 seconds. At another 

time, 50x50 rimu was being stacked , and this was 

measured at 2.6secs/cleat (over 1 minute). This was 

determined to be quite slow for this small board size, 

and was consequently sped up by one of the workers 

to the moderately fast pace above. 

Packet/Trolley Position Trolley placement options were limited by the 

design of the work area , as they could not be moved closer than the edge 

of the flooring platform. Trolleys were moved on rails up to the platform 

edge, and the packet stacked onto the trolleys. The distance of the packet 

end from the table varied (Figure 6.19) depending on the amount of board 

overhang on the trolley, determined by the stacker. Some packet ends 

were measured at only 900mm from the table edge, others 1250mm from 

the table edge (with most at around 1200mm). However as the rail 

protruded 200mm from the table edge, the actual table/packet end 

distance could be considered as between 700 and 1050mm, with most at 

around 1 OOOmm. 

Each filleted packet that came to the dry-chain from the kilns had timber of 

the same cross-sectional dimension , so timber stacked from the dry-chain 

was placed into different packets according to length and grade only. A 

total of 8 trolley positions were possible at the dry-chain , with the 5 central 

positions most commonly used. The most common timber size/grade was 

stacked directly onto the pit-stacker at the end of the table, so reducing 

the timber handling onto trolleys. 
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Figure 6. 19. Varied packet distance from table 

Trolley Design The new (preferred) trolleys (Figure 6.20) were at 

860mm from the floor, whereas the older wooden ones (Figure 6.21) were 

960mm, and a prototype new trolley (that was determined to be too high 

for comfortable use) was 1030mm. The 860mm trolley therefore 

represented a consensus about what was suitable and workable for all 

team members. 

Figure 6. 20. New trolleys, shortest (at front) preferred 

Figure 6.21. Old wooden trolley 
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The trolley wheels tended to jam against the side of the rails (Figure 6.22). 

At times this meant that the trolleys were at risk of tipping over, given their 

relative height and heavy load on top. There was some discussion 

regarding different wheel design and slightly lower steel rails to reduce the 

friction from the rail edge against the side of the wheel. Wheels on the 

new trolleys were 150mm diameter, nylon . Wheels on the old trolleys were 

305mm diameter, steel. 

Figure 6. 22. Nylon trolley wheels with tendency to wedge on railings 

The new trolleys ran on right-angled steel affixed to the concrete floor by 

one side (55mm protrusion from the floor base) , 800mm apart. The older 

trolleys ran on the same right angled steel , but with the right angled steel 

turned over forming an upturned 'v' that the wheels ran along, 

approximately 900/950mm apart. The older styled trolleys appeared to run 

more smoothly despite their large size and heavy structure. New trolleys 

could be moved between rails depending on where they were required, 

and therefore allowed greater flexibility. 

Packet Sizes/Heights A chart indicating the number of boards to be 

stacked in each packet (depending on timber dimension) was available 

(Appendix 8). Packets were at set sizes according to board dimension, 

with overall packet size related to shipping, transportation limits and 

customer demand. Differing pack specifications existed for domestic and 
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export sales. Pack specification data was displayed near the dry-chain on 

a board, and in greater detail in a manual. Workers became familiar with 

pack specifications over time such that they no longer referred to the 

charts. Examples of pack size were: 

• Boards of 25mm thickness and 50mm width were stacked 25 high 

and 19 wide per packet. Therefore 475 boards per pack, with fillet 

sticks after the 9th and 1 ih layers. 

• Boards of 50mm thickness and 300 mm width were stacked 12 high 

and 3 wide (so 36 boards per packet) , with fillet sticks after the 51
h 

and gth layers. 

Some packets may contain more boards as short boards might be 

doubled up (end to end) inside the packet. Packets also had a maximum 

board length that was allowable. This packet specification and board 

number data was used in conjunction with productivity statistics to 

calculate frequency of timber pulling, and total items stacked per day. 

Packet heights were calculated from the packet specification chart (timber 

depth x number of rows plus 20mm, the depth of two fillet sticks). Packet 

sizes were between 530mm and 660mm total height for domestic packs, 

and between 660mm and 770mm for export packs. Packet height 

(specifically to the top of the second to last row of timber) was critical in 

determining optimal work height. 

Fillet Sticks Fillet sticks were stored on the floor by the table edge, and to 

the right of the pit stacker in a bin under the stairs. Fillet stick holders were 

positioned on the front of the table (Figure 6.23) but were not observed in 

use. This appeared to be as one holder had supports 11 OOmm wide, and 

fillet stick length is approximately 700mm (by approximately 40 x 1 Omm) 

so the holder was simply unable to be used as it was designed. The other 

holder was 640mm wide so theoretically of a suitable size for holding fillet 

sticks, but was perhaps further away than is comfortable for use or was 
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simply not used as the other holder did not work, a consistency issue. 

Fillet sticks were instead stored in piles on the floor, along the table edge. 

Figure 6.23. Fillet stick holders (metal hooks) along the table, and fillet 

sticks placed on the floor. 

6. 2. 9. 2 Discussion and Conclusions 

Table Height Table height is a critical factor in the task of pulling 

and stacking (and grading) timber. (See 'Table Height', in 5.2.9.2). Whilst 

the height to the top of this chain was 890 mm, the effective table height 

was 970 mm because of the rail height (see 'Rail Height' and 'Trolley 

Design' below). Using the workings given in 5.2.9.2, a fixed height table 

should be at 920mm. 

Chain Maintenance The consistent squeak of chains (see 'Noise' in 

6.2.5.2) was reportedly irritating to workers, and maintenance review to 

address this was indicated. 

Table Speed Fast table speed was identified as one of the hardest 

work tasks (see 'HardesUEasiest Tasks' in 6.2.2.2 and 'Timber Handled 

Frequency' in 6.2.8.2), particularly for the grader and unloader, and at 

times the stackers. The maximum table speed selected should be 

sustainable and not injurious (see 'Training' in 6.2.2.2 and 'Timber 

Handled Frequency' in 6.2.8.2). Trials with table speed measurement 

versus error rate/comfort levels/stress levels of the grader may result in a 
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quantifiable (via a 'speed indicator') team-determined work pace (or range 

of work paces) that can be set more accurately than the simple but un

measurable 'faster/slower' control that existed. This may include ideal safe 

table speed for various timber dimensions. Table speed should be 

included in manual handling hazard identification (see 'Health and Safety 

Management System' in 6.2.1.2) for the work area. 

Rail Position The rail eased difficulty caused by the cleats, but 

consequently created additional physical actions (see 'REBA' in 6.2.11.2). 

Rail position also impacted to limit board overhang , causing the actions to 

remove the board to be more complex and forceful (see 'Force Measure' 

in 6.2.10.2, 'Board Overhang' below, and 'Training ' in 6.2.2.2). There may 

be benefit in lowering the rail and considering use of rollers to reduce the 

friction when pulling boards from the table. The rail may be able to be 

completely removed once cleat changes are made. Workers will require 

specific training (see 'Training' in 6.2.2.2) to optimise the benefits from 

changes made to the rail. 

Cleat Design As the cleats moved timber down the table while it 

was being taken from the table and stacked, there may be benefit in 

lowering the cleats and removing some of them entirely - from perhaps the 

4 th. 6 th and 7 th chains from the front edge of the table (see 'REBA' in 

6.2.11 .2). Workers will require specific training (see 'Training' in 6.2.2.2) to 

optimise the benefits of changes made to cleats. 

Board Overhang For timber stackers, the rail at the table edge limited 

the amount of board overhang (inside the rail) , with a metal guide in place 

to make board overhang a consistent 35mm. This impacted on manual 

handling technique (see 'Rail Position' above and 'REBA' in 6.2.11.2) with 

workers using increased spinal flexion and greater spinal rotation to move 

boards. For the unloader, lack of board overhang required the worker to 
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reach over the table edge to pick up all boards, often whilst 

supporting/stabilising themselves on the table edge as they pulled back 

and levered each board over onto the chains. This created considerable 

spinal rotation forces and was a high risk manual handling activity. 

Supporting the body with one hand on the table edge also increased the 

risk of finger injuries (see 'Unloader Design' below). 

Having significantly more timber (750 - 1 OOOmm) over the table edge has 

a number of biomechanical advantages (as discussed in 'Board Overhang' 

in 5.2.9.2) . More board overhang will also allow packet placement closer 

to the board ends, as is preferred by some workers (see 'Packet/Trolley 

Position From the Table' below). 

Packet/Trolley Position From the Table Packet position in relation to the 

table varied between 900 -1250mm, (or 700 - 1050mm if the rail was 

considered as the table edge) largely able to be accommodated by trolley 

placement. Details are discussed in 'Packet/Trolley Position From the 

Table' in 5.2.9.2, recommending that the distance between board end and 

packet distance is 1100 - 1400mm. The preferred distance may be less 

when shorter timber lengths are stacked from the table. 

Packet Spacing Adequate workspace should be provided at each 

packet for timber to be safely and easily handled, without workers feeling 

cramped or restricted in timber handling methods. The 'Packet Spacing' 

discussion in 5.2.9.2 shows workings, and the overall table length should 

allow this spacing. It is not recommended that workers cross into each 

other's work space to stack, due to the risk of being hit by timber as it is 

pulled from the table. It is important that adequate space exists between 

stacks for the necessary movement between, but that stacks are not 

spaced so far apart that additional travel up and down the table occurs. As 

this mill used tall trolleys, between-packet clearance was calculated thus : 
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• For total trolley plus packet height of 980mm or less (51
h percentile 

female elbow height plus footwear allowance and minus 20 mm 

clearance) the between packet clearance should be 550mm (951
h 

percentile female hip breadth plus clothing/movement clearance 

allowance) . 

• For total trolley plus packet height of more than 980 mm, the 

between packet clearance should be 620mm (951
h percentile male 

bideltoid breadth plus clothing/movement clearance allowance). 

Packet Size/Height From the platform that they stood on, workers 

effectively stacked boards at between 380mm (height of new trolley 

bearers above their platform, see 'Trolley Design' below) and 910 -

1150mm depending on the timber dimension and therefore packet size. 

Other taller trolleys may increase total packet height to 1250mm. 

Transfer of common/large dimension timber (from the table to the packet) 

should not require timber to be moved to a height significantly greater than 

that of the table. Transferring timber up into a packet requires greater 

effort and creates a higher injury risk. The largest proportion of timber 

handling should occur between elbow and knuckle heights. Therefore the 

height of the second to last row of boards (the height that the last row is 

stacked to) should be no higher than the table (or perhaps the rail , see 

'Rail Position' above). Thus the height of the second to last row of timber 

would ideally be 920mm (see 'Table Height' discussion above) or 970mm 

if no adjustments were made to the rail position (see 'Rail Position' above) 

or 890mm if the rail were removed/lowered to match table height. 

Altering the overall packet height (by making the packets wider and 

shorter) may make the overall height stacked to more suitable. 
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Trolley Design The new trolleys were problematic in terms of wheels 

jamming on the rails, and a tendency to tip (in the direction of movement) 

when being moved with a full load. The extreme height of the trolleys was 

necessary to counter the 485mm work platform that workers operated 

from beside the table. Trolleys should be built to withstand the range of 

forces they are subjected to. Particularly they should have suitable wheels 

and bearings, and the wheels should move smoothly with minimal force 

even when fully loaded. They should not tip or be otherwise unstable, and 

should be maintained to ensure they remain functional and safe to use. 

Modification of rail/wheel configuration and trolley design to reduce the 

risk of packet tipping and the forces required for trolley movement was 

therefore indicated. 

Trolley design impacted on the overall packet height (see 'Packet 

Size/Height above) . Overall packet height could be addressed by 

combining the use of height adjusting scissor lifts in the trolley. 

To reduce the difficulty getting the first pieces of timber in place on the 

trolleys/bearers (see 'REBA' in 6.2.11 .2), a 'landing pad' to bounce timber 

along may assist (see 5.2.9.2 Trolley design). This trolley modification 

would reduce the force necessary for placement of the first row of timber. 

Unloader Design The unloader workstation was problematic in terms of: 

• Fillet sticks jammed or became airborne (see 'Accident Register 

Review' in 6.2.1.2). 

• Need for the unloader to reach onto the table to grasp boards (see 

'Board Overhang' above and 'REBA' in 6.2.11 .2) with a lack of toe

space (see 'Floor Surface' in 6.2.5.2). 

• The unloader's need to handle every board at variable work speeds 

(see 'Timber Handled Frequency' in 6.2.8.2, 'Table Speed' above 

and 'Hardest/Easiest Work Tasks' in 6.2.2.2) . 
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• The unloader worked with repeated spinal flexion and rotation 

movements with heavy loads (see 'REBA' in 6.2. 11.2). 

• The unloader risked finger-jamming when stabilising themselves on 

the front edge of the table (see 'Board Overhang' above) . 

• Table design such that a ledge and height differential existed 

between the unloader platform and the rest of the table, and 

required all timber to be moved over it. This may instead be 

achieved with altered roller functions. 

A review of the automated unloader's design and operation was indicated 

to address all these issues. 

Grading Workstation Design The grading workstation was 

problematic in terms of: 

• Need for the grader to handle all boards (see 'Timber Handled 

Frequency' in 6.2.8.2). 

• Grader completed a demanding combination of rapid and repeated 

physical work (including skill saw use) and cognitive effort (see 

'Timber Handled Frequency' and 'HardesUEasiest Work Tasks' in 

6.2.2.2). 

• Table speed variable and impacted on grader work speed (see 

'Table Speed' above) . 

• Need for the grader to reach onto the table to grasp boards (see 

'Board Overhang' above) with a lack of toe-space that created 

additional need for forward reach (see 'Floor Surface' in 6.2.5.2) . 

• Lighting level varied and lower than recommended in places (see 

'Lighting' in 6.2.5.2). 

Some change to the grading workstation design and table speed was 

indicated to address these issues. 

Pit Stacker Workstation Design The step placed close on the left of the 

pit stackers primary work area blocked this worker from moving 
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comfortably with their feet when taking boards from the end of the table . 

This particularly impacted on shorter workers, causing an increased risk of 

shoulder and back strain (see 'REBA' in 6.2.11 .2). Modification of the step 

position was indicated . 

The pit stacker machinery was designed so that even narrow timber 

packets had to be stacked against the supports in the same position as 

was necessary for wide timber packets . Modification of the pit stacker 

machinery to allow the supports to adjust forward would reduce the 

distance timber must be moved to, and would reduce both the manual 

handling risks and time taken to perform the task. This is relevant as the 

pit stacker handles the bulk of the timber from the table (see 'Timber 

Handled Frequency' in 6.2.8.2). 

Fillet Stick Holder Design The fillet stick holders at the table edge were 

unsuitable and therefore unused. Fillet sticks were instead stored on the 

floor alongside the table and workers bent to pick them up. This posed 

both a tripping and a manual handling hazard. Bulk fillet sticks were stored 

near the pit-stacker and table hands walked along to pick them up. This 

slowed the work pace and increased the risk of injury from walking around 

other timber handlers. 

Fillet stick storage at a suitable height and within easier reach of stackers 

was indicated . This would reduce the time taken for obtaining fillets , make 

it physically safer and easier to reach them and be easier to clean around. 

Care should be taken with the design to ensure that an obstruction to 

worker movement is not created. 
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6. 2. 10 Force Measure 

6. 2. 10. 1 Results 

The most frequently pulled timber was (dry) pinus radiata 125 x 40 x 

3600mm. In the 'large timber' category, the commonly pulled timber size 

was 300 x 50 x 3000 - 3600mm. Eight pieces of timber of each of these 

sizes was selected from the timber available. The force required to initiate 

the movement of each piece of timber in a horizontal direction from the 

chain was measured per the protocol in 4.2.10. 

The sites selected for measuring the timber to be pulled off were: 

Position 1 Grader workstation at start of table . Four boards in 

one cleat position , and four boards in a second cleat 

position . 

Position 2 Opposite trolley number 5, where only the smallest 

timber could be pulled off under the rail. A large 

proportion of the timber removed from the table is 

removed from this area. 

A third position was unable to be selected as the position of the rail at the 

table edge prevented the timber being pulled off in a horizontal plane. This 

reduced the amount of data gathered, but was unavoidable within the 

industrial setting . 

The break-out force required to initiate horizontal movement from the 

chain of the most commonly pulled timber size (125 x 40 x 3600mm) 

averaged 4.88kg. The break-out force required to initiate horizontal 

movement of the most commonly pulled larger timber dimension (300 x 50 

x 3000 - 3600mm) averaged 11.6kg. (See Appendix 8 for all data) . These 

figures represent the horizontal 'break-out' or initial force for timber from a 

stationery chain or table only, and additional forces pertaining to lifting and 

carrying, timber direction and control , and additional actions to keep 

timber moving also occur. 
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6. 2. 10. 2 Discussion and Conclusions 

As per the 'Force Measure' discussion in 5.2.1 0.2, the mean break out 

force for all chains measured was lowest with a roller chain. Chain 

maintenance is key to low forces for timber removal from the table, and 

placing the table on a slight incline would also reduce forces for timber 

removal. At this mill the horizontal pull was not the only action required to 

move timber from the table as the presence of the rail above the table 

edge (see 'Rail Position' in 6.2.9.2 and 'REBA' in 6.2.11.2) required 

boards to also be lifted over and onto the rail. 

6.2.11 REBA 

6. 2. 11. 1 Results 

Diversion from the protocol (4.2.11 ) was necessary for this assessment, 

as the timber size could not be selected per worker. Thus whilst the most 

commonly produced lumber size was reportedly 125 x 40 mm x 3.6m, 

varying lumber sizes were observed and assessed for the REBA analyses 

(Appendix 8), as below. Whilst an above 501
h percentile male and below 

501
h percentile female (NZ Anthropometric Estimates 1992, Slappendel 

and Wilson) were selected for assessment, the wide range of varying 

tasks/rostered persons for each task meant that the selection protocol was 

also not followed specifically. 

Notes regarding scoring: 

• Load/force score rated as 0 if no actual weight being lifted/carried at 

that point of movement. For tasks suspected to be low force (pulling 

from chain etc) a 1 is given, but the same task for larger boards or with 

boards also being moved with some additional lifting of the board , a 2 

is scored. 

• A coupling score of 1, 'Fair' was given for all holding tasks as the 

gloves reduced the grasp, and the boards, whilst generally able to be 

grasped, do not have a fixed handle or grip. 
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• It was difficult to accurately assess hand/wrist position in some 

instances from video, given glove wear and video definition/position. 

• Activity scores of 1 were usually given to denote the frequency of the 

action , though in some instances to denote rapid posture change or 

unstable base. 

• REBA scoring is as per Table 5.7. 

The very high scores (indicating that action is necessary now) were for: 

• Pushing a full trolley out. 

• Pull ing a board from the table from too fa r away (feet and body not 

close to the load). 

• Reaching forwards for boards at the unloader*. 

• Pulling boards back for leverage, at the unloader*. 

• Applying fo rce downwards and lifting board end over, at the unloader*. 

• Throwing a board out onto stack*. 

• Aligning boards at bottom of stack*. 

(*for a female with less than 501
h percentile, per NZ data, elbow height) 

Figure 6. 24. Below 5dh percentile elbow height female throwing timber 

onto packet. (Note that though this packet is only half-filled, shoulder 

elevation is occurring). 
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The high scores (indicating that action is necessary soon) were for: 

• Pulling back and levering boards at the unloader and pit stacker. 

• Reaching for boards at the pit stacker. 

• Lifting and pulling boards from the table. 

• Pulling and lifting boards onto stacks, especially high stacks. 

• The unloader lifting front of board and throwing it onto the chain. 

• Placing first layer of boards onto stack. 

6. 2. 11. 2 Discussion and Conclusions 

As discussed in 5.2.11 .2, the forces involved with timber stacking are 

complex. A range of training and design factors are indicated from 

consideration of REBA data. They include the following (some information 

from D. Tappin, personal communication) 

• Design trolleys so that they are easy to push out; including rails , 

wheels, bearer height etc (see 'Trolley Design' in 6.2.9.2). 

• Design trolleys so that a solid 'landing pad' allows the first board 

layers to be bounced into the correct position on the trolley (see 

'Trolley Design' in 6.2.9.2). 

• Ensure that workers use optimal technique and appropriate PPE at 

all times when handling timber (see 'Training' in 6.2.1.2 and 'PPE' 

in 6.2.6.2). 

• Design unloader machinery and workstation to reduce/make 

redundant the timber handling required - both in terms of the 

forward reach required to pick up boards, and the need to pull 

boards back and push down on them to lever them over onto the 

table (see 'Unloader Design' in 6.2.9.2). 

• Ensure that boards have greater overhang at the table edge to 

reduce the reach onto the table (then up onto the rail) for boards 

(see' Rail Position' and 'Board Overhang' in 6 .2.9.2). 

• Ensure that workers stay close to the timber being pulled, avoiding 

trunk bend and arm reach to the boards (see 'Training' in 6.2.1.2) 
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• Design the pit stacker workstation for ease of movement when 

pulling back and levering boards (see 'Pit Stacker Workstation 

Design' in 6.2.9.2). 

• Alter the rail position along the table edge to reduce the movements 

required to remove boards from the table (see 'Rail Position' in 

6.2.9.2 and 'Force Measure 'in 6.2.10.2). 

• Reduce pack height and/or trolley height and/or use scissor lifts in 

conjunction with trolleys to reduce height boards stacked to (see 

'Packet Size/Height' and 'Trolley Design' in 6.2.9.2). 

6.2.12 Borg RPE Scale 

6. 2. 12. 1 Results 

The Borg RPE Scale was completed (as per the protocol in 4 .2.12) with 

results as Tables 6.5 and 6.6. 

Table 6.5. Borg RPE Record first session of day, 14.03.02 

Changed 
Stopped to 

75x50 Table 
for 100x50 

Notes regarding activity radiata stopped timber radiata Steady 
size clears, work 

clears briefly change- working 
over consiste 

ntly now 

Worker Experienced/ Worker 6.30am 6.50 am 7.10 am 7.30 am 7.50 am Mean 
Number Inexperienced Position 

4 Exp. Grader 6 6 8 12 10 8.4 

7 Exp. 
Pit 

11 9 7 7 7 8.2 
stacker 

8 lnexp. Table 2 6 11 10 13 13 10.6 

9 lnexp. Table 1 9 9 9 9 9 9.0 

10 lnexp. Unloader 7 7 7 10 11 8.4 
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Table 6. 6. Borg RPE Record last session of day, 14. 03. 02 

Line 
Fairly stopped Line 
fast, then moving 

Steady Steady Notes regarding activity 50x50 started at 30 
work work 

(small) again for boards/m 
rimu 75x50 in 

rimu 

Worker Experienced/ Worker 2.40 pm 3.00 pm 3.20 pm 3.40 pm 4.00 pm Mean Number Inexperience Position 

4 

6 

7 

9 

10 

d 
(Floating (Now 

Exp. Grader 9 12 12 then back) 
grading) 12 11.4 

12 

Exp. Table 1 13 15 15 (Now pit) 16 16 15.0 

Exp. Table 2 11 9 9 
(Now (Now Table 

9.8 grading) 10 1) 10 

lnexp. Unloader 11 11 10 10 10 10.4 

lnexp. 
Pit 

15 13 13 
(Now table 

13 13.2 
stacker 2) 12 

Workers reported a mean greater perceived exertion at the end of the day 

(1 1.96, fairly light) than at the beginning (8.92, very light). 

6.2.12.2 Discussion and Conclusions 

Workers felt they were working with somewhat greater exertion at the end 

of the work day, though this was still categorised as light work. This finding 

still adds a little weight to conclusions already made about training needs, 

such as learning energy efficient work methods, (see 'Training' in 6.2.1.2) 

various equipment and workstation design factors (see 6.2.9.2) , timber 

handling frequency (see 6.2.8.2) and work rotation planning (see 6.2.7.2). 

Further data gathering would likely result in more clearly determined 

trends, and is indicated to strengthen the validity of possible 

interpretations. 
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6. 2. 13 Discomfort Rating Scale 

6. 2. 13. 1 Results 

The Discomfort Rating Scale was completed (as per the protocol in 

4.2.13), with results as Tables 6.7 and 6.8. 

Table 6. 7. Discomfort Rating Scale first session of day, 14. 03. 02 

75x50 
Changed 

Notes regarding activity radiata 
Steady to 100x50 Steady Steady 
work radiata work work 

clears 
clears 

Worker Experienced/ Worker 6.40 am 7.00 am 7.20 am 7.40 am 8.00 am Mean Number Inexperienced Posit ion 

4 Exp. Grader L knee 4, L knee 4, L knee 4, L knee 4, L knee 4, 4 L knee , 2 
other body 2 other body 2 other body 2 other body 2 other body 2 other body 

7 Exp. 
Pit 

1 all body 1 all body 1 all body 1 all body 1 all body 1 all body 
stacker 

8 lnexp. Table 2 2 all body 2 all body 3 all body 3 all body 3 all body 2.6 all body 

9 lnexp. Table 1 2 all body 2 all body 2 all body 2 all body 3 all body 2.2 all body 

Low back 4 Low back 4 Low back 4 Low back 4 Low back 3 3.8 low 
10 lnexp. Unloader other body 2 other body 2 other body 2 other body 2 other body 2 

back , 2 other 
body 

Table 6. 8. Discomfort Rating Scale last session of day, 14. 03. 02 

Notes re action at that time Steady 75 x 50 Steady Steady Steady 
work Rimu work work work 

Worker Experienced/ Worker 2.30 pm 2.50 pm 3.10 pm 3.30 pm 3.50 pm Mean Number Inexperienced Position 

4 feet and 5 head , 4 5 head, 4 
4 feet , 

4 head, feet , 

4 Grader knees , 3 feet and feet and absent knees, hips, knees; 3.25 

other body knees , 3 knees , 3 
3 other body 

hips ; 3 other 
other body other body body 

3 right 3 right (now in pit) 3 3 right 4 right right 3.2 R shldr; 
6 Table 1 shoulder and shoulder and 

shoulder and 
shoulder and shoulder and 

3.2 R arm ; 2 arm, 2 other arm , 2 other arm, 2 other arm, 2 other 
body body 

arm, 2 other 
body body other body 

body 

(now in pit) 2 
(now 

7 Table 2 2 all body 
all body 

grading) 2 all 2 all body 2 all body 2 all body 
body 

9 Unloader 3 all body 3 all body 3 all body 3 all body 3 all body 3 all body 

Pit (now table 2) 4 right wrist 4 right wrist 
4 low back; 

10 4 lower back , 4 lower back, 4 lower back, and lower and lower 
3.4 R wrist; 3 

stacker 3 other body 3 other body 3 other body back, 3 other back, 3 other 
other body 

body body 

Two of five workers (40%) reported feeling uncomfortable (scores of 4) in 

one body area in the first work session of the day, and three of five 
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workers (60%) reported feeling uncomfortable in the last work session, but 

from pre-existing injuries rather than task-related discomfort. One worker 

noted that wearing a back belt makes him perspire, but he prefers this to 

getting cold if he takes it off. He also experiences discomfort behind the 

ears with both earmuffs and glasses on . Apart from these known specific 

injury sites most workers felt comfortable or acceptable whilst working 

during both the first and last work periods. One worker developed right 

wrist discomfort whilst pit-stacking during the last work period of the day. 

6. 2. 13. 2 Discussion and Conclusions 

Some workers reported discomfort whilst working from pre-existing injuries 

or conditions and one worker reported new task-related discomfort at the 

end of the work day. Though from a small sample (both sample size and 

the number of work sessions investigated) , these findings support the 

suggested need to reduce manual handling risk factors to make work 

tasks more sustainable and manageable for ' less resilient' workers (see 

'NMQ' in 6.2.14.2) as well as those commencing work without discomfort. 

6.2.14 NMQ 

6. 2. 14. 1 Results 

Results of the abbreviated Nordic Musculoskeletal Questionnaire are 

shown in Figure 6.25. Table 6.9 (over) shows the data aggregated per 

body part and the number of reports of discomfort in the last 12 months 

given as a percentage. In the 12 months prior to assessment, 72% of dry 

table workers reported discomfort in one/both wrists, and 57% one/both 

shoulders, lower back, and hips/thighs/buttocks. 
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Mill 17 - Nordic Musculoskeletal Questionnaire (n=7) 

Body Area 

Figure 6.25. NMQ Results Mi/117 

C Discomfort 
last 12 
months 

D Discomfort 
last 7 days 

D Activity 
prevented 

This group consisted of 4 males between the ages of 49 and 56 years, 

one mid-30's male, and two females (mid 30's and early 20's). The 

somewhat older participants reported a number of injuries that were pre

existing and not necessarily task-related (arthritis, old injury pain etc). Only 

one worker did not have an old or recent significant injury causing 

discomfort. 
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Table 6.9 

6.2.14.2 

NMQ discomfort reports last 12 months - results as a total 

and percentage for each body area 

Total for Discomfort 
Body Area 

body area 
last 12 
months 

Neck 43% 43% 

Shoulders -right 14% 
Shoulders - left 57% 

Shoulders - both 43% 

Elbows - right 
Elbows - left 29% 

Elbows - both 29% 

!Wrists/hands - right 29% 
!Wrists/hands - left 72% 

!Wrists/hands - both 43% 

Upper back 14% 14% 

Lower back 57% 57% 

Hips/thighs/buttocks 57% 57% 

Knees 29% 29% 

~nkles/feet 43% 43% 

Discussion and Conclusions 

Musculoskeletal discomfort (of varying causation) was common among 

this group of dry table workers. The finding that only one worker did not 

have an old or recent significant injury reinforces efforts to reduce manual 

handling risk factors so that 'less resilient' workers can sustain 

employment. Conversely, this work system could interpreted to be 

satisfactory, as these 'less resilient' workers have sustained work task 

performance (see 'Training ' in 6.2.1.2 and 'Lifting Strength' in 6.2.4.2) . 
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6. 2. 15 Manual Handling Risk Score 

6. 2. 15. 1 Results 

The Manual Handling Risk Score (ACC/OSH 2001) was completed for the 

timber pulling/stacking task (Appendix 8) . Load Scores of 1 (men) and 2 

(women) were estimated for shorter/smaller board sizes, and for 

larger/longer board sizes 4 (men) and 10 (women) were estimated. When 

these Load Scores were combined with Posture, Work Conditions and 

Environment, and Time Scores they resulted in total Manual Handling Risk 

Scores of 48, 56, 72 and 120 for the pulling/stacking task. All these scores 

are in the '50+ ' category, suggesting that 'injuries are likely regardless of 

the strength and fitness of employees. Elimination of the task or workplace 

redesign is a priority '. 

6.2.15.2 Discussion and Conclusions 

Manual Handling Risk Scores indicated that pulling timber at this dry table 

was a task in which 'injuries are likely regardless of the strength and 

fitness of the employees'. This result further verified the need to consider 

all manual handling risk factors and determine risk reduction strategies. 

6.3 Intervention Recommendations 

A list of intervention recommendations for Mill 17 was developed based on 

the assessment findings and with consideration of other findings from all 

mills in the study (two North Island and two South Island). The 

recommendations were prioritised according to their perceived impact on 

reducing the incidence and severity of musculoskeletal disorders for 

timber handling at this dry table. The intervention recommendations were 

provided in a package of information to the mill. The three documents 

provided in the package were: 

• Summary of Assessment Findings (Appendix 9) 

• Recommendations for Reduction of Manual Handling Risks 

(Appendix 9) 
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• Prioritised Recommendations (summary) 

A number of recommendations relating to the configuration of the timber 

transfer workspace (table, trolleys , packet placement, fillet stick storage 

etc) were developed to address the various means of reducing the forces 

involved when handling and transferring timber. The recommendations are 

suggested starting points for further refinement through trials, and require 

operational verification before the actual heights and ranges can be 

determined as suitable. Recommendations are also made for addressing 

various workstation design factors , work speed , manual handling hazard 

identification , gloves, training , maintenance issues, flooring and lighting. 

The recommendations were intended to provide a basis for further 

discussion , trials and decision-making relevant to each area, with 

researcher assistance as required . It was hoped that the mill would then 

adopt and complete a number of the suggested actions, such that the 

effectiveness of the interventions in reducing musculoskeletal risk factors 

could later be evaluated. This ongoing work with the mill , including specific 

re-assessment, was however outside of the scope of this Master's thesis 

project. Brief notes on intervention application and other outcomes from 

the larger COHFE project are provided in Appendix 10. 

Recommendation 1 Table height to top of chains/rollers should be 

920 mm if a fixed height table. An adjustable table height would however 

be ideal. The range could be between 785 and 1045 mm (based on 2.51
h 

percentile female and 97.51
h percentile male elbow heights (plus footwear 

allowance and minus 200 mm elbow clearance) . 

Recommendation 2 

and seventh chains. 

Removal of cleats from the first, fourth, sixth 
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Recommendation 3 

- 30mm. 

Remaining cleats to be reduced in height to 20 

Recommendation 4 Reduction of rail height. Ideally this wi ll be to 

the same height as the top of the table/chain, but this will be dependent on 

cleat adjustments made. 

Recommendation 5 

require trial). 

Recommendation 6 

- 1000mm. 

Incline the table bed. (The degree of tilt would 

Timber should overhang the table edge by 750 

Recommendation 7 Review the overall functions and operations at 

the unloader. This may include different configurations of ro llers/roller 

speeds to move timber forward and then onto the chain. 

Recommendation 8 That tables be designed to minimise the 

horizontal pull force to move timber from table to packet. This appears to 

be reduced most significantly by the use of a roller chain system. 

Recommendation 9 The distance between the timber end as it 

rests on the table to the end of the packet should be 1100-1400 mm. 

Recommendation 1 O The overall height of the second to last layer of 

timber in the packet (therefore the height to which the last layer is lifted to) 

should be 920mm - the same as the recommended table height. 

Recommendation 11 Consider lowering the trolley height or using 

height adjustable scissor lifts to allow the total packet height (to top of 

second to last layer) to be equal to or less than the table height. 
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Recommendation 12 Decrease the overall height of the timber 

packets (make them wider and shorter), to decrease the height stacked 

too. 

Recommendation 13 Use a 'landing pad' on the trolleys/bearers to 

bounce the timber along to reduce the effort required for positioning the 

first layer of timber. 

Recommendation 14 That packet width plus 1020mm (elbow span 

for 95th percentile male) is considered the minimum for packeUtrolley 

spacing . 

Recommendation 15 That for packets where two workers 

consistently work together, that the overall lateral workspace requirement 

is packet width plus 2 x 1020mm (elbow span for 951h percentile male) . 

Recommendation 16 That for situations where one worker stacks 

timber onto two or more adjacent packets, that the overall lateral 

workspace requirements should include a minimum of 610mm clearance 

each side of the outside packets (so 1020mm space to the next packet as 

both workers must have clearance). For between packet spacing, if the 

total packet height on the trolley is less than 980mm the between packet 

clearance should be 550mm. For between packet spacing where the total 

packet height on the trolley is above 980mm, the between packet 

clea rance should be 620mm. 

Recommendation 17 That the position of the step at the pit-stacker 

is modified to allow the pit-stacker operator to get closer to the timber that 

is coming off the chain and therefore to avoid over-stretching. 
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Recommendation 18 That the pit stacker machinery be modified to 

allow narrower timber packets to be stacked closer to the table end, thus 

reducing the transfer distance. 

Recommendation 19 That trolleys be modified to reduce the risk of 

tipping when being pushed out with a full packet. This will require 

lengthways stabilisation . 

Recommendation 20 That trolleys be modified to provide a 'landing 

pad' to reduce the distance and leverage forces required for 

throwing/placing the first row of timber. This may need to drop away to 

allow the crane to pick up the packet. 

Recommendation 21 Determine the table speed that is appropriate 

for key tasks (various timber types/dimensions) and develop a method of 

controlling this via a 'speed indicator' control. Consciously consider work 

pace/table speed as a factor in manual handling risk management. 

Recommendation 22 Determine the maximum sustainable and 

effective work pace for the timber grader, as this is most likely to limit the 

overall table speed. 

Recommendation 23 That fillet stick holders are modified so that 

fillet sticks are stored within easy reach. 

Recommendation 24 That gloves are provided that have good fit and 

protection suitable for all workers. 

Recommendation 25 That key safe work methods for pulling and 

stacking timber are covered at induction followed by buddy training with an 
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experienced and skilful operator. Consider use of a training video 

highlighting key work methods and techniques. 

Recommendation 26 That manual handling risk factors are clearly 

identified in the health and safety manual and task description documents 

pertaining to this work area. Use of the ACC WorkSmart Back Plan and 

related documents including the manual Handling Hazard Control Record 

may assist with this process. 

Recommendation 27 

railings be installed. 

Recommendation 28 

That an even flooring surface across the trolley 

That lighting levels are increased to 750 lux for 

the area immediately in front of the grader. This may be achieved by 

altering the position of the mirror used for tally purposes or the addition of 

another light source. 

Recommendation 29 That the issue of airborne fillet sticks/parts of 

fillet sticks at the unloader is reviewed and appropriate actions taken . 
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Chapter 7 Discussion 

7.1 Accident Register Survey 

An industry survey of accident register data identified several timber 

handling tasks within sawmilling with a high incidence of MSD injuries. 

This corresponded with results from the 'Best Guesses' section of the 

industry survey that asked mill personnel which areas they believed were 

most likely to cause MSD injuries. Tasks highlighted from both aspects of 

the survey were the pulling and stacking of timber from the green or dry 

chains or tables, filleting related tasks, and various timber grading and 

sorting activities (Tappin, Edwin and Moore, 2002). 

The work systems of the green or dry table of two South Island sawmills 

were assessed to identify the manual handling risk factors . Results from 

each mill have been discussed in detail in Chapters 5 and 6. The analyses 

lead to the development of mill specific recommendations to address a 

range of manual handling risk factors for timber handling. Consideration of 

the results of each mill together allows the fo llowing discussion . 

7.2 Development of Recommendations - Layout 

Details of the findings that were synthesised in the development of the 

mill-specific recommendations have been given previously in the 

'Discussion and Conclusions' sections of Chapters 5 and 6. This atypical 

reporting style has been used in an effort to reduce the confusing and 

tedious repetition of each of the 15 methods for each case study mill , 

which would be expected in conventional research report formats . Thus 

this chapter contains summary and discussion of the categories of 

recommendations that were specified for each case study mill. This 

provides order to , and simplifies the multiplicity of information presented in 

the case studies. General 'discussions' topics follow these sections. 
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7.3 Identified Risk Factors 

The groups of identified timber handling risk factors are discussed by 

Edwin et al (2002) and Tappin et al (2003), and include: workspace 

geometry changes, workflow management, task technique training , table 

design, glove design and other factors. The recommendations made for 

each mill (a total of 29 for Mill 17, and 23 for Mill 12) are discussed under 

these general categories. 

Mills were encouraged to put in place interventions across a range of the 

areas for optimal outcomes, as suggested by Karsh et al (2001 ), whom 

indicate that the most successful means of reducing manual handling 

injuries is via the application of multiple factor interventions. 

7. 3. 1 Workspace Geometry Changes 

The height, size, spacing, and relationship of equipment/plant to the 

worker are key factors in the making manual timber handling tasks 

physically easy. The goal is to work using low force, mid-range 

movements and comfortable actions in an environment that suit all users. 

• It was recommended that the height to the top of the chains or 

rollers be 920 mm, to cater to elbow height (minus 200 mm elbow 

clearance, plus footwear allowance) for the 2.51
h percentile female 

to the 97.51
h percentile male. Whilst adjustable table heights for 

each worker (between 785 and 1045 mm) would be ideal, this 

appeared largely impractical. This chain/table height also applies to 

any rails or rollers that are used for the reduction of friction when 

sliding the timber from the table onto the packet. 

• Timber should overhang the table edge by 750-1000 mm , to enable 

the worker to grasp it from a variety of positions and close to the 

body with ease. This overhang also places the centre of gravity of 

the board nearer the table edge, so that less effort is required to 

slide the board (going with gravity) onto the packet. 
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• The distance from the end of the timber as it rests on the table, to 

the packet end should be between 1100 and 1400 mm. Thus not so 

small that movement is cramped and awkward, but not so large that 

additional 'carrying' of the board is required between table and 

stack. 

• The height of the second to last layer of boards in the packet that 

timber is stacked onto should not be higher than the table/chain 

surface (recommended as 920 mm). Thus boards should never be 

moved up from the table against gravity. This requires packet 

dimension, trolley height and table height to be taken into account. 

• Packet spacing should allow each worker to move comfortably 

without risk of bumping into other workers/boards, and without 

having to move further than is essential between packets if stacking 

to more than one packet. 

o For one worker per stack, packet spacing should be packet 

width plus 1020 mm (elbow span for 95th percentile male) as 

a minimum. 

o For two workers per stack, packet spacing should be packet 

width plus 2 x 1020 mm, thus 3240 mm. 

o For situations where a worker stacks to more than one 

packet, the packets should have between-packet space 

based on 95th percentile female hip breadth plus clothing 

allowance - thus 550 mm, and with elbow space allowed 

outside this (610 mm either side) to prevent collision with 

other workers/boards. If the packet height on the trolley is 

however greater than 980 mm (51
h percentile female elbow 

height plus footwear allowance and minus 20 mm clearance) 

between-packet space should be 620 mm (951
h percentile 

male bi-deltoid breadth plus clothing/movement allowance). 

• Items such as fillet sticks should be stored within easy reach , and in 

such a way that the action of picking them up and restocking the 
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supply is not hazardous or time-consuming, and that they are easy 

to clean around . 

• Trolleys (or other items used to stack the packets onto) should be 

of a height that allows the second to last layer of timber to be less 

than the height of the table/chain . 

• Trolley design with a 'landing surface' to ease the throwing out of 

the first boards onto the stack should be considered , or other 

means of easing this first difficult throw. 

• Trolleys should be maintained for ease of movement (good 

wheels). 

• The floor surface should be clean and free of steps, other height 

differentials, and items that may trip the worker or reduce the 

effective floor space or cause them to reach further to grasp and 

stack timber. 

7. 3. 2 Workflow Management 

The system of rotation between the work stations should be organised so 

that all workers are clear about expectations. Staff skills must be taken 

into account when planning rotations . Efforts should be made to reduce 

peaks and troughs in timber flow. 

• Heavy work (large timber dimensions) should be alternated with 

light work (small timber dimensions). 

• Fast work should be alternated with slow work. 

• Work tasks should be alternated for variety in physical actions. 

• And mental/physical tasks should be alternated for workload 

balance. 

• Rotation requirements should be formalised and included in 

induction programs so that all workers understand the reasons for 

rotating regularly. 
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7.3.3 Task Technique Training 

Many factors contributing to good timber handling methods are not 

intuitive or 'common sense'. Safe and effective timber handling therefore 

requires specific training and education to ensure that workers are 

capable of performing work in the safest manner, know how to use the 

tools and devices that may assist, and do not develop bad work habits. 

This should include: 

• The use of leather aprons to share the load of the arms with the 

lower limbs (allowing the board to slide on the apron across the 

upper thigh/hip, and using the thigh as a lever when handling 

boards). 

• The use of leather aprons to protect body parts and cloth ing from 

injury/damage. 

• Keeping the board as close as possible to the body. 

• Working with wrists in neutral, and other joints in strong mid-range 

positions. 

• Various methods of standing, grasping and moving the timber 

('back-hand', 'fore-hand ' etc), with attention to moving the legs 

rather than twisting/bending, smooth and rhythmic actions , and 

paced , steady work. 

• Good induction training including buddy training with a skilled 

worker. 

• There is also potential for industry initiatives with training 

videos/packages covering these points. 

7.3. 4 Table Design 

The design of the table should be such that boards can be grasped easily 

and pulled from the table with minimal effort (reduced break-out force) . 

This includes: 

• Timber overhang from the table and table height as discussed 

above. 
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• The design of the chain that moves the timber along - particularly 

the friction inherent in the surface contacting the timber. The 'break

out' (initial) force required to move a board from the table was 

significantly lower with roller chains. 

• If the chain has cleats that hold the timber as it is moved along the 

table, they should not have the effect of dragging the timber along 

the table as it is being pulled off. This is a function of cleat height 

and position on the chains, chain speed , trolley and packet height, 

packet distance from the table, and chain design for ease of pulling 

off. If the worker is able to pull the board quickly from the table, and 

the board can be tilted , freeing the far end from the cleats and to 

slide down onto the packet, cleats are not a problem. 

• Table design with an inclined bed. 

• Other low friction table edges/surfaces. 

• Good table and chain maintenance is key to minimising the forces 

required for timber transfer from the chain to packets. Maintenance 

needs should be identified and communicated quickly, with act ion 

as soon as possible. 

7.3.5 Glove Design. 

Gloves should be of good fit for all hand sizes. of an appropriate design for 

the work task, and replacements should be readily available. Design 

should include appropriate reinforcing at key wear points for adequate 

splinter protection, whi lst retaining adequate flexibility and grasp feedback. 

7. 3. 6 Other Factors 

Environmental factors include lighting adequate for the task (especially if 

timber grading is completed manually) and an environment where noise is 

managed effectively with appropriate PPE. The hazard identification 

system should include all relevant manual handling factors, and key safety 

factors for the area addressed. 
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7.4 Comparison with Other Research 

It is standard convention to review research findings in light of other like 

research. However as literature review did not identify other field research 

investigating manual handling risk factors in sawmilling, this topic is 

essentially void. 

Comparison can only be attempted between the findings of the accident 

register survey component of this study, earlier injury reporting from NZ, 

and injury reporting from the sawmilling sector in Canada. 

NZ sawmill accident register records for a 12 month period accounted for 

a total of 505 MSD reports . Of these, the majority (56%) occurred to those 

in jobs classified as 'millhands' or 'tablehands'. Low back injuries 

accounted for 37% of the MSD reports , and injuries to the upper extremity 

accounted for 35.4%. Two Canadian sources (Workers Compensation 

Board of British Columbia , 1999, and Jones and Kumar, 2004) reported 

(for differing 5 year periods) 27% and 46.7% respectively , of sawmilling 

claims as overexertion or MSD claims. In British Columbia, 51 % of 

sawmilling industry overexertion claims were to 'mill labourers' or 'labourer 

material handlers' , thus apparently carrying out similar manual handling 

duties to NZ 'millhands' and 'tablehands'. Jones and Kumar (2004) 

(Alberta) reported that 45.5% of all sawmilling industry injuries were to the 

upper extremity, and 27.9% were bodily reaction/exertion in nature. 

However whilst these sources all point generally to labouring or timber 

handling workers in sawmills, and overexertion or MSD complaints, and 

back and upper extremity complaints, no information is similar enough for 

direct comparison and it does not give further direction to this research 

project. It can only be hoped that future research will come available that 

allows some understanding of the NZ sawmilling industry issue within the 

context of international trends and findings. The vital role of the timber 
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industry in countries such as Finland would indicate that comparative work 

could eventuate. 

7.5 Limitations 

The accident register survey had some limitations (Tappin et al , 2003). 

Data was only gathered from 11 % of NZ mills, and this represented an 

estimated 38% of NZ sawmill workers. Data was collected for a period of 

only 12 months, and the method of sawmill selection may have created 

unknown bias in results. There were some difficulties consistently 

determining job classification and task definitions, and there were varied 

levels of detail in the records. Aggregation of the data resulted in some 

loss of detail. Data gathered does not provide frequency or severity rates, 

only incidences. The varied recording systems used may also have 

included non-work injuries with work injuries, or captured injuries that may 

have initially been recorded as work injuries, but on medical investigation 

had a change of status. 

In carrying out the assessments, the impact of the researcher's presence 

may have altered the observed behaviours and activities. The small 

number of mills worked with is also a limitation of this study, in 

combination with a short period of assessment (only two days at each 

mill) , and limited numbers of participants at each mill site. It was difficult to 

complete between mill comparisons given the small sample of mills 

worked with. 

The significant limitations forced by the carrying out of research work 

within the context of a busy industrial environment must also be 

acknowledged. These 'action research ' methods (personal 

communication, D. Tappin, 21 April 2004) demand a flexibility of approach 

and pragmatic methodologies that may sit uncomfortably in the 'scientific' 

category. Methods must be able to be modified to fit around unplanned 
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events such as machinery breakdown; the researcher approach must be 

tactful in order to not upset key personnel whom still have a job to do; as 

many individuals as possible must be engaged in order to maximise the 

value from such participative approaches; highly efficient use of time is 

required - such as completing dimensional analyses whilst workers are 

taking a tea break; all whilst endeavouring to maintain optimally rigorous 

scientific method, and frequently whilst working alone. Such demanding 

research environments have the potential to create many inherent flaws in 

the quality of data gathered, but despite this the integration and 

aggregation of such findings allows progression toward research goals. 

The quality of this research project may have been aided by 

acknowledging such issues at the outset. 

Further to these limitations of such 'action research', is the disadvantage 

forced by uncertain actioning of the recommendations by the mill. Thus 

testing of the suitability of recommended actions may never occur, so 

valuable feedback about the suitability of the original research methods 

may be entirely lost. 

7.6 Future Work 

Further work is indicated in determining the benefit of one timber handling 

work method over another, including the use of leather aprons and wrist 

braces, and timber throwing techniques. Of benefit also will be further 

work to refine the design of gloves to suit both green and dry timber 

handling tasks. 

It is hoped that the mills involved will proceed with developing action plans 

around the recommendations made, such that the formalised repetition of 

some or all of these assessments at the mills will determine the 

effectiveness of the interventions in decreasing MSD risk and consequent 
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injury (longitudinal study). Future review of injury records post intervention 

should be included. 

Additional and similar studies in the areas of timber filleting (or stripping) , 

and the work of sawyers and those 'tailing out' is also indicated. 
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Chapter 8 Conclusion 

Sawmilling often requires workers to carry out manual handling of sawn 

timber, with consequent risk of MSD. The area with highest MSD injury 

incidence was timber handling from green and dry tables/chains , with 

reported upper extremity and back injuries occurring in equal numbers. 

In the two mills studied , a battery of assessments to investigate the task, 

the workers , the load , the environment and management were carried out, 

and a range of manual handling risk factors identified . These included 

workspace geometry issues (such as the relationship of timber on the 

table to the packet, and packet spacing), workflow management (such as 

task rotations , and managing peaks and troughs in production) task 

techn ique training (such as throwing methods, induction tra ining , and the 

use of leather aprons), table design (such as height, style of chain, and 

the nature of the chain/table surfaces), and glove design . 

Identification of these risk factors lead to the development of intervention 

strategies for risk reduction . Recommended intervention strategies 

included height and design of the chain or table , packet spacing and 

distances between tables and packets, timber placement on the table , 

recommended work rotation practices and suggested timber handling 

methods, and were detailed specifically for each mill. The benefit of 

actioning multiple interventions (as suggested in a literature review by 

Karsh et al [2001]) for the reduction of MS Os was highlighted . 

This study has met the aims as outlined in 1.1: 

1) Prevalence and nature of MSOs An industry survey of 

accident register data identified and categorised MSD incidence 

in sawmilling . 
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2) High risk tasks The sawmilling tasks associated with 

MSDs. were identified, and sawmilling personnel detailed the 

tasks they believed featured in MSD causation. 

3) Manual handling risk factors The task of timber handling at 

green/dry tables was consequently selected for detailed 

analysis. Work system assessments to measure and 

understand the range of manual handling risk factors (load , 

environment, people, task, management) resulted in the 

identification and quantification of multiple risk factors. 

4) Intervention strategies Consideration of the risk factors 

allowed the development of intervention strategies to reduce 

MSD risks, formulated as recommendations to each of the mills 

in the study. Recommendations addressing the groups of risk 

factors were presented to each mill . 

The opportunity for considerable future work exists. Longitudinal study 

with the same mills would allow reassessment to determine whether 

interventions were successful in achieving MSD reduction. More specific 

study could occur with specific timber handling methods and in other 

associated timber handling work areas. 
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Appendix 1 

• COHFE letter to sawmills October 2001 



8 October 2001 

Dear 

As I outlined to you in our recent telephone conversation, COHFE are carrying out PGSF funded research within the 

sawmill sector of the wood processing industry which aims to identify musculoskeletal disorder (MSD) risk areas. and 

then to design and evaluate methods for reducing the level of risk and subsequent injuries. Musculoskeletal disorders 

is a collective name for a range of conditions that affect muscles. tendons. bones and joints (including overuse 

syndromes and back injuries) . 

The first step in this process is to determine which tasks within the industry are being most problematic, by asking for 

Accident Register records for the last twelve months from a sample of approximately 55 sawmills around the country. 

We will then be going into selected plants to assess the commonly reported tasks, from which 1ntervent1ons will be 

developed that aim to reduce the risk of musculoskeletal disorders occurring 

The first accompanying sheet 1s for recording accident register reports for your sawmill If it is easier to send us 

photocopies of your actual register entries (with the names of individuals removed or made illegible) then please feel 

free to do so. The second sheet asks for your best guesses of tasks in sawmilling most likely to lead to 

musculoskeletal disorders. So as not to rnake the task too onerous. we have asked for minimal detail, but please feel 

free to add as much information as you can. You are welcome to email. fax or post your responses to us. and please 

call us if there is anything you are not sure about . 

All information received will of course be treated as confidential. The identity of individual sawmills will be known only 

to the researchers By way of feedback, we will of course be happy to provide a summary of the overall 'league table' 

of tasks and injuries on request. 

So that we can use the information you provide to us, we would very much appreciate that you return the completed 

forms by Wednesday 1 ?'n October 2001 to: 

David Tappin (david .tappin@cohfe.co.nz) or 

PO Box 300 540, Albany, Auckland or 

Fax: 09 415 9028. 

Thank you for participating in this project. 

Yours sincerely, 

David Tappin COHFE Ergonomist 

Marion Edwin Ergonomist contracted to COHFE 

AUCKLAND 

ROTORUA 

Building 69 Enterpnse Centre, Massey University campus P 0 Box 3CXJ·540, Albany, Auckland Telephone 09 415 9850 Facsimile 09 415 9028 

Forest Research Campus Sala Street Pnvate Bag 3020. Rotorua Telephone 0800 737 327 Facsim•e 07 343 5528 wwwcotlfe co nz 



Appendix 2 

• Accident Register Records survey form 
• 'Best Guesses' survey form 



COHffE 
Ct!nt rt" rur HUIHJ.11 F..1.t tun J fld Er:~o fl/JltliU 

Musculoskeletal Disorders in Sawmills: Accident Register Records Survey 

Please go through the Accident Register(s) at your sawmill and record the following details for each report entry for the 

12 month period: 1 September 2000 to 31 August 2001 . All information will be treated as confidential. Only the 

researchers will know which records come from which sawmill. Thanks for your help. 

Department Job Title Task Injury Type (tick one) Body Part Date 
that the employee Willi !bog Affected dm1ury1eport 

Stra1nlsprmn, Cua Other 

MSO mrunes ~e5Cllbe l 

Long table e.g. Operator pulling green wood off table 3 Right shoulder 2111/00 

Timber yard Eg. Yard hand strapping pallets 3 Palm of right hand 20/3/01 

Saws hop Eg. Saw doctor saw maintenance Scratch Right eye Brl/01 

·-

-

------ -- -

--
---- --------

I -------i--

·-· -----·--·-

- - - -----·- - --
·- --- - -- ·- -L....----

Photocopy more of these sheets as needed. 

11 you have any questions about how to fill in the form, or what we will do with the information once we get 1t. please contact David 

Tappin on 09 41 5 9850 or Manon Edwin on· 03 312 7175. We would ve1y much appreciate that you return the completed forms by 

Wednesday 17"' October 2001 to David Tappin dav1d.tappin@cohfe co n7 , or PO Box 300 540, Albany, Auckland, or Fax 09 

41 5 9028 

AUCKLANU 

ROTOR\JA 

BU11difl0 69 E11t,.111fl5ill Cenlle, MaseyUnr.,.r$1tyCampus P 0 Ao1< 300 ~O. All-..mv. Au11<11,u .. 1 !"!opt1one 09 41 5 9H' .0 ! . 1c~.n ~h· 0'• i\1 ~ 00.W 

I or~I Res..•:.rcil CarroJ!>, Sal• $t1eet, Prr.tate 0flg 3020 Rotoru;i I ek)phone ()JI I I l:...wonlkl 07 3-435521'! WWW C-.(lt1 l rt111' 

COHFE 
Ctmlr~ fo r Hu111;rn F:.c t un J1 1d Er~on ornio 

Musculoskeletal Disorders in Sawmills: Best Guesses 

The idea of this form is to give people in the industry a chance to say where they think the problems lie nationwide. 

From your own experience in the sawmilling industry , what would you consider to be the 5 tasks most likely to lead to 

musculoskeletal disorders at mills around the country? Also , what is it about each task that you feel makes it high risk? 

Put the one you think most likely at the top (No. 1 ). 

Department Job Title Task Why? 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

Thanks for your help. 

If you have any questions about how to fill in the form, or what we will do with the information once we get tt , please 

contact: David Tappin on: 09 415 9850, or Marion Edwin on : 03 312 7175. 

We would very much appreciate that you return the completed forms by Wednesday 17'" October 2001 to: 

David Tappin david.tappin@cohfe.co.nz or 

PO Box 300 540, Albany, Auckland or 

Fax: 09 41 5 9028. 

AUCKl AND Gu110n9 69 Enterprise Centre Masaey Un1ver51ty Campus P 0 Box JCO.SAO, Albany. Aucklarl(! lelephof'le 09 41 5 0650 FacsllT'llle OQ A1 5 9026 

HOIORUA f"Of~SIResearchCampus Sat.Street.,PIMiteSag3020, Rotol1Ja TNpnorie De00 737377 Facwnile 07 3435528 www c:ottfecof'\l 



Appendix 3 

• 'Best Guesses' full results 
• 'Best Guesses' rating summary 



Too Five 'Best Guesses· for cause of MSD in Sawmllllng 

Miii 
Task Description No. Rating 1 Rating 2 Rattng 3 Rating 4 Rating 5 Reason 

Pull ing t1mberlpacketing sorting/stacking ~ 
greencha1n.long table/drymilUMSG/round table 

12 1 Back sprains, wrong technique 

24 1 Repetitive use or upper body, Twisting of trunk and lower body 
Shoulder. back strain, exertion pulhng timber if using poor 

25 1 techniques 
43 1 

Timber heavy, have to move at speed Twisting , turning pulling 
19 1 involved 
37 1 Green !Imber heavy and high lifting 
37 1 Dry chain with repetitive turning motion 
13 1 Pulling , twisting 

Removrng timber from round table, weight of timber and bending ~ 
23 1 back 
12 1 Wrist sprains. wrong technique 
29 1 Can be a problem if wrong techniques used 
45 1 Repetitive action with up to moderately heavy boards 

Tradrtionalty classed as very heavy work Some lumber, 
32 1 particularly big section wood, Is very heavy 
34 1 Lifting , timber handling 
9 t Movement of heavy timbers 

40 1 Lifting , twisting, pulling (green) 
40 1 Lifting ,twisting, pulling (dry) 

I 4 1 Repetitive heavy lifting/turning/twisting 
33 I Pulling, bending, twisting , lifting 

A vanety of heights , weights and positions (of timber} brn sorter 
' 8 1 being installed Feb 2002 

3 1 Repeated heavy tining 
Lug loader operator , pulling green timber to the zero lme . pulling 

45 1 heavy boards while over-reaching 

I t o 1 Poor fitness, technique, body shape 

17 1 Heavy timber and twisting involved 

11 1 Heavy llftlng, turning timber on a repetitive basis 

I 
41b 1 heavy timber, JOb can't be mechanised 

22 1 heavy work 
I 17 1 Orvcha1n l1n1no and twistino - back in1unes 

Timber grading and sorting - greenchain 
32 1 Constant rurmng of the wnst as the boards are turned over 
23 1 Turning boards - wrist 
31 1 
42 1 Constant turning and stacking of large/heavy boards 
4 1 Turning over timber, repetitive heavy lifting , turning, twisting 

36 1 Repetitive strain from turning boards 
40 1 Bending . lining and pulling 
33 1 Repetitive turning of timber 
11 1 Heavy lifting , turning and twisting of timber on repetitive basis 

41b 1 heavy timber. speed of belt , grading, moving and stacking 
43 I Grading and turning of timber 

Stacker Operator - mechanical stackers 
35 1 Rushing if understaffed, inexperienced 

Timber grading and sorting - gang ripper table 
35 1 Incorrect work method, tra ining and experience 

Stacking and fiileting/defiiletlng timber - timber yard 
43 1 
31 1 

F1lletlng heavy green limber with reaching . bending, twisting, 
29 1 levering of timber on repemive basis all day 
24 1 Repetitive bending pulling_and tining 
33 1 Bending, twisting, lift ing, pushing 
3 1 Repeated heavy lifting - resorting Into stacks 
3 1 Repeated heavy lift ing - stacking down timber 
7 1 Bending and twisting body a lot when restacklng packs 

7 1 Twisting or body and pushing heavy trollies when sorting timber 
17 1 tining and twisting 
16 1 Lifting and twisting 

Cutting timber - sawmills 
30 1 General heavy lifting, happens frequently 
16 1 Constant lifting of heavy timber 

Horizontal vertical saw/resaw operations 

8 1 Turning large, heavy nitches (hands free systme being installed) 
35 1 Walkways, steps spilt - many ~rk levels 
17 1 reeding into resaw, lifting an~ twisting and heavy _ 

41b 1 feeding timber, large timber, feed In not automated . 
11 1 Heavy lifting, turning and twisting of timber on repetitive basis 

Strappln9 packs 
1 bending twisting and repetitive 17 



:oc-< ... g sa Of'rehori ct-opl•:l$. cutting tunber to 
e"g·" 1"Wl s·., -<· .. g 

I 
13 1 Working 111 stooped posnion 
9 1 Repetitive wo<1< 
2 1 Constant heavy k"1ng 

33 1 Ben<Mg stacking blocks 
35 1 005 wnst, IWlstlnglturmng wnst 

Headng operatorg reahgning logs on !og deck 

49 1 Use or •l<lended steel leller to realign logs With risk of beck tn1U1Y 
Pickong up and stacking sllool< • •eman tablehand 

45 1 Repetlt!vt! task 
25 

Ta ling out at bleast benchlresaw'edgerlothar 
1 Repet1t1~ orasP•no. bend1no, reaching etc. mostly wr~ hand 

23 1 Return•ng Mches 10 benchman • heavy task 
13 1 Pulling bending and tv.1sting 

Stacking muM1pte pte<:eS of green timber reaching out to slack at 
29 1 he.ght wl"H'e hand11ng mOfe than one pteee at a time 

Repet1t1~ heavy hn1ng turning twlsttng pulling timber at breast 
4 1 bench 

4 1 Repe"tive hea\'y ~"·ng turnong IWISl•ng pufog hmbef at resew 
4l) t F eed•ng •umber into edger h<!avy llrtong a nd pu"1ng 
2 1 Constant heavy h"1ng 

Green heavy timber often need to grab, move Umber~ over· 
45 1 reachong ,3-W<lf &e~ng ol t•mber coming out of gang-e<J9er) 

Heavy lifting pulling tummg and tw1sung of Umber on repetnlve 
11 1 basis 
tO 1 Poor f~ness technique bodv shape 

Se'"'r-°' ~g s 300 ""? ·as1<s a· oreast benches 
13 1 PL11'1ng bend•og and M sting 
23 1 Benchman grade sawtng tasks Mth heavy flttcnes hand~ 

I 34 1 Lifting t1mbei on10 saw bench and com·eying back and forth 

I 
4 1 Repe!rt1ve heal/)' ~ftsng turmng _ IW'lsltng 

2 1 Con5tant heavy lifting 
7 t Twrs1,ng of arms and wnsts when feeding hmoer through !aw 

It 1 Heavy 11n1ng. turmng and fwlshng of timber on repelltrtve basis 

-- 19 1 Heavy llmbef • ~11t1na turn;na. Ptlll1~ 

:Jress "'9 t:mber p<aners 
--hfQ\\1ng lorr:ber off s:ac.keJ .nfeed declil: ty,.~~11ng moc.an with 

45 1 moeera1ely -eaq boards 
3 1 Reoealed heavv httlnQ 

!Oanp r·poe' cutter ·nfeed.gradmg 
42 1 Grading with constant turning of boards 

•? 1 lnfeed WYih consrenl turning '('ftrty'f'l!J "lift ·n9 8C"t""' 

F1ee·ng 1ammeo t1mbe, 
42 1 Tugg•ng pc11ong ale 

I 
OroP 'OOttt operatOt 'r~ "O t· 11,;1ms c~1:rl!d !'pace tn~ m U 

8 1 ... #.,.., new system 

30 1 IRtwtv atra1n. act.on hanoens fceQuently 
General timber handllnglyard wont 

Ben<11ng and h"•ng is not some1h111Q that people do weir -
36 1 tablehands edger operators, graders 
29 1 Requires concentratlOO, care and good technique 

2 1 Stacking timber. constant heavy 1in1n9 

33 1 Repel~"'" bending kftmg lwlsl<'IQ pushing and tummg or bmbe< 
general machone operallOO and belt ronct10ns causes several nip' 

41b 1 palms 
9 1 SDralns and cuts due to inattention 

Changlng/Wor1ong wnh heavy /awkward saws or 
other equipment • saw doctor'11'11ters 

23 1 Continuous wnst action ~n hammer1f11l saws to tension 
Headrlg, twin table resaw operators t1nong blades to change them, 

49 1 ~h nslc or bee~ 011ury and cut& 
some aspects of this JOb require some awlcward ~fting and 

32 t twi9l1ng/luming 
Hand11ng awt<ward 'heavy saws !head,,g) 1n1ovt of awkward 

42 'posrtlOn 
36 1 Changing saws . aw<ward reoehing po&f-ions 

Heavy awtcw.n:t machll18f)' cause back p<oblorm when l11bng and 
36 1 twisting for bntakdown maintenance 

7 1 Heavy lolling and movong of mec~1nery ror repa•rs 
41b 1 MoYlng Eqt>pment 

31 1 
Cabs 

43 1 



<Q'\' 't loader Be' .,9 · Umber yard 
35 1 Uneven surfaces, incorrect met/lOd of getting on/ort/seating 
40 1 Load1ng/unloadlng logs . srt11ng for long periods , bumptng 

Stra.ns due to srttong for long periods and bouncing a<ound on the 
32 1 aeel Wrth a oealed yard our problems ore le55 ltlan al aome sites 

O~roe1.ng 

13 1 ShoY1!1i.na/ac;raoma .way ball< 
(>~a:i:1''IG ~as.w.s 1 

WO<IO"Q •n c;onf,ned SPact'S Oft•n MOOI*! °'"' or knff~ng 
32 1 lnvOives aome awkwafd l1ftmo 

Wal lung ai: cr51te 
Mos< mills are bu~t on mu1t1.1evals wth lots of sta.rs alSO Iola of 
broken boards. l1llels thot people tr1p over • 111ps and falls during 

36 1 normal tasks 
25 1 Lois of <nr.uned anldes unevans surface etc 

Notes MSO's oreatlv reduced bv 2 hrlv rotations (35J 
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Top Five 'Best Guesses' for cause 
of MSO in Sawmillina 

Task Descr1Dtion 

Multiolier for weiohtmo svstem 
Pulling 
bmrerlpackel1ng/sorting/stacking · 
oreencha1n/lono 

I areencha1n 

! 

' 
' 

~tack.er Ooerator - mechanical 
Timber grading and sarong • gang 
n~nPr rable 
Stacking and hlletingldel1lleMg timber 

1- omber ~rd 

Cuttma bmber - sawmills 
Horizontal vertrcal saw/resaw 

Straoo1na oack.s 
Docking saw ooeratlonlchophne • 
cuttma hmber to lenath and stackina 

Headng operators. reahgmng logs on 
Joa deck 
Picking up and stacking shook • 
reman tablehand 

Ratlna 1 

5 

16 

1 

1 

4 

1 

1 

Ratlna 2 Ral i na 3 Ratlna 4 Ral ina 5 

4 3 2 1 

6 5 1 

6 2 2 

1 

3 4 

2 
1 1 2 1 

, 
, 2 1 

1 

1 

Total 

28 

11 

1 

1 

11 

2 
5 -

1 

5 

1 

2 

Best Guesses Data • summary 30 12 03ME x1s 
Ratings Summary 

Weighted 
Total Comments Summarv No. 

120 
Exer!Jon reauired 3 
Wrono technique 5 
Reoetitive 6 
Tw1stina turnino, oulltnQ 12 
Timber heavy 12 
Paced work 1 
Llflma 7 
Bendinq 2 

Varvlna heta hts, we1ahts timber nnc1t1ons 1 
Poor fitness 1 
body shape 1 
OYer-reachma 1 

35 
renPt1t1ve wrist rotation turnma boards 8 
stackinq laraelheavy boards 2 
heavy hftmq 3 
1urn1na twisting 2 
bendmo 1 

loulhna 1 
4 Rushina 1f understaffed 1nexpenenced 1 

Incorrect work method trammg and 
5 exoenence 1 

44 heavy timber 1 
reach mg 1 
bend in a 3 
twlsbna 6 
levenna , 
reoebt1ve 2 

1oull1na , 
hftma 5 
loush1nq 2 

8 lrttina heaw bmber 2 
12 turmno larae heavv flltches 2 

multilevel vvork areas , 
J1ftina & lwlstina 2 
feed 1na resaw . .J. 

1 bend1nq twistinq and reoetrt1ve 1 

17 Workma m stoooed l"'W'\Ctt:lon , 
Reoet11Ne work , 
Constant heavy hfbna , 
Bendino stacking blocks 1 
OOS wnst, twlstina/turmna wrist 1 
Use of extended steel lever to realign logs 

4 with risk of back in1urv , 
9 repetrtJve araspinq, reaching, bending 2 



:: oi 2 
3H" 2/20Cl3 
·.1 Cb 

fT;11m9 otn at breast 

t:::::-/eogt'r/o_th_e_' ____ --t-
2 2 10 

Best Guesses Oat.1 summary 30 12 03ME >Is 
Ratmgs Summ«ry 

34 Returnrno fhtches to benchman 
Pul!1nQ bend•no and twtstma • 1 
::>taek1~g green t1m~r reacl'ung O\.:t 'o 
'stick dt 1ie1ght ..vtulR handhng mort1 than 

------+-----t-----t-----t-----t-----t----+--------t~.!!.~eieceatabm~ 1 
Rrpe!t!l•Je heavy htt1ng turning IWlsMg 
'Dul!ino bmbe1 at breast bench 1 
Repetitive heavy lifting turnmg, twtstmg, 
RullinQ umber at resaw 1 
Fre<l1ng lumber into edger heavy liftJnq a 

• ·----+---<~-- nd oulhna 1 
----t="-~~';----:-:,-.--------"t--; 

Constant hea"'f l1ft1nq 1 
----------------~-·- _____ ,__ __ __,_, ____ ~----+----··---1-------t-'~~--~-~_, ______ _,1--< 

Gr~n. hea"Y timber. often need to 
g1ablmcwe bmber ....ticn over-rrach1ng (3 
w•y sorting of umb<>r coming out of gang. 
edQCr) 1 . . . .._..f-

I
Hea-Ao 11ftin9 pulling turning and twish'\g of 
tu·nt>e1 oo reoetJtrve basrs. 1 

-·----- --- --- --·--t----+-- Poor htn~ tec.!m1~e body s~~ _l 
Bench1nglslabo1ng rask~ ar brea'' 

~~·~ - --+----~2~4_,_P~ul,_h~-bend•ng and twlSOng -----"t--1-; 
Benchman grade sa-wtng tas'c...'I\ 'Mth l'leavy 

~---- --~~ 
~ - -- - - -+----t---

~.,~mbe,,prancrs _ ---t----+-- --t---~2+-----t---4--
~da~g ~ pper cum.11

, rifeed/Qrad1nq -'1+----+----'11----+-
1r:ret-1r-a 1ar.1m~ t;Mbe~ ____ _!_ --t------'lf-----+1 ----+----'-+-

Hch(>s handled ___ ~-------+-lc.; 
L1ltrng bmber onto saw bench and 
convevrna back and forth 1 
Reoetrhve hea"Y hftnQ turnrno twi~b_n~Q-+-_4_.. 
ThrOWong bmber off stacker rnfeeddPCI< • 
t'Nlst.ng mOOort wrth modercitel~ heavy 

---!---+ 4 boards 
Re,,.,ated heaw hflrna 

~ §_r.ad1ng wrth constant turning~o-'-t =-bo=-a~r~d=-•--t--=i2 
10 Tuao1nQ ouihfl<J e~~---------;1---1 

Drop sorter operator treeing lip 1ams 

I..__ ____ - - ----+----t-·- ----+----+ ---+----t-----+'='o~n,..hned space (new moll w1!~ ~cw 5vstcm1 
Bodv strain actr!)n hao.,.,ns freouen~v 
Be~d1ng and lifting 15 not something that 

6 . 16 O"""'tors grade"' 
Re<iu1res concentJabon <'.'.are and good 

General timber ha.ndlma/vard 'M>rk 'i----~2+-- , 

p.-oplr do ...,11' tablehands <>dg~r 

_ •---->-------+· __ techn•QtJf" -----If---~---+----;>---·- -1---~-------lf"S::.:ta"'c"'k_;•no=u-m_be_r_c_on_s_tant "h";avv iftina 
--+=~-"--~~~~~=-"'"-'-'"""'-'--~~--+

Repet.b•e bend•ng l1fnng. IWlst<ng pushing 
and tummQ cf umber 

---+-----+----+----~----+-----··---;o-------<---~~~~---------t-~ 
genercal machine O?f>rabon and bf!'tt 

Chang.ng1work11>9 ,.,,tJi heavy 

functions ~_ses sev~ra1 ·nip· po1n~ __ _ 

__ +-----! _ ---t------lS,prar'!s and cutt. due to 1natte=n-'11on·~---+--i --~---------!-

fa~ward saws or othC'c equipment Contmuou~ YmSt acuon when hammenng 

r
!,<J::!! docro-rsllrtters =3----3~----1 ----1+----2+-----~-' .... · ~~~~~~5~~~~---28-+•-•~ws~t-o-t-en_s_'°_'_' _ 

Headrig twm table resaw operators lrtt.ng 
blades to change them Mth "sk of back 

_ 1n1urv and cu~ 
Some aspects of this JOb require some 

----1----t--·-----1-----f----- ---f----~-+a::.:wkw'-=~a~rd"""lr~lt•~n"-'aa~n~d~tw1"-'-'s~t1~n~a1/~lu~r~n~m=-a---+-~ 
Handling awkwardfheavy saw<; (head"gi· 

·-·------+-'"~IO~lof awkward pos1t1on 

C-
·--- _ ---..'----+ ---+-----+ ---- _ --- . -i.-. 1~:~~: c;a~ awkward rp"c:hmg ___ ,_ 

Heavy aw'<.word mach1ne-ry, cause- bdck 
problems W'hen lrftlng and t.N1si,ng fa( 

---..---- _ brec1kdovm maintenance -----+-

-
. - - . 

Gabs 1 -
F0<~l11t/1oadefl~ll d11"1ng - timber ••rd - 1 1 1 -
-------· - -

Debarkrna 1 

Hu.y 1'ftmg and mOY1ng of mach•nl'IY f0< 
repairs 

_,__ 
1 

----+M"'Olll'"'" ng Equ1oment 
2 -
-"'t-----,,-.----------1 -

Ur\e ... en surfaCfl's :ncorrect method of 
3 -'~-----'6=-il=getb=nq onlofftseanng 

Loadrng/unloading logs sitting for long 

-

1 

---i"1oe=1"od=st bu~~P"''n""g'-----------f--1 
Strains due to sitting fm long penods and 
bouncing around on the seat Wrth a 

sealed yard our problems are less th.on at 
some sites 

1 Shovellrna/scraarna awav bark 
Working m conhned spaces Otten stooped 
ewer or kneeling Involves some awkward 

Cleam no tasks 1 1 r'-~~~~~---------jf-----+----+----t----+-----'+----+-------'1~1~•ft~:rno"'--------------~ _ 
Most molls are built on mulu-levels with lots 

Walkina • all of Site 1 1 -

Nole$ MSD's great/}• reduced by 2 -
hrlv 1olabons (35) 

2 

of stairs "'so lots of broken bo;;rrds hllets 
th~~ pPOple tnp ove1 tnps and falls dunng 

5 normal tasks 
Lots of sprained ankles un-ns surface 
etc 

-------------"!--! 



Appendix4 

• Initial mill communication letter 
• Mill management consent letter 
• Mill employee information sheet 
• Consent forms for employee and company 



COHIFE 
C<-ntrl' f c1r H 1tm:ln FJcMn and Eryonn-.ics 

19 November 200 I 

(t_~~~QJ f~,--L\\) 

Dear 

Re: Musculoskeletal Disorders in the Sawmilling Industry 

Further to your telephone communications with Marion Edwin (ergonomist) regarding the 
research currently being undertaken within the sawmi lli ng industry, we provide the following 
information 

Backgrou nd 

COHFE 1, and before it LIRO, have long undertaken ergonomics. safety and health research in 
the New Zealand Forest Industry Attentio n has focused almost exclusively upon ~1lv iculture and 
harvesting, in line wi1h government objectives and industry concerns. while l11tle or no research 
has considered health and safety risks for the wood processing sector COHFI::. · ~ curre111 contract 
with the Foundation for Research Science and Techno logy (FRST) has however been rea ligned 
to include wood processing alongside our fo rest programme 

Anecdotall y, we are aware of ergonomics. safety and health problems in the wood processing 
industry, particularly 111 the area of musculoskeletal diso rders (strains/sprains. occupattonal 
overuse etc.), lacerations and slips trips and fall s This is further illustrated through a summarv of 
ACC claims da1a ( 1994/S - 1998/9)2 Health and safety concerns are however difficult to 
prioritise in the New Zealand indusiry as no one body collates lllJury and incident data to a 
sufficiently detailed level, and there is little or no New Zealand research thal has sought to 
identify key risk factors fo r wood processing work 

1 COHFF JJ o /N.UI ofl-Or"r RL'J.#ouh. and hJs offict. -• "'Rou;nw Of'ld Alhan; 
i Analysu o/ACC Cl<mus Vata /91),/ .• \ 1998'9, Man11t '""""' (J(}l)()J 

AIJCMLANO 8uio:j,nglli Er..,,pnwC.!te Ma-.,UnNe'SityC.rr'Poll PO &1300.~.A.beol'ltAucXitld l~ 0Sl.f1~~':£1 ~.-~ 08• t 5 Q(;nt 

ROTORUA FetntRafftt:hetn'l"'6 S...St:fft.~tf'Blig~ ~ T~ oe0'.J737327 F.at'l'W 0734"s.!k'" -cxtf•cc'1l. 

:,1111ly A im~ 111111 Process 

· 1111~ siudy 1~ con~c1 ncd wi1h identifying key musculoskeletal disorder nsk areas 111 the 
sawn11ll111g mdustrv and designing and evaluatmg methods for reducing the level of risk and 
subscqucm inJunes f{esults from 1hc recenl accident regisier survey (based on dala fro111 thc 37 
mills that panicipa1cd) indicate that the mosl problematic work areas appear to be work on the 
green (or dry) sorting lable. and the variety of tasks requiring stacking, lift ing, and handling of 
timber. including saw operations Preliminary data analysis identifies back injuries as the most 
prevalent muscu loskeletal injury at 37% of reported injunes and shoulder, arm. wris1 and hand 
problems combine to form a further 36% of injuries 

I he next s1ep in the study is for us to assess some of these tasks in a small sample of mills This 
will mvolve spending some time on site observing. measunng, and speaking to staff involved in 
the 1asks concerned From this data we will then work with each of the mills to develop a range 
of possible interventions. These will then be honed by the participat ing sites and the researchers 
into a sue-specific list The researchers will work with each site on the implementation of the 
interventions and their effect iveness will be formally evaluated in the months following As this 
1s a government-funded stud)'. the only comn11tment required of each mill will be a limited 
amount of staff time during the occasions when we are on site, and the costs of any interventions 
that the mills choose to adopt 

i\s wi1h 1he survey da1a, all information collected will be treated confiden1ially A summary of 
overall results rrom the study will be made available to the industry but with the participating 
mills remaining anonymous 

Request 

•\s 1his 1s a national study. mills from both the South Island and the Nonh Island have been 
>elec1ed for the on site work assessing 1he problem tas~ areas. and developmg. implementmg and 
evaluating interventions As discussed. we would like the opportunity to work w11h (mill name 
deleted for confiden11alitv) for this research, and seek approval for this to commence a~ soon as 
possible David Tappin and :vtarion Edwin will bcgm this on-Sile work in the Canterbury/West 
Coast region on Wednesday 2 I and Thursday 22 November following management approval to 
commence, we will be in contae1 to make more specific plans 

If vou ha' e an' ques11ons regarding the process and outcomes of this study. please contac1 
ei1her 

Marion Edwin (Ergonomist contracted to COHFE) 03 312 7175, mobile 025 626 1300, or 
David Tappin (COllFE Ergonomist) 09 4 I 5 98"0 

Your~ sincerely 

Manon J Edwm David Tappin 
Ergonormst coniracted to C'OHFE C'Ol IFE Ergonomist 
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C OH.FE 
Ceontni lor Hunun F3ctnn ;•nit Er?,0 11nn 1i c~ 

25 February 2002 

(~\a·"'~ . c.~'4. ... ,) 

Dear 

Musculoskeletal Disorders (MSD's) in Sawmills Research - Information 

As per our contact of last year. we wish to continue the research we are carrying out wrthm the 
sawmill sector. and to obtain your fonnal consent to continue wtlh this research 1n your worl\place 

COHFE is carrying out Public Good Science Furtd (PGSF) funded research within the sawmill 
sector of the wood processing industry As a part of this process, Manon Edwin, the South Island 
based ergonomist contracted to COHFE to complete this work, 1s also completing worl\ towards a 
Masters in Ergonomics degree through Massey University. Marion s contact phone number is 03 
312 7175 or 025 626 1300. email Marion.OT Ern@xtra.co.nz. or postal via PO Box 38076. 
Christchurch). Marion's university supervisor for this worl\ is AssOC1ate Professor Stephen Legg 
(Massey University, phone 06 350 5799 x 2786, email S.J Legg@massey.ac nz, or postal via 
Massey University , Pnvate Bag, Palmerston North), and co-supervisor is David Tappm, the 
principal COHFE ergonomist working on this research proiect (phone 09 415 9850, email 
david.tapptn@COHFE.co.nz. or postal via PO Box 300 540. Albany, Auckland). 

The first step (completed last year) entailed the 1dentifica1ton of MSD nsk areas v ia an Aeetelent 
Register Survey and data gathered from industry on suspected pnmary iniury causes This has 
detennined that our target area 1s green/dry/machine stress grading/round table or chain tasks 

As discussed previously. COHFE now Wtshes to undertake a senes of assessments 1n your moll to 
gather data on a wide range of factors and aspects of the worl\ environment This w1ll 111dude task 
completion methods, worker characteristics, forces required to move timber from the I able/chain. 
plant design and layout. and worker comfort and effort whilst completing timber pulhng and 
handling duties. This baseline data will allow the identification of aspects of the task that. for your 
mill, could be improved 10 reduce the musculosketetal nsks associated with the task 

The lime required onsite for these initial assessments is estimated to be 1-2 days. While some or 
the data-gathering will require workers to be off-tine for short periods of lime to interact with the 
researcher/s and complete assessment tasks. other data gathering tasks are not d1srupt1ve. and 
others are carried out whilst they are worl\ing Data gathering will take place via pencil and paper 
recording, worker interviews. video recordings of workers completing tasks for tater analysis of 
movements, photographic recordings, and some physical assessments (strength tests) with 
employees. Individual employees will first be inv~ed to partiapate, and their consent sought pnor 
to participating in the study 

Following the initial assessment, ergonomists will identify a range of changes or mod1ficahons that 
may reduce MSD injury risks, and will then continue to work with your mill over several months to 
develop appropriate strategies to address these factors. II is hoped that a number of 
improvements that will enhance health and safety for your work area will result 

Further to the in~iation of changes. further assessments (mtd-2002) will be earned out to allow 
analysis of MSD nsk factors in order to determine the overall benefrt of any changes made. Whilst 

"""""""' ... , ..... ...... et ( rtHD"MC-.. MllllMyU-.9f)'C.....- f' O Booo))l..!).<ll ~"7 ~ 1 ...... ~ 09 • t)""° ~~· "Cl . , .. ,, 
,Cif .. ~C--- ~&r... ~a_, l020 Jl 111~ T...,.... Ol!O:I n1»1 ,_ IJ'I >"3"'51, -DIJl'ltt> ~•" 

the mfonnalton gathered via this process we hope will be of immediate value to your mill. the 
sawmllhng 111dustry as a whole will beneht from the industry reports and recommendations lhat will 
result . lnfonnahon regarding the factor, that lead to MSD's in this high-injury industry will be 
1denltf1ed. and a range of appropm1te methods to reduce MSD risk factors outlined. 

Throughout this process the 1dent1hcahon of your sawmill as a participant in this study will remam 
confidential to the researchers Results and reports that are pubhshed, and the theSIS to be 
completed by Manon Edwin. will not identify your mill as a participant. The mills par11apatmg will 
simply be Identified as 'South Island or 'North Island' sawmills All researchers/supervisors 
mvolved with this proJeel will abide by the vanous conftdentialtty agreements that are 111 place 
between parties Video tapes and photographs in which workers could be iclenltfied will not be 
used 1n any way other than as raw data tor the researcher's use All tnformation/records will be 
held 1n secure premises 

We appreciate your making your work site and employees available to us for this study We 
advise that you and your company retains the following nghts 

to decline to participate 
to refuse to answer any particular questions 
lo withdraw from the study al any lime 
to ask any questions about the study at any time during participation 
to provide mformahon on the understanding that youlyour company's name will not be used 
unless you give this permiSS1on to the researcher 
to be given access to a summary of the findings of the study when the study is conducted. 

We therefore ask that you give your consent for your company's further participation 1n this 
research. as per the attached consent form. Employees will be given this information . invHed to 
participate. and asked to sign similar consent forms prior to their participation 

Thank you for your hme/your company's time on this research proiect to date We look forward to 
cont111ued fruitful work wrth you and your employees 

Yours sincerely 

David Tappin COHFE Ergonom1st 

Manon Edwin Ergonom1st contracted to COHFE 

"""''-"" 
!110101 1.M 
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COHFE 
CC'ntrC' lor Hitn lJ O f Jctnn: :ind Ergcinonll c~ 

25 February 2002 

Information Sheet 

Musculoskeletal Disorders (MSD's) in Sawmills Research 

Following our contact last year with your sawmill , we wish to continue the research we are carrying 
out within the sawmill sector, and to obtain your formal consent to participate in this research. The 
information given below explains the main aspects of the research project. 

COHFE is carrying out Public Good Science Fund (PGSF) funded research with in the sawmill 
sector of the wood processing industry. As a part of this process, Marion Edwin , the south island 
based ergonomist contracted to COHFE to complete this work, is also completing wor1\ toward s a 
Masters in Ergonomics degree through Massey University. Marion's contact phone number is 03 
312 7175 or 025 626 1300, email Marion .OT.Erq@xtra.co.nz, or postal via PO Box 38076, 
Christchurch) . Marion's university supervisor for this wor1\ is Associate Professor Stephen Legg 
(Massey University, phone 06 350 5799 x 2786 , email S.J.Leog@massey.ac.nz. or posta l via 
Massey University, Private Bag , Palmerston North), and co-supervisor is David Tappin. the principal 
COHFE ergonomist wor1\ing on this research project (phone 09 41 5 9850 , email 
david.tappin@COHFE.co.nz, or postal via PO Box 300 540, Albany, Auckland) . 

The first step of this research wor1\ (completed last year) entailed the identification of MSD risk 
areas via an Accident Register Survey and data gathered from industry on suspected primary injury 
causes. This has determined that our target area is green/dry/machine stress grading/round table or 
chain tasks. 

COHFE now wishes to undertake a series of assessments in your mill to gather data on a wide 
range of factors and aspects of the wor1\ environment. This will include task completion methods. 
wor1\er characteristics, forces required to move timber from the table/chain, plant design and layout . 
and wor1\er comfort and effort whilst completing timber pulling and handling dut ies This baseline 
data will allow the identification of aspects of the task that , for your mill , could be improved to 
reduce the musculoskeletal risks associated with the task. 

The time required onsite for these initial assessments is estimated to be 1-2 days. While some of 
the data-gathering will require wor1\ers to be off-line for short periods of time to interact with the 
researcher/sand complete assessment tasks, other data gathering tasks are not disruptive, and 
others are earned out whilst you are wor1\ing . Data gathering will take place via pencil and paper 
recording , wor1\er interviews, video recordings of wor1\ers completing tasks for later analysis of 
movements, photographic recordings, and some physical assessments (strength tests) with 
employees. We invite all table/chain employees to participate, and seek your consent to do so prior 
to participating in the study. 

Following the inrtial assessment, ergonomists will identify a range of changes or modifications that 
may reduce MSD injury risks, and will then continue to wor1\ with you r mill over several months to 
develop appropriate strategies to address these factors. It is hoped that a number of improvements 
that will enhance health and safety for your wor1\ area may result. 

Further to the initiation of changes, further assessments (mid-2002) will be carried out to allow 
analysis of MSD risk factors in order to determine the overall benefrt of any changes made. Whilst 
the information gathered via this process we hope will be of immediate value to your mill , the 
sawmilling industry as a whole will benefit from the industry reports and recommendations that will 
result. lnfonnation regarding the factors that lead to MSD's in this high-injury industry will be 
identified, and a range of appropriate methods to reduce MSD risk factors outlined. 

8uk6ng0$ f.-«iinNC-• . '4Mey~C~ PO IS<;IJJ00.540 ~,,,. . Jll.dd.9no l .i.p._ <II 41 !i 0850 F-molll Qs;. ~l !i QO"I 
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Throughout this process the 1den1tflcat1011 of you , and your sawmili as a participan: in this study will 
remain confidential to the researchers. Results and reports that are published, and the thesis to be 
completed by Marion Edwin , will not identify you or your mill as a participant. The mills participating 
will simply be identified as 'South Island ' or 'North Island' sawmills . All researchers/supervisors 
involved with this project will abide by the various conftdentiality agreements that are in place 
between parties. Video tapes and photographs in which wor1\ers could be identified will not be used 
in any way other than as raw data for the researcher's use. All information/records will be held in 
secure premises. 

We appreciate the time and information that you make available to us for this study. We advise that 
you retain the following rights : 

to decline to participate 
to refuse to answer any particular questions 
to withdraw from the study at any time 
to ask any questions about the study at any time during participation 
to provide information on the understanding that your name will not be used unless you give 
this permission to the researcher 
to be given access to a summary of the findings of the study when the study is concluded . 

We therefore invrte you to participate, and ask that you give your consent for your further 
participation in this research, as per the attached consent form . 

Thank you for your time on this research proiect to date. We look forward to continued fruitful work 
with you . 

Yours sincerely 

David Tappin COHFE Ergonomist 

Marion Edwin Ergonomist contracted to COHFE 
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MUSCULOSKELETAL DISORDERS IN SAWMILLS RESEARCH 

Con~ent Fonn (Employee) 

I have read the Information Sheet and have had the details ot the s1udy explained 10 rne M~ 
questions have been answered lo my satisfae11on. and I undersland that I may ask further 
questions at any time 

I undersland I have the ngtlt lo withdraw from the study at any time and to dechne to answer 
any particular questions 

I agree to provide infonnahon to the researcher on the unelerstanding that my name win not 
be used without my permission (The information will be used only for this research and 
publications arising form this research projeel) 

I agree/do not agree to the use of video recording for me purpose of worker movement 
analysis and un<Jersland1ng of the functions of the tablelcham work aree being mvestigated 

I agree/do not egree to the use of photographic recording for the purpose of worker 
movement analysis and understanding or the functions of the tablelcha•n work areil bemg 
rnvestigated 

I agree to part1c1pate in this study under the cond1t1ons set out m the Information Sheet 

Signed 

Position 

Name 

Date· 

MJC"'VMO 

tt(H (UIW 
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C<'ntrrtor t-t.1ma n FJrtnn :ind E.rznnnn ~cs 

MUSCULOSKELETAL DISORDERS IN SAWMILLS RESEARCH 

Consent Fonn (Company) 

I have reael the Information Stiee1 anel have had the del01ls of the study explained to me My 
questions have been answered to my sattsfacllOn, and I understand that I may ask further 
ques11ons at any ttme 

I understand that 11r1y company have the right to withdraw from the study at any time and to 
dechr>e to answer any particular questions 

I/my company agrees 10 provide information to the researcher on the understanding that my/my 
company's name will not be used without my permission (The information will be used only for 
this 1esearch and put>hcat1ons arising form this research proiect) 

I agree/do no/ dgree to the use of vrdeo recording for the purpose of worker movement analysis 
and understanding of /lie functions of the table/chain work area being investigated 

I agree/do not agrel! to the use of photographic recording for the purpose of worker movement 
ana/ysos and understa11dmg of the functions of the taole/cham work area bemg rnvestigared 

t agree to participate in this study under the cond1hons set out m the lnfonnation Sheet 

Signed 

Pos111on 

Name 

Date 

IJ.IC"'V"ID 

ltOlOflUA 
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Appendix 5 

• Worker interview worksheet 
• Dynamometer calibration report 
• Discomfort Rating Scale 
• Manual Handling Hazard Control Record 
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Date. 

Name· 

2. 

3. 

4 

5. 

6 

7 

8 

9 

JO 

11 

12 

13. 

Worker Interview, Anthropometric Data, Strength Measureme111 

Mill Number 

Identifying number 

Date of birth _ /__}_ 

Gender (arcl•l Male Female 

Weight 

Height 

Handedness e<m:lc) Right Left Ambidextrous (bo<h h."""cqu•ll" 

Job title 

How long have you been working in this job, at this work site 
Years Months (Weeks 

Have you worked elsewhere doing similar work? c' ""' Yes \Jo 

Total length of time doing similar work before start111g at this sue? , .... 1., 
Months 1-2 Years 3-4 Years 5-9 Years 10 years or more 

On average, how many hours a week do you work (including overtime but 
excluding main meal break)? hours 

Nutrition/Drinks Breakfast 

L unch/snacks 

Dinner 

PPE used vs preferred, comments 

Easiest/hardesl work tasks, comments 

14 Training- key factors, comments 

15 Rest breaks/fatigue. comments: 

16. Improvements to design/funct ion of table. comments 

Hody Map 

I laH: ~ou al :111' 111nc durmg the 
l.1>1 11 monlhs had 1ro11blt (sndi 
.1, ache. panL drsu nnfon 
11111nbnc~~) 111 

I .'\cd ~oJ I \'.-I I 

IJ;l\c ''"' h:KI ir<•ntilc dunng the 
I:"' 7 d.I\~ 

During the last l2 111<>111!1> h,l\c 
)OU been preventod from 
carrying our 110rrml actl\·rt u .. ~ 
(e g. Job. hrn1-.c"orl- hobbrcsl 

2 '\11.:..J '-ul I \'c11- I I '"ed. ' " I I Yl.!'' I I i
- because of 1_1_11, 1ro11bl~ 

· 1 \1i,~11d;;-,-~ t-1 -)"(" I f ntlll ~ s1,.";°111:1..:,::-- '•' I I '_·cs ( ) ngb: 
\'c, I I kll \"I J kft 6 St>ooldcr> ""I I \•"'I I 

----'-'-'~I~ _ _ _ _ I e< bolh --- __ _ . 

I ~ tlhu\\\ \,o l I \c.,, I )n~t K f-.11)1,'"' '"I I Ye:;! Jnght ~ 
) C\ I J ldl \\:• I J lc fl. 9 t'.lbow' ~u I I V C' I f 

Ye•~ r ------. 'res bo1h -----
1(1 l>>n~\hanJd'" I I \'c< I I nghl 11 WM• h.111.J.. " "I l '_·cs I I nghl 1 

Y1..-,.I )kl\ '\'c,.l lkft 12 Wn.si"~· "'' I I Y.:~ I I 

I
- - \ c.j !both - 22J_Jbc<h 

il lpp<rJJacl;).oj j \'csj I J 1• lpp<Tll1d. ).<•1 1 \'cs l I I~. l lppc.T1l3d !\o I l '"" 1 l 

r
'~ !.""" i:~-,--.-1 1 l'<• I l j 17 I"'"'"' lb..-1. ' " I I Y«I I 

II) On.: Uf hl.lth h~p .. 1h1gh1 bun(loo..i..!i ~;; b.llh htpi. th1l~lu hunock' t 2l ()nc «hath h1r· th1f(.h ... 1'u11~i..,. 
"" I I \ <> I I l\o I I \'<st I " " I I \ <• I I - -- - - -~~ - -- - --" 

l2 One <'If h.11h ln.:C\ 2' Om: or hoth "''''-'" 24 One°' ~oth l nN 
' ""I I I< I I '•I I Y" I I '" I I '.,,I I 

i~ t.cv.cr llkJ ' o I I '-'1 I 

- - --- ·-- - --- --- ------< 
2~ Ont: ur but.11 anl..lc-. k .. 1 :ti <~or "''th .tnLIC"~ kd 27 Orw Vf' l'lc. th llll..l .. "'11..-cl 

'"I I '"'I I " " I I \"I I ~ .. I I , . .,.. I I - -- - -----' 

'JB Bod~ scc11on~ arc 1101 sharph defined ;md ccn,un 
pamO\erlap You should decide for \Oun.clf\\l11ch p.:1rt 
t 1 f ""') is. or ,.,, bo:cn. affected 

- NECK 

SHOULDERS 

UPFEABACK 

ELBOWS 

LOW BACK 

WRISTS/HANDS 

HIPS/THIGHS/ 
BUTIOCKS 

KNEES 

ANKLES/FEET 

AnlhroJlflmctric O••~ (+i- 5mm) 

Gender M f 
Es1 cthmc11' 
Hand 
Age 
Foot\l ear 

SI~ F\C H I 

Srg Si1oulder HI 
Sig Elbo" Ht 
Stg Hip Hr 
Stg Knuckle Ht 
Span 

Fur 'Vlao Pl 
R/lJA 

B1delto1d Width 
Acrom Gtip Lgtl1 -
Hand Lgtl1 
Hand Brdth 

D~·1u1.m11meter 0Ml8 (pull upwards g.rad1~1lly) 

Ann hi) (Cham \\1th elbow al 90. hold under) 
I 

Torso hll (Cham I" hnl.. hocls off back 31!) 
I 

Leg I ifl (Cham 1 • linl... hccb m 0. feet 0111) 
I 
2 
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. f -----
_/'f!Jd~penden'?; 
~ Scal~Si.r<t 

Client Optimise Limited 

Address P 0 Box 38076 

CHRISTCHURCH 

Phone 03-3127175 

Location 

Contact Marion Edwin 

[Checks & tests p F 

z ero 
-- _J 

Oiscrimina tion N/A I I 
Sensitivity NIA : -
!:_nee. Comp - - NIA I I 

[Verification mark NIA 

Eccentric· Test 
p F p F 

NIA Kg I 

U-1£.J 

Make/Model 

Serial# 

TMU# 

Capacity 

Tare Capacity 

e=1kg 

Repeatability 

Tesf 1 --
Test 2 
Test3 
Test4 -----
Test5 
Test6 

w . hts e1g 

I 
! 

1 I 
: 

-~L l 

1 OOa Hayton Road 
P.O Box 8098 

Christchurch 
Tel (64) (3) 338-4384 
Fax: (64) (3) 338-2275 

(025) 325607 
1ndepenaentscales@clear.net. nz 

JAMAR Dynmometer 

12890238 

Not Applicable 

300kg 

No1 Applicable 

40/60% 
150kg 
150kg 
150kg 
150kg 

Class 1111 

90/100% 
300kg 
30~g __ --' 
300kg 
300kg 

- - - ----, 
I 

: 
• 
! ___ j 
I . 

1 Test Loads i Test Weight ID I Test Weight Kg Indicated Weight Error I p F I Ko I 

10s -r -- I 

I Min Gae_ I 10kg 10kQ 
\ ../ 

j Chqin MPE 
I - -t- - - - -- -

Trailer Set I 50kg 49kg - 1ka i y' 

Chg in MPE I 
200kg 200ko I ../ 

- I 
Max Cap I 300kg 302kQ +2ka ../ I 

1 
. -

150kg 150kg ../ 

t 100kQ 100kQ ( ../ 
>---

I 250ka 251ko + 1ka ../ 

I -- . -
i ---1 I ·--· --

Comments 

Stamped 

k 
Date Start 22102102 I 

Certified Date Ne.x1 Due 22/02103 I 
Non Complying 
Non Trade 6925 I 

Signature Date Finish 22102102 Job# 7201 



Discomfort Rating Scale 

Body Areas 

----~1--1. Head and Neck ---1r-------• ' 
...&.----r--2. Shoulders 

3. Upper and Lower -r-----:-=:----. 

,/ 

Comfort Ratings 

Back 

4. Chest and 
Abdomen 

7. Hips 

8. Legs 
(upper and lower) 

9. AnkJes and Feet 

How do you rate the comfort of your (see above) 

1 
Very 

Comfortable 

2 

Comfortable 

3 

Acceptable 

body area? 

4 

Uncomfortable 

' \ 

5 
Very 

Uncomfortable 



Manual Handling Hazard Control Record 

Task Details 

1 Task name: 

Area: ............ ...... ... .... .......... .. ....... ... ............... . 

Assessor: ... ......... ... ... .... ....... .... .......... ..... ... ... . 

Date of assessment: ..... . ... I ... ..... . I ... .... . 

Others consulted: 

2 Sketch with dimensions (Optional) 

3 Record the results of your: 

Review of the company records: (e .g. hazard register, 
accident investigations, early reports of discomfort) 

Consultation with employees: (Talk to the people who do the 
task or who were injured doing it; get them to mime the task actions.) 

Observation of the manual handling task: (Watch the 
employees doing the task, video the task. Describe the manual 
handling aspects of the task by writing down its steps.) 

Task duration or cycle time: ........................... .... . 

Number of repetitions per shift: ......................... . 

Forces exerted (per cycle) e.g. Lifting 16kg bags, pushing 

with a force of 20kg for 3 metres .. ..... . ................ . ... . .. . .... . 

Hazard Identification 

4 Are any of these factors present in the task? 

No Yes 

Twisted, stooped, awkward, asymmetrical postures 0 

Fixed, sustained, rigid, prolonged postures D 

Unvaried, repetitive movements D 

Sudden, uncontrolled or jerky movements D 

Handling or reaching away from the body D 

Using high or sustained force D 

Handling heavy or awkward loads D 

Whole body vibration or upper limb vibration D 

Handling that goes on for too long without a break D 

5 Is one or more of the boxes in Question 4 ticked 
'Yes'? 

0 

D 

D 

D 

D 

D 

D 

D 

0 

Yes D go to Questions 7 - 11 and find 
the risk score for the task 

No D 

6 If there is no evidence that there is hazardous 
manual handling, stop here. Review again according 
to your hazard review schedule. 

Sign off - Name: ............ ... .. . ..... . 

Date: ..... . . .! ... .... ./ ....... . 



7 

8 

9 

Risk Score 

Find the load score: The load score is the muscle force applied 
by the worker. It may be the weight of the object handled or you may 
need to measure the forces applied with a spring balance or a force 
gauge - or make an estimate. If several people do the task, the score 
should reflect the ability of the least able. 

Men Women Load Score 

< 10 kg < 5 kg 

10-19 kg 5-9 kg 2 

20-29kg 10-14kg 4 

30- 39 kg 15-24 kg 7 

40+ 25 + 10 

Report the Load Score here 7 

Find the posture and workplace layout score: Observe 
the postures adopted. Take an average value if necessary or use 
numbers between the ones shown. Posture 

Trunk upright, no twisting, load close to body, standing or 
walking a few steps only. 

Some bending forward or twisting , load close to body, 
sitting, standing or walking for a longer distance. 

Bending far forward or close to the floor, slightly bending 
and twisting the trunk, load far from the body or above 
shoulder height, sitting or standing . 

Bending far forward and twisting the trunk, load far from 
the body, below the knees or above shoulder height, 
unstable posture while standing , crouching or kneeling. 

Score 

2 

4 

8 

Report the Posture/Workplace Layout Score here 7 

Find the work conditions and environment score: 
Environment 

Score 

Good conditions, with sufficient space, no obstacles, level 
and solid floor surface, good lighting, able to get a good 

ri on the load. 

Restricted workspace (area < 1 .5 m\ restricted postural 
stabir floor uneven, soft, sli , stee I slo in 

0 

Report the Environment Score here 7 

1 O Find the time score: Find the time score from the greatest of 
either the number of repetitions of the task or the time spent doing it 
during the shift . 

Repetitions per shift Total time per shift Time Score 

<10 < 30 min 

10-40 30 min- 1 hr 2 

40 -200 1 - 3 hrs 4 

200- 500 3 -5 hrs 6 

> 500 > 5 hrs 8 

Report the Time Score here 7 

Add the three scores in boxes A, B and C 7 

J B 

Time 

Sum 
I 

II 

11 Multiply box 'Sum' by box 'Time' to get the risk score. 7 D 
Decide the significance of the Risk Score. Follow the arrow and 
consult the table. If the risk score is 10 or more you should carry out the 
Contributory Factors Assessment at question 12. 

Less than 10 D Complete question 6 and you are finished, unless there is the 
risk that a single high force action could cause harm. 

10 or more D Complete the remainder of this checklist. 

I Contributory 

12 Tick any contributory factors that are 
present in the task. Transfer each 
factor that you tick to Question 13. 
For example, if you ticked 'Handl ing 
over long distances', write 'T3' in 
Column A of Question 13. See the 
pages listed in the Code of Practice 
for Manual Handling for solutions for 
each factor. 

-

A Load (Solutions page 29) 

l 1. Heavy loads handled/high forces required 0 

l2. Bulky, unwieldy 0 

l3. Unpredictable 0 

l4. Uneven in weight distribution 0 

LS. Unstable or unbalanced 0 

LG. Blocks vision 0 

l7. Difficult to grip, greasy, slippery 0 

L8. Handle size, position or shape 0 

L9. Very hot or cold, or hazardous 0 

L 10. Person or animal 0 

L 11 . Sharp edges 0 

L 12. Other 0 

B Environment (Solutions page 30) 

E1 . Floor slippery, uneven or cluttered 0 

E2 . Area slopes or has steps 0 

E3. Hot, cold, humid , outdoors, windy, wet 0 

E4. Poor air quality 0 

ES. NoisyO 

E6. Poor lighting, glare, gloomy 0 

E7 . Insufficient or confined space 0 

E8. 0ther0 

Guidance on the 
Meaning of the Risk 

Score 
Risk 

Score 

< 10 

10·2' 

25.49 

60+ 

Urgency and type ot 
control measure 

Injuries are unlikely unless 
there are infrequent high 
force actions. Monitor the 
task from time to time. 

Injuries may result for less 
resilient people. WOOcplace 
re-design is recommended 
for them. 

Injuries are possible for 
trained and fit people. 
Workpiece re-design is 
recommended to control 
the contributory factors 
identified. 

Injuries are likely 
regardless of the strength 
and fitness of employees. 
Elimination of the task or 
workplace re-design is a 
priority. 



Factors Assessment 

C People (Solutions page 30) 

P1 Too few staff to do the work D 

P2. low skill , untrained, new D 

P3. Low strength or fitness U 

P4. Special considerations D 

PS. Inappropriate footwear, c lothing or 

personal protective equipment U 

P6. less resilient people D 

P7. People work by themselves D 

PS. Fatigued CJ 

PS. Poor employee commitment 

to health and safety 0 

P10. Other ...J 

D Task (Solutions pages 30-32) 

T1 . large horizontaVvertical reaches D 

T2. Reaching above shoulder or below mid-thigh 0 

T3. Handling over long distances 0 

T 4. Repetitive movements with no or few breaks 0 

T5. Awkward, twisted or restrained postures 0 

T6. Freedom of movement restricted D 

T7. Unpredictable, fast or unexpected movements 0 

TS. Uncontrolled/invariable work pace 0 

T9. Standing for a long time D 

T10. Handling in a seated position ...J 

T11 . Squatting , kneeling or crouching Ll 

T12. Handtools are poorly designed '.J 

T13 Handling requires two or more people 0 

T14. Mechanical handling aids used without training U 

T15. Personal protective equipment , specmt clothing or 

footwear makes task awkward U 

T16. Vibration ~ 

T 17 OtherD 

Controls 

E Management (Solutions pages 32-33) 

M1 . Insufficient rest breaks 0 

M2. Involves piece work or other 

incentive schemes U 

M3. Job involves shin-work and/or unsociable 

hours D 

M4. Too few staff if busy, sickness, deadlines U 

M5. Poor maintenance of tools, equipment, etc . ...J 

M6. Staff are not Involved in the selection, 

purchase or trialing of equipment U 

M7. Poor organisallonal communication D 

MS. Communication is compromised because 

people are separated by distance, protective 

equipment or by working in a confined space ...J 

M9 Task organisation Cl 

M10. Heatth and safety are not important to 

the company 0 

M11 . Other 0 

13 In Column A , write the number of each 
contributory factor you ticked in Question 12. 
Indicate the importance of the factor by circling one of 

Low, Medium or High in Column B . Write controls in Column C (one to 
each row) and estimate their cost and impact in Columns 0 and E . 
Circle Yes or No in Column F to indicate whether or not the control 
measure will be actioned. Use a separate sheet tf necessary 

A. Link to B . R isk C. Controls: W hat are the possible solutions for controlling D. Cost of E. Impact of F. Action 
Cont r ibuting (low, this risk posed by this factor? Transfer the control number to control (Low, control (low, Yes or No 
Factor Medium Column A , Question 14, if you will ac tion it. Medium or Medium or 

or High) High) High) 

L M H 1 L M H l M H Yes No 

L M H 2 L M H L M H Yes No 

L M H 3 L M H L M H Yes No 

L M H 4 L M H L M H Yes No 

L M H 5 L M H L M H Yes No 

L M H 6 L M H L M H Yes No 

L M H 7 L M H L M H Yes No 

L M H 8 L M H L M H Yes No 



4 

Action Plan 

Starting with the most important, write the number for 
each control you decide to action in Column A. Indicate 

the term of the solution and the method of control in Columns Band C . 
Write the action plan, responsibilities and completion dates in the last 
three columns. 

A. Control B. Term. C. Method. Will 
number- Short, the control 
from medium or eliminate, isolate 
Question 13, long term? or minimise the 
Column C hazard? 

s M L E I M 

s M L E I M 

s M L E I M 

s M L E I M 

s M L E I M 

15 Does the task pose a significant hazard? 

Yes 0 go to Question 16 

No 0 go to Question 18 

D. Action plan (How is the control measure going to be E. Person F. Date for 
implemented and how will training be given to affected assigned completion 
employees?) 

Monitoring and Evaluation 

If the task poses a significant hazard , and if you do not eliminate or isolate it you 

are required to monitor the health of the employees exposed to the hazard, with 

their consent and in relation to the hazard. 

16 Which method of monitoring will be used to follow the musculoskeletal health of the people doing this task? 

Talking with employees 0 Discomfort reporting system 0 Questionnaire surveys 0 Periodic health assessments 0 

17 How frequently will this monitoring be carried out? (Evidence that this monitoring has been carried out should appear in the appropriate 
health and safety records for audit purposes.) 

Continuously 0 Daily 0 Weekly 0 Monthly D Quarterly 0 Every 6 months D Annually 0 

18 Say how you will evaluate the effectiveness of the controls. 

Control Type of evaluation • Frequency Who will confirm that 
Number the evaluation plan has 

been actioned? 

" Suggested methods: Tracking: injury rates, injury severity, incidents reported, discomfort reported and sickness absence; a repeat hazard 
identification; general H&S audits; evaluating the quality of the product, the process efficiency or staff morale; cost/benefit analyses. 
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Interview data 12 270202.xls 

~~o~g__210202 
' 

I 
R>thil IAa• Gene W•loh H•i...t. ~- Tim•lnJo E10.rt.nc Worl<HB Nutr11lonal PPE Used 1 

Hardest/easiest ,Training Rest Breaks Improvements 
1 22 m 84 178 r 7 mths 5-9 yrs 42 Good breakfast, no lunch, large dinner. 2 cotrees breakfast , Leather apron, as per training, Bnateral hardest with bigger boards and when min Use weight of board. P'Jsh board down so 'ok 'Repair and maintenance of chain , keeps 

~7 cups coffee during day, +1.5 litres of water during 'W'l'ist braces, gloves as provided fast , and 'When less skiRed wori<ers on rt sNdes off with own weight , wait fOI' coming off and is dangeroos. Other chain 
warm/hot days tim~r to come to you, use wtiole body nol st)lies better· bike chain styfe with nylon 

just anns under/on sides 

2 18 m 75 180 r 3 mtn. 0 45 No breakfast, 1-2 coffees alld 5moke, 2 pies Im tea and left Yt'fist brace (sore from previous Hardest Is poshing oaded troNeys out Throw the boards. don't gel in !he way, . ' Hard to get to shops and back for food Fix chain that keeps breaking and repair 

=sf~~!t:'t;~!~~::~~cgo~~:a~e~ ~~t ::; any. 1:~h;:~ ~0:~; ~~;~~s provid~ ~en watch and team during tea break tro!!eys 

f----c ---- ---
gioves as provided. doe&ol wear ;apron 

1
Umi1ed Vt'Orkspace is hard. not using aH I increase space bet<ween workers on chain. 3 28 m 65 178 r 6mths e mt:hs 42

1

No breakfast . coffee at 10 am and alxn.< 5 other cups throw boards as if passing a rugby baU, Hard to gel coffee and then get to 
tUing day, no lunch, big dinner. May drink 1-1 .5 litres of llere as doesn'I feel it is needed. uses the chain seems dangerous hold ii as little as possible , let lhe_ wood do carpark (where they smoke) and bac:k 

1
malntenance of chain , improve µusing of 

coke or water dur'lng the day. ctifferent method the WOfi.: , work within your capacity only in 15 minutes trolleys. putting grooves In concrete , 
hydr.1ul!c stacker system 

4 21 m 90 178 r 6weeks 2 monht 42 3 slk:es toast , orange juice for breakfast. 3 double Gloves as pro'IMjed, wea~ bitat 'W'l'ist ' Bigger timber and 'Nhen miN going fast is 
1 
Don't 'flick' with wrists , keep them straight ... ok Have enough people on the line, kep mill at 

sanct-Mches for lunch, no snacks, large dinner. Drinks about I braces for pulling and stripping, to hetp hardest. O!fficult if not enough room use shoulders more . the right speed for the number of people 
13 litres water during day, little coffee/coke support wrists and decrease pain. between stacks etc. Is easier with lworldog on chain. 

enough people working on chain. 

5 20 m BO? r Bnths 0 43 No breakfast , 2 Coffees ooiy. 6 double sandwiches for luneh tGloves as pro-.ided. Also right 'Mist ~Handle timber as lhoul:h throwing a rugby .Ok. Rotate daily for balance with ck I maintain trolleys , ? Able to control speed of 
cheeselvegemite etc. Blscub for am/pm tea, big meal at I brace (purchased own) . Doesn't wear baH, grup, throw and guide In 'Nith heavy/light timber. 1chain 
ntght , drinks 2-3 x 1.5 litres water dumg the day leather apron as feels no need hands. Get into a work rhythm. Pushing 

trolle)'S out when M is hardest part of 
job. likes to wori< on faster section at 
frort of chain 

6 28 m 68 170 r 1- 0 42 4 weetbtx for breakfast and energy -drink can. Lunch 2 Gk>ves as provided 1 O days Uflt~ wom f Rotations one day table one day stripping 1 Don't jam fingers/hit others with timber. ' ok. Notices he is tired after days work not sure 
~ san<tN!ches and 2 ~ces frUt . large dinner. Drinks out . ok , prefers table wori< as day goes Slide timber don't li1l:Jcarry unnecessarity. goe5 to bed earty. 
about 2-3 litres per day. faster. Timber size, not too bad (but not ? Benefit of leather aprons and training to 

yet doing lots of heavy timber as still use them. 
1fairtynew) 

7 19 m e2'17o 
t---

2rr<hs o~ NO breakfast, just 1 c"" coffee. May have sandwtch for Gloves ok, a lliltle hard to break In. last hardest !ask is pushing troHey out . 2 Pull and 'throw' limber. Stand ;at the skle Oif'fkult to get over to tea room, get Mechanise, harder to keep up the pace at r 
morning te1. 2 double sandwiches for lunch, large dinner 5-8 days. If stripping they don't wear as people needed. Difficult when really busy (side on to chain) coffee, and gel over to table 'off·site' the front of the chain. 
meal. Drink$ 3 coffees and varying amounts of coke during fast . Wouldnl ~ar apron as prefers okf /INoricing fut . More space better. where they are not prevented from 
day . clothes smoking 

B 38 m 98 180 r 6mths 0 41 Breakfast K something he takes out of family thop on way 1Gloves as given. last about 1 week. Harder when working With mill at fuM Throw the Imber and guide it into place ok, maybe could take short rests (5 Modify troKeys. Warm.up before starting. 
to work . salad roll/mince pie/pasta and a coffee. lunch is fairly comfortable Leather apron not 'J)eed. Bending wtien stripping Is also rmns) every hour Take 5 mins rest breaks per hour. 
similar, with snacks offrutt or biscuits , full dinner. Drinks 2·3 used bu! may save clothes. May need really difficuft . Trolleys hard to push out 2-
litres of water per day. hard hats at front end due to timber 13 tons of timber etc in total 

sometimes catching up and flying off 

~ Breakfast 4-5 weetbix and fruit , with .5 litre of ml.lk. No I Gloves last weH , reasonabty comfortable .Hardest to work on chain . Finds pressure Walch and learn ' Improve storage of fillet sticks. Forkfift 9 29 m 82 190 r Bmlhs 0 Dk 
anVpm tea snacks, Drinks approximately 1 litre per day and good protection for both of speedlteamwori< drfl'ieuM. likes more moving in and out is dangerous and stacks 
white working. Mily have apple/banana for lunch, or nothing. strippins>fpulHng. Gets 4-6 weeks wear paced wonc. -Mth good focus so he can sometimes tip etc. Hard Hat necessary a.t 
Large dinner with 1 ·2 litres beer. when at front 'pushing' and stripping. think about other things. Easier if can front of chain. Fix resaw from making snare 

!rust a good team of people. Easier to ups.Pushing ttmber al front of chain a 
WOJ1< a.t more relaxed pace. Ned to be redundant job? 
strong to find work easy. Awareness of 
others critical. and more space is enier 
to work in. 

i 



Interview dita 12 270202 xis 

10 24!m 7211821r 12diys !>-9 yel 40 2 pieces toast and a coft'ee for brea.kfnt . MorrWlg lea ts 2 Uses 'Nrist braces for support. Gkwes Stacking irregu"'r sizH ls hlrdest Slide the tJmber otfto make it easier. doni ok Use tu• length Mets. short plees 1 nuisance 
sanctwiches and coffee. Ulch apple arld 2 s1ndwtthes, would be impofved by buckle across the flick wrists to work With Water fourtain handy would be 
afternoon lea cold drink/coke. Large dinner. Drinks 4-5 back to tighten them good. 
litres of water per day. 

f-- -+- t • ' j 
11 31 m 7& 172 r 8trihs 3-4 year1 'O Very large coffee (750 ml) and a cigarene for bretkfast , 0 wol1dng on chain is hard Pushing resaw Trial and error lea ming rs impor1an< Rugby ok Rest breaks ok when on foridift . is malntarnenace of chain, and improve troSey 

l
btscuits fOf' morning tea , 2 double sanctwiches for lunch, tmber and soning ii: out is difficult When throw of timber Into place on the stack harder tor est enough if on chain. design . solid wtieel base and 'Nheels without 
cotree and clg. Afternoon tea , Large meal at night. May haYe timber fs sticking out fromm chain it ts then control/slide it In . !bearings. 
a can of coke c:tumg day, no water though unless~ is really easier to gnisp hold of 

t ~
ho~~~B Is mostly forklift driver rather than working on 

~ -~ -- I 
12 32 m 90 178 r 9mths 0 45 o breakfast , fruit for am tea and lunch with 1 cup of coffee Gloves ok, comfortable. ?Hard hats. but hardest ls pulling btg timber Training?· left to leading hand. Not used ok Need~ more trolleys . ReUef pack at end of 

dlring day. Afternoon tea lunch and chips , big dinner 2 thinks it is too hot to 4$rig leather apron. chain for second packi for commonly 

I 
litres of water during day. produced size, relieves the first puPers from 

overwortc Was hatf clay rotlations now 

I 
mostfy one day rotations . Resaw timber 
tangles up on chain and causes problems. 

1 
Space iss.ues • extra stri:pptng bay outside 
currertty wants to llave enough space to 

I 
I I 

bnng It back under cover • ? needs to 

1 
$horten chain a little to nt t~ In. 

I I 



Miii 12 Timber Statistics 
Two other weeks of greenchain production 

Greenchain production for week 25 February 2002 to 1 March 2002 

Timber Timber OatefTotal number of packets Total items pulled/stacked per day 
Size items/ 
(mm) packet 25 26 ZT 28 1 25 Feb 26 Feb 27 Feb 28 Feb 1Mar 

(width x Feb Feb Feb Feb Mar 

height) 
157 /63 183 f79 136.5 

100 x 25 253 11x23) 8 13 7 9 6 2024 3289 177 1 2277 1518 
150 x 25 168 rT x 24) 28 10 20 17 7 4704 1680 3360 2856 1176 

100 x 40 154 11x14) 5 4 2 770 616 308 

200 x40 78(6x13) 1 3 23 1 5 78 234 1794 78 390 
100 x 50 121(11x11l 2 23 6 5 12 242 2783 726 605 1452 
90 x60 120 (12 x 10) 5 10 600 1200 

200 x 25 126 (6 x 21) 2 5 3 252 630 378 
150 x 40 98 (7 x 15) 2 2 196 196 

----- -

250 x 40 64 (4 x 16) 4 18 11 3 256 1152 704 192 
210 x20 155 (5 x 31) 9 3.5 1395 543 
150 x 50 136 (8 x 17) 12 

-- -
1632 

210 x42 100 (5 x 20l 12 1200 
Total packets 

318.5 
pulled/stacked oer week 
Total items oulled/stacked oer dav 9122 9802 9937 11125 5271 
Total items oulled oer worker (7 workers averai:iel 1303 1400 1420 1589 753 

Total items pulled/stacked per week 45257 

Weekly Greenchain Product ion Mill 12 
Timber Size , 11-17 Feb 02 18-24 Feb 02 Timber items I 11-17 Feb 18-24 Feb 
(mm) Total Total number Packet (width x 02 Total 02 

number of of packets height) items Total items 
packets pulled/ pulled/ 
(3381 (2871 stacked stacked 

75 x 50 14 168 (14 x 12) 2352 
85 x 24 4 *300 (12 x 25) 1200 
85 x 85 17 84(12x7l 1428 
100 x 25 32 42 253 (11x23) 8096 10626 
100 x 40 15 18 154(11x14) 2310 2772 
100 x 50 28 32 121 (11 x 11 ) 3388 3872 
100 x 100 10 66(11x~ 660 -
130 x 45 7 

--
31 '104(8x13) 728 3224 

130 x 97 40 32 '48 (8 x 6) 1280 1536 
150 x 20 6 210 (7 x 30) 1260 
150 x 25 144 -- 66 168 (7 x 24) 7392 11088 
150 x 32 1 133 (7 x 19) 133 
150 x 40 11 7 98 (7 x 15) 1078 686 150X42 _____ 

- 3 105(7x15) 315 
150 x 50 14 84(7x12) 1176 
185 x 23 16 ·1 50 (6 x 25) 2400 
185 x 46 10 '78(6x13) 780 
200 x 25 22 17 88 (4 x 22) 1936 1496 
200 x 32 2 *76 (4 x 19) 152 
200 x 40 27 5 78 (6 x 13) 2106 390 
210 x 20 4 150 (5 x 30) 600 
250 x 25 +~----- - _1_00 (4 x 25) 200 
250 x 40 T ----- 64 (4 x 16) 576 256 
255 x 23 15 2 · 112 (4 x 28) 1680 224 
255 x 46 I 16 '52 !i.!_l32._ 832 
Total items oulled/stacked oer day ··--·- 40770 ·39453 

eN umbers of boards per stack estimated from figures given as not included in pack size data sheet 
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Fillet Pack-_Si~es . J f j I 

! Export I . , ,,-:-'-' I Domestic \(Y. 
l C'.(.t ?t: ~- -

Size I Width Size Width Heigh · . ~~ S', t ~ ........ 

120\x 12... 10 255 X I 12 ~ 
150 x 1 ~ ·- 8 • -;'.! '7 185 J x 20 I t 
85 x 17 14 33 ~t \ 210 ' x 20 . 5 

150 X 17___ 8 --~~- I ~ --4-~§_x 2~ 15 _ 
go x ; ~~ --- . --~ : . 3.?_Flo~ _100 x, 25 _ ___ 12 

@~ x ' 18 ____ . __ a __ ~ -· 32 --f--'1- ~ _ 1soi x 25 1 a ! _'!2_ ,1-~ ·::-· 

~x! 21 _ 15 . 30_ : ~.,_; l 200 ~~ 6 I 27 __ n< 

15 x:24 1s 2a · 1._--__ 225 x . ~~ I~ s i 21 '"<; --
75 x 30 --~ -n~~~~~-x ;_ 25 IT 5 1 2~ -r-1) 

-~-- 100 1 x 32 1_ I 12 23 " ~ii-
- -t-+--1-+---+--2_0 _ _:_~~;_ __ ! ~o { x 32 : . a 23. ,1 

_.__-i--;..._1 _5 ! 20 , ! 200 , x 32 I · 6 23 q 
I 15 --r 20 ! .; ! 100, X 40 I 12 --20-··1f)" 
. ___ 1 e . . 1 ?_ _ '1~D 1so

1 
x , ·40 --a---2n 

___ __._j_ __ .-!~ _!~ le~;. 1so
1 
x I 40 1- -e - -:- 2CLJ 

.250:l( 1_4-0 ,. ~ I 2o , .,,~.i 200~ ~ 1 40 ! I 6 '. ~1 
I-'- ~ ___ I ' I ! 75 ! XI 50 +-1 .!2. l _!_?_ 1-;o 
.__i:;_Q A. /OJ__ ! I (, ! 3'!\ - S6'-' : 100 i x I 50 I 12 ' 17 I 

.zo x ' µ ; I 5 I '3~ . ., .~ ' 1501 x 50 l 8 17 ': 
:Jic.. ·< lB-s : ! s -:st; -- - .:.,,;· 75 1x 75 : ,- 15 : 13 ,:;;_.:; .. .. . ___ .,___ ---~ ' 

.:2Y >( /~~ 1-- >(, ! .:,-1.,.J 1Q0 j X 75 i 12 I 13 -; 
:1-~ xi 15 : 1 IS 35 '<:.1~l 1001 X 100 / 12 10 \~~ 
/4> '( 15 Ir.? ::>'5 ~l) ) 50 i- 4.o 5 2D 
i"YJ :l 15 g 7..~ 71c: '1,,, ;,. .:J- ~.T-./ / ..Z't · 'Z 1 ~·~ in '( Go /./ "5 Gn x: .;z4- i/ .;:.~ 

/.-<o x.. (.o "(P. 15 ·~c 
19 x 5n j,{) 1-:1-

~ ..... 
c~ b 

\~..Q 

,.., 
--<. (}-0 )<,._ j O('J 5 5 I 

;, 

- ----,.--· ··-----· I Green Sawn Pack Sizes · 
- -- - ·----·----+-- - ~--::&1--·----J ' ·-;;:w1--r---·--"------·--· .. --- -. ' ·-·-. Export ' • 1Jv, ,. , Domestic 

- ~.~---1 - -~ldt: i ~a~ht -:::_;;;3 
1 f~~W ij-~ s:a ==-- Width =~lit --m3 rn 

120 X 12 ' 9 ' 48 .. 2.488 ~ 255 '. X T 12 ' . .-----,i'j' i .497 

__ 1_§_Q _ ~_E_ ___ ~ _ _:__ __ ~_ L. __ ~Q-~=~-~j2(~ ~-- "1B§lx ___ 20~---_· _:_ .. __ § ···~ )_~ ~- ---2~-~s-:= 
180 x 12 · 6 ~8 2.488 tf"" 2101x 20 5 JO 2.520 

~~~ · : ~~ . 5 .. --~-~ ·-- 1 ~~ --~-~~~~~~-=-~~i'.: .-- 1~~ [~ 
1 

~~ -~---- ! · ~~-~i- -~;~~ t~;~ 
- 2~:X 13 .S" - ~ 4 - -~--- 45 --- 2.498 ! · r 1sori<-25·--- ---r--7-·--24 - 2.52?l 

12o :x fs ' 9 .. I 39--2.s2._? __ L_f_200·; - 25-'-- !. s l-25 --··2 .soo 
.!~0 . x _ 1 ~- : 7 ; 4o-- --~~~~q _J- .... : -22s l x ·2~ __ : -L~.r22 r . 2.~~ 

85 ·x117 r 12 • 36 2.497 r 1 250 1X 25 . 4 ; 25 I 2.500 
-~---------·-r--·-·-· ____ ,, _ ______ - - ·1 · . --1-------l----+--· ·-· ·•· 

__ !50 _~~.? . 1' 7 . 3~ __ 2.49~i-- . L!~0 ·~~3. -·- ---+ 11 I ~-+- 2.53i_ 
. ~~'~i!8 . , 12 _

1 

32 _ 2.~~-- i ii 150x :.~_?_· __ ! 7 1~_2 ._5~ . 
1

E i: i~!~~~=i- !t~-i~ t- ~~~ ~ I : ' T-;~- !~ I i! 
=-15[r : --L:-14 -r --~- ·2:~~9---.+-- 180 x ____ ~o -~~~-~=r--s- . - 1~ ____ 1 _J .4f9-· 

__ 8~5! X 38 _____ .!_~---r---~----- ·~.481 j 2~~ X 4~,__j__ 5 --~- ? 
60 x 40 18 14 2.419 . 75 x 50 I *14 12 2 

---1-s ·;fo ----- ·14 -- ·1-s- -· - 2.520 --r---- -100.x so ! ---- -·- 11 1·1'-- ---~ 
a~·x 4cf -~ .. --1'3 ___ fs 2.496 ·fs61xso __ ___ 1 - 12 2.520 
60fx 60 · 18 .. ·10--·· 2:592 _T_ - ---75 ;~75"· t 14 · --. -- - 2.520 ~ 

-··-··-·---+--·...._____ ··--------- -+-··-- L...----·--·---·-··-1·--· . . - ·-- ··- - --
851xi85 ; 12 7 2.426 ; 10o;x 75 . 11 · 8 2.640 
~m0 .. ~ , .J__,_,/'--1T'7 .. ... -~·,;;;~·-·-- 1acrx--175Cf"-----·1 11 I s- 1 2.640 -

·"·~~-6· ').~.ax1:°'1i.,,,,, -1~ .z ~:n 250 '/... 4o 4 )~ -< · ~'° 7n » . .,, · ~ 
/'lo .;.. Go 'a ,.., ~ .,., ,_ ).'5<5 .;.. )~ 4 ).1. ~,13, ,3 

-1 10 < ~·1::i. 

30 ' t-.. 30 3b ·~/'-/ ~· ")l~ :J . i,/'k:<_:f / fOO' .-----~~JR) 
1'5"' t$ tu 4-'f"I .::?.'~=, '1 1.7'5 x. -~> Cf 11 ~·"l:fS 



Force measure 12 data.xis 

Force Measure Kilograms) Position 1 (near start of first/fast chain section) 
Board Number Pull Number 1 Pull Number 2 Pull Number 3 Mean 
A1 5.75 6.00 5.95 5.90 
A2 8.20 9.00 9.05 8.75 
A3 9.05 9.50 9.55 9.37 
A4 7.15 7.65 8.60 7.80 
A5 5.70 5.40 5.95 5.68 
A6 7.75 7.25 7.35 7.45 
A7 8.30 8.85 8.90 8.68 
A8 8.00 7.20 7.50 7.57 
B1 15.25 17.30 16.10 16.22 
82 20.50 21 .85 20.75 21 .03 
83 17.40 16.90 15.75 16.68 
84 17.15 15.60 16.95 16.57 
B5 12.80 11.70 10.40 11 .63 
B6 10.20 11 .35 10.85 10.80 
87 11 .20 11.20 10.90 11 .10 
88 11 .75 13.15 13.10 12.67 

Force Measure Kilograms) Position 2 (Near end of first/fast chain section) 
Board Number Pull Number 1 Pull Number 2 Pull Number 3 Mean 
A1 6.05 6.65 6.60 6.43 
A2 7.95 8.05 7.85 7.95 
A3 8.55 8.35 8.55 8.48 
A4 7.60 8.15 7.60 7.78 
A5 4.20 3.85 3.85 3.97 
A6 8.00 7.65 8.25 7.97 
A7 9.00 8.15 8.20 8.45 
A8 7.40 7.60 7.55 7.52 
B1 12.95 12.65 11 .95 12.52 
82 10.15 11.45 10.35 10.65 
B3 12.55 12.85 13.00 12.80 
84 15.95 12.40 13.10 13.82 
B5 16.85 18.30 18.80 17.98 
B6 14.60 15.90 17.05 15.85 
B7 12.60 12.30 11.65 12.18 
B8 13.40 12.90 13.40 13.23 

Force Measure Kilograms) Position 3 (Midpoint of second/slow chain section) 
Board Number Pull Number 1 Pull Number 2 Pull Number 3 Mean 
A1 6.70 7.15 7.00 6.95 
A2 7.65 7.10 7.55 7.43 
A3 8.60 8.45 8.90 8.65 
A4 8.35 8.95 8.05 8.45 
A5 5.70 5.80 5.80 5.77 
A6 6.45 6.75 6.40 6.53 
A7 7.30 7.95 8.75 8.00 
A8 6.00 5.65 5.65 5.77 
B1 17.95 17.90 18.00 17.95 
B2 20.95 22.40 22.35 21 .90 
B3 16.40 16.65 16.55 16.53 
B4 18.35 18.40 19.00 18.58 
B5 12.65 12.00 11.40 12.02 
B6 12.90 13.55 13.40 13.28 
B7 11 .55 10.70 11.05 11 .10 
88 13.30 13.65 13.45 13.47 



Mill 12- REBA Data Picking up fillet sticks 10 13 Bending and High 
from under chain reaching and risk 

of getting caught 

Subject REBA 
Work in REBA 

Task description g Sheet Comments Risk 
description Score Number Level 

by belUhit by 
timber 

Pushing out trolley 12 14 Bracing legs Very High 

Above 50" 25 x 150 mm x 4 m (with another person) against chain and 

o/oile male, aoolvino hioh force 

experienced 
Reach to grasp board 6 1 Med 

Below 25 x 150 mm x 4 m 
501ho/oile timber 

from chain with right male, 

hand inexperienc 

Begin to throw board 6 2 Med 
to stack 

ed 
Grasping board from 9 1 Bending forward High 

Placing board on 3 3 Low table and beginning and arm action 

pack pull 

Beginning to throw 5 4 Med 
board onto first layer 
of pack 

Pulling board across 8 2 Arms with high High 
onto stack action 
Placing board onto 5 3 Med 

Throwing board out 11 5 Much right arm Very High 
and onto first layer action and trunk 

pack 
Grasping board from 5 4 Med 

of pack bendinq table 

Placing board onto 5 6 Med Sliding and holding 9 5 High 

first laver of pack board to move it to 

Grasping board from 10 7 Much left arm High 
chain with left hand action and spinal 

stack 
Pushing board into 7 6 Med 

bending place on pack 

Pulling board across 6 8 Med Grasping board from 9 7 High 

to mid-layer/mid 
board position on 

table 
Throwing board up 8 8 Tiptoeing for extra High 

pack onto top layer of height, shoulder 
Straightening board 7 9 Med 
on pack 

stack elevation 
Lining board up on 7 9 Med 

Grasping board from 8 10 High 
chain and starting to 

top layer of pack 
Grasping board from 9 10 High 

pull table 

Throwing board onto 7 11 Med 
a post-fillet layer on 

Moving board down 9 11 Trunk bend is High 
onto 2rtd13•d layer on extreme 

stack stack 
Placing board on 4 12 Med Aligning board on 10 12 High 

post-fillet layer on pack 
pack Pushing tro lley out 5 13 Very high forces Med 

though little 
back/arm effort 
measured here 



Mill 12 - Manual Handling Risk Score 

The risk score was calculated as below: 

7 Find the load score: The load score is the musde force applied by the worker. It may be the weight of the object handled or 

you may need to measure the forces applied with a spring balance or a force gauge - °' make an estimate. If several people do the task, 
the score should renect the ability of t he least able. 

The load score varies depending on the timber dimension being worked wrth . For the most common 
(smaller) board sizes, I estimate that a load score of 2 is indicated . For the largest common board sizes, I 
estimate that a load score of 4 is indicated . For the intermittently handled largest board sizes, I estimate 
that a load score of 10 is indicated. 

Men -· - ·· Women - ---- --·- Load Score ---- - -- - -
< 10kg < 5 kg 1 

10 -19 kg 5-9 kg 2 

20-29kg 10 -1 4kg 4 

30-39kg 15-24kg 7 

40 + 25 + 10 

Report th e Load Score here -) 

8 Find the posture and workplace layout score: Observe the 
postures adopted. Take an average value if necessary or use numbers between the 
ones t.hown. 

Usually working with slight bending and twisting of the 
trunk, though varies depending on individual 
anthropometrics and task. 

Posture Score 

Trunk upright, no twisting , load close to body, standing or walking a few steps only. 

Some bending forward ex twisting, load close to body, sitting , standing or walking f0< a longer 
distance. 

Bending far forward or close to the floor, slightly bending and tw;sting the trunk. toad far from the 
body or above shoulder height, sitting or standing. 

Bending far forward and twisting the trunk, load far from the body, below the knees or above 
shoulder height, unstable posture while standing , crouching or kneeling. 

1 

2 

4 

8 

Report the Posture/Workplace Layout Score here~ 

2. 4.10 I A 

4 I 
B 

9. Find the work conditions and environment score: 

Environment 
Score 

Good conditions. with sufficient space, no obstacles , level and solid noor surface, good lighting , 0 
able to oet a aood ario on the load. 

Restricted workspace {area < 1.5 m1
) , restncted postural stability (floor uneven, soft, slippery, 1 

steeply siopinc) . 

Report the Environment Score here ~ L_2__ 
10 Find the time score: Find the time score from the greatest of either the number of 

repetitions of the task or the time spent doing it dlKing the shift . 

Repetitions per shift Total time per shift Time Score 

< 10 < 30 min 1 

10-40 30min- 1 hr 2 

40 - 200 1 - 3hrs 4 

200 - 500 3 -5hrs 6 

>500 > 5 hrs 8 

Report the Time Score here -) 8 
Time 

c 

Add the three scores in boxes A , B and C -) Sum 
7, 9, 15 1 

11 Multiply box 'Sum' by box 'Time ' to get the risk score . 156, 12, 120 - J 

Guidance on the Meaning of the Risk Score 

Ri>l<Score Urgency and type of control 
measure 

<10 l'*'nea "'" ooikely ..- there 1110 lnfTequeri tign 
foroe edkJns. Moolor tle t-5< tr om tme to time 

10 - 24 in;..- mav.,,... 1or 1ou "'"iliert - -Worl<pl..,. 
~ i. reccmmerded for lhem.. 

25-• lrjJrleS are poMibte for trained and fl peopfe. 
WOf'kpl«:e re-<lesigl Ms recarvnended to control the 
coottlbW:xy faclofs -.tified 

50 + 
.......... llr"'Y __ "'-.... ngtlo-

fttnea of tmpfoyen. Dminlllfon d the t.a or 
~ ......... ;. . p<torily. 



Appendix 7 

• Mill 12 Summary of Assessment Findings 
• Mill 12 Recommendations for Reduction of Manual Handling 

Risks 
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Mill 12 

Summary of Assessment Findings 

I Greenchain, Trolley, Packet and Workspace Dimensions- - ---- - - - J 

Chain/table geometry: The greenchain consists of two chain tables, one a faster moving 
section of 16.5 metres in length (3680mm wid1h) placed ahead of a slower length of 39.5 
metres (3050mm width). Thus there is a total chain length of 56 metres. The first shorter 
chain table is 920mm height to the top of the chains, and the second slower chain table is 
905mm to the top of the chains. There are 4 chains operating per table , though at the 
assessment visit in February one (third chain , slower table) was not functioning , reportedly 
due to the chain having stretched and consequently frequently coming off the drive 
mechanism. The chain is a classic link-chain design, with links of 70mm x 40mm outside 
measurements. They run in gutters on top of the table and return also in gutters below the 
table . A means of 'taking the slack' on chains that are gradually stretching/loosening is 
reportedly being sought. Chains observed to come off with reasonable frequency and impact 
on table and mill functioning . Unclear methods of stopping the chain/lockout appeared to be in 
use. 

Chain speed: The faster section of chain runs at 1 minute 23 seconds per 1 O metres, and 
the slower section at 2 minutes and 39 seconds per 1 O metres. 

Trolley-table distance: Pack ends were measured at between 1400 and 1800 mm from the 
table edge, with the timber overhanging the table edge by approximately 300mm. Thus the 
distance between the end of the timber on the table and the end of the packet is 
approximately 1100 -1500mm. 

Packet Sizes: Packet height varies between 505mm and 1050mm, with the most commonly 
pulled timber dimension (150 x 25 mm) at 725 mm total height. Packs have 2.5 m3 of timber, 
and the number of boards in them reflects this. Total packet height given includes 50 mm for 
two fillet strips. Timber is of approximately 4 metres in length. 

Trolleys: Trolleys in use (a total of 12) are of several designs. The overall height 
ranged from 357mm to 560mm, with lower trolleys preferred for use. Trolleys are 
approximately 3650mm long and 1370mm wide with several bearers that timber rests on . 
Some trolleys are easier to push than others, and it was noted that these trolleys had wide 
wheel rims (SOmm) and a rubber rim on the wheel. These rolled easily and did not damage 
the concrete surface. Other trolleys had narrower wheels (25 mm) without rubber rims, and 
these damaged the concrete surface making their use even more difficult . Many of the 
bearings on these wheels were completely destroyed. Some trolleys had bent axles, 
reportedly due to lateral damage from the for1<.lift. The weight of a packet of timber was 
reported as between 2 .5 and 2.8 ton. 

Trolley wheel mountings in some cases looked as if they could be altered for a lower trolley 
height. 

Main findings: Total greenchain length 56 metres, total height 905 and 920mm. Four 
chains operating per table, with maintenance concerns regarding chain 
stretching and replacement when it comes off. 

Marion Edwin 

Chain speed 1 min 23 secs per 1 Om for first table, and 2 mins 39 secs 
per 10m for second table. 
Distance between table and packet ends between 1400 and 1800mm. 
Packet heights between 505and1050mm, most commonly stacked 
timber packs at 725mm. 
12 Trolleys, with heights between 357 to 560mm, with differing design, 
structural strength and task suitability noted. Poorly maintained. Lower 
trolleys prefe"ed. 
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I nlllber-Statistics I 
For the week of 25 Feb - 1 March 45,257 boards were handled , and the previous two weeks 
saw 40,770 and 39,460 boards pulled and stacked. This represents 9051 , 8154 and 7892 
boards per day, or 1293, 1165 and 1127 boards per wor1<.er, with an average of 7 wor1<.ers 
pulling and stacking each day. 

Taking these figures, the following table of estimated outputs per wor1<.er has been developed. 
This is based on the recorded amount of timber pulled on the two days of the assessment, 
and figures from the two weeks prior. 

Estimated boards pulled and stacked per worker 
Boards per day Boards per hour Seconds per board Boards per minute 
1000 125 28.8 2.3 
1100 137.5 26.2 2.3 
1200 150 24 2.5 
1300 162.5 22.2 2.7 
1400 175 20.6 2.9 
1500 187.5 19.2 3.1 
1600 200 18 3.3 

Video analyses allowed some data to be gathered on actual wor1<. pace. Thus the wor1<. pace 
of one board in 9.3, 11 .5, and 7.6 seconds was observed during a reasonably slow wor1<. 
period , and one board in 7.0, 9.6 , and 10.4 seconds during a faster and steadier period when 
some additional wor1<.ers were on the chain . Periods of downtime were also observed where 
no boards were stacked for some time, trolleys were moved, and mill hold-ups waited for. 
Depending on the pace/dimensions of timber coming from the mill some wor1<.ers will have 
more than others to stack. Downtime (mill not operating) may impact significantly on wor1<. 
pace, with records showing that the mill may operate for between 6 and 7.75 hours most 
days. Therefore shou ld the mill only be operating for 6 hours on a day when 1165 boards are 
pulled per wor1<.er, the wor1<. pace would increase from 146 boards per hour (2.4 boards per 
minute, 25 seconds per board) to 194 boards per hour (3.2 boards per minute, 18.7 seconds 
per board) . 

Resawn limber is handled twice by greenchain wor1<.ers . It is pulled and stacked before going 
back into the mill to be sawn to half the thickness, and is stacked again following this. An 
easier means of redirecting timber to resaw would potentially reduce the amount of stacking 
required. 

Main findings: Calculations as above indicate that approximately 1200 boards are 
handled daily by each greenchain worker, at an average pace of 
approximately 2.5 boards per minute should they work consistently 
over 8 hours. The accuracy of these calculations would be enhanced by 
consideration of mill downtime and other reasons for lost productivity. 

[ Environmental data I 
Noise: The results of the June 1991 noise assessment appear to have been misinterpreted. 
The recommendations are: 

That Grade 2 hearing protection (ear plugs or ear muffs) is mandatory for those in the first 
cha in position and further down the chain, whether or not the mill or radio are on. 
That the person wor1<.ing at the top of the chain (pusher) should wear Grade 3 hearing 
protection (ear muffs). 
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Lighting: Lighting levels in the green chain area are particular1y dim on cloudy days, or early 
in the morning/late evening. These were measured at 45-82 lux near the back wall, and 350 
to 415 lux on the stacking side of the chain area, at 8.00 am on a doudy February day. 
Lighting levels for general purpose areas such as storerooms are suggested to be between 
80-170 lux, and for packing/despatch tasks between 200-250 lux (Kroemer and Grandjean 
1997). Thus a review of lighting levels may be indicated given ear1y work shifts over winter 
months. 

Floor surface: The narrow/broken trolley wheels have caused damage to the concrete 
surface further inhibiting the movement of trolleys. Steel bolts from the previous location of 
the chain motor remain in place, protruding several centimetres and forming a tripping hazard 
behind the table. Fillet sticks are loosely stored under the table collecting grit and sawdust 
and spilling out into the walkway at times. Grit and dust are a hazard given semi-exposed 
building design with wind likely to blow dust about. 

Main findings: Hearing protection for greenchain workers requires reviewing. Lighting 
levels at the greenchain indicate possible need for review. Floor surface 
damage and hazards require addressing. 

I Nordic Musculoskeletal Questionnaire (NMQ) ] 

Results conclude that in the last 12 months (prior to assessment) discomfort was experienced 
by greenchain workers (n=12) as below: 

25% neck, 
33% one or both shoulders, 
33% one or both elbows, 
83% one or both wrists, 
25% upper back, 
58% lower back, 
17% hips/thighs/buttocks, 
17% knee, 
25% ankles/feet. 

Over the previous 7 days (prior to assessment) discomfort was experienced by greenchain 
workers as below: 

8% both shoulders, 
16% one or both elbows, 
49% one or both wrists, 
17% upper back, 
8% lower back, 
8% hips/thighs/buttocks, 
8% knee, 
8% ankles/feet. 

Over the last 12 months (prior to assessment) some discomfort was experienced that 
prevented worker participation in normal activities as below: 

17% due to shoulder discomfort, 
25% due to lower back discomfort, 
8% due to hip/thigh/buttock discomfort, 
8% ankle/foot discomfort. 

Main finding: musculoskeletal discomfort is common among this group of 
greenchain workers - particularly wrist discomfort - with some 
/imitation of normal capacity to complete daily activities resulting. 
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p jtting strength te5tin9-:.usir19 ci-yna.nomeie1--- l 
Comparison of data gathered with that reported by Keyserting , Henin and Chaffin, 1978, 
determined that: 

Leg lift 

Arm lift 

all workers had so'" %ile or above streng1h, with 75% of workers 901"%ile or 
above 

66% of workers had SO'"%ile or above arm lift strength, 25% of these with 
751"%ile strength . 

Main finding: That the worlcforce population employed at this mill is relatively strong 
for this leg and arm lift. 

I Anthropometric Data I 
Data collected form the worker group correlates with that for the New Zealand population, as 
given in NZ Anthropometric Estimates, (Slappendel and Wilson, 1992). Thus this NZ data can 
be used for relevant design considerations. 

Main finding: NZ Anthropometric estimates suitable for use in design considerations 
with worker population. 

[6o-rQRatin90tf>erceivec:I Exertion (RPE) scale I 
Indications are that experienced workers perceive lower levels of exertion than less 
experienced workers, though further data gathering would be needed to validate this. Workers 
reported greater exertion at the end of the day than at the beginning. The scale used included 
ratings for: very , very light; very light; fairly light; somewhat hard; hard ; very hard; very , very 
hard. 

Main finding: Workers perceived lower levels of exertion at the start of the day (very, 
very light - fairly light) compared to the end of the day (very light - very 
hard. 

J Discomfort Rating Scale 

Two workers reported discomfort in the morning , and four workers reported discomfort in the 
last afternoon work period. 

Main finding: Discomfort levels increase throughout the work day 
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I Interviews I 
Nutrition: 50% of workers interviewed report having an insubstantial breakfast (often no 
food, just coffee) before commencing this physical work, and varying fluid intake during the 
day. 

Personal Protective Equipment (also from observation): 42% of workers used one or 
two wrist braces, believing that these assisted their comfort and protected from injury. One 
worker used a leather apron for clothing and tissue protection while handling timber. All 
workers used the gloves as provided and they were generally felt to provide adequate 
protection, with one comment that they would be better with a strap across the back of the 
hand to improve the frt . Fit of gloves was observed to be poor, with workers experiencing 
gloves coming off as they are working, and frequently needing to pull gloves back on to their 
hands. Hearing protection worn consistently only at the 'pusher' position at the front of the 
line, but not by others. Steel capped boots worn as standard . 

Hardest/easiest worlc tasks: Timber pulling was reported to be more difficult with: 
Large board sizes 
Mill going very quickly 
Fewer skilled workers available 
Inadequate space between stacks 
Stacl\ing irregular sized timber 
Handling resaw t imber 

It was said to be easiest when: 
Able to work in a good rflythm (no stop/start) 
Adequate workers on chain 
Trustworthy team of workers 

The most difficult task was reportedly pushing full (but requiring repair) trolleys out. 

Training: Key factors for ease in timber handling and learning the necessary work skills 
were: Use the weight of the board, push it down so it slides off by itself 

Wait for the limber to come to you on the chain 
Use your whole body, not j ust your arms 
Throw the boards like a rugby ball 
Donl 'flick' with your wrists 
Wort.. within your capacity 
Rotate work positions 
Don1 lift/carry unnecessarily, slide it 
Throw the timber and then guide it into place 
Use a leather apron so hip/thigh can assist with guiding/lifting boards. and to keep 
boards closer 

Rest Breaks: 33% or workers reported some difficulty gaining adequate rest and 
rehydration/nutrition within the 15 minute breaks. 

Improvements: Maintenance of the chain and repair of existing trolleys was a key 
improvement identified by many workers. Other suggestions included provision of a drinking 
water supply nearby, a means of controlling chain speed, regular rest breaks, alternative 
means of storing fillet sticks, preventing resawn timber from causing snare-ups, provision of 
additional trolleys, increased task rotations, and provision of exlra trolleys. 

Main findings: Some workers have inadequate nutrition for the physical worlc required 
of them during the worlc day. 

Marion Edwin 

Wearing of personal protective equipment is consistent regarding glove 
wear and steel-c.apped boots, but inconsistent and perhaps poorly 
researched regarding hearing protection and apron wear. Glove 
requirements could be further researched. Many worl!ers prefer to use 
wrist braces whilst worlcing. 
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The most difficutt task was pushing out full trolleys and worlcing wtth 
large boards or when working very quickly. 
Some key training factors appear to exist 
Rest break length is perhaps inadequate for workers to gain rest and 
nutrition. 
Primary area for Improvement felt by workers to be chain and trolley 
maintenance. 

I Task Rotations I 
It was reported that rotation of tasks is usually half daily. The general plan is that each worker 
will complete alternate days stripping. The decision on who does what tasks is based on 
worker skills, mill outpuUpace and therefore work skills required , discomfort/fatigue 
complaints, and the previous rotation of each worker. and is made by the leading hand or 
team leader. It was however noted that rotations were largely being done on a daily basis, 
with some changes or position on the chain only. The rotation system is largely informal and 
not recorded. 

Main finding: Rotation system is informal and though theoretically based on haff 
days, has actually become daily. Thus a reduction in the task variability 
available to workers has occurred. 

j Rapid Upper Body Assessment (REBA) . --] 

The very high scores (indicating that action is necessary now) were for tasks including: 
Pushing a full trolley out 
Throwing a board out onto the first layer of a packet 

The high scores (indicating that action is necessary soon) were for tasks including: 
Pulling a board from the table from too far away (not using feet) 
Picking up fillet sticks from under chain 
Pulling and lifting boards onto tops of packets 
Placing/aligning boards on first/lower layers of packets 

Main findings: A number of tasks were identified using this assessment tool as having 
a high risk of injury. Using this analysis the tasks requiring immediate 
attention are pushing full trolleys and throwing the boards onto the first 
fayer of the packet Requiring attention also are handling boards on the 
lower layers of packets, pulling boards from the table from too far away, 
picking up fillet sticks, and putting boards onto the top of packets. 
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f-f:orceM:easureDaia I 
The force required to initiate horizontal movement from the chain of the most commonly 
pulled timber size (150 x 25 x 4000mm) averaged 7.4 kg . The force required to initiate 
horizontal movement of the most commonly pulled larger limber dimension (200 x 40 x 
4000mm) averaged 14.6 kgs. These figures represent the horizontal 'break-out' force only 
and additional lifting and carrying, timber directional and control forces , and additional actions 
to keep timber moving also occur. Similar measures have been taken from varying table/chain 
types, and demonstrate some appreciable difference in table/chain design. 

Force Measure Comparison All mills 

Mill Timber Dimensions Table Type Green/Dry Mean Break-
Number out Force 

(Kilograms) 

Mill43 90 x 45mm x 4.8m Roller chain Dry 1.00 

240 x 45mm x 6.0m Roller chain Dry 3.44 

Mill 17 125 x 40mm x 3.6 Flat chain with cleats Dry 4.88 

300 x 50mm x 3.0 - 3.6m Flat chain with cleats Dry 11 .60 

Mill 30 150 x SOmm x 3.8 - 6.0m Round table with timber base Wet (anti-sapstain) 17.62 

100 x 75mm x 5.4 - 5.8m Round table with timber base Wet (anti-sapstain) 24 .27 

200 x 25mm x 4.8m Round table with timber base Wet (anti-sapstain) 20.63 

Various other dimensions Round table with timber base Wet (anti-sapstain) 10.92 - 27.88 

Mill 12 150x25mmx4.0m Chain link Wet 

300 x 50mm x 3.0 - 3.6m Chain link Wet 

Main finding: The break-out forces required to inffiate horizontal movement of timber 
from this chain is 7.4 kg for 150 x 25 x 4000mm boards, and 14.6 kgs for 
200 x 40 x 4000mm boards. 
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7.38 

14.61 

I Manual Handling Risk Score I 
The risk score was calculated as below: 

7 Find the load score: The load score is the muscle force applied by the wor1<er. It may be the weight of the object handled or you m' 
need to measure the forces apptied with a spring balance or a force gauge - or make an estimate. If several people do the task, the 
score should reflect the ability of the least able. 

The load score varies depending on the timber dimension being worked with . For the most common 
(smaller) board sizes, I estimate that a load score of 2 is indicated . For the largest common board sizes, I 
estimate that a load score of 4 is indicated . For the intermittently handled largest board sizes, I estimate 
that a load score of 10 is indicated. 

Men Women Load Score - - -- - - - · -
< 10 kg < 5 kg 1 

10-19kg 5-9 kg 2 

20-29 kg 10-14kg 4 

30-39 kg 15-24 kg 7 

40 + 25 + 10 

Report the Load Score here ~ 

8 Find the posture and workplace layout score: Observe the postures 
adopted. Take an average value if necessary or use numbers between the ones 
shown. 

Usually working with slight bending and twisting of the trunk, though 
varies depending on individual anthropometrics and task. 

Posture Score -
Trunk upright, no twisting , load close to body, standing or walking a few steps only. 

Some bending forward or twisting, load close to body, sitting, standing or walking for a longer 
distance. 

Bending far forward or close lo the noor, slightly bending and twisting the trunk, load far from the 
body or above shoulder height , sitting or standing. 

Bending far forward and twisting the trunk, load far from the body, below the knees or above 
shoulder height, unstable posture while standing, crouching or kneeling. 

1 

2 

4 

8 

Report the Posture/Workplace Layout Score here ' 

9. Find the work conditions and environment score: 

2. 4.10 I 

4 

· · --· -· · ··- -- · Environment Score 

Good conditions, with sufficient space , no obstacles, level and solid noor surface, good lighting , 0 
able to oet a nood nrin on the load . 

Restricted workspace (area < 1.5 m'). restricted postural stabiltty (noor uneven, soft, slippery, 1 
steeply stoni~1 . 

Report the Environment Score here ~ ~ c 

1 O Find the time score: Find the time score from the greatest of etther the number of 
repetitions of the task or the time spent doing it during the shift. 
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Repetitions per shift Total lime per shift Time Score 

< 10 < 30 min 1 

10 - 40 30 min- 1 hr 2 

40 - 200 1 -3 hrs 4 

200-500 3- 5 hrs 6 

> 500 > 5 hrs 8 

8 
Time 

Report the Time Score here ,) 

Add the three scores in boxes A, B and C -) Sum 
7, 9, 15 i 

11 Multiply box 'Sum' by box 'Time' to get the risk score . [~~.1;0 - ] 

Guidance on the Meaning of the Risk Score 

Risk Scol8 Urgency and type of control 
measure 

< 10 lnjuriea are~..- there are Inf<- high 

"""" ........ - the - from time lo time. 
10-24 lnjurieo may,.,... far lea resiient people. WO<tcplace 

~ .. '"""'''''"'-for them. 
:zti-U lnjwieo .... ~far - and fit people. 

WO<tcplace n><leoign la .............. - lo control the 
contribuloly- -<Od. 

50+ Injuries ore lll<ely reganllus of tile tlrengtll ond 
ntnesa ofemployMs. Ellmlnallon oftlletnl< 0< 

WO<ltp!Ke 1-.!gn 11 • pr1ortly. 
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Mill 12 

Recommendations for Reduction of Manual Handling Risks 

Goals 

The primary task reviewed for this research project is the pulling and stacking of timber from 
the greenchain. Thus whilst greenchain workers also complete timber filleting tasks, this has 
not been reviewed at this time. Recommendations are made based on their likely impad on 
decreasing musculoskeletal risks for your mill area, as per assessment findings. Some 
findings that have less immediate bearing on musculoskeletal injury risk but have relevance to 
general health and safety factors (workplace deanliness, lighting , noise) are induded for your 
general consideration. 

II is hoped that your mill may be able to action at least one of the recommended changes 
(preferably more) with researcher assistance as required , so that a review of musculoskeletal 
risk factors can occur. It is expected that some recommendations will require further 
discussion, trials and decision-making to determine the best solution for your work area . 

Discussion 

Forces acting as timber is pulled from the table and placed in the packet are various. 
Assessment methods were selected to measure relevant aspects of these tasks. 

For each board pulled from the table there is initial inertia to overcome, momentum and 
possibly lifting to transfer the timber onto the packet, and some force required to slow/move 
the timber into place on the packet. The total physical effort required to achieve this is 
dependent on the dimension and weight of the timber, the degree of friction between the 
timber and the table/other timber, the distance between the table and the packet, and the 
work technique used . 

Task elements where physical effort is required appear to be: 
Overcoming the inertia of the timber to get it moving off the table. 
Building sufficient momentum to effect timber transfer off the table and onto the packet 
(pulling the timber horizontally and possibly pushing downwards to employ gravity as the 
board moves off the table, or additional lifting to move the board into a position higher 
than the table) . 
Maintaining momentum of the timber as it moves perpendicular to the diredion of table 
travel (through applying extra 'pulls' on the timber or physically lifting and transferring it) . 
Requiring extra velocity and height to manoeuvre the timber over fillets/bearers (first 
board of first layer and each layer after the placement of fillets) . 
Applying force to guide and/or stop the timber in the correct place on the packet. 
Applying additional force to lift or lever the board into place (when it falls off the side of 
the packet) 

The effort required will also not be consistent or entirely predictable, due to differing timber 
'adhesion' to the table, variable chain or roller condition, contact with other timber lengths and 
board breakage. 

A number of recommendations for the configuration of the timber transfer workspace (table, 
trolleys, packet placement, fillet stick storage etc) follow. These are suggested starting points 
for further refinement through trials, and require operational verification before the actual 
heights and ranges can be determined as suitable. Following this are recommendations for 
addressing redundant timber handling , gloves, task rotations, training , maintenance issues, 
workplace cleanliness, lighting and noise. 
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[Table height I 

Recommendation 1: Height to top of chains/rollers - 920 mm. An adjustable table 
height would however be ideal. The range could be between 785 and 1045 mm (based 
on 2.s"' percentile female and 97.s"' percentile male elbow heights (plus footwear 
allowance and minus 200 mm elbow clearance). 

This is based on the following assumptions: 

Fixed table height is most likely to be provided . 
People choose to grip boards somewhere between their elbow and knuckle height, to 
avoid either too much elbow flexion and shoulder elevation, or forward bending. 
The heavy nature of the task means that an appropriate work surface height is 200 mm 
below standing elbow height (static anthropometric data) . This lower work surface 
accounts for the dynamic nature of this work. Workers often stand with their legs apart so 
that they can apply forces effectively and this consequently lowers their elbow height. 
New Zealand Anthropometric Estimates (Slappendel and Wilson, 1992) data is 
representative of user populations. 
45-60 year old females have not been included for consideration as none were present in 
the worker populations sampled. 

All 
Elbow height plus footwear allowance 

Knuckle and elbow heights plus minus 200 mm working dearance below measurements footwear allowance 
mmm. 35mm elbow 
footwear Knuckle height - Mid-distance 
allowance, 5th so th 95th elbow height knuckle-
rounded down to 

percentile percentile percentile range (5th and elbow (easy nearest 5mm 
95th percentiles) reach) 

19-45 year 
870 950 1025 805 - 1150 980 old males 

45-60 year 
860 930 1000 795 - 1130 960 old males 

19-45 year 
800 870 940 775 - 1070 920 old females 

2.Sth percentile female (19-45 year olds) knuckle and elbow heights plus footwear= 705 
to 985 mm, which a table height of 920 mm would accommodate. 
97 _5th percentile male (19-45 year olds) knuckle and elbow heights plus footwear = 875 to 
1245 mm, which a table height of 920 mm would accommodate. 

Recommendation 2: Incline the table bed. 

Inclining the table bed will help reduce the amount of inertia before the timber starts moving, 
and the amount of energy necessary to gain momentum. There is obviously an ideal range at 
which the inertia is substantially reduced, but the boards remain stationary until the pulling 
force is applied. The degree of till would require trial for each table and surface type. 

Table heights at the mills surveyed were: 
Mill 43 (dry table) 850 mm 
Mill 30 (green/round table) 600-850 mm 
Mill 17 (dry table) 970 mm to top of rail, 890 mm to chain surface 
Mill 12 (green table 905 mm old section, 920 mm new section 
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I Timber overhang ------ J 

Recommendation 3: Timber should overhang the table edge by 750- 1000 mm. 

Having more timber over the front edge should allow: 

Workers to position themselves doser to the load with feet further under the board and 
less bending. 
Workers able to position themselves to use less spinal rotation when handling boards as 
they are able to step behind or in front of the board . 
Reduce the inertia and the overall weight to be pulled as a greater amount of the timber's 
weight is already past the fulcrum on which it is balanced (i.e. the table edge/rail/rollers) , 
creating better board control and decreased effort. 
Reduce the force required to tip the board downwards (where this is done to gather 
board speed quickly as it is transferred) . 
The optimum amount of overhang is likely to vary with mill and table design, other 
functions (docking, grading etc) occurring at the table and also depends on where timber 
is being transferred too. 

Timber overhang at the mills surveyed were: 
Mill43 760 mm 
Mill 30 100 mm back from table edge to 300 mm over table edge 
Mill 17 35 mm 
Mill 12 200-400 mm 

I Breakout Force Decrease =1 

Recommendation 4: That tables are designed to minimise the horizontal pull force to 
move timber from table to packet. This appears to be reduced most significantly by the 
use of a roller chain system. 

The mean break out forces for all chains measured was lowest with a roller chain. (See 
'Summary of Assessment Findings', page 9). Whilst timber dimensions/lengths and weUdry 
nature must also be taken into account, the solid timber round table required the greatest 
forces, and other flat chain or chain link tables required more force than the roller chain , but 
less than the wooden round table. 
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I Timber end(on table)- packet distance I 

Recommendation 5: The distance between the end of the timber as it rests on the 
table to the end of the packet should be 1100-1400 mm. 

This is based on male and female arm spans, and should enable the transfer to occur without 
excessive lateral spinal movement or twisting , stepping, or hitting the timber end or packet. 
This distance is affected (both positively and negatively with regard to musculoskeletal 
disorders) by: 

How far the timber needs to be transferred up or down the table to the appropriate 
packet. 
Length of the timber (longer lengths may need more room to gather sufficient momentum, 
shorter lengths may need less room so that the timber is not totally supported by the 
worker) . 
Speed of the table (less space between the table and packet reduces task cycle time) . 
Amount of traffic in the transfer area (how much extra space is required for tasks other 
than timber pulling) . 
Height of the packet(s) in relation to the table (may need more space if the transfer is 
onto a packet higher than the table) . 
How many packets there are (especia lly for round tables) 

Timber end to packet end distance in the mills surveyed were: 
Mill 43 1100-1400 mm 
Mill 30 1600-3300 mm 
Mill 17 900-1250 mm 
Mill 12 1400-1800 mm 
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1 · MaXiliillin height for final row in packet I 

Recommendation 6: The overall height of the second to last layer of timber in the 
packet (therefore the height to which the last layer is lifted to) should be 920 mm - the 
same as the recommended table height 

Transfer of common and large dimension timber (from the table to the packet) should not 
require timber to be moved to a height significantly greater than that of the table. Transferring 
timber up to the packet is working against gravity and requires greater effort and a greater risk 
of injury as a result . 

This height is a function of the floor height of the area packets in , the total packet height, 
and trolley/bearer height. Achieving the same height as the table may require modification 
to any or all of these elements. 
The largest proportion of timber handling should occur between elbow and knuckle 
heights. 
Additional forces to lift the timber against gravity should not be required. 
To reduce the difficulty getting the first pieces of timber in place on the trolleys/bearers, a 
'landing pad' to bounce timber along may assist . (As is done for the remaining timber in 
the stack). 

Recommendation 7: Lower the trolley height to allow the total packet height (to top 
of second to last layer) to be equal to or less than the table height. 

Recommendation B: Decrease the overall height of the timber packets (make them 
wider and shortetj, to decrease the height stacked too. 

Recommendation 9: Use a 'landing pad' on the trolleys/bearers to bounce the timber 
along to reduce the effort required for positioning the first layer of timber. 

Total packet heights on trolleys/bearers in the mills surveyed were: 
Mill 43 no higher than the table 
Mill 30 -estimated 300 mm above table 
Mill 17 packet height 530-770 mm and new trolley height 380 mm (old troll ey 480 

mm) above the floor that workers stand on when pulling and stacking. Total 
packet heights 910-1150 mm (new trolleys) and 1010-1250mm (old). 
Therefore total packet height is often higher than the table/rail (970mm) . 

Mill 12 commonly pulled limber (150 x 25 mm) packet height 725 mm , trolley height 
360 mm, total height 1085 mm. Some packets 505 - 1050 mm total and 
trolleys between 360 and 560 mm height. Therefore total packet height on 
the trolley is often higher than the table (905/920). 
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I Lateral Workspace Requirement I 

Recommendation 10: That the packet width plus 1020 mm (elbow span for 95"' 
percentile male) is considered the minimum for packet/trolley spacing. For a packet 
width of 1200 mm, the overall lateral workspace requirement would therefore be 2220 
mm for each single-worker workstation. 

Adequate workspace should be provided at each packet for timber to be safely and easily 
handled, without workers feeling cramped or restricted in timber handling methods. For 
packets where two workers consistently work together. the lateral spacing should be 
increased . 

Recommendation 11: That for packets where two workers consistently work together, 
that the overall lateral workspace requirement is packet width plus 2 x 1020 (elbow 
span for 95"' percentile male). Thus for a packet of 1200 mm, the overall lateral 
workspace requirement will be 3240 mm, for a dual worker workstation. 

The overall chain length should therefore allow this spacing for each trolley. 

I Trolley Design I 

Recommendation 12: That trolleys are built with structural stability and strength 
adequate for their purpose. 

Trolleys should be built to withstand possible lateral movement if knocked by forklifts/cranes. 
Particu lar1y they should have suitable wheels and bearings. Wheels should not damage the 
flooring surface and the trolley should move smoothly with minimal force . Trolleys should be 
maintained to ensure they remain functional and safe to use. 
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[ Fillet-stick-Storage - I 

Recommendation 13: That fillet sticks are stored within easy reach, and in such a way 
that it is easy to clean around them. 

Fillet sticks are 'stored' under the front edge of the table and are obtained by bending and 
reaching under the chain. Whilst broken sticks are used for filleting , the collection of sticks 
under the table is haphazard and spread some distance, and includes other garbage and 
sawdust build-up. 

Fillet stick storage at a better height and within easier reach of workers would be ideal. This 
should reduce the time taken for obtaining fillets, will make it physically safer and easier to 
reach them and will make it easier to clean under the chain area. Fillet sticks that are too 
small or damaged to use should be disposed of. 

I Redundant Handling - ·----- J 

Recommendation 14: Alter the system for handling resawn timber. 

Timber for resaw requires stacking when it first comes from the mill , then is sent back through 
resaw. The resawn timber then falls onto the timber coming from the main mill and creates 
frequent 'snar1 ups'. These are time-consuming and somewhat dangerous for the workers that 
must sort it out, and can create greenchain stoppages. The additional handling of timber that 
is resawn is also costly in terms of worker time, and increases the amount of timber that must 
be pulled each day (without a production increase) , and the trolley required for the first stack 
takes additional space on the greenchain. 
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[ Glove Design I 

Recommendation 15: That gloves are provided that have good fit and protection 
suitable for all workers. 

Gloves should meet the following specifications: 
Chemical protection from limber treatments (if present) 
Timber splinler protection 
Sufficient 'feel ' and 1actile feedback' for the task(s) 
No restriction to hand postures and movements required for tasks 
No significant increase in the muscle effort/grip force (through glove inflexibility) required 
to achieve these hand postures and movements 
No contribution to the occurrence of localised physical discomfort through direct pressure, 
movement over skin or irritation 
Must be good enough for workers to stay within existing cycle time and acceptable quality 
parameters on a sustainable (absence of physical discomfort) basis. 
Sizes of gloves must enable 95% (2.5th - 97.Sth percentile ranges) of both existing and 
potential user populations to achieve a comfortable, snug fit when undertaking the tasks 
for which ii is intended. 
Should be of a construction that permits local modification of the glove when users need it 
(i .e. when the functiona l dimensions of their hand(s) are outside the percentile range 
stated above, or between glove sizes, or finger amputations exist) . 
Should not get uncomfortably hot (or cold) when being worn for these tasks. 
Should not cause the wearer's hand(s) to sweat excessively where this could require 
increased muscle effort to overcome. 
Should be sufficient to withstand normal operating conditions (e.g. donning/doffing) 
throughout the design life of the glove system without affecting other aspects of 
performance. 
Should be accepted by those working in the industry as a viable alternative to other 
gloves and/or bare hands. 
All sizes and configurations must be available without significant delay. 
Should be considered affordable by sawmill operators. 

At this mill ii was noted that gloves had poor fit and adjustment, with a tendency to slip off 
workers hands. They were however noted to be cost effective, and to offer adequate splinter 
protection with adequate thermal comfort. 
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I Task Rotations -- --, 

Recommendation 16: That the rotational system is formalised and consistently 
adhered to, wffh at least 4 rotations through varied work tasks per day. 

Regular rotation of workers through tasks that use different muscles and actions and is at a 
different level of physical intensity reduces the risks of musculoskeletal injury. Regular 
rotation also allows new workers to adjust to the task requirements with greater ease. Given 
that some workers report limited ability to gain rest and adequate nutrition within the two 15 
minute breaks particularly, there may be some value in considering using two longer work 
breaks (30 minutes), instead of one 30 minute, and two 15 minute breaks. This would require 
further investigation. This work pattern lends itself to 6 rotation periods per day. One of the 
benefits is that for workers that have perhaps missed a substantial breakfast, they have the 
opportunity to eat at an earlier time during the day, enhancing their resulting physical 
performance. Others will choose to eat two smaller 'lunches', but all will have the opportunity 
for a longer physical rest from the work being performed. 

Using the existing work breaks, rotations could occur on the following schedule: 

7.30- 8.45 1.15 hrs 
8.45-10.00 1.15 hrs 
tea break 
10.15-12.00 1.45 hrs 
lunch 
12.30- 1.45 1.15 hrs 
1.45- 3.00 1.15 hrs 
tea break 
3.15-4.30 1.15 hrs 
Total 8.00 hrs 

Rotations should alternate between heavy or intense to light or slow work tasks . It is 
suggested that a whiteboard or other visible schedule system is used (and paper recording so 
previous days schedules can be tracked), and would be controlled by the team leader or 
leading hand. It is suggested that regular swapping between filleting and stacking occur. 
Rotations will also depend on worker skill levels. E.g . new and inexperienced workers may 
not cope well with more than one rotation on a heavy timber stacking task before needing to 
be rotated into a light task area , though a more experienced worker could manage a heavy 
task, followed by a medium task. 
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[- Training I 

Recommendation 17: That key safe work methods for pulling and stacking timber are 
covered at induction followed by buddy training with an experienced operator. 

Key work methods and issues appear to be: 
Wait for the timber to come to you on the chain. 
Walk in close to the timber to grasp it from the table , avoid bending forward and over
reaching with stationary feet. 
Move your feet in the direction the timber is to move in, walk with it. 
Keep a wide base of support { feet apart) for stability. 
Use knee and hip action to reduce bending and twisting with the back. 
Develop left and right handed work methods to share the workload and reduce overuse 
problems. 
Work with wrists as straight as possible. 
Use gravity to best advantage, push the timber down and allow the timber to slide onto 
the stack. 
Use a 1hrow' (as if passing a rugby ball) to provide the impetus for timber movement. 
Once the timber is moving, guide it into place on the stack. 
Use an apron and also guide the timber onto the stack with the hip/thigh to share the 
workload with the hands. 
Use the apron 's protection to allow the thigh to act as an additional leverage point for 
handling timber that has fallen off the side of the stack. 
Place the first board of the layer on one side of the stack and then slide other boards with 
greater ease/speed alongside this guide board. (If working two to a stack the guide board 
is usually placed centrally) . 
Learn to 'throw' and 'bounce' boards into place over bearers and fillet sticks, but also use 
the 'guide board' principle if possible. 
An alternative to throwing the first board over fillet sticks is putting the first board of the 
post-fillet layer on top of the pre-fillet layer, then having a team member lift the end of this 
board up so that fillet sticks can then be placed under. This gives a short work break, a 
stretch, a reason for some teamwork, and avoids the awkward first board post-fillet throw. 
Avoid lifting and placing of boards, rather they should be slid/supported on the table or 
stack, and 'thrown ' and 'guided '. 
Regularly swap between heavy or intense stacking tasks and lighter or slower tasks. 
Allow new/inexperienced workers to gradually develop the strength and technique 
required for heavy/larger timber handling, and the speed/coordination required for more 
frequent handling of smaller timber dimensions. 
Develop a smooth and relaxed work rhY1hm. 
Work within your capacity . 
Stretch before and during work . 
Report discomfort early and ensure that some action is taken to accommodate this. 
Eat/drink according to the nature of the job. It is very physical work, and to perform well 
and avoid injury it is suggested that all workers eat healthily including breakfast, adequate 
snacks and lunch , and drink plenty of water during work. 

Aprons: Aprons are used for several purposes. They protect the clothing from 
sap/resin build up and from damage from catching on rough timber. Aprons also allow the soft 
tissues of the body to be protected from splinters or bruising from the boards. Used well , 
aprons appear to allow the timber to be kept closer to the body in handling, thus reducing the 
forces acting on the back and arms. Apron use was observed to encourage a skilled worker to 
use leg and hip flexion rather than back flexion when stacking into the lowest stack positions. 

Two styles of apron were seen in use. Thicker leather aprons allow greater body protection 
and timber is observed to be 'slid across/against ' the leather aprons confidently and without 
risk of injury. Heavy plastic aprons appear to only protect the clothing, and workers using 
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these were not observed to slide the timber across/against the aprons in the same way as 
those using leather aprons. 

These key work methoclnraining points should also be added to and altered following trial. 
Work method issues should not be seen as the only method for reducing musculoskeletal 
injuries. Workplace design and other factors (as per this report) should be considered and 
addressed accordingly. 

I Maintenance System ---- n n - I 

Recommendation 18: The maintenance system should allow all necessary repairs to 
be identified, communicated and tracked, so that all repairs and maintenance requests 
are systematically and effectively dealt with. Specifically, repairs to the chains should 
occur so that they are all functioning and the tensioning issues are addressed 

An informal maintenance system without any form of documentation does not allow for review 
of reasons for downtime/tracking of breakdowns, creates confusion about what has been 
requested and when. and can cause workers to make the assumption that requests have 
been noted, when they may not have been . Workers may also assume that 'management 
doesn't care ' if problems take some time to be rectified , so feedback to work teams is 
indicated. Informal systems also mean that safety issues can easily be overlooked , as critica l 
'keep the mill operating' issues take precedence. From a musculoskeletal injury perspective, 
poor maintenance of equipment can create the need for ext ra forces to move poorly 
maintained equipment, high stress as workers must frequently conduct running repairs on 
faulty equipment, and feelings of frustration and fear that at times dangerous maintenance 
problems must be constantly faced . 

Recommendation 19: Remove the bolts protruding from the floor at the rear of the 
chain. 

Recommendation 20: Review chain stoppage/lockout systems and communication 
issues. 
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[ Workplace Cleanliness I 

Recommendation 21: That the work area at the chain is swept and tidied regularly. 

Keeping the sawdust cleared and broken fillet sticks etc removed will reduce both the risks of 
eye injury (as the building is exposed to winds), and risks related to slips and trips. 

Noise 

Recommendation 22: That the results of the June 1991 noise assessment are 
accurately followed. 

The recommendations were: 
that Grade 2 hearing protection (plus or muffs) is mandatory for those in the first chain 
position and further down the chain , whether or not the mill or radio are on 
that the person working at the top of the chain (pusher) should wear Grade 3 hearing 
protection (ear muffs). 

I Lighting 
nnH I 

Recommendation 23: That lighting levels at the greenchain be increased. 

Lighting levels for general purpose areas such as storerooms are suggested to be between 
80-170 lux, and for packing/despatch tasks between 200-250 lux (Kroemer and Grandjean 
1997). On an doudy February morning at 8 am lighting at the rear, mill end of the chain was 
45 lux, through to 82 lux at the far end. The stacking side of the chain was between 350 and 
415 lux at this time. This issue is relevant given early morning starts in winter. 
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Appendix 8 

• Mill 17 interview data 
• Mill 17 timber statistics 
• Mill 17 pack specification tables 
• Mill 17 force measure data 
• Mill 17 REBA data 
• Mill 17 Manual Handling Risk Score 



lnlerview data 17 130302 x1s 

Interview Data 1713D:ro2 I -- - lPPE Used Subll ·- G•::'W.inN Ht'-" ~- Tlm•lnJo Eirna~~WOf'tl Hn Nutritional Hudestleasiest ,Training 1Rest Breaks , Improvements 
1 35 M 95 180 R 15 mths ent11< 44 4 weetbtt and 1 ·cofree for breakfast . cake/biscuits for Doesn't usuatty wear gloves, eye Unloading task is hardest, handles Get the timber on top of the bar and use it Better with 2 longer breaks during day. Exira step all the Way along in trolley area 

f momtng tea. and 1 coffee, Sand\Niches and coffee for l ~~:~c~:e~ :~ e:;:~.5~~~ everything, and \lery physical especially as a lever. Pull timber and slide it along rather thiln 2 short and one long break. (that the troUeys fit under, reduce height of 
lunch, full evening meal on big timber. Unloader gets slower over the stack. Ensure that the far board on the I Rotations 1.5 hourty are good. raHs , automatic unloader. rotters on edge of 

plastk aprons may be worn lo protecl 5-6 packs being unloaded.Timber size. stack is In place for the other boards to bar would be e\len easier, pit stacker would 

I ck>thing . smaM timber is faster, large timber rs sHde alongside. May be easier with the be better with mechanical block to move the 

1
heavier, both good/bad points. table/stack distance closer, preference t jfront edge of export packs closer to the ---- - - 1

Falrty informal. don't lift the timber, use the Rotations 1.5 hrty are good. 2 21 F 63 163 L 15 mths NA 44 Breakfast Is coffee and cigarette , morning tea 2 minute ufety boots, glasses in strapping and Unloading Is hardest. handle all timber. Mo\le tilty board sO have more trolley space. 
noodles and coffee. lunch Is satad roR, fruit and coffee, full docking areas, hard hat 'Ntlere needed, sets the pa:ce for others. Trys to fiU e\lery ra~ and balance It , polri ii down and let the ?distance/length marker for grader to make it 
dinner at rlgtll. Also dmks about 2 litres of water per day. and apron may be necessary to protect cleat on table. weight of the trnber do the work, leam to easier. 

form antisapstain (only if working on manage the 'bounce' of the tlmbe when 
green table , no! on dry table). throwing it orto the stack. Slide it on, 

longest pieces to the outskle of the pack. 

3 36 F 92 159 R 4yr .. nd NA « TOas1 and rice bubbles and 2 hot dmks. morning tea is leoots, no earmuffs as they give her a Easiest task Is pulsling and stacking No special tricks, everyone is dffferent has 1.5 hrty rotations art good, particularly Fix the design of the unloader, so don't have 
2 mths coffee. lunch Is fruit and sandwich "Nith one tea or coid headache, only wears them unt~ her limber. hardest Is the unloader. handling own pattern and rtrythm. No ""Npeclfic If been on toogh Jobs. to lift up over the ridge and throw onto the 

dririts. Drinks 1.5 litres of water on days that aren't too cold head hurts .. Uses Showa gloves as each piece of timber. Bigger timber is method. wor1< fonn left or right depending tabfe . (a!Aomate) . Chain start.up Is very 
and if busy. large evening meal. these are bes! flt. more difficull . Pit stacking at the end is on preference. squeaky? Maintenance. Speed is supposed 

- - J hard on back as you work In front of the to be reasonatbe set and steady_J but is 
4 51 M 92 180 R 16yrs 3-4 year 44 Brnkfnt is 4 sllee$ toast. 1 large c~ of tea . First break 1Earmufs. gloves (polyester with resin Grading has high cognitive demand, must Grading ls on the job and book lessons. Good breaks. not 'o many that get ? lighting levels for vi$lbility to grade. 

has sandwich (2 slices), fruit and cake and 2 c~s of tea. pattern) , wtien they get older they get conskter grade. trimming length etc. Is a Walk beOOd the timber, sily questions are lethargic, bU: 10 mioote tea breaks Unk>ader has been modified and therefore 
second break has sand'.Yich and fruit and 2 cups of lea. Has 

1
sotter and ma! up (and less splinters grading manual with criteria , Is skiHed and better than siRy mistakes philosophy. Nlet inadequate with this work. jams more than il should. Breaks fillet sticl<s 

fuU meal at nights. get through) These latt l-4 days to 10 experienced job. Hardest to work with stick spacing and pack sizing are learnt. ' (costly) . End of boards catch on lugs 'Ntlen 
days. They are breathable. timber on chain In awkw.lrd piace, work Buddy training Is good. Throw timber to pulling them oft' the chain , use raU to keep the 

tllat is fast is hard. Weaslesl Is puKing off stack it . boards clear. ? Lo<»< Into lug height vs rail 
when most Is going to the pit stacker. relatlonshop, and consider chain speed 
Can use stop button if backlog builds. issues also. Noted that roMers wiU not work if 
Worse with prentire to get an order out . pu#lng off to a pack on an angle (falls off) 
Grader areas also stressM as are 

-- -~-- t 1- - ~u. . • ' 

5 49 M 74 1.65 R 1 yr NA 44 Breakfast is 1 cup of tea and 4 slices of toast. morning tea Prefers oranoe Showa type gloves as Grading is mentally demanding, untoader Litt board o\ler bar . sharp throw with one Rotations ok. New trolleys with steel wheels, need 2-3 
Is 2 sana.viches. 8 crackers and some fruit with 2 cups of feels they have better protection. The Is the most physically demanding Heavy hand onto stack. use boards on the apck people to push !hem sometimes. Need to 
te. , lunch Is 2 sandwiches, 2 cakes and a banana "Nith 2 more fluffy/woolly ones are more timber (nmu) Is harder to pull and stack to support and guide~ into place. carry H hi\le various heights to suit different worker 
cups of tea . Ortnks 750 mis julee during the day also, and comfortable but have less protection. Pit stacker is quite good but can be little board we+ght as possible. He heights, rails for trolleys are dangerous, need 
has full dinner at night. Wears hard hat all the lime and demanding. Hard to putt bigger siZes preferes to work lookin up the table to 1to be cut do'M'I, risk of ankle etc damamge.? 

earmuffs. back and ak>ng the table Fillet sticks is timber that is coming , some prefer either Walkway across combine with scissor hoist 
~easiest though most monotonous. ,left/right throw hand. 

1
on troVeys. 

6 55 M 90 173 R 20yrs 10yrs 44 Breakfast 3 weeblx, 1 coffee and another coffee when he Wears safety boots, hard hat , earplugs hardest work is "Nith bigger timber, easier Feels that you shoutd adjust yourseff to Finds half hour break almost too long. Thinks that table should be lower to work 
gets here. Morning tea biscuits and 2 cups of tea , lunch is and an apron to protect clothing in pft stacking than put~ng off timber. use your strongest side to pull timber off. from. Thinks the raff is !here to llilop him 
several sandwiches and 1 banana and 2 cups of tea . May Recognises that he does not W'Orlclmove Use whole body not just arms. jamming his fingers , was not aware of other 
drink water duirlg the day~ k Is hot. Ful <imef at nights. as fast as he used to. pu!l>OSe for it . Finds ii easier to move timber 

i 
7 54 M 73 170 A11'll eyrs 1-2 yr> 44 Bieakfast Is bacon, sausage, potatoes or weetbbl/muesti Wears glasses, earplugs/muffs and Work ts fairty constant . not really much Training is best 'With 'watch and see' i Breaks ok. 

downhill onto trolleys. 

!Ha"ing the bar along the side was a 
and toast with 3 cups of tea or coffee. Has no morning tea boots, plus hard hat where required. difference between big and smaH timber approach he thinks Buddy training Is breaklhrough. It stopped people carrying the 
snack$, lunch Is 6 sana.Mches and fruit , and at lent 1 litre Aprons are optional to keep clean, but sizes. Hardest with pressure to get a lot good, walk With the timber, don't overuse weight of the timber, by sltding it off over the 
during the day. Has f\Jff dinner. this woric Is quite clean. Timber used to of timber lhrough/chain going faster. your back (.....tlat Precious McKenzie said) . bar. Need to lift it off over the lugs too, and 

be more rough/raggedy and ripped for back care reasons. 
clothing more, not so bad now (nmu 
more rough). 



Mill 17 Timber Statistics 16.01 .02 76 6456 5.0 1291 
17.01 .02 46 6088 4.5 1353 

Date Total packs Totalm3 Piece tally Hours table Estimate Timber items 
(* = per day per day per day operating of timber unloaded and 
Friday) items stacked per 

unloaded hour of table 

18 .01 .02 61 4957 4.7 1055 
21 .01 .02 72 6938 5.5 1163 
22.01 .02 90 4477 4.9 914 
23.01 .02 62 5388 4.9 1100 

and operation 24.01 .02 58 3932 3.8 1035 
stacked 25 .01 .02 87 3781 4.1 922 
per 28 .01 .02 70 6734 4 .8 1403 
worker 29 01 .02 56 6283 4.9 1282 
(given 7 30 .01 .02 46 5769 4.4 1311 
workers I 31 .01 .02 37 4568 3.7 1235 

29.10.01 81 5785 4.8 1205 1.2.02· 42 52 .8 4753 3.9 679 1219 
30 .10.01 72 5349 4 .8 1114 4.2.02 46 68 .8 4835 4.7 691 1029 
31 .10.01 62 7940 5.9 1346 5.2 02 37 44 .7 5571 4.6 796 1211 
01.11 .01 86 4613 4.2 1098 7.2.02 63 64 .6 8948 3.9 1278 2294 
02.11 .01 41 3031 2 .9 1045 8.2.02· 42 58.8 3568 3.4 510 1049 
05.11 .01 67 6650 3.9 1705 11.2.02 50 48 .9 3965 4.1 566 967 
06.11 .01 55 2390 2 .3 1039 12.2 .02 58 60 .5 2810 3.1 401 906 
07.11 .01 37 1699 2.5 739 13.2.02 35 46.3 3091 3.3 441 937 
09 .11 .01 75 4757 4 .0 1189 14.2.02 41 60.4 3247 3.6 464 902 
12.11 .01 78 6571 4 .9 1341 15.2 .02· 49 51.5 2789 2.8 398 996 
13.11 .01 67 5747 5.0 1149 18.2 .02 33 43.4 I 4300 614 
14.11 .01 95 5844 5.1 1146 19.2 .02 46 55 .5 4479 639 
15.11 .01 95 4729 5.0 946 20.2.02 38 34 .6 5252 750 
16.11 .01 91 4288 4 .5 953 25.2.02 53 67.5 6230 890 
19.11 .01 91 5390 5.0 1078 26.2 .02 38 54 .3 4980 711 
20.11 .01 68 7288 5.0 1458 27.2 .02 45 51 .9 5983 855 
21 .11 .01 67 6778 5.0 1357 28.2 .02 43 55.7 4472 639 
22.11 .01 117 3915 5.3 739 11 .3 .02 42 5019 717 
23.11 .01 76 3662 5.3 691 12.3.02 108 5321 760 
26.11 .01 109 5330 5.0 1066 13.3.02 48 80 4020 574 
27 .11 .01 79 5325 4.9 1087 14.3 .02 49 68.09 4057 580 
28.11 .01 63 3499 3.3 1060 
29.1.01 69 7621 5.6 1361 
30.11 .01 90 6458 5.0 1292 
04.12.01 81 4197 4 .3 976 
05.12.01 55 4588 3.8 1207 
06.12.01 76 3239 3.7 875 
07.12.01 57 3175 3.2 992 
10.12.01 70 6417 5.0 1283 
11 .12.01 104 5713 5.0 1143 
12.12.01 91 6571 5.4 1217 
13.12.01 70 5586 4.5 1241 
14.12.01 71 3125 3.2 977 
17.12.01 144 7059 6 .0 1177 
18.12.01 60 5513 4 .6 1198 
19.12.01 79 5178 4 .3 1204 

20.12.01 55 5744 4 .1 1401 
21 .12.01 33 3074 2.2 1397 
07 .01 .02 76 5037 4.4 1145 
08 .01.02 74 6796 5.2 1307 
14.01 .02 68 7548 5.8 1301 
15.01 .02 112 6000 5.1 1176 
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Pack Dimens io ns 

E XPORT 

N' o f Pieces in P a ck 
Bo tto m 

TIMBER SIZE 
SOx25 
50x40 
50x50 
75x l 7 
7Sx l 9 
75x25 
75x32 
75x40 
75x50 
75x75 
100x l 7 
100x l9 
100x25 
100x32 
100x40 
t00x50 
100x75 
IOOx lOO 
125x 19 
! 25x25 
I 25x32 
125x40 
I 25x50 
150x l9 
l 50x25 
150x32 
150x40 
I 50x50 
200x 19 
200x25 
200x40 
200x50 
250x25 
250x40 
250x50 
300x25 

300x40 
300x50 

Pack Specification Manual 
Co ntents 

Export Pack D imensions 

WIDTH (mm) 

700 WIDE 

E XPORT 

On Flat On Ed!!e 
14 0 
14 0 
14 0 
10 0 
10 0 
10 0 
10 0 
10 0 

I 

Sectio n 

3 . 1 

H E IG HT(mm) 
750 H IG H 

F ILL ET STI C K PLACING 

9 9 

5 5 
5 5 
13 13 
12 12 
9 9 

7 7 
5 5 

PaQe 

2 of2 

L ENGT H (m) 
5 70 

H E IG HT 

27 
16 
I 5 
40 
37 

-

--
27 
22 
16. 

! 

(~\1 · , li V, I 
-~ 

Iss ue 

2 

Pack Dimension s 

DOM ESTIC 

N° of Pieces in Pac k 
Bo ttom 

TIMBER S IZ E 

i-- 50x25 
50x40 
50x50 
75x 17 
75x l9 
75,25 

Pack Specification Manual 

Co ntents 

Domest ic Pack 

Dimensions 

WIOTff ( mm ) 

1020 fo r I 7mm thick 

I 070 for other 5izcs 

DO M ESTJC 

On Fla t O n Edge 
19 0 
19 0 
19 0 
14 0 
14 0 
14 0 

I 

Sect io n 
4. 1 

H E IG H T 

FILLET STI C K PLAC ING 

8 9 
4 6 
4 4 

10 10 
8 10 
8 9 

PaQe 

2 of 2 

LENGTH (m) 

5.69 

H E IG HJ 

~--
25 --- --- ____ _ 1_6 _ __ __ 

---12 
30 ---28 

-~-

25-

10 I 0 4 4 I 13 

10 0 I 2 3 10 
75,32 - 14 ' 0 I 6 

I 
8 

I 
20 

! 75x40 14 0 I 4 6 16 . 
! 

I 
L_ __ __;_,;:_:.;:_:.~_::.ii_ ------- l4u 0 I 4 I 6 I 16 

7 0 13 13 40 75:\50 14 0 ! 4 4 I 12 

7 0 i 12 12 37 

7 0 9 9 27 
75x75 14 0 2 3 8 .. 

I 100x l 7 10 I 0 10 10 30 

7 0 7 7 22 100xl9 10 0 8 10 28 

7 0 5 5 16 

7 0 4 4 13 

7 0 I 2 3 10 

100x25 10 I 0 8 9 25 
100x32 I 10 i 0 6 8 20 
i00x 40 10 ' 0 I 4 8 16 

7 0 2 2 7 I 00x50 I 10 0 4 4 12 

6 0 12 12 37 

6 0 9 9 27 

6 0 7 7 22 

I 00x75 9 0 ! , 3 8 
I IOOx lOO I JO 0 2 2 6 

I 25x 19 8 0 8 10 I 28 

6 0 5 5 I 16 !25x25 8 0 I 5 10 25 
6 0 4 4 13 125,32 I 8 0 I 5 10 20 

5 0 12 12 37 

5 0 9 9 20 
I 25x40 8 0 4 8 16 
t 2Sx50 8 I 0 3 6 I 2 

5 0 7 7 22 150, 19 7 I 0 8 !O I 28 

5 0 5 5 16 

5 0 4 4 13 

3 6 12 12 37 

3 4 10 10 27 

3 2 5 5 16 

3 2 4 4 13 

2 8 10 10 27 

2 5 8 16 

2 4 6 ::; 

2 4 13 27 

150x25 7 i 0 I 8 9 25 
I 50x32 ., I 0 ! 5 !O 20 

.____ I 50x40 0 I 6 5 16 
I 50x50 I 7 0 4 4 12 
200x 19 7 0 I 4 4 12 
200x25 5 0 I 8 9 25 
200x40 5 0 5 6 16 
200x50 5 0 4 4 12 

250x25 .: 0 12 25 
250x40 .j 0 8 16 

2 2 8 ' 
16 

2 2 6 I 13 
250x50 4 0 6 12 
300x25 3 I 0 I 13 25 
300x40 3 4 I 8 16 

I 300x50 3 3 I 6 12 

- - - - - - --- - - - - - --- - - - - - - - - -



Force measure 17 data .xis 

Force Measure Kilograms) Position 1 
Board Number Pull Number 1 Pull Number 2 Pull Number 3 Mean Moisture content 

A1 4.65 4.95 5.05 4.88 
A2. 4.80 4.95 4.70 4.82 
A3 3.85 3.70 3.35 3.63 
A4 4.00 4.10 4.05 4.05 
A5 6.90 7.30 6.90 7.03 
A6 5.85 5.70 5.30 5.62 
A7 5.35 5.35 5.40 5.37 
A8 3.50 3.60 3.85 3.65 
Mean for A boards 4.88 
B1 17.55 17.40 17.55 17.50 10.9 
B2 14.15 14.20 14.40 14.25 12.1 
B3 10.15 10.60 10.25 10.33 12.2 
B4 12.35 11 .55 11.40 11 .77 12.1 
B5 10.45 9.95 9.65 10.02 10.6 
B6 13.70 13.50 13.05 13.42 9.3 
B7 8.15 8.05 8.10 8.10 10.7 
B8 7.95 7.35 7.00 7.43 12.2 
Mean for B boards 11 .60 

Force Measure 1 Kilograms) Position 2 
Board Number Pull Number 1 Pull Number 2 Pull Number 3 Mean Moisture content 

A1 5.60 5.95 5.95 5.83 15.8 
A2. 4.70 4.90 4.85 4.82 11 .6 
A3 3.50 3.45 3.50 3.48 11 .9 
A4 4.55 4.65 4.70 4.63 10.7 
A5 6.60 7.15 7.10 6.95 12.8 
A6 5.80 4.65 4.95 5.13 14.9 
A7 4.95 5.00 5.00 4.98 15.1 
A8 3.40 2.90 3.10 3.13 10.3 
Mean for A boards 4.87 

Board sizes A= 125 x 40 mm , 3600 mm lengths 
B = 300 x 50 mm , 3000 - 3600 mm lengths 

Board A Overall 
Mean 4.88 
Board B Overall 
Mean 11 .60 



Mill 17 - REBA Data Ap~rox Table/stacking 
so1 %ile ?100 x 50 mm 
male, timber 

REB 
Workin 

Subject Task description A g Sheet Comments 
REBA Risk 

description Sc or Number 
Level 

e 

inexperienc 
ed 

Pulling board from 11 7 Standing too Very High 
table far away, bend 

Over50'" Unloader ?100 x 
%ile male, 50 mm timber 
inexperienc 
ed 

Grasping board at 5 1 Spinal twisting , Med 
unloader feet restricted by 

table edqe 

and reach 
Reaching to grasp 6 13 Med 
board from table 
Lifting/pull ing 9 14 High 
board from table 
Pull ing board from 9 8 High 
table and onto 

Levering board 8 3 High 
across step by 
pushing down end 
(unloader) 
Throwing board 6 2 Med 
onto chain by 
levering off the far 
end of the board 

stack 
Feeding board 6 9 Med 
onto stack 

Over Grader - putting 7 10 Med 
so1h%ile grade mark on 
male, board end with 
experienced chalk 

Reaching to 6 11 Med 

(unloader) 
Picking short 3 41 Low 
board up from 
table 

grasp/tum board 
with left hand for 
grading 
Reaching out for 7 12 Skill saw hits Med 

Putting short board 4 42 Med 
onto 2nd layer of 
stack on trolley 

skill saw to chest/arms/he 
cut/dock board ad when 
end swinging after 

Pushing full 11 27 Very High 
trolley out (with 
another person) 

Less than Pit stacker ?100 x 
501h%ile 50 mm timber 
male, 
experienced 

Reaching forward 9 4 High 
to grasp board 
from top of chain 
near pit stacker 
Pulling board back 8 5 High 
to lever it into 

use 
Pit stacker - 5 38 Step at left Med 
reaching for board prevents 
from chain optimal foot 

placement 
Levering board 9 39 High 
across onto pit 
stack 
Placing board onto 5 40 Med 
pit stack 

Under Unloader ?1 00 x 
so'h%ile 50 mm timber 
female, 

position on pit experienced 

stack 
Sliding board into 4 6 Med 
pit stack position 



Reaching for board 11 15 Leaning Very High 
with right hand at forward and 

Grasping board 6 28 Med 
from table with left 

unloader reaching to hand 
board Two hands to pull 8 29 High 

Unloader pulling 8 16 Stabilising High board from table 
board back with with left Flinging board out 8 30 High 
right arm hand/arm on with right hand 

top of buffer towards stack 
Unloader, pulling 11 17 Spinal twisting Very High Aligning board end 11 34 Full bend Very High 

board back for on stack 
levering over to Placing board onto 10 35 Full bend, High 
table stack, first layer straiqht leqs 
Unloader, 11 18 Very High Lifting board up 7 36 Considerable Med 
applying leverage 
downward force to 

and feeding on to shoulder 
approximately 1ih elevation 

lift board far end layer of stack 
over to table Lifting board to 7 37 Med 
Unloader, board 10 20 High approximately 131h 
being swung over !-----·-~ 

layer on stack 
Unloader, lifting 10 20 High 
front end of board 

Less than Pit stacker ?100 x 
51h%ile 50 mm timber 

up and over the male, 
edqe experienced 
Unloader, 8 21 High Pit stacker, 5 24 Med 
throwing the board reaching with left 
onto the chain hand to grasp 
Unloader, picking 10 22 Works with High board from top of 
up board in left legs abducted 
hand for greater 

chain 
Pit stacker, pulling 9 25 High 

stability, also board back with 
anchors left hand 
against edge Placing board onto 5 26 Med 
of table pit stack 

Unloader, 10 23 High 
applying REBA Risk Levels 
downwards force 
to lever board over • Negligible (REBA Score 1) 
Feeding timber 7 31 Med • Low (REBA Score 2-3) 
onto stack • Medium (REBA Score 4-7) 
Lifting board onto 8 32 High • High (REBA Score 8-10) 
stack 
Throwing board 11 33 Trunk bent, Very High 

• Very High (REBA Score 11-15) 

out onto stack and arms at full 
feeding in reach, heavy 

and awkward 
load 



Mill 17 - Manual Handling Risk Score 

The risk score was calculated as below: 

7 Find the load score: The load score is the musde face applied by the waker. It may be the weight of 

the object handled or you may need to measure the forces applied with a spring balance or a force gauge - or 
make an estimate. If several people do the task, the score should reflect the ability of the least able. 

The load score varies depending on the timber dimension being worked wtth , and 
whether a male/female worker. For the smaller/short board sizes, I estimate that a load 
score of 1 is indicated {men) and 2 (women). For the larger/longer board sizes, I 
estimate that a load score of up to 1 O is indicated (women) and 4 (men). 

Men Women Load Score 

< 10 kg < 5kg 1 

10 -19 kg 5-9 kg 2 

20-29kg 10 - 14 kg 4 

:l0-39kg 15-24kg 7 

40 + 25+ 10 

Report the Load Score here-) 

8 Find the posture and workplace layout score: Observe the 
postures adopted. Take an average value if necessary or use numbers between the 
ones shown. 

Usually working with slight bending and twisting of the 
trunk, though varies depending on individual 
anthropometrics and task. 

Posture Score 

Trunk upright, no twisting , load close to body, standing orwaUdng a few steps only. 

Some bending forward or twisting, load dose to body, sitting, standing or walking for a longer 
distance. 

Bending far forward or dose to the floor, slightly bending and twisting the trunk. load far from the 
body or above shoulder height , sitting or standing. 

Bending far forward and twisting the trook, load far from the body, below the knees or above 
shoulder height, unstable posture while standing , crouching or kneeling. 

1.2 .4 . 1 a 1 

1 

2 

4 

8 

Report the Posture/Workplace Layout Score here? 4 

A 

I B 

9. Find the work conditions and environment score: (Flooring/work area 
restricted in some work stations) 

Environment Score 

Good conditions, wrth sufficient space , no obstacles, level and solid floor surface. good lighting , 
able to aet a oood orio on the load. 

Restricted workspace (area< 1.5 m2
) , restricted postural stability (floor uneven, soft, slippery, 

steeply sloping). 

0 

Report the Environment Score here? 

10 Find the time score: Find the time score from the greatest of e~her the number of 
repetitions of the task or the time spent doing it during the shift . 

Repetitions per shift Total time per shift Time Score 

< 10 < 30 min 1 

10- 40 30 min- 1 hr 2 

40 - 200 1 -3 hrs 4 

200 - 500 3- 5 hrs 6 

> 500 > 5 hrs 8 

Report the Time Score here~ 8 

Add the three scores in boxes A , B and C ~ Sum 

11 Multiply box 'Sum' by box 'Time' to get the risk score. 

Guidance on the Meaning of the Risk Score 
Risi< Sccn UlperJcy and type of rontrol measure 

<10 lr;..lieo ""'uiilaHy ..-lllefa -~ tigl 
Qoe act>on&. Monitor the t•k frml time to Uma. 

10 · 2' "*"'" may ._. for - "'"'iert peq>le. Wo<l<place 
.-.;gn b recanmerdod for thorn . 

25-49 
.,._ .. __ ... __ Ill,..... 
-.........-.ignbl9C_.,_.,..,,. 
~--

50+ 
........... ely __ ... _.......,._ ........ ~-dlllo- ... 
-*"'"<• ~ b. priority. 

48, 56, 72, 
120 

c 

Time 

6, 7, 9, 15 ~ 



Appendix 9 

• Mill 17 Summary of Assessment Findings 
• Mill 17 Recommendations for Reduction of Manual Handling 

Risks 
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Mill 17 

Summary of Assessment Findings 

1~~~ l 

Hazards and health and safety factors are covered at induction. Whilst many other factors are 
noted, manual handling factors are not specifically identified in this hazard management 
process. This workplace maintains a focus on health and safety and endeavours to be 
proactive in managing risks and increasing productivtty. 

Accident register data is kept and analysed at this workplace. Some recent incidences 
included problems from the uneven flooring over the trolley railings, fillet slicks flying up, 
rollers at the unloader causing timber to fly back and jam fingers, and one case of hand strain 
from handling limber (grader) and some back problems from general bending and twisting 
activities. 

Several pay steps exist, with movement through the pay steps based on performance etc. 

Main findings: Manual handling risks not covered fully. General proactive approach to 
heatth and safety management 

I Drychain, Trolley, Packet and Workspace Dimensions - n .=1 

Chain/table geometry: Total table length is just over 17 metres. This includes where the 
unloader places timber onto the table and the grader works through to the area where the two 
table hands stack timber and the end position where the pit stacker stacks the bulk of the 
timber. The table has a total of 7 chains across its 6 metre width and is 890 mm high . 

Chains have cleats/lugs that separate the timber, with these cleats being of two styles. Cleats 
are between 95 mm and 115mm in height from the table surface. Cleats are reportedly 
necessary on the chains to separate the timber and allow the tallying process to occur. 

Board position at the table edge is determined by a guide positioned just beyond the grader. 
allowing the limber to overhang the table edge by 35 mm. 

A rail exists along the front edge of the table from just beyond where the grader works to near 
the end of the table . The rail is at 970 mm overall height (80 mm taller than the table edge) 
and it protrudes 200 mm out from the table edge. It is used to rest the timber on at a position 
above cleat height, thus making the pulling and stacking process somewhat easier. The rail 
does however mean that the worker must first reach over and lift up the timber, and must 
quickly pull tt and push down on the timber end to free the board from the cleats, so that the 
board is not dragged along the table by the cleats. 

Unloader: Timber is tipped from the unloader onto a platform that allows fillet sticks to 
fall through (they sometimes fly up). The unloader operator must take these boards and move 
them over onto the chain , doing so by pulling the boards back then levering them over the 
barrier onto the table . Rollers exist to move the boards closer to the operator to reduce 
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reaching and bending . The unloader operator handles each piece of timber that goes onto the 
table , and the work pace or this person dictates overall output. 

Grader: The grader must visually inspect each board (turns the board over) to 
delermine the grade and then marks the board. The grader will at times use the skill saw to 
dock boards of damaged areas. The chain may be stopped to allow this to happen. 

Chain speed: The chain has a variable speed control, and was observed to run at 22.5 
seconds over 10 metres at tts fastest (2 seconds per board), 23.3 seconds per 10 metres at a 
'moderate speed', and 27 seconds per 10 metres (2.5 seconds per board) . Board size and 
therefore ease of handling issues dictate the work speed selected by the work team. The 
chain is controlled by start/stop controls at several points along the table length and the speed 
controls are near the grader. 

Trolley-table distance: Pack ends were measured at between 900 and 1250 mm from the 
table edge, with the timber overhanging the table edge by approximately 35 mm. Thus the 
distance between the end of the limber on the table and the end of the packet is 
approximately 860 - 1220 mm. A rail is 200 mm from the table edge, and 80 mm above table 
height. 

Packet Sizes: Packet height domestic - varies between 530mm and 660mm and export -
between 660 and 770 mm. Total packet height estimated includes 20 mm for two fillet strips. 
Packet size for export is given generally as 700 mm wide , 750 mm high and 5.7 metres long. 
Packet size for domestic markets is given generally as 1070 mm wide (except for 17 mm thick 
timber which is 1020 mm wide) and height variation as above, and length around 5.7 metres 
also. 

Trolleys: Trolleys in use are of two main designs. The overall height of the new trolleys 
is 860mm, with several old wooden trolleys at around 960 mm. One prototype new trolley is at 
1030mm but was determined to be too high for comfortable use. Trolleys are this height to 
accommodate the 480mm step up to the flooring alongside the table . The new trolleys are not 
solid approximately 3-4 metre long models as the old ones, but are actually two separate 
bearers, each travelling on 4 x 150 mm diameter nylon wheels. These run on right angles 
stee l rails attached to the floor. Accident reports indicate several incidences where these 
trolleys have tipped when fully laden. Trolleys are however lightweight and manoeuvrable, 
and can be lifted across railings to different positions as required . 

Main findings : Total dry table length 17 metres, total height 890 mm with bar height at 
970 mm. Seven chains operating, with cleats of approximately 100mm 
to space timber to allow tallying. Cleats cause timber to be pulled along 
the table, and the rail was installed to allow boards to be quickly lifted 
free of the cleats to reduce this problem. 

Marion Edwin 

Chain speed is variable but without actual speed indicators. Observed 
to move at between 2 and 2.6 seconds per board. Chain speed variance 
is usually a function of timber size and at time grading needs. The team 
selects to work faster with smaller timber dimensions. 
Distance between table and packet ends approximately 860 to 1250 mm. 
Packet heights between 530 and 770mm, and between 700 and 1070 mm 
wide. 
Trolley heights largely at 860 mm some 960, and one trolley at 1030 mm. 
New trolley design of two separate bearers on 4 wheels though with 
some tipping problems indicated. Trolleys must compensate for the 480 
mm step up to the ffooring at the table. 
Unloader and grader handle all timber Items, pit stacker stacks the 
majority of timber. Two table hands, and tallybox operator, fillet sticks 
person, and strapper, crane operator. 
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1 Timber Statistics 

On review of figures from end October 2001 to end February 2002, and taking into account 
the lime when the table was not operating each day. the foHowing mean/range figures were 
detennined. This area keeps good track of any downtime on the chain for productivtty 
enhancement purposes. 

Boards stacked per Boards stacked per Seconds per board 
hour minute 

Mean 1156 19.27 3.11 -High 2294 36.23 1.57 
Low 739 12.32 4.9 -
Unloading and grading requires handling of each item of timber. and the ptt stacker handles 
much of the limber from lhe table . 

Main findings: A mean of 1166 boards are stacked every hour from the dry chain, at an 
average pace of approximately 19.27 boards per minute and 3. 11 
seconds per board. 

I Environmental data _ j 

Noise: Verbal reports indicate t hat full noise teS1mg has been completed for this 
area. wit h mandatory hearing protection not required. though available if desired. Impact 
noise occurs as the timber falls et the unloader and radio noise. intercom communication and 
chain noise (squeaking) are consistent. 

Lighting: Lighting levels as measured mid-day on a d oudy February day were upwards of 
500 lux in the general work area Between 650 lux (nearest to the grader) and 900 lux (m1d
table) was measured for the length of timber that the grader must view. As the grader must 
rapidly complete visual gradmg tasks, good lighting is essen1tal. The CIBS Code for Interior 
Lighting (1984) recommends 750 lux for limber inspection actrvities, with the comment that 
directional lighting may be useful. The lighting level closest to the grader could therefore be 
slightly improved to reach this level. The mirror hanging at the grader's nght (for tally 
purposes) is perhaps blocking some of the light at this point dosest 10 the grader 

Floor surliK:e: The work area beside the table is a wooden platform. There are steps up to 
this at several poin1s from the lower concrete flooring area that the trolleys are on. Trolley rails 
create a hazard (with recent slip/trip incidents), and flooring modifications are being 
considered. A step down in1o the work area of the pit stacker exists. Steps up to the tallybox 

Main findings : Hearing protection Is not mandatory. Lighting levels are adequate 
t hough may require review for the grader. Floor surface hazards require 
addressing regarding the trolley ralls that must be crossed over if not 
using the wooden walkway near the table. 
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I Nordic Musculoskeletal Questionnaire (NMQ) 
~~~~~~~~ 

Resuhs conclude that 1n the laS1 12 months (prior to assessment) discomfort was expenenced 
by dry table workers (n=7) as below 

43% neck, 
57% one or both shoulders, 
29% one or both elbows. 
72% one or both wrists, 
14% upper back. 
57% lower back, 
57% hipslth1ghsJbut1ocks. 
29% knee, 
43% ankles/feet. 

Over the previous 7 days (pnor to assessment) discomfort was experienced by dry table 
workers as below: 

29% neck 
26% one or both shoulders. 
14% both elbows, 
29% lower back, 
29% h1pslthighslbu1tocks, 
14% knee, 
14% ankles/feet 

Over the last 12 months (prior to assessment) some discomfort was expenenced that 
prevented worller part1cipa1ton in nonnal activtt ies as below 

14% due to lower back discomfort. 
14% due to h1plthigh/buttock discomfort. 
14% due to knee discomfort, 
14% ankle/foot discomfort. 

It 1s also noted that this group of workers consisted of 4 males between the ages of 49 and 56 
years. one m1d-30's male. and two females (mtd 30's and earty 20's). The somewhat older 
age group reported a number of m1uries that were pre-exist mg (arthritis. old injury pain etc) 
and that have impacted on the discomfort reports Only one worker did not have an old or 
recent significant injury causing discomfort. It could be interpreted that this workload is not 
that heavy if these workers can in fact sustain the effort satisfactorily. 

Main finding: musculoskeletal discomfort Is common among this group of dry table 
workers, with some /imitation of normal capacity to complete dally 
activities resulting. Discomfort in some instances relates to pr&-eXisting 
conditions. 
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\ Lifting strength testing - using dynamometer ] 

Comparison of data (n = 5) gathered with that reported by Keyserting, Herrin and Chaffin , 
1978, determined that: 

Leg lift 

Arm lift 

80% of workers had 751
" percentile or above leg lift strength and 20% 251

" 

percentile strength 

80% of workers had less than 501
" percentile arm lift strength , 20% with less 

than 25"' percentile strength_ 

Main finding: That the workforce population employed at this m/11 is relatively strong 
for the leg //ft, but relatively weak for the arm lift. 

\ Anthropometric Data I 

Data collected form the worker group correlates with that for the New Zealand population , as 
given in NZ Anthropometric Estimates, (Slappendel and Wilson , 1992) . Thus this NZ data can 
be used for relevant design considerations. 

Main finding: NZ Anthropometric estimates suitable for use in design considerations 
with worker populiltion. 

[ 8or9Ratin9-ot PerC:eivect E:xer1ion (RPE) scale j 

Workers reported somewhat greater exertion at the end of the day than at the beginning_ The 
scale used included ratings for: very , very light; very light; fairly light; somewhat hard ; hard; 
very hard; very, very hard. Further data gathering required to strengthen validity of possible 
interpretations. 

Main finding: Workers perceived lower levels of exertion at the start of the day (very, 
very light - somewhat hard) compared to the end of the day (very light -
hard. 

[oi5COmtortRatir19scaie 1 

Two (out of 7) workers reported discomfort in the morning and in the afternoon, from pre
existing injuries more than specific work related discomfort . Apart from specific injury sites 
most workers felt comfortable or acceptable whilst working both during both the morning and 
afternoon periods. One worker developed right wrist discomfort whilst pit-stacking in the last 
work period of the day. 

Main finding: Reported discomfort levels related largely to existing injuries, with 
reports of acceptable comfort otherwise. 
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l ~nterv_i_ews -----1 

Nutrition: Most workers interviewed reported having a substantial breakfast and meals 
during the day and at night, and additional Huid intake during the day to counter the physical 
workload with related Huid loss_ 

Personal Protective Equipment (also from observation): Some workers use a plastic 
apron for clothing protection while handling timber (it was noted that pin us radiata is not as 
'rough' as nmu) . Most workers used one of the various glove types available, with selection 
largely based on fit, comfort during use, and protection . All gloves used were of knit fabric 
types. Showa (rubber coated palm/digits) gloves were reportedly best fit for fem ales_ Males 
used two other knit styled gloves, one with a fully rubberised palm/digits design and the other 
with a rubberised 'webbing ' over the palm/digits. Hearing protection worn by some workers to 
protect reduced hearing , or for general auditory comfort One worker finds earmuffs to be 
uncomfortable and this reduces the time earmuffs are worn for. Hard hats and safety glasses 
worn by all workers at appropriate workstations. Steel capped boots worn as standard. 

Hardest/easiest work tasks: 
Hardest work when: 

Unloading, as handling all timber 
Unloading, especially when large timber sizes 
Table going faster 
Grading task with high cognitive demand and particularly difficult when table going 
fast 
When pressure for output and speed of work 
Having to move timber up/down length of table 

Easiest work when: 
Work is constant (no stop/start) 
Working in pit stacker 
Working in fi llet sticks 

Training: Key factors for ease in timber handling and learning the necessary work skills 
were : Get the timber on top of the bar and use ii as a lever 

Slide the timber on the rail/stack, don 't lift/carry 
Get a 'guide board ' in place on the side of the stack, then slide others along side 
Keep stack close to table 
Use the weight of the board - push ii down so it slides off by itself 
Learn to manage the 'bounce' of the timber to control it 
Develop your own pattern and rhythm, and left/righVboth sides work preferences 
Walk behind the timber 
'Throw' the boards onto the stack 
Use your whole body, not just your arms/back 

No fonnal training system/method exists for timber handling, but is done by a more 
experienced team member working with newer team members. 'Precious McKenzie' has 
been involved previously, carrying out lifting training onsite. 

Rest Breaks: Most workers find that 30 minute breaks are adequate. Allows good rest and 
time to get food . but not so long that hard to 'get started again. Rotations of 1.5 hours are 
good, especially if on a hard job. 

Improvements: An extra step all the way along at trolleys to make it easier up/down. 
Reduce the height of the rai ls over the floor, consider walkway across. Trolley wheels with 
easy-push design. Consider scissor hoists on trolleys. Have an automated unloader 
system/modify unloader so fillet sticks don't catch and timber handling unnecessary. Place 
rollers on rail edge. Have a mechanical block on pit-stacker to move the front edge of export 
packs closer to the table end. Move tally board further away so have more trolley space for 
staciling (?grader space). Maintenance of squeaky chain. Keep chain speed steady and 
'reasonable'_ Modify cleats so boards don 't catch . 
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Mein findings: Most worl!ers maintain good nutrition and fluid intalce. 
Wearing of personal protectilfe equipment Is consistent for glove wear, 
hearing protection, eye protection, and steel-capped boots. Glove 
requirements could be further researched. 
The most dlfflcu/t task Is worlling at the unloader. 
Some Irey training factors appear to exist. 
Rest break length is adequate for workers to gain rest and nutrition. 
Primary areas for improvement felt by workers to be the unloader and 
trolley rails/pushing ease issues. 

I Task Rotations ---- -- --n I 

The rotation system is formalised and based on 1.5 hour1y rotations (with one 1.0 hour 
rotation after the lunch break). A total of 6 rotations per day. Work shifts are from 6 30 am to 
4 .00 pm, with a 30 minute break 9.30 - 10.00 am. and 1.00 - 1.30 pm. Rotations are 
managed by the team leader and is based on sharing of the physically demanding tasks, 
physical capacities/injury awareness. skill and training of worl\ers, worl\ demands of current 
taste A formal system documenting worl\er skill level for tasks operates, so not all workers are 
able to complete all jobs. Tally box and grading particularly. As the team leader worl\s w ith the 
team at most times. changes can be made within the allocated tasks if required, for many and 
various reasons. However the basic outline of regular rotat ions is adhered to. Overall 
teamworl\ and coordination is important within this workplace. 

Rotation positions are fi llet sticks, unloader. grader, table stacker (2 positions), pi t stacker. 
floater/strapping and wrapper. The crane operator and despatch person are a part of the team 
but not of the rotation system. 

Main find ing: Rotation system is formal, based on 1.5 hourly rotations and task 
demands, skill level of wor1!ers and worker capacity. Team work is 
necessary in this work area and appears to function well. 

I Rapid Upper Body Assessment (REBA) I 

The very high scores (indicating that action is necessary now) were for tasks including : 
Pushing a full trolley out 
Worl\ing at the unloader. especially if leaning too far foiward to pick up boards 
Pulling boards off the table whilst standing too far away 
Throwing a board out onto the first layer of a packet and aligning it 

The high scores (indicating that action is necessary soon) were for tasks including: 
Pulling back and levering boards at the unloader and pit stacker 
Reaching for boards at the pit stacker 
Lifting and pulling boards from the table 
Pulling and lifting boards onto pac:J(ets. especially high ones 
Placing boards on first/lower layers of packets 
Unloader ~fling front of board and throwing onto the chain 

Main findings: A number of tasks were identified using this assessment tool as having 
a h igh risk of Injury. Using this analysis the tasks requiring immediate 
attention are pushing full trolleys, working at the unloader, pulling 
boards form th e table (from standing too far rrway) and 
throwing/aligning the boards on the first layers of the packet. Requiring 
attention also Is reaching for boards at lhe pit stacker. 
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I Force Measure Data -1 

The force required to 1n1tiate hon:wntal movement from the chain of the most commonly 
pulled timber size (125 x 40 x 3600mm) averaged 4.88 kg. The force required to initiate 
horiz.ontal movement of the most commonly pulled larger timber dimension (300 x 50 x 3000 -
3600mm) averaged 11.6 kgs. These figures represent the horizontal 'break-our force only 
and additional lifting and carrying, timber di rectional and control forces, and additional actions 
to keep timber moving also occur Similar measures have been taken from varying table/chain 
types, and demonstrate some appreciable difference in table/chain design. 

Force Measure Comparison All m ills 

Mill Timber Dimensions Table Type Green/Ory Mean Break-
Number out Force 

(Kilograms) 
Miff 43 90 x 45mm x 4.8m Roller chain Dry 1.00 

240 x 45 mm x 6.0m Roller chain Dry 3.44 
Mill 17 125 x 40mm x 3.6 Flat chain with cleats Dry 4.88 

300 x 50mm x 3.0 • 3.6m Flat chain with cleats Dry 11 .60 
Mill 30 150 x 50mm x 3.8 · 6.0m Round table with timber base Wet (anli-sapstain) 17.62 

100 x 75mm x 5.4 · 5.8m Round table with timber base Wet (anti-sapstain) 24 .27 
200 x 25mm x 4.8m Round table with timber base Wet (anti-sapstain) 20.63 
Various other dimensions Round table with timber base Wet (anti-sapstain) 10.92 - 27.88 

Mill 12 150 x 25mm x 4.0m Chain link Wet 
300 x 50mm x 3.0 - 3.6m Chain link Wet 

Main finding : The break-out forces required to initiate horizontal movement of 6mber 
from this chain is 4.88 kg for 125 x 40 x 3600mm boards, and 11.6 legs 
for 300 x 50 x 3000 - 3600mm boards. 
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I Manual Handling Risk Score 

The risll score was calculated as below: 

7 Find the load score: The load score is the muscle force applied by the WOl1<er M may be the weigh! ol the 
Obfed handled Of you may need tc measure Che forces appMd wrth • spring balance or a force gauge - or ma"e 
an ffClmate . ti several people do the taak, the acer• lhclAd reflect the abilty ol the least able 

The load score varies depending on t he timber dimension being worked with. and 
whether a male/female worker. For the smaller/short board sizes. I estimate lhal a load 
score of 1 is indicated (men) and 2 (women). For the laryer/longer board sizes, I 
eS1imate that a load score of up to 10 ts indicated (women) and 4 (men). 

Men Women LoedScore 
< 101<g < 5 kg 1 

10-19kg 5-9kg 2 

20-291<g 10 -1Hg • 
30 - 39kg 15 - 24kg 7 

40. 25. 10 

Report the L°"d Score here -+ 1.2.4.101 

8 Find the posture and wQrl(place layout score: Oboerv• the por;tures 

adopted Take an average value W necessary or use numbe<r. betwet!n the ones 
shown 

Usually worlling with slight bending and twiS11ng of the trunk. though 
varies depending on individual anthropometncs and task 

P0&1ure Score 

TMll< upnght, no twisting, load doee lo body. standing or walking a few s1eps only 

Some bending forward or 1W1at1ng, ta.d dose to body. s<tting. slandtng or walking tor a longer 
distance 

Bending far forwatd or cio&e to the floo<. slightly bending and-~ the trl.llk. load lat lrom the 
body or above shoulder height, a.thng Of standing 

Bend11>g rw lo<w.11rd and twisllng the trunk, load far from the body, below the knees or above 
shoulder heigh!, unstable po&ture while standing, crouctong or kneehng 

I 

2 

4 

B 

Report the Posiure/Workplace layou1 Score here ~ 4 

9. Find the work conditions and environment score: (FlooringJwor1<. area restricted in some 
worll S1ations 

En'lft'onment Score 

Good conditlo.-.. wlh sufficient apace, no obslacles, levtt and solid ftoor surface, good ighllng, 
able to oel a aood anp on the load 

Restnctf(I worbpace (arta < 1 5 m'). restncted poolural stabHy (floor uneven. soft atlppery 
stee1 

0 

Report lht Environment Score here -+ 

1 O Find the time score· Find the bmo score rrom the greatest or •~her the r<Jmber o1 
r-lrtions of the t1111< or the time-"' dou>g ( dwing the shdl 

c 
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A 

I B 

R~'lttflOnfO p(>f' shin r olal time pe1 Shin Trne Score 

<10 < :lO ITlll 1 
10 - 40 30rntn - 1 hf 2 

40 - 200 1 - Jhro 4 
200 - 500 3 - Slvs 6 

> 500 > 5 hrs. 8 

Report lhe Tme Score here -+ 8 

Add lhe lhree scores in boxes A, 8 and C -+ Sum 

11 Multiply box 'Sum' by box 'Time' to get the nsk score. 

Guidance on the Meaning Of the Risk Score 

Risi< Sco111 Urgency and type of control 
measure 

< 10 lrfurlos ... ...-y ..--- - ~ "1gl1 
toroe ICk>ns ...,,..,, Rfrte a.it Jil'om ~ ID t.rr.. 

10 -:u 
........ moy rwul lor - - people Wor1qiloco 
~ .. '"""'''''"'"'""bthom 

25 -49 ~-•--IOltr-ondnt-
-jl!Ke~l•--lo-tho 
conltlbulofy l•oc:ton --· 

50 + lnj<lrlU ... ui..y ~-or u. tllm>gth onc1 fltneuat ___ atthotull OI 

WO<lplKe f....i.tlgn ta a pflo<tly 
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Mill 17 

Recommendations for Reduction of Manual 
Handling Risks 
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Mlll 17 

Recommendations for Reduction of Manual Handling Risks 

Goals 

The primary task reviewed for this research project is the pulling and stacking of timber from 
the dry chain , and the associated tasks completed by these wor1<.ers. Recommendations are 
made based on their likely impact on decreasing musculoskeletal risks for your mill area, as 
per assessment findings. Some findings that have less immediate bearing on musculoskeletal 
injury risk but may have relevance to task perfonnance (lighting) are included for your general 
consideration . 

It is hoped that your mill may be able to action at least one of the recommended changes 
(preferably more) with researcher assistance as required , so that a review of musculoskeletal 
risk factors can occur. II is expected that some recommendations will require further 
discussion, trials and decision-making to detennine the best solution for your work area . 

Discussion 

Forces acting as timber is pulled from the table and placed in the packet are various. 
Assessment methods were selected to measure relevant aspects of these tasks. 

For each board pulled from the table there is initial inertia to overcome, momentum and 
possibly lifting to transfer the timber onto the packet, and some force required to slow/move 
the limber into place on the packet. The total physical effort required to achieve this is 
dependent on the dimension and weight of the timber, the degree of friction between the 
timber and the table/other limber, the distance between the table and the packet. and the 
wor1<. technique used. 

Task elements where physical effort is required appear to be: 
Lifting the boards over the rail. 
Overcoming the inertia of the timber to get it moving off the table . 
Building sufficient momentum lo effect limber transfer off the table and onto the packet 
(pulling the timber horizontally and possibly pushing downwards to employ gravity as the 
board moves off the table , or additional lifting to move the board into a position higher 
than the table} . 
Maintaining momentum of the timber as it moves perpendicular to the direction of table 
travel (through applying extra 'pulls' on the timber or physically lifting and transferring it) . 
Requiring extra velocity and height to manoeuvre the timber over fillets/bearers (first 
board of first layer and each layer after the placement of fillets) . 
Applying force to guide and/or stop the timber in the correct place on the packet. 
Applying additional force to lift or lever the board into place (when ii falls off the side of 
the packet) . 

The effort required will also not be consislent or entirely predictable, due to differing timber 
'adhesion' to the table. variable chain (or roller) condition, variable table speed, contact with 
other timber lengths and board breakage. 

A number of recommendations for the configuration of the chain and table, the timber transfer 
wor1<.space, the unloader and trolleys follow. These are suggested slarting points for further 
refinement through trials, and require operational verification before the actual heights and 
ranges can be determined as suitable. Following this are recommendations for addressing 
table speed and Hooring modifications, training, gloves, and other factors such as manual 
handling risk identification and lighting. 
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!lable-height - ·--- -

Recommendation 1: Height to top of chains/rollers - 920 mm. An adjustable table 
height would however be ideal. The range could be between 786 and 1045 mm (based 
on 2.5"' percentile female and 97.5"' percentile male elbow heights (plus footwear 
allowance and minus 200 mm elbow clearance). 

This is based on the following assumptions: 

Fixed table height is mosl likely to be provided. 
People choose to grip boards somewhere between their elbow and knuckle height, to 
avoid either too much elbow Hexion and shoulder elevation, or forward bending. 
The heavy nature of the task means that an appropriate wor1<. surface height is 200 mm 
below standing elbow height (static anthropometric data). This lower wor1<. surface 
accounts for the dynamic nature of this wor1c Wor1<.ers often stand with their legs apart so 
that they can apply forces effectively and this consequently lowers their elbow height. 
New Zealand Anthropometric Estimates (Slappendel and Wilson , 1992) data is 
representative of user populations. 
45-60 year old females have not been included for consideration as none were present in 
the worker populations sampled . 

All 
Elbow height plus footwear allowance 

Knuckle and elbow heights plus 
measurements minus 200 mm working clearance below 

footwear allowance 
mmm. 35mm elbow 
footwear Knuckle height - Mid-distance 
allowance, 5•h 5o'h 95•h elbow height knuckle-rounded down to 

percentile percentile percentile range (51h and elbow (easy nearest 5 mm 
95'h oercentilesl reach) 

19-45 year 
870 950 1025 805 - 1150 980 old males 

45-60 year 
860 930 1000 795 - 1130 960 old males 

19-45 year 
800 870 940 775 - 1070 920 old females 

2 .5'h percentile female (19-45 year olds) knuckle and elbow heights plus footwear= 705 
to 985 mm. wh ich a table height of 920 mm would accommodate. 
97 .5'h percentile male (19-45 year olds) knuckle and elbow heights plus footwear= 875 to 
1245 mm, which a table height of 920 mm would accommodate . 

Al this table the need to use the high rail to dear the boards from the deals must be 
considered alongside the issue of table height. Cleat removal from some chains, and 
reduction of the height of cleats will reduce the need for the rail to be as high as it is, and may 
reduce the need for the rail at all. The funct ion of the deals is to ensure board spacing for 
tally purposes, and adjustments should be possible providing this function is maintained. The 
rail is currently functioning to increase some of the forces required to remove timber from the 
table while reducing others. 

Recommendation 2: Removal of cleats from the first, fourth, sixth and seventh 
chains. 

Recommendation 3: Remaining cleats to be reduced In height to 20 - 30 mm. 
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Recommendation 4: Reduction of rail height. Ideally this w/11 be to the same height as 
the top of the table/chain, but this will be dependent on cleat adjustments made. 

Recommendation 5: Incline the table bed. 

Inclining the table bed will help reduce the amount of inertia before the timber starts moving, 
and the amount of energy necessary to gain momentum. There is obviously an ideal range at 
which the inertia is substantially reduced. but the boards remain stationary until the pulling 
force is applied . The degree of tilt would require trial for each table and surface type. 

Table heights at the mills surveyed were: 
Mill 43 (dry table) 850 mm 
Mill 30 (green/round table) 600-850 mm 
Mill 17 (dry table) 970 mm to top of rail , 890 mm to chain surface 
Mill 12 (green table 905 mm old section, 920 mm new section 
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L~~ber ~;;-rh~n!!_- ___ :=! 

Recommendation 6: Timber should overhang the table edge by 750 - 1000 mm. 

Having more timber over the front edge should allow: 

Wofl(ers to position themselves closer to the load with feet further under the board and 
less bending . 
Wofl(ers able to position themselves to use less spinal rotation when handling boards as 
they are able to step behind or in front of the board. 
Reduce the inertia and the overall weight to be pulled as a greater amount of lhe timber's 
weight is already past the fulcrum on which it is balanced (i.e. the table edge/rail/rollers), 
creating better board control and decreased effort. 
Reduce the force required to tip the board downwards (where this is done to gather 
board speed quickly as it is transferred) . 
The optimum amount of overhang is likely to vary with mill and table design, other 
functions (docking , grading etc) occurring at the table and also depends on where timber 
is being transferred too. 

At this table the current very small timber overhang causes wofl(ers to wofl( with increased 
spinal flexion and greater spinal rotation to move boards. This particular1y effects the 
unloader, who mus! reach over the table to pick up all boards. The unloader 
supports/S1abilises often with one hand on the table edge as they pull back and lever each 
board over onto the table . This creates considerable spinal rotation forces and is a high risk 
manual handling activity, and also creates the risk of fingers being jammed or hit by boards 
moving forward on the rollers . 

Recommendation 7: Review the overall functions and operations at the unloader. 
This may include different configurations of rollers/roller speeds to move timber 
forward and then onto the chain. 

Timber overhang at the mills surveyed were: 
Mill 43 760 mm 
Mill 30 100 mm back from table edge to 300 mm over table edge 
Mill 17 35 mm 
Mill 12 200-400 mm 
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I B,.akout Force Dec,.ase 

Recommendation 8: That tables ani designed to minimise the horizontal pull force to 
move timber from table to packet This appears to be reduced most significantly by the 
use of a roller chain system. 

The mean break out forces for all chains measured was lowest with a roller chain . (See 
'Summary of Assessment Findings'. page 10). Whilst timber dimensions/lengths and wet/dry 
nature must also be taken into account, the solid timber round table required the greatest 
forces, and other flat chain or chain link tables required more force than the roller chain, but 
less than the wooden round table . 

At this table the horizontal pull is not the only action required to move timber from the table as 
the presence of the rail above the table edge means that the boards must also be lifted over 
and onto the rail. 

I Timber end(ontable I - packet distance I 

Recommendation 9: The distance between the end of the timber as it rests on the 
table to the end of the packet should be 1100-1400 mm. 

This is based on male and female arm spans, and should enable the transfer to occur without 
excessive lateral spinal movement or twisting , stepping, or hitting the timber end or packet. 
This distance is affected (both positively and negatively with regard to musculoskeletal 
disorders) by: 

How far the timber needs lo be transferred up or down the table to the appropriate 
packet. 
Length of the timber (longer lengths may need more room to gather sufficient momentum, 
shorter lengths may need less room so that the timber is not totally supported by the 
wor1\er) . 
Speed of the table (less space between the table and packet reduces task cycle time) . 
Amount of traffic in the transfer area (how much extra space is required for tasks other 
than timber pulling) . 
Height of the packet(s) in relation to the table (may need more space if the transfer is 
onto a packet higher than the table) . 
How many packets there are (especially for round tables) 

If the timber is allowed to overhang the table (Recommendation 6) the consequent reduction 
in distance to the packet end can be modified by moving the packets/trolleys slightly further 
away. 

Timber end to packet end distance in the mills surveyed were : 
Mill43 1100-1400 mm 
Mill 30 1600-3300 mm 
Mill 17 900-1250 mm 
Mill 12 1400-1800 mm 
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[ Maximum~ight for final row- inpacket --- --· ·- -- --- ·- _==i 

Recommendation 1 O: The overall height of the second to last layer of timber in the 
packet (therefore the height to which the last layer is lifted to) should be 920 mm - the 
same as the recommended table height. 

Transfer of common and large dimension timber (from the table to the packet) should not 
require timber to be moved to a height significantly greater than that of the table. Transfening 
timber up to the packet is working against gravity and requires greater effort and a greater risk 
of injury as a resutt . 

This height is a function of the floor height of the area packets in, the total packet height, 
and trolley/bearer height. Achieving the same height as the table may require modification 
to any or all of these elements. 
The largest proportion of timber handling should occur between elbow and knuckle 
heights. 
Additional forces to lift the timber against gravity should not be required. 
To reduce the difficutty getting the first pieces of timber in place on the trolleys/bearers, a 
'landing pad' to bounce timber along may assist. (As is done for the remaining timber in 
the stack) . 

Recommendation 11: Consider lowering the trolley height or using height adjustable 
scissor lifts to allow the total packet height (to top of second to last layer) to be equal 
to or less than the table height. 

Recommendation 12: Decrease the overall height of the timber packets (make them 
wider and shorter), to decrease the height stacked too. 

Recommendation 13: Use a ' landing pad' on the trolleys/bearers to bounce the timber 
along to reduce the effort required for positioning the first layer of timber. 

The "landing pad' concept would reduce the effort and difficulty required to place the first 
boards/layer on the trolley particularly. and could be combined with a means of preventing the 
trolleys from tipping when being moved fully loaded. 

Total packet heights on trolleys/bearers in the mills surveyed were: 
Mill 43 no higher than the table 
Mill 30 estimated 300 mm above table 
Mill 17 packet height 530-770 mm and new trolley height 380 mm (old trolley 480 

mm) above the floor that workers stand on when pulling and stacking. Total 
packet heights 910-1150 mm (new trolleys) and 1010-1250mm (old) . 
Therefore total packet height is often higher than the table/rail (970mm). 

Mill 12 commonly pulled timber (150 x 25 mm) packet height 725 mm , trolley height 
360 mm, total height 1085 mm. Some packets 505 - 1050 mm total and 
trolleys between 360 and 560 mm height. Therefore total packet height on 
the trolley is often higher than the table (905/920) . 
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Lat.ral Workspace Requirement 

Recommendation 14: That the packet width plus 1020 mm (elbow span for 95"' 
percentile male) is considered the minimum for packet/trolley spacing. For a packet 
width of 1200 mm, the overall lateral worltspace ~ulrement would therefore be 2220 
mm for uch slng/IH¥0rlcer worlcstllfjon. 

Adequate workspace should be provided at each packet for umber to be safely and easily 
handled, without workers feeling aamped or restncted in timber handling methods. For 
packets where two workers consistently work together, the la1era! spacing should be 
increased. Recommendation 14 applies lo the situation where each worker is only handling 
timber for one stack Recommendation 15 applies to the situation where two workers 
consistently work stacking timber onto the same stack. Recommendation 16 applies where 
one worker consistently slacks on to several different adjacent stacks. It is not recommended 
that workers ·cross over' each others work spaces to stack in different areas due to the risk of 
being hit by timber as tt is pulled from the table. II is important that adequate space exists 
between stacks for the necessary movement between wtth intermil1ent timber handling, but 
that stacks are not spaced so far apart that additional travel up and down the table occurs 

Recommendat;on 16: That for packets where two worlc8'S consistently worlc together, 
that the overall lateral workspace requirement is packet wknh plus 2 x 1020 (elbow 
span for 96"' percent/le male). Thus for a packet of 1200 mm width, the overall lateral 
wot1cspace requirement will be 3240 mm, for a dual wo t1cer worltstation. 

Recommendation 111: That for s ituations where one worker stacks timber onto two or 
more adjacent packets, that the overall lateral workspace requirements should be a 
minimum of 610 mm clearance each side of the outside packets (so 1020mm space to 
the next packet as both workers must have clearance). For between packet spacing, if 
the total packet height on the trolley is less than 980 mm (5"' percentile female elbow 
height plus footwear allowance and minus 20 mm clearance} the between packet 
clearance should be 560 mm (96"' percentile female hip breadth plus 
clothing/movement clearance allowance). For between packet spacing where the total 
packet height on the trolley is above 980 mm, the between packet clearance should be 
620 mm (95"' percentile male bideltoid breadth plus clothlnglmovement c learance 
allowance). 

The overall chain length should therefore allow this spacing for each trolley. 

Pit-Stacker Operations 

Recommendation 17: That the position of the step at the pit-stacker is modified to 
allow the pit-stacker openrtor to g et closer to the timber that Is coming off the chain 
and to therefore avoid o'Vflr-strvtchlng. 

Recommendation 18: That the pit stacker is modified to allow narrower timber packets 
to be stacked closer to fhft end of the table. This will reduce the distance timber is 
moved from the table onto the packet and will therefore be both more efflcient and 
physically easier. 

l 
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I Trolley Design 

Recommendatron 19: That trolleys are modified to reduce the risk of tipping when 
being pushed out wiU1 a full packet This will require lengthways stabillsatJon. 

Recommendation 20: That trolleys are modified to provid e a '/anding pad' to reduce 
the distance and leverage forces required for throwing/placing t he first row of timber. 
This may need to drop away to allow the crane to p ick up the packet 

Trolleys should be bu1H 10 withstand the range of forces they are subjected to Particularly 
!hey should have surtat>fe wheels and bearings, and the wheels should move smoothly wtth 
minimal force even When fully loaded. Trolleys should not tip or be otherwise unstable, a risk 
with this workplace as the trolleys are high to accommodate the step up to the flooring 
alongside the table Trolleys should be maintained to ensure they remain funa1onal and safe 
lo use. Trolley design that reduces the force necessary for plaang the first row of timber ts 
ideal 

L Table Speed 

Recommendation 21: Determine the table speed that is appropriate for key tasks 
(various timber types/dimensions) and develop a method of con trolling this via a 
'speed Indicator ' control. Consciously consider worlc pace/table speed as a factor in 
manual handling risk management. 

Recommendation 22: Determine the maximum sustainable and effective worlc pace for 
the t imber grader, as flus is most likely to limit the overall table speed. 

The existing 'faster/slower' controls do not allow for dear determination and selection of work 
pace. Team disagreement may therefore occur as to an appropnate work pace. and some 
key personnel (grader, tally person) may be at risk of increased errors due to too fast a work 
pace 

l 
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j Fiiiet Stick Storage -- J 

Recommendation 23: That existing (but unsuccessful) fillet stick holders are modified 
so that fillet sticks are stored within easy reach. 

While fillet stick holders exist they are not suitable for the purpose , and are therefore unused. 
Some fillet sticks are 'stored' along the front edge of the table and are obtained by bending 
down to pick them up. This poses a tripping and a manual handling hazard . Other fillet sticks 
are stored near the pit-stacker and table hands must walk along to pick them up. This slows 
the work pace and increases the risk of injury from walking around other timber handlers. 
Existing fillet stick holders do not work adequately for the purpose and require modification. 

Fillet stick storage at a better height and within easier reach of workers would be ideal. This 
should reduce the time taken for obtaining fillets, will make it physically safer and easier to 
reach them and will make it easier to clean under the chain area . 
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[ ~l~e DeSigO ~ 

Recommendation 24: That gloves are provided that have good m and protection 
suitable for all worlcers. 

Gloves should meet the following specifications: 
Chemical protection from timber treatments (if present) 
Timber splinter protection 
Sufficient 'feel' and factile feedback' for the task(s} 
No restriction to hand postures and movements required for tasks 
No significant increase in the muscle effort/grip force (through glove inflexibility} required 
to achieve these hand postures and movements 
No contribution to the occurrence of localised physical discomfort through direct pressure, 
movement over skin or irritation 
Must be good enough for workers to stay within existing cycle time and acceptable quality 
parameters on a sustainable (absence of physical discomfort) basis. 
Sizes of gloves must enable 95% (2.Sth - 97 .5th percentile ranges} of both existing and 
potential user populations to achieve a comfortable, snug fit when undertaking the tasks 
for which it is intended . 
Should be of a construction that permits local modification of the glove when users need it 
(i.e. when the functional dimensions of their hand(s} are outside the percentile range 
stated above, or between glove sizes, or finger amputations exist) . 
Should not get uncomfortably hot (or cold) when being worn for these tasks. 
Should not cause the wearer's hand(s) to sweat excessively where this could require 
increased muscle effort to overcome. 
Should be sufficient to withstand normal operating conditions (e.g. donning/doffing) 
throughout the design life of the glove system without affecting other aspects of 
performance. 
Should be accepted by those working in the industry as a viable alternative to other 
gloves and/or bare hands. 
All sizes and configurations must be available without significant delay. 
Should be considered affordable by sawmill operators. 

At this mill several varieties of gloves were used, with females preferring a smaller fitting 
glove. They appeared to offer adequate splinter protection with adequate thermal comfort . 
One worker with a digit amputation cut off the 'spare' finger on the glove to prevent it's 
catching, but with resultant loss of splinter protection. 
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I Training - - -_ ~ :_ I 

Recomm&ndation 25: That key safe worlc methods for pulling and stacking timber are 
covered at inductiOfl followed by buddy training with an experienced and skilful 
operator. Consider use of a training video highlighting key work methods and 
techniques. 

Key work methods and issues appear to be: 
Walt for the timber to come to you on the chain. 
Walk In dose to the timber to grasp it from the table, avoid bending forward and over
reaching with stationary feet. 
Move your feet in the direction the timber is to move in. walk with it 
Keep a wide base of support (feet apart) for stability 
Use knee and hip achon to reduce bending and twistmg with the back 
Develop left and right handed work methods to share the workload and reduce overuse 
problems. 
Work with wrists as straight as possible. 
Use gravity to best advantage , push the timber down and allow the timber to slide onto 
the stack. 
Use a 1hrow' (as 1f passing a rugby ball) to provide the impetus for timber movement 
Once the timber is moving, guide it into place on the stack 
Use a leather apron and also guide the timber onto the stack wrth the hip/thigh to share 
the workload with the hands. 
Use the apron's protection lo allow the thigh to act as an additional leverage pomt for 
handl ing limber that has fallen off the side of the stack. 
Place the first board of the layer on one side of the st8CK and then slide other boards w1lh 
greater ease/speed alongside this guide board. (If working two to a stack the guide board 
is usually placed centrally). 
Learn to 1hrow' and 'bounce ' boards into place over bearers and fillet sticks. but also use 
the ·guide ooard' principle if possible. 
An alternative to throwing the first board over fillet sticks is putting the first board of the 
post-fillet layer on top of the pre-fillet layer, then having a team member lift the end of this 
board up so that fillet sticks can then be placed under. This gives a short work break. a 
stretch, a reason for some teamwork, and avoids the awkward first board post-fillet throw 
Avoid lifting and placing of boards. rather they should be slid/supported on the table or 
stack, and 1hrown' arid 'guided'. 
Regularty sw ap between heavy or intense slacking tasks and lighter or slower tasks. 
Allow new/inexperienced workers to gradually develop the strength arid technique 
required for heavy/larger timber handling. and the speed/coordination requi red for more 
frequent handling of smaller timber dimensions. 
Develop a smooth arid relaxed work rhythm 
Work within your capacity. 
Stretch before and during work. 
Report discomfort earty and ensure that some action Is taken to accommodate this 
EaVdrink according to the nature of the job. 11 ls very physical work. and to perform well 
and avoid injury it is suggested that all workers eat healthily indud1ng breakfast. adequate 
snacks and lunch, and drink plenty of water during work. 

For a video, task techniques to show variations 1n handling different timber sizes. suit different 
builds, rest muscle groups, and canry out specific actions sudl as bouncing boards over fillets 
and replacing boards that fall off the packet should be covered Incorrect techniques and 
practices could also be highlighted with an explanation as to why they are undesirable 
Emphasis should be placed on the fact that the timber transfer task 1s sustainable with good 
technique, comfortable work pace, regular rotations and good workspace layout. However. 
occasional events such as boards falling off. dragging boards back. stopping timber suddenly. 
sustained rapid work pace etc. can be hazardous and may be overlooked A video should 
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recognise 1rid1vldual differences in acceptable work technique. and this should be included in 
lhe training This could mclude applying high force at the start and then guiding the board 
only, getting the board gomg and then apply111g foroe as they guide rt, gett111g the board going 
arid t1pp1ng ~to get momentum. using backhand (1f able) to reduce exposure. 

Aprons Aprons are used for several purposes. They protect the dothmg from 
sap/resin bwld up and from damage from catching on rough timber. Aprons also allow the soft 
t issues of the body to be protected from splinters or bruising from the boards. Used well, 
aprons appear to allow the timber to be kept closer to the body in handhng, thus reducing the 
forces actmg on the back and arms Apron use was observed to encourage a skilled worker to 
use leg and hip Hexion rather than back fieXJon when stacking into the lowest stack poSltions. 

Two styles of apron were seen m use. Thicker leather aprons allow greater body protection 
an<l t11nber 1s observed to be 'slid acroSS/agamst' the leather aprons confidently arid without 
nsk of lllJUfY. Heavy plastic aprons appear to only protect the clothing, and workers using 
these were not observed to shde the timber across/against the aprons in the same way as 
those using leather aprons 

These key work method/training points should also be added to and altered following trial 
Work method issues should not be seen as the only method for reducing musculoskeletal 
injuries Workplace design and other factors (as per this report) should be considered and 
addressed accordingly 
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I Manual Handling Risk Factor Identification and Control 

Recommendation 26: That manual handling risk factors are clearly identified in the 
health and safety manual and taslc description documents pertaining ro this work area. 
Use of the ACC Worl!Smart Back Pfan and related documents Including the manual 
Handling Haun/ Control Reconl may assist with this process. 

[Floor surface -- J 

Recommendation 27: That a more even noorlng surface across the trolley railings is 
Installed. 

The existing flooring surface 1s hazardous but must frequently be navigated by wor1<ers in this 
area . Current options to travel across the worl< area are to walk behind the w orl<ers at the 
table and risk being hit by timber as 11 is stacked, or to negotiate the uneven floonng across 
the trolley rails. Provision of a safer and easier to navigate walkway area would reduce miury 
risks. 

I Lighting -=i 

Recommendation 28: That lighting levels are increased to 750 lux for the area 
Immediately in front of the grader. This may be achieved by altering the position of the 
mirror used for tally purposes or the addition of another light source. 

The recommended lighting level tor timber inspection tasks Is given as 750 lux (CIBS Code 
for Interior Lighting, 1984), but for the grader was measured at between 650 and 900 lux . 

[ Flying Fillet Sticks ] 

Recommendation 29: That the Issue of airborne fillet sticks/parts of fillet sticks at the 
unloader Is reviewed and appropriate actions taken. 
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Appendix 10 

• Notes regarding intervention application Mill 12 
• Notes regarding intervention application Mill 17 



Notes regarding intervention application Mill 12 (following 
presentation of recommendations in May 2002) 

June 2002 
Email contact with the Operations Manager identified that changes made 
in response to the study recommendations were: 

• Most of the trolleys have been lowered 
• 'Landing pads' being trialed on the trolleys 
• Trolleys are spaced wider apart for greater work space 
• Maintenance reporting system improved with a 'Fix it' book 
• Lighting levels have been increased 
• Ear plugs are being tried 
• More rotation of staff through the day handling various timber sizes 

August 2002 
A brief onsite visit was made with the following findings 
(reporUobservation) regarding changes made: 

Trolleys 
• All excepting one trolley was at lower height as recommended, and 

with wheels replaced (rubber rims, and broader rims) and 
maintained as required. 

• Half of the trolleys had 'landing pads' installed, with staff indicating 
that these assist with throwing out the larger sized boards 
particularly. 

• Trolleys spaced a little further apart. 
Board Overhang 
• Tending to have 'pusher' make the timber overhang about 500mm 

from the table edge 
Rotations 
• Daily formal rotations between chain and filleting , and team on the 

chain made more regular informal swaps between light/heavy work 
tasks. Found that variation in timber flow can make a more formal 
system awkward. Relies on teamwork. Training for rotations a part 
of induction. 

Use of aprons 
• Team members using leather aprons to work 
Maintenance 
• Additional maintenance personnel hired 
• System for maintenance requests improved 
Hearing protection 
• Trialed earplugs, did not like them so plan to move to earmuffs 
Resaw system 
• Resaw system reviewed and now working better, with less timber 

tangles, so therefore less stressful for whole team 



Housework 
• More regular cleaning of work area 
• Fillet sticks stored more tidily/clean 
Injury reports 
• 4 months of injury reports shows no musculoskeletal injuries related 

to green chain work 

Still plan to improve storage of fillet sticks; water cooler installation (being 
arranged); and to improve the stop/start safety system for the chain, and 
to finish off installation of 'landing pads' on all trolleys 
Did not plan to follow up on inclining the table bed due to engineering 
difficulties, and some limitation to table changes due to other building 
plans. 

Would appreciate the industry doing something about producing a video 
covering safe timber pulling techniques, and the training of more 
experienced timber handling personnel. Training materials (video/manual) 
should suit the needs of smaller mills. 

It was reported that fewer workers had sore wrists, and felt that this was 
due to care to work with rotations, teamwork, production planning avoiding 
the very heavy timber and aiming at greater consistency in work flow, and 
having two packets of the 'busiest' timber dimensions. It was noted that 
with less workers, the same output was being achieved. This meant that 
workers were completing and were more confident of a greater output, 
and they earned more. They were generally feeling more satisfied with 
their work situation. Workers were achieving 15% better pay with this 
higher output. 

March 2003 
Telephone contact was made with the Operations Manager for an update 
on the changes made and to inform of forthcoming regional sawmilling 
meeting being organised by OSH. Changes were reportedly: 

• Work organisation factors - now aware of need for steady pacing of 
work at the table, less pushed, slower work. Also some downturn in 
the industry so less pressure for output and lower worker numbers. 

• Trolley changes made are still beneficial 
• Training of new workers - allowing newcomers time to train into the 

role and build skills and expertise. 

Approval for photos without identifiers to be used in presentations. 



Notes regarding intervention application Mill 17 (following 
presentation of recommendations in May 2002) 

May 2002 
Reported that since assessment, had already progressed with: 

• Cutting down trolley rails so they were a lower profile 
• Higher focus on housekeeping so trolleys less likely to catch on 

fillet sticks etc and tip 
• A support/stabiliser strut has been added to trolleys in an effort to 

reduce tipping incidents 
Requested at this visit that I take time to speak with green chain personnel 
to make comment on their work area along the same lines as the reported 
recommendations for the dry chain area. Comments made at brief 
walkthrough included: 

• Total packet height of timber on trolleys was generally lower than 
table height 

• May benefit from concept of 'landing pad' on trolleys, already low 
trolleys in use, and appeared keen to trial this 

• Leather aprons only used by some workers, and reportedly not for 
anything other than clothing protection - not aware of possible 
benefits of leather aprons in reducing effort, easier method 

June 2002 
Telephone follow up indicating that the following changes had been or 
were in the process of being made in the dry chain area: 

• Cleat height reduced to 19 mm, considering removing some cleats 
completely in future 

• Ongoing discussion about benefit of rail along table length vs 
removal of rail. Workers not keen to remove it completely, though in 
agreement at this stage that it could be lowered 

• Plan to install step along length of the platform to make it 
safer/easier to get up/down to trolley area 

• Trolleys - discussion about whether a system of height adjustment 
can be devised. Landing pad concept may suit in the future when 
the system alters a little 

• Timber overhang on table edge is related to the rail issue. May be 
able to have the rail height at just over the chain height, and have 
timber overhang greater so that timber reaches the worker already 
with it's end up on the rail, but hanging over so easier to grasp 

• Working on identification and documentation of manual handling 
hazards 

A brief article from the ergonomist was included in the regular worksite 
newsletter. 



July 2002 
Telephone contact with leading hand: 

• Unable to do anything further with trolley changes as changes to 
forklift/crane use in this area impact 

• No changes to timber overhang/rail issue, is still working with team 
members to have them accept the benefit of change - may agree 
to trial no rail for half of the table length. Reminded about the 
reasons for removing the rail and the benefit of increasing the 
overhang, which appeared to have been forgotten 

August2002 
Onsite visit to review changes made since recommendations (report and 
observation): 
1 - Table/chain 

• Cleats cut down. Reported that this does not make much change to 
the task by itself, needs rail to be lowered to make the most 
difference - per report. 

3 - Workspace geometry 
• T earn members decided not to alter the timber end on the table to 

packet end distance formally, remains as personal preference 
• Have a maximum of two persons working on one packet (used to 

be three so was workspace/safety issue) 
• Pit stacker step unable to be moved as a motor is in the way under 

the step 
• Still plan to modify pit-stacker machinery for narrower packets 

closer to the table end 
• Fillet stick holders in the process of being replaced with functional 

items 
4- Trolleys 

• Putting steel wheels on trolleys to reduce sticking and tipping, 
reportedly much easier to push full trolleys 

• Increased housekeeping vigilance to keep sticks off trolley rails 
• Stabilisers added to trolleys for lengthways stability 
• Alteration to system forklift/crane so can not put other trolley 

system changes into action at this stage 
5 - Table speed 

• Grader now much more involved with process of selecting table 
speed, and reportedly have 'clarified' the speeds preferred 

6- Flooring 
• Cut rails down for trolleys rather than installing flooring/walkway 

7 - Training 
• Have completed some 'best method' training with workers 
• Working on new personnel being better trained, keen on producing 

a video for this purpose 



8- Gloves 
• Greater range of glove sizes made available, and worn by all 

workers now (some chose not to wear them previously) 
9 - Other factors 

• Working on better manual handling hazard identification 
• Signs moved by grader, and better lighting apparently resulted -

though additional lux level readings would need to be taken to 
verify this 

• Noise level may have increased with radio on, will review noise 
dose over 8 hours 

No changes made to unloader. This work task is the main limiting factor to 
the overall productivity of the dry table. 

Productivity has increased by 20m3 per day or more, reportedly due in the 
main to the presence of a forklift which means that work does not have to 
stop while the crane is waited for, and two workers not needed to push the 
trolley out. Also now doing bigger runs of one timber size, which means 
that more can be stacked off onto more trolleys, so is faster. 

Barriers to change noted - worker attitudes and inflexibility (work team with 
a number of older workers very fixed in ways and beliefs). Also some 
changes are complex and costly, but may be able to be actioned with 
future plan to move entire dry-table area. (Required as longer table 
required due to increased demand for length-sorted timber. Would include 
in new table area (perhaps within 6 months) an automatic unloader, and 
the various specifications provided at assessment, including trolley 
spacing and height, etc. 

May 2003 
Telephone contact to review progress and inform of forthcoming regional 
meeting with sawmilling focus, organised by OSH: 

• Rail along table has been lowered to equal table height, with 
workers reportedly finding this easier to use 

• New dry table area at planning stage, with the guidelines as per the 
recommendations being included in the design 

• Plan to remodel the unloader machinery to stop the need to handle 
all timber 'over the edge' 

• A number of new employees with only 2 experienced workers. 

Approval given for use of photographs, without identifiers, to be used in 
presentations. 
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